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Manners and Customs of the Japanese People,
from the Earliest Time to the Time of

the Tokugawa Government.
{Continued.)

6. The Age of the Heian (Kyoto)

Dynasty.

(782 A. D -1155 A.D.)

N this age, the Ftijiwara

enjoyed great prosperity

in the court, and even

had great power over

the Emperor * four of the

daughters of Michinaga Fujiwara were

Empresses, and one was a Princess
;

and he himself, being the grandfather

of three Emperors, seemed to have

ever^'thing in his own power. He is

said to have composed the following

poem on the subject of his own great-

ness
*' All the world seems mine,

And I myself have nothing wanting

to me.

But am as tl:e full moon within the

sky."

The whole of the country was still

and peaceful, and there was nothing to

prevent men from becoming gay and
licentious.

It was in the year A.D. 794 that

the Emperor Kwammu removed his

capital to Heian or Kyoto, which

remained the Imperial residence for the

next 1075 years until the great Restora-

tion of Meiji. The new capital was
regularly and beautifully built with

streets at right angles to one another

and the Imperial Palace at the north

end of the city and facing south.

Around the Palace were hoiises for

Government offices and officials, and

there were in all some 1216 streets

and 38912 houses within the city.

The citywas divided into two portions,

east and west, in both of which there

were shops and stores, and the markets

were so arranged that during" the first

half of the month they were in the
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eastern and during the second half of

the month in the western half of the

city. The streets were planted with

cherries and willows, and the city had
many beautiful spots for those out-door

pleasures which the Japanese have
always so passionately loved : — the

cherry blossoms in spring at Sagano,
and the moonlight views of the Oi

river in autumn. There were many

quiet were the ways and habits of the

peo.ple.

Gradually the Western City fell

into decay, and only the Eastern City

prospered. It was a time of general

misgovernment, outlying provinces

were allowed to get out of hand, and
it w^as but natural that the capital

also should shew traces of the general

confusion. The retainers and samurai

Interior of the Imperul Palace at Kyoto.

beautiful shrines and temples, atKamo,
Iwashimizu, Kitano, and Oharano, with
the shrines of -Kasuga and Inari. Wor-
shippers would sometimes shut them-

selves up for days of prayer at the

Kiyomizu Temple : others made pious

journeys to the more distant Temple
at Ishiyama : the Kwannon at Hase
was especially patronized by worship-

pers. The streets were crowded with
traffic, here and there a slowly moving
ox-cart would be seen going through
the streets, and the peddling women
with tubs on their heads showed how

of powerful barons often attacked the

prominent townspeople from w^hom
they exacted gifts of corn and vsrine,

the rest of the inhabitants was often

disturbed by burglars, and the streets

and highways of the city were unsafe.

It is- true that a system of city police

was instituted in the year A. D. 830,
but these new guardians of the peace
were powerless to protect the city.

The revenues from country districts

ceased to flow into the Imperial
Treasure, there was no money left for

necessary repairs to public buirdings.
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fires were frequent, and the Imperial dha from his enemies. But they became
Palace was itself set on fire more than turbulent, restless, and even the au-

once. thority of the Emperor did not avail

The Ox-cart in the Hei-an Dynasty.

With regard to the communications, to keep them in their places.

the guardhouses at Suzuka,

Arachi, and Osaka, were

abolished in A. D. 789, and

upon the destruction by an

eruption of Mt. Fuji, in A.D.

860, of the Ashigara pass, the

pass of Hakone was opened

to facilitate the traffic be-

tween East and West. Com-

munications, however, con-

tinued to be both difficult and

inconvenient, and there was

superadded to ordinary risks

the danger of robbers on land

and pirates at sea. The' port

of Naniwa (Osaka) was the

only flourishing seaport in

the country. Here the traffic

was bustling and constant.

During this age the power

of both Buddhist and Shinto

shrines was very great, and

both religions were much

favoured by the people. Bud-

dhist priests studied miHtary

science and carried arms on

the pretext of defending Bud-

Ree^ulations safeguarding succession

Peddling WoMENA\TrH Tubson their Heads.
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and marriage gradually fell into disuse.

A father would give all his property to

a favorite son to the exclusions of all his

other children, or he would devise it to

a brother instead of to a son, or to an

illegitimate son instead of to one born

in honorable wedlock. Often the whole

property would be left to a Buddhist

Temple in return for prayers for the

repose of his soul. Marriages could be

contracted without the consent of

parents.

Agriculture showed slow advances.

In the year A.D. 799, an Indian ship

laden with cotton was blown out of

its course by gales and reached the

near the capital, and wheat, beans,

millet, and sorghum in other provinces.

Industry however made great pro-

gress : the nobles were prosperous,

articles of personal attire and orna-

ment were in great demand, and they

vied with each other in the sunlptuous-

ness of their mansions. Many famous

artists were produced in this age, those

of Hida province being the most

famous. The art of enameling on por-

celain was brought to perfection, and

the best manufactories were in the

provinces of Izumi.Owari, Mikawa and

Bizen. Weaving and kindred arts made

but little progress though they shared

YUMOTO AT HAKONE, FAMOUS FOR ITS HOT SPRING.

coasts of Mikawa. This proved to be

the commencement of Japanese cotton

growing. Tea planting began in A.D.

815. In A.D. 822 Yasuyo Yoshimine

invented the watermill and applied it

to irrigation, and in A.D. 839 we have
a decree of the Emperor Ninmei order-

ing his xieople to plant buckwheat

in the general opulence of the people.

Gold and silver lacquer, and mother of

pearl, were much used in decorative

arts, and interiors were often fairly

ablaze with them. The Ho-o-do at Uji,

constructed by Fujiwara Yorimichi is

a good specimen, still ei^tant, of the

luxuriousness of the age. Even car-
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riagcs, hats, and the sleeves of gentle- Pirates also mfested the ocean, so that
men's coats were sometimes adorned trade both at home and abroad declin-

with this lacquer work. ed : still a few merchants from Tsuku-
shi in 'Kyushu and Naniwa in Settsu

made private venture voyages to Korea
and China and brought back various

The Tea-Harvest.-

The most famous painters were

Kudara Kawanari, and Kose Kana-

oka, the latter of whom painted the

Shishinden. Fujiwara Motomitsu

founded the Tosa school, a reaction

against the predominance of the Chinese

school of art.

Commerce advanced, under the

encouragement of the Emperors succeed-

ing Kwammu, who opened roads and

constructed ships and carriages. Money

was frequently coined, and efforts made

for its distribution, but as the people

were unaccustomed to the use of coin

they were allowed to pay their taxes

in kind as hitherto. '

The weakness of the Government

brought about a good deal- of suffer-

ing. Travellers vsrere often robbed and

in Mt. Suzuka in Jse there lived a

. famous band of some 70 or 80 robbers.

precious articles which they purposed

gelling to the extravagant nobles.

Hakata in Chikuzen was the most im-

portant port in the west, nearer to

the Capital we get Naniwa, Kanzaki,

Eguchi, Kawakita and Otsu.

Buddhism became more and more

prevalent, and penetrated to the lower

classes. Saicho and Kukai, founders of

the Tendai and Shingon sects respect-

ively, were men of great mark. The

former established the great monastery

of the Enryakuji on Hieizan, the latter

the famous temple on Koya-san. ^These

two sects became very prosperous, and

were also much mixed up with the

native Shintoism. The priests seemed

to have nothing to do but to read

the Scriptures, copy them, build new

temples, and worship the Holy Ima-

ges. Some of them made vows of
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abstinence for 1000 days, others re- 10,000. The priests not only attended

tired to the mountains for twelve at funeral ceremonies, but also read

years, a few fanatics burned them- prayers and scriptural passages by the

selves to death. The nobles, especially bedside of the sick. They were also

Temple on Mt. Koya.

the family of the Fujiwara, were great

believers in Buddhism which they en-

riched with gifts and legacies. The Em-
peror Shirakawa, an ardent believer

who in his later years became a priest,

made four pilgrimages to Mt. Koya,
and eight to the Kumano Shrine in

Kit. He absolutely forbade his subjects

to take life, destroyed 8800 nets, and
had all hawks and other caged birds

set free. The Emperor Toba was
another great believer in Buddhism,
and built the well known six Temples.

A great source of extravagance was
the Kuyo ceremony of offering food to

the manes of the dead. This ceremony
was the more effective in proportion

to the number of priests engaged in it,

A hundred priests was nothi g out of

the common. The Emperor Sujaku had
1000, the Emperor Murakami had

much used on occasions of congratula-

tion and joy. When a nobl^ attained

the age of 40 he would have prayers

offered in 40 temples,- at 60 in 60. It

was a common thing for. a man to

become a priest, sometimes in order

to evade the consequences of his own
crime, sometimes to procure blessings

for his family. Several of the Em-
perors, Seiwa, Uda, /Kwazan, became
priests themselves, afld by degrees the

practice arose of having priests who
were priests in name only, but in all

the concerns of life mere laymen. Any
event at all out of the common, a

comet, an earthquake, a drought, or

a long rain, was at once brought
before the pri sts . for their prayers,

when a battle was gained or a re-

bellion put down, the priests were
first thanked for- their petitions and



General Okazawa, Chief of the aides-de-Camp to His

Majesty the Emperor of Japan.
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then the soldiers for their fighting.

Soothsaying find divination was much
in favour : the soothsayer was con-

sulted before doing anything of im-

portance. The Kamot father and
son were very celebrated for their

soothsaying during the reign of tlie

Emperor Uda (A.D. 889-897), Abe Sei-

,mei, a disciple of the younger Kamo,
was another famous astrologer and
soothsayer. He is said to have fore-

told the -abdication of the Emperor
Kwazan, and to have discovered the

poisonous snake lurking in a melon, in

the presence of Fujiwara Michinaga.

Superstition was naturally promin-

ent and rife. Witchcraft was common

:

it is no easy task to discriminate

between soothsaying and the black

versity was established in a previ-

ous age. This age witnessed the esta-

blishment by nobles of many schools,

mainly for the education of their own
brothers and sons. Notable amongst
these were the Kwobun-in, Shogaku-in,

Junna-in and Gakkwan-in, mostly in

Kyoto. These schools had an intellect-

ual rather than a moral object before

them : they fell into decay along with
the ruin of the capital.

Women secluded themselves, they

deemed it a shame even for their

voices to be heard outside their own
families. If they went out it was in

closed carriages or with veils over

their heads. When a lady of the upper

classes had to converse with a man,
she did it through a maidservant : if

A Court Lady of the Hei-an Dynasty.

art. Dream-divination was much in

vogue, and many wom n made th ir

living by it. It was supposed to be

possible to buy a good dream from

some one else, so as to obtain the

benefit from it.

. Wc have already seen that an Uni-

the man were well known, she would

speak herself from behind a screen, if

she were obliged to meet the man she

would speak with a fan concealing her

face, in a low vofce.

The fash'onable style of architecture

was that known a3 the Azwnaya style.
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derived from China and used in the

Imperial Palace. The jprincipal build-

ing, known as Shinden, generally faced

to the south, and was occupied by the

mas er. East, west, and north, of it

were where called Tainoya or wings.

The northern wing {Kita-no-tai, facirg

stables and carriage houses and sheids

for fuel, &c.

The garden was planted with yari-

ous kinds of shrubs and flowers ; and

beyond the pond was a miniature hill

with a rockery and river bed through

which flowed an artificial stream.

Residence of a Noble of the He-an Dvnasty.

the Shinden) was occupied by the wife,

the rest of the family and the retainers

residing in the Eastern and Western

wings. The Shinden was connected

with the three Tainoya by means of

corridors known as Hosodono, Wata-

donoj or Medo, and in front of the

shinden was a garden with a pond, in

the midst of which was an islet rea-

ched by a bridge. By the side of the

pond were small summer houses known
as Tsuridono or Izumidono, and con-

nected by corridors with the Eastern

and Western Tainoya. In the middle of

these corridors was a gate called CAu-

mon with rooms for stewards and
servants, and ontside the chuwon were

The walls of the house were of earth-

work in the parts occupied by the

nobleman and his family, of boards in

the servant^s quarters. Outside there

ran a moat. The gate differed in shape

and size according to the rank of the

master, and the roof w^as thatched

with hinoki bark or singles. Tiles

were generally used for shrines and
temples only : common people used reed

(arundo), rushes or straw. >

The interior of the building consist-

ed of one large room, with boarded
floors. Special apartments were un-

known, but when necessary screens were
used to secure privacy. Mats -were

laid on the floors, nobles had the
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frivilcge of using a cushion as well.

There were two shelves along the wall
for placing household utensils on, a
box known as dzushi contained writ-

ing materials and toilet articles, and
the furniture of the room was com-
pleted by a mirror and clothes-horse.

There was a kind of four-post bed,

covered with cloth on all sides, so large

that it almost looked like a separate

chamber. It could however be moved
at will to any part of the house. It

was known by the name of chodaL
Candlesticks and lamps, known as

niusubi todai, kiri todai, taka todai, &c,

w^ere in use, candles having been already

introduced in a previous age, and

supposed to have been coal and petro-

leum ; but no special use was made of

the discovery.

The establishment of the new capi-

tal at Heian gave a great impetus to

architecture, and the nobles vied with
each other in the costliness and magni-
ficence of their mansions and villas.

Gardening also made much progress,

and we may especially note the famous
Kawara-in gardens belonging to Mina-
moto Torn, full of beautiful landscapes,"

with rocks, trees, miniature villas, and
a pond for which 20 Koku of sea-water

were daily brought from Naniw^a, it

being the intention of the owner to

have a model in his garden of the

Ti:e C/iodai.

torches were employed for walking

abroad at night.

In the year 668, the Emperor Ten-

chi received irom Koshi no Kuni (the

present province of Echigo) presents

of ''inflammable earth and water,"

famous salt-beds of Mutsu. We may
also mention the Ho-o-do at Uji, origi-

nally erected as a private villa by

Minamoto Toru,but afterwards turned

into a temple by Yorimichi the son of

Michinaga. It takes its name from a
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couple of Ho'O (" plioenix ") which dismount from his carriage to allow

suimount its roof, and may still be a superior to pass by.

seen in all the beauty of its original The long-continued peace was a

magnificence. great incentive to luxury, which

Ho O-DO AT UjT.

One of the regulations of a previous

age had limited the use of the palan-

quin to the Emperor and Empress, but

the custom was much . relaxed in the

present age, and the higher members

of the "priesthood might also be seen

riding in these vehicles. The Crown
Prince had a peculiar ceremonial vehicle

known as ren, the use of which during

the present age was tacitly permitted

to other princes, to dignitaries in

Church and State, and even to noble

ladies. Ox-carriages came into fashion

among the people and might be fre-

quently seen in the broad streets of

Heian, w^hich in this respect formed a
great contrast to the narrow lanes of

Nara. The traffic of these carriages

was carefully regulated, and rules of

etiquette prescribed the times when a
gentleman stopped his carriage for one

of higher rank, 'and when he was to

showed itself in the elaborate ceremoni-

al and other gala dresses worn in this

age.

The frill dress worn by the court

officials consisted of the following

articles of apparel

—

gyokukwan^osode,
kosode, hitoej mo, ue-no-hakamaj

.'okuchi, ju^ gyoktthai, shakUy kutsushi-

ta, udzu, &c.
^ The gyokukwan (crown or coronet)

was decorated with appropriate jewels

according to the rank and profession

of the wearer.* The Imperial gyoku-
kwan, for instance, was more elaborate

than the rest, and there was a distinc-

tion made between civil and military

officers. OsodCj also known as Konryo^
was worn by the Emperor alone. It

was a species of Imperial Mantle, and
was richly embroidered or patnte^

with figures of the Sun, Moon, Stars,

Dragons, &c.
,
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Kosodc was a species of coat worn
under the Osode, and tinder it was
worn the hitoe, or shirt. Mo was a
kind of trousers, very wide and fttll,

and worn over the ue-no-hakama and
okuchi, both of which were coverings
for the legs. Ju was worn over the
breast, and gyokuhai was a species of

garter worn at the knee. Kutsushita
were socks made of leather, udzu were
slippers made of brocade. The shaku
was an ivory staff carried in the

hands.

The above dress was of a strictly

ceremonial character, and was not
frequently used. A secondary form of

dress for both Emperor and officials

was that known as sokutai. In this,

the upper garment was known ue-no-

kinUf beneath which came shitagasane.

quered silk or gauze and known as

Kamnmru Civil officials carried the

shaku, military officers carried the

yanagui or quiver, with a bow-case
slung across their shoulders. On the

occasions of ceremonial worship the

kammuri was wreathed with ivy

known as hikage kazura, which might
be either natural or artificial, and
flowers, were much used as symbols

of joy or congratulation. These also

were often artificial. Figured cloth,

embroidered w^ith figures of flow^ers,

birds, &c. was much used, but the use

of the mon or family crest, had not

yet become prevalent. Distinctions of

rank were made by colours. Yellow

and red were the Imperial colours,

purple and scarlet were the colours

belonging to the highest members of

Palanquin and Ren, Ckremontal Vehicles for EMrERORS and Princes.

akoxne amd hitoe. The legs were the aristocracy. None of these colours

covered with ve-no-hakamayiith ogachi might be worn without special permis-

or koguchi beneath them. The head sion.

was covered with a hat made of lac- Naoshi and Kariginu were two
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A Prince. DRKSSEii in the Gala

Dress of the Heian Ace.

special forms of dress, simpliRed from

-the above.

Ladies wore karaginu, mOj uwagi,

akome, hire^ kvntai, &c. The first of

these was a short silk jacket worn
outside the uwagi or tipper garment.

Under the uwagi came the aiome which
varied in number according to the

taste of the wearer, some ladies wear-

ing as many as twenty, though a later

regulation limited the number to fixt,

(The akome were also sometimes

known as Itsu-gitiu " five-dresse^,"

sometimes Ju-ni-hitoe ** twelve sing-

lets "). The lower part of the body
was covered with mpy and hakama,
hire and kuntai, the two latter becom-

ing obsolete before the end of

the period. A simplified form of

dressing, corresponding to the

naoshi of male attire, was known
as ko-uchigi. Hair pins (saisbi)

were used on all ceremonial oc-

casions, and the fan was always

to be seen in the hand of a lady.

Long hair was a great orna-

ment for the fair sex, and it was
considered a great beauty for a
woman if her hair lay pn the

floor behind her as she sat on

the ground. Artificial hair (karno-

Ji) was not unknown : the lower

classes eithei plaited the hair

from the ears, or wore it in nets

or bags. A grown-up girl would
pluck out (not shave) her eye-

A General in the Full Dress of the
Heian Age.
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bro^NTS, and paint artificial ones in

their place : her teeth were blackened

with ohaguroy her face

powdered with oshiroi and
her lips tinged with red

paint. Cotton w^as worn for

warmth, bxit was not so

common as silk which was
the almost universal material

for clothing. Men wore

hakatna even in their daily

business : skin and paper

were used to, supplement the

silk clothes and give increas-

ed warmth to the body.

Hats known as eboshi

or nagaeboshi were much
used, even by merchants and

workmen : a triangular piece

of silk or paper called hitai-

eboshi was also frequently

worn. Women never showed

their faces if they could help

into the waist for convenience of walk-

ing. This was known as tsubo-sbo-

Gentlemen wearing the nAoshi (Ze/f) and

KARIGINU {Right).

A Woman wearing an

Ichimegasa and Kadzuki

ginu.

it. When
they went

abroad on

foot they

veiled them-

selves with a

kadzuki ginu

over their

faces. The

kadzuki-ginu

(which was

also some-

times affect-

ed by priests

and dandies)

was tucked

zoku. A woman also wore a hat

known as ichimegasa {" market

woman's hat ") or an ogasa made of

bamboo or sedge for the rainy weather.

Umbrellas (karakasa) and rain-coats

{mino) were used by all classes.

Sumptuary laws with the view to

limit the prevailing luxury were issued

by the Emperor Daigo and his Minister

Fujiwara Tokihira (A.D. 898-930),

but they failed to accomplish their pur-

pose. A cloth known as aya was most

fashionable, next to it came silk.

Clothes were dyed of different colours

witl in and without, the hues and pat-

terns being made to correspond with
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the different seaS^Otis of the year. The tions for the highly-scented sleeves of

Emperor Kwazad (985) wore a mirror the court-dandies, elaborate bow cases

and sheaths

were more
valued than

servi c e a b 1

e

weapons of
w^ar, and the

retired Em-
perors Shira-

kawa andToba
did much to

spread lux-

urious habits in

the Court. The
men carried

mirrors with
them -like the

ladies, they
painted

selves

artificial

brows,

powdered their

faces, and black-
in his hat, and Fujiwara Tomomitsu ened their teeth, and thus the effemi-
in the reign of the Emperor Ichijo took nate court of Kyoto gradually lost
society by storm by using an arrow- its hold on the manlier portions of
notch of crystal. Mother-of-pearl oma- the Empire,
ments were frequently used as decora-

Thk Hodzu River near Kyoto.

them-

with
eye-

they

The Procrssion of the Kamo Festival on Aoi Bridge in Kyoto.
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Steiuned rice (w), prepared much
as it is to-day, was the staple food.

A Party making Merry under the Cherry Blossoms.

It was eaten either as blmeii " boiled

rice/' or as kayu " gruel." After boil-

ing it was sometimes dried in the sun,

{hoshm)j in which case it was soaked,

before eating, in cold water

during the summer, and in hot

water during the winter. Dried

fish w^as much used, owng to

the distance of Kyoto from the

sea, but cf fresh river fish they

relished the carp, and a tai

brought safely from the ocean

was esteemed a great delicacy.

The flesh of animals and birds

was also eaten, but the pre-

valence of Buddhism prevented

the wide

spread of

these arti-

cles of

food, as

also of

milk and
butter (so).

Hawking
was, how-

e v e r, a

fashionable pastime. Vegetables were
a good deal used, and cakes were in-

troduced from

China, especial-

ly the mochi
cake, made by
pounding rice

dough, which
is still in uni-

versal use. The
practice of
slicing the
living fish was
one of the re-

finements of

luxury of the

present age and
a skilftil carver

obtained much
praise from the

assembled
guests. It was
customary to

carry food wth one on a journey, the

ebukuro being much used for the pur-

pose. Great quantities of food were

used at the ceremonial banquets o

The Mask Dance.
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tlie Fujiwara and other great nobles,

but the cookery as a whole was not

equal to that which is found in the

middle classes of Japan to-day. Sake

was the common drink, and was

distinguished ^s sbiroki " white " or

*' pure," and kuroki, " black " or "im-,

pure" sake. Tea had been introduced

from China by Buddhist priests, and

tea-planting had been begun, but it

did not find favour and died out of

use.

A Shirabyoshi,

Early marriages were the rule, and

-polygamy, though contrary to the

law, was tacitly permitted. "White

robes were worn in a house where a

birth was abput to take place, and

rice w^as scattered about a room just

before and after parturition to drive

aw^ay evil spirits. For the same reason,

dolls were laid by the bedside of a

new-born babe, which received a present

of a table, bowls, and chopsticks on

the 50th day after its birth. A boy

assumed the toga virills on his tenth

birth day : he was now considered a

man and his hair was ti:d up. The

same rule held good with a girl- The

ceremony was known as gen buku^ and

consisted in the assumption oikammnri

(hat) by the boy, and mo (trousers)

by the girl.

Funerals were of three kinds

:

earth-burial, water-burial (the body

being sunk by means ofa stone, in deep

water) and air-burial, or exposure on

mountains or plains.

Cremation became pre-

valent as Buddhism in-

creased in power, and

the first crematorium in

Japan was the TorilDeno

at Kyoto.

The ceremonies through-

out the year Nenjti Gyoji,

were elaborate and
numerous. The Anniver-

sary of the Accession of

the Reigning Sovereign

was celebrated at the

Daigokuden and from the

time of the Empress Gen-

mei (A.D. 718) was al-

ways accompanied by a

general amnesty . The
Emperor Kammu (782)

instituted the practice of

reporting the Corona-

tion, by special envoy,

to the gods' of the Great

Shrine at Ise. Daijoye

was an offering of the

first fruits of rice to the new Emperor,

on the 1st of November next after his

accession. The Festival of the Kamo
shrine was held in April, and, beginning

with the year A.D. 860 a great archery

competition was held in January in

the presence of the Emperor himself

Kyokusui-no-yen^ or the Festival of

the Crooked Stream, to vsrhich w^e have

already alluded in a former number of

this Record, was held on the 3d of

March, and the Review of Horses at
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the end of April. These horses were before the more fashionable music
afterwards used at the Review of brought from China, though in the
Mounted Archers which was held on previous age both styles had been
the parade ground of the Imperial equally popular. Recitation of poems
Guards in May. Imperial Banquets and the singing of songs in the iwayo
were held in honour of the various style was much practised. The imayo
flowers that blossomed in their seasons, were originally recitations of passages
the plum, the cherry, the wistaria, the from the sacred books of Buddhism,
lotus, and the bagi, and the full moon but the style was found to be equally

of August was a very popular festival 'adapted to secular poetry and love

introduced from China, songs, and the imayo recitations were;

When a man was appointed a generally given by female dancers of

general or a minister he was expected the name of sbirahyoshi. These dan-

to make an elaborate banquet, atwhich cers originally danced in white robes,

he bestowed valuable gifts (sometimes, with eboshi hats and swords, and
e.g. 30 or 40 horses a-piece) on all their dancing was known as otokomai
his guests,;^and even on all their ser- or " male dancing," but on the advice

vants. If a servant brought a letter to of Fujiwara Michinori, the masculine

the house, he expected a reward, which element was eliminated, and the sbira-

generally took the form of a piece of byosbi appeared in their proper charac-

silk or cotton cloth; which the recipient ter as women. Satugakn and dengaku
would c^rry home on his shoulSer. A were two comic dances, .the. Jatter

letter sent by private messenger was representing the merriment of the

tied to the branch of, a tree or a bunch farmers after their hard labours in

of flowei:s. Poems were often sent with the rice fields.

presents of plants or grasses, corres- There were many amusements ;—
ponding .to the, meaning of the poem. competitions in poem-composition both

Music and dancing were much in Japanese and Chinese, and in incense^

vogue among all classes from the highest burning, and the games known as

to the lowest. Men danced and sang at sugoroku and gQ, Foot ball was:

the festivals of their ancestors, and at played and hawking was a popular

their private entertainments, and some pdstime. Boys played with bows and

of the luxurious nobles w^ould spend arrows, hobby-horses known as take-'.

the whole of a moonlight night in the uxna, and spinning tops : girls had

cherry blossom season in watching dolls . Flowers were much admired

dancing on an elaborately decorated and in winter artificial flowers wer^

ship floating on a pond in their garden, made to take the place of the real

The musical instruments in use ones. Men kept dogs for hunting, and

were flutes, lutes^ koto (a kind of women kept cats.
^

harp), wagOD an instrument of six Hotsprings were much frequented,

strings, ,sbo, and shaku bacbi, both of the most popular places of resort being-

the latter being varieties of wind- Muro in Kii, Arima in SettsUj and

instruments.- Japanese music declined Nanakuri in Sbinano.

(^To be continued.)
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AYE, NIPPON, OCCIDENTES TE SALUTAMUS.

Son of the Sea Girt Isles, we of the West
salute theCj

The fame of thy valorous deeds has

reached e'en to far countries.

Those who have gone before, leading the

way to victory,

Have not died in vain, for their memor-
ies bright and eternal,

Enshrined in the hearts of the living, shall

last from now till eternity.

Strong as the mountain pine, that has stood

the storms of ages,

Brave as the heroes of old that died for

the sake of their home-land,

Swift as the eagle to strike, when he sees the

foe before him,
Well may the Northern Foe gather his

legions together, f"

For, ere the conflict be over, they all shall

be sorely needed.

When from the Northland above they come
like an avalanche roaring.

Sweeping away from their path all

powerless to oppose them,

Stand thou like Fuji of old and say to the
Northern Invader,

'- Thus far but ho farther shalt thou come,
for we of the Southland forbid thee,

We of the Sea Girt Isles will die but what
we prevent thee.

As we look back to the days when Hide-
yoshi was with us.

To Miyamoto Musashi and the days of
the Forty Seven Konin,

We can see that their deeds are rememb-red
and not in vain were their teachings,

That to efface all self and to die in pre-

serving one's honour,

Will not be forgotten for ages and is worthy
of all emulation.

Greater love hath no man than this, that he
lay down the priceless possession

Of life and glory and wealth in the hour
of national peril.

Well worthy are they to stand with the
heroes of bygone ages.

Those who laid down their lives that

others might reap the benefit.

Whose bones to-day are mingling with the
sands of the Northern Seas.

Well may they be honoured in song and
celebrated in story,

And serve aa examples for men of
coming generations.

Such men and such deeds are rare, inestim-

able in value.

Not to be bought with a price, though
given eagerly when needed

To save a nation's honour, to avenge a world
wide injustice.

Son of the Sea Girt Isles, again and again
we salute thee,

Borne on the crest of the wave, may
thy banner lead ever to Victory,

And should the day arrive, when help and
assistance be needed,

'

Forget the difference of nation, of
speech, of creed and of colour,

We'll not fail to stretch out a hand, though
far away we are brothers.

E. M. Lambuth.
Former Instructor in English

in

The Tohushima Shi-Hdn-Qahko and Chu-
Qakko, Tohushima, Joupan,
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Early Communications with South-Western
Countries.

ing year broug^it all the news about

this prince.

In 1549, Ryosei of Yamato travel-

led te Goa in India, and after having

studied the Catholic religion there for

some time came home accompanied

by several Portuguese missionaries.

Not only had he become proficient in

the knowledge of the Portuguese

ROM the proximity of

geographical position, it

was but in the natural

order of things that next

to the Chinese and
Koreans, the people of the Philippine

islands, and India should -^ have hald

earlier communications with the Japa-
nese- than -other nations. . The first

Indians known . in

this country were
men and w^omen
cast ashore on the

coasts of Hiuga by
shipwreck in 654
A.D. The kind care

the natives bestow-

ed upon these dis-

tressed people at-

tracted several In-

dian priests who
arrived six years

later, preached
Buddhism and in-

troduced the art of

music.

Prince Kokaku,

second son of the

Emperor Seiwa was
deprived of his dig-

nity ofCrownPrince

for his alleged im-

plication in a revolt

that was started
, t i • x- j j ^t.

bv some discontented officers, and being language but he also introduced the

in extreme grief, shaved Hs head and Indian method of tanning leather

became a Buddhist priest. In 861 A.D. which he had learned while in that

he went to China and after staying, country.

in the Chinese capital for about 20 Dunng the 16th century Indians

years made his way to India where it and Philippmos were cal ed by the

is reported he died in his 80th year Japanese by the name of Nanban
,

from the attack of a tiger. A Chinese the barbarians of the south, and many

priest who came to Japan m the follow- Japanese sailed to India and the Pha-

i
v.^;'''-

A Japanese Priest and his Disciflbs.
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lippines, settling there at one time to contrast to the Chinese who being

the number of 3,000. They were brave stingy and shameless, were now and

then forced to leave Manila by the

Spanish authorities. In 1540, a

number of Japanese contemplated

the seizure of the Philippine islands

and for that purpose made an in-,

vision which was not successiul.

Many of the people of Kiushu

sailed to Annam, Siam, Luzon, and

the southern coasts of China, and

greatly embarassed the natives of

those places, by their warlike be-

haviour. Embassies came with

complaints of their turbulent be-

havior and requests to the Japa-

nese government to put them
under restraint. Accordingly, the

Japanese government gave orders

to the Japanese residents in foreign

countries to conduct themselves in

an orderly manner under severe

penalties. In 1599, a country in

the Malay peninsula sent an em-

An Indian Noble. bassy to the Shogun with a pre-

sent of native products. The party

and straightforward and gained great ' was graciously received and given

respect from the natives in striking a highly satisfactory reply in con-

Panompin, the Capital of Cambodia.
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nection with the subject of the promo-
tion of trade. After that time trade ^

with Cambodia, Luzon, and. India

-was carefully encouraged and had atv
tait^ed a widespread prosperity when
it was suddenly impeded in consequence

of the Christian persecutions. The
government was now very severe to-

ward foreigners whom they sent back

saying thiat they would not allow any

led to the
;
prosperity of ' the ' Indian

trade. : lst,v it seemed th^^ easiest and
quickest way for adventurous mear-

chants to make a fortune by engaging

in foreign trade ; 2ndly Toyotomi and
Toktigawa having iexhausted their

coffers by the 'civil contentions which

were just coming to jan lend thought

it the best resort to raise money from

the profits of the Indian trade ; 3rdly.

"Ship 6f the Red Stamp."

more foreigners to land in this coun-

try. On the other hand tliey also pro-

hibited"the Japanese going abroad and

those 'who were already abroad were

not permitted to return home. In the

middle of the 17th century, this pro-

hibitio 1 was much mitigated and cor-

.respondence was allowed to go on

through Chinese' ships only betweetl

'

those staying abroad and their rela-

tions at home.

We find three^pfiricipal causes that

the barons and wan-iors who had met

virith failure on the battle field sought

to make money by trade for the future

recovery of their circumstances.

In 1594, Hideyoshi gave licenses

to the Japanese ships trading to Luzon,

Amoy, Macao, Annam, Tonquin, Cam-

bodia, Siam, Malacca, and several

other poirts ; and ships thiis licensed

were styled ** Ships 6f the R^d Stainp."

At first there were eight shipowners

engaged in running 'these lines. The -
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principal impopts consisting of white silk in this country. It may be seen^

sugar, cotton, flax, tobacco &c. Simi* that about that time the Japanese

lar licenses given by lyeyasu in 1600 weavers looked for materials from-

numbered 62, and the number of these China,

foreign - going
ships increased

year by year,

show^ing 179 at

the end of twenty
years. The- re-

gister of these

ships shows that

they sailed for

eighteen different

ports in India, :

China, and For-

mosa. At the

same tune, for-

eign ships were

given the liberty

to enter any of

the Japanese
portsthoughthey

chiefly visited the

coasts of Kiushu.

The merchandise

exported were

mosquito nets,

umbrellas, fans,

rain coats,
swords, iron
ware, grains,
bath-tubs, cotton

doth, iron money.

An Annamite Lady.

Intercourse
with Annam, a

Kingdom of Indo-

'

China began in

the year 1596

A,D. The embas-

sy from the Gov-

ernor of that

country received

a cordial recep-

tion from lyeyasu

who w^as keenly

aware of the

mutual advan-

tages that would

accrue from trade

and assured them

that - he would
provide all con-

veniences and

protection to

merchants
coming from
Annam. It
strikes us as very

strange when we
think that the

government that

thus advocated

camphor, screens, international trade could so fall back

and mattings, whilst the imports were as to adhere to the policy of strict ex-

raw silk, gold brocade, calico, damask, elusion for 200 years and only reluct-

crape, gauze, musk, quicksilver, zinc,' antly under stress of circumstances

coral, eyeglasses, vermilion, &c. opened the doors for the American

In 1611, the Shogunal government; embassy. The trade with Annam,

.

dispatched Chaya.Shirojiro, one of the however, did not prosper much. The
wrealthiest merchants of Kyoto to Japanese who went there were wild

Nagasaki to see the condition, of trade and boisterous, and the people of

there. . He went there and finding it Annam began to dislike them so much
greatly profitable to buy up all the that complaints were made to the

raw silk that Chinese ships brought Japanese, government. Several futile

there, he negotiated to take them at a attempts were made by the Japanese

low figure and distributed the goods, government to .restrain these turbulent

among the ,Kypto weavers to the Japanese, and the trade was ultimately

latter's great satisfaction and glad- left to decline,

ness. This was the first corner in raw -. -
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I6OI is the jeat ii whicli the

natives of Cambodia made their ap-

pearance on these shored for the first

time. They brought a letter and pre-

sents to lyeyasu from ' their king.

lyeyasu sent his officers four years

later to return the visit. In 1611, the

king of Cambodia sent over a Japanese
of the name of Kono Kiyoyemon and

requested the Shogun to undertake the

control of the turbulent Japanese in his

country. lyeyasu replied that all those

that acted in wilful con-

travention to the law
of the place where they

were living should be

punished by the local

authorities.

After the conquest

of Luzon, the largest

of the Philippine Ivslands,

by the, Spanish in

1572, many Japanese,

emigrated there but ^ as

usual proved too high-

spirited and riotous to

be f controlled by the

Spanish Governor. Some

of them in combination •

with Chinese pirates

engaged in plundering

the coasts of the islands.

Complaints were made

to lyeyasu who was
requested to keep down
the spirits of the Japa-

nese and also to limit

the number of j£.panese

ships coming to Luzon.

lyeyasu willingly com-

plied with the request

and in return asked the

Spanish Governor to

give him facilities for

opening trade with the

Spanish dominions in

Mexico- But theSpanish

Governor desiring to enjoy the whole

benefit of the Japanese trade hesitated

to act as requested until in 1608, when

a revolt broke 6xxt among the Chinese

settlers whicli he managed " td' put

down only with the assistance of "the

Japanese. These latter now becariwi

more and more turbulent and the

Spaniards were driven to ask tl^e

Shogun to recall his nationals. In con-

sideration of this, the Spanish Gover-

nor undertook to render assistance i|i

opening trade w^ith Mexico. ,>4\ J
The taking of Macao, the pdrit "l^it

the entrance of the Canton p-feer^by ithe

The King of Cambodia.

Portuguese in 1537 was for the purpose

of extending their trade in the Orient.

So, firom this newly acquired centre
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$?^^y freely issued to various ports in

Qhing. and Japan.- The Portuguese
seem to have contemplated a monopoly
of.the Oriental trade, .for tehen a Japa-
nese ship going, to. an Indian port
tpuchedjat Macaoi and refused to trade
there, the Portuguese attacked the

titne-to build: large warships in order

either to attack foreign ships or to

engage in trade. The wisdom of

lyeyasu saw that it >vould be. too
dangerous to allow his barons to

build large ships and so to increase

theiv power, and his cautious policy

The Tategami Dock at Nagasaki.

girip and made booty ofthe cargo. But
this action was iuUy compensated by
the Japanese a year later, for a Portu-

gtiese ship which entered Nagasaki

was seized in the same manner as anact
of retaliation. This incident brought
about the suspension of the Portu-

guese trade with Japan for some time;

About this time, many Japanese
were eager to make expeditions to

foreign countries^ and particularly

Shimatsu lyehisa, the lord of Satsuma,
invaded the Loochoo islands, making
the king of the islanids Ms prisoner

;

while Arim£ Harunobu, a baron, at-

.tacked the ships from Luzon and sunk
them. It was the- earnest ambition
.of various barons of Kiushu at that

prompted him to issue an injunction

that ships of over 500 koku of burden
should not hereafter be constructed

and that those already in existence

should be confiscated to the Shogunal
government, This injunction put a
great obstacle in the way of the

future development of the sea-going
trade and navigation of this country.

Otherwise, the island Empire; surround-
ed by seas on all sides like England
would have made far better progress
in merchant marine and ship-building.

In 1613 the Osaka castle, the last

stronghold of the Toyotomi clan, was
besieged and: fell, and n^ost of the

vanquished, some 3,00Q!iin number,
fled to Macao and Luzon, where they
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establishad Japanese towns, retaining
their native customs, manners, and
language. Seventy years later a Roman
missionary by name of Citiro came to
Osumi from Luzon ; he was dressed in

'Japanese clothes, wore a
,
Japane&e

sword,' and spoke the Japanese
language, to the astonishment of the
^natives. Upon inquiry it was found
that he had been in a Japanese town
in Luzon where more than 3,000 Japa-
nese were living under tlie Spanish
authorities. In one of these islands,

there is still found a tribe called Horo,
t-ery brave in character, strong in

constitution, and much resembling the

Japanese in appearance, w^hom the

Spanish suppose to be the descendants

of these Japanese.

affairs in the islands. He reported to

Hideyoshi that Luzon could be taken
with no great difficulty and petsuaded
him to request the governor of the

islands to send tribute to him. His

-idea was that, in case the governor de-

clined the request , Hideyoshi woul

d

easily be able to find an excuse for

sending an expeditionary arniy for the

invasion of the islands. The advide
being acted upon, the governor yielded'

to the request and sent an embassy,

quite contrary to the expectation pf

Harada. Then Harada persuaded some
Spanish missionaries to come to Japan,
They came and savsr Hideyoshi, bringing

him a present of cloth, eye-glasses,

a gold inkstand, and 700 momme of

Spanish silver. Hideyoshi asked them

Umeda Station at Osaka.

- Among the adventurous warriors as to whether there were any tnith in

-^ho went abroa'd' there was a man the report that the Spanish governor

named' Harada Magoshichiro who wished him to become the king of the

giaid in M^hilU^for some years learning islands, to which an answer was ma^Je

Spanish and ffivestigating the state of 'to the effect that the governor being
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a subject of the Spanish king had no

right to make a foreigner his king.

One of the party remained in Japan

and subsequently erected a church in

Kyoto, Afterwards many missionaries

entered the land but the words of a

but provoking Hideyoshi in some way
other was afterwards executed.or

Another brave man, Matsukura Shige-

masa, who had been made the lord of

Shimabara by lyeyasu for his meri-

torious services, dispatched spies to

Maruyama, a famous Place at Kyoto.

Spanish captain whose ship arrived

at Tosa, that Spain conquered other

countries by sending missionaries first

and then an army, irritated Hideyoshi

who now bitterly ' hating 'religious

people caused the prohibition of the

Christian faith ^and the persecutipn of

the believers,
.

Jtkst after H^rada, Naya
Sukezaemori, a rich merchant of Sakai,

made a raid upon Luzon with a small

number of men (about 100) and suc-

ceeded in ' extracting a Idrge quantity

of products and treasure from the

Spanish governor, who having found it

impossible to make a stand . against

the wild intruder bought him off by a
species of black mail. Naya came home
loaded with a rich cargo and establish-'

ed .himself as a man of great fortune,

Luzon, and havirig acquired a thorougli

knowledge; of the islands asked tht

Shogun to give him the islands, underi-

taking to fit out an expedition to con^

quer them, and thus to take away the

tsase from w^hich the missionaries drew
the resources of their mission, Thougl^

the Shogun hesitated to give any
answer, Matsukura sent his officet^

and was preparing to go himself wheif

he suddenly was cut off by an attack of

illness. About the Same time, Tsuda
Magozayemon went to Siam for trade

but that country being then at war
with the Portuguese at-Goa hq was
asked by the king to render him mili-

tary services. Tsuda gathered together

several ht^ndred Japanese ^ then staying

in the Japanese towxi and confronted
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the Goa invaders and utterly repulsed
them. The grateful king overwhelmed
with joy gave one of his princesses to
Tsuda as his wife. A son was born
to them afterwards, and in 1625 the
family came to Nagasaki where the
youngman was engaged by the govern-
ment as a Siamese interpreter.

Of all the achievements ofthe Japan-
ese in foreign lands, noiie will surpass

or equal those of Yamada Nagamasa.
He went out alone and single handed

;

fought battles bravely ; became a lord;

enjoyed all the prosperity of a king
;

and had he not met with an untimely

death, Japan might have possessed a

his ideas broadened out and Ips am-
bitions became very lofty. His adopted
father's pursuits did not suit him at all;

his only pleasure was in discussing

battles and military science. Exti .me-

ly frank and honest, highly talented

and sagacious, he was a man of such

an amiable disposition that he made
every body he came into contact with

his friend. When he was in his twen-

ties, the Japanese still enjoyed the free-

dom of sailing to Cochin China, India;

and Luzon, Adventurous merchants
of Osaka, Kyoto, Nara, and Sakai all

set out from the port of Nagasaki,

where more than 20 Japanese ships

Sacred White Elephants with Royal H(nvdah at Bangkok.

rich dominion in the centre of India.

This wonderful man was born in the

province of Suruga, and, having^early

lost his father, was brought up by a

dyer named Yamada to whom his

mother had been married and by whom

he had been adopted. As he grew up;

engaged in the over-seas trade. Upon

learning that two merchants of Suruga,

named Taki and Ota, were also in-

tending to sail for Formosa, Nagamasa

went and asked them to take him with

them. But the merchants, to whom the

youth's detestation of his father's be-
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Cifipation was* well ktlown and who bappy with their wives and children

thought him to be no good in business, in their new sphere, Nagamasa came

shpok their head, Nagamasa, knpvy^- in just when Siam was in imminent

ing the refusal to be well founded, re^ danger of invasion from the neighbor-

frained from pus^hing his request, but ing countries, and when the best step

started ^by himself ahead and awaited the king could take for the^ national

the arrival of the ship at Nagasaki, defence was to ask the advice of the

The merchants surprised by his con- Japanese settlers. Nagamasa, towhom

duct did not now persist in their first fighting seemed to be a favourite pas-

refusal, and Nagamasa gladly sailed time, intimated to .the king that with

300 Japanese he could easily repulse

the enemy. Upon this, the king en-

trusted, the matter of defence into the

hands ofNaga-

'masa. The
hostile ^ army
marched near

the capital but

their light

knives and
axes proved no
match for the

Japanese ar-

mour and
swords w^ielded

with charac-

teristic bravery

and skill. After

a series of

single encount-

ers, they were

put to utter

rout. Naga-
masa also en-

gaged in des-

troying w^ar-

like ships from

Luzon at the

request of the king, and did the w^ork

with admirable success. No wonder
he rapidly gained the entire confidence

and high respect of the king. Nor was

with them to Formosa, where he was
left at his own wish when the mer-

chants were returning home with their

business finish-

ed. Not many
months passed

before Naga-

masa got a
good chance of

crossing the

sea from For-

mosa to Siam.

At that time,

there had al-

ready sprung

up a Japanese

town in Siam,

the Japanese

settlers being

mostly old

warriors w^ho

had fought

i,nd been de-

feated in the

decisive battles

of Osaka and
Sekigahara.
They did not

like to serve their conquerors and

sought refiige on the southern coasts

of China and India. They were

not only brave and honorable, but

Yamada Nagamasa.

very skilful in fighting and greatly he idle in securing the admiration of

feared even by the pirates along the the Siamese high officials, for he earnest-

coasts. The Siamese king and people ly cultivated their intimacy and firiend-

vied in showing them respect and ship by having as frequent interviews

allotted a certain piece of land for
|
as possible, in which he made a grand

their settlemeht near the king's castle, display: of his knowledge of Chines^

Several hundred houses were .soon classics arid military science. He was
built and the ' Japanese settlers were really a man of wonder to them seeing
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that their only education had been

in the principles of Buddhism, The'

result was that the king on the urgent

recommendation of his high officials

<;onferred on Nagamasa a position of

great dignity together -with a landed

estate- Added to these honors, he

succeeded by his brother instead of his

son who was always made a Buddhist

priest. Much lamenting the loss of

legitimate lineal descendants which

this custom involved, and learning

that the Japanese and Chinese Em-
perors were succeeded by their sons,

the king thought

of following his

neighbors' ex-

ample, and acting

upon Nagamasa's

advice took the

decisive step of

promulgating a

new law of suc-

cession. But it

so happened that

in the dukedom

of Epil, the old

duke had already

decided to have

was appointed

tutor to the

Crown Prince.

Natiirally, the

Japanese in the

Japanese town
became his sub-

jects. Escorted

by 350 of these,

he proceeded to

his estate, dress-

ed in Japanese

costume, in a

magnificent pro-

cession which is

said to have won
the awe and

admiration of the Siamese spectators.

In the following year, he came to

the king's capital and assisted in the

administration of state affairs. All

important matters are said ' to have

been settled through his counsel and

judgment. Until then it had been the

Siamese custom that the king was

Warlike Natives of Formosa and their Meeting Hut.

his brother succeed him and now seeing

the old custom suddenly reformed he

made an earnest' petition to the king

to grant him the favor of making his

case an exception for once and all.

But his petition was firmly rejected.

The duke disregarded the King's order.

Whereupon, the king, ordered his army
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to inflict punisliment on the duke for

the disobedience,

Nagamasa was appointed the com-

mander of 20,000 soldiers ' together

with his own 5,000 men, and proceeded

towards the duke's castle. He sent

his messenger' to asic the "duke to

surrender his castle, but being refused,

stormed the castle, slaughtering over

10,000, with a small loss on his side.

The dtrke fled to the neighboring

ebmtnerce between the two countries;

This was done in the year 1621.
'^

Meanwhile, the two Japanese

merchants who had reluctantly taken

Nagamasa to Formosa many years

ago and who had remained in entire

igiidrance of what had been occurring

to the ambitious youth since, travelled

to Formosa again and thence passed

to Siam, where they were escorted by

the Siamese officers to the castle.

Bankok,

country, leaving his castle in the hands

of Nagamasa, who having stationed, a

garrison in the place made a triumph-

ant return and was rewarded by the

king for the servicje.virith the possession

of the conquered territory.

Having thus established himself in

Siam, and becoming the lord of a

large dukedom, Nagainasa turned hi^

thoughts to his native country and

persuaded the king to send an embassy

to the Shogun for the promotion of

They were received ajid entertained in

a most liberal and magnificent man-

ner, to their great surprise mingled

with a sort of suspicion. They were

then taken into the inner Palace and

introduced to the duke who, was

attired in clothes of gold and silver

embroidery, embellished with precious

stones, and seated in the midst of a

nvimber of grave-lookii^g; attendents.

After a short interyiew; they were

led to a separate building specially
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Thk King of Sum.
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accommodated for their lodging. At Formosia to visit Siam too, and in

xnidniglit, they were intensely ^surprised this way he was greatly gratified to
by the intrusion of a gentleman in see his old friends now. The merchants

deshabille, who loudly laughing patted poured out their hearty thanks for

The Royal Palace at Bankok.

them on their shoulders. It was the

duke they had seen in the day-time.

They instantly knelt down and kow>
towed with due respect, but the duke

told thena that he was the same
Yamada -whom they had taken to

Formosa and that he was under heavy

obligations to *them. The merchants,

astonished and petrified, listened open-

mouthed to what the duke was telling

them about the events which had taken

place after his parting with them. The

duke also added that he had married

one of the king's daughters and that

he had long been wishing to see his

old friends whose kindness he now had
the opportunity to Tepay« He had

caused the Siamese officers to induce

Japanese merchants who came to

the kind will and good treatment ot

the duke, and the rest of the night

was spent in merry and happy
conversation. By the "kind assistance

of Yamada, these two merchants were
able to make a very large and pro-

fitable business in Siam, -and returned

to Japan loaded -with magnificent

presents and profits, Nagamasa vvhg
w^as a firm worshipper of the Asamai
shrine sent a picture of his warship

:

the facsimile of which is reproduce<S

here, to be dedicated to the shrine. In

spite of such unparallelled prosperity,

Fortune did not smile upon Nagamasa'
all through his life. As the Japanese!

proverb has it, a sudden xise has a
sudden fall ; and so it was in his

case.

I'i .^'
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A great Siamese nobleman of the

name of Koham, one rank superior to

Nagamasa, began to entertain a bitter

hatred against him while they were

serving the king as ministers for about

three years. The king fell sick and

recovery was hopeless. It was willed

that Koham and Yamada should each

stay in the capital alternately for one

year and assist the young king in the

administration. Whea the king died

and his son came to the throne, Koham
remained in the capital and Yamada
left for his estate. Koham who was
a handsome young man of 23 became

enamoured of the queen and had an

illicit intimacy, which roused the bitter

and jealous resentment of the young

this and inviting the king to her palace

poisoned him. Then, she announced
the death of the king from a sudden

illness and declared herself to be the

sovereign of the country on the ground

that there was no other successor.

This sad news only aroused Naga-

masa's strong indignation and his first

step was to proceed to the capital

with his army so that he might make
a clean sweep of the rebellious people

an(J set the old king's brother upon

the throne, but the queen who was
immensely alarmed at the thought of

Nagamasa's intention sought to deceive

him and sent Chantoho as her special

envoy saying that she was over-

whelmed with sorrow for her son's

The Warship used by Yamada Nagamasa.

.-.J.

t^.. who designed^ to remove the death and lookmg for his assistance,

king, who designea ^_ j^^^iam's and that she desired to give two

r\t";tnhoU:!r?ot^:indof counties to his son. Nagamasa affect-
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mg to believe her words, entertained fled to Cambodia, and there, fighting

her envoy at a stately dinner, in for the king of that country, fell on

return for which the envoy invited the battle field.

Nagamasa to a dinner in his hotel. There were several other Japanese

The envoy however put some poison who went to the southern coasts of

^O

A"-
- .ft *?\

!?'*=.'" ~-^'
-

-.z ::
.

7"
.; ^•^^J:^;p^'\ '^'^J

Siamese Natives.

in Nagamasa's food, and the conse-

quence ^was the latter's death after an

illness of a few days. This took p ace

in 1625. Oin, Nagamasa's son, now
raised a large army and was about

to proceed toward the capital when
Chantoho came to oppose him at the

head of the queen's army. Chantoho

called upon Oin to surrender and the

latter making a false reply induced

Chantoho to enter his castle with a

small number of men. Falling upon

him firom all sides w^ith his concealed

soldiers, Oin amply avenged his

father's death. 1 hen finding the native

chiefs unreliable and treacherous he

China and India, and to the Philippine

islands and achieved deeds more or less

worthy of notice. Sumiya Shichirobei

settled in Cochin China, married a

native woman, and established a Japan-
ese town there— Araki Soyemon emi-

grated to Annam and being greatly

admired for his talents married the

princess of Kw^ansai. Tenjiku Tokubei

travelled in India as far as the source

of the Ganges and studied the doctrine

of Buddhism in an old temple on the

mountains for about a year. Hamada
Tokubei was a man of wonderful cour-

age and boldness. After the occupation

of. Java in .1594, the Dutch came to
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Formosa and settled there in 1602,

and used to plunder the Japanese ships

sailing along the coast. The ship of

one Suyematsu, Hamada's friend, met
with this fate. Thereupon, Hamada
went to Formosa with his tw^o bro-

thers, and effected a landing in the

disguise of a peasant. The Dutch

officers, however, arrested them and

confined them for several

months. One morning, Hama-
da and his brothers slipped

Gilt from their confinement and

broke into the chief officer's

residence They advanced to

his bed-room and finding him
r-

still in bed awoke him, threaten-

ing him with a drawn dagger

held just over his face if he

did not at once promise to

return the cargo taken from their

friend. The life of the chief officer

being thus ^at the mercy of the in-

truders, the guards could do nothing

but comply with the demand. The

cargo was returned and the son of

the officer was taken as a pledge of

Hamada's safe return to Japan.

Hamada and his CoMrANioNS violently forcing a Dutch 0;'ficer to' obey.
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How Japan got her Constitution.

F we mean by Constitu-

tional Government a form

of polity under which

Government is carried on

,
according to certain fixed

rules and principles, themost important

of which is that the governed have a

voice in all deliberations prior to the

making of any new law, then Japan
has always possessed it in some mea-

sure. Ifwe mean by the term *

' Govern-

their wishes known to the authorities

above them. The peasants and farmers

of the country villages had access to

the local samurai, the samurai in their

turn had access to the government of

the feudal baron, so that at the history

of every clan teems with instances in

which the policy of the feudal lord

was shaped or modified by the will,

deferentially expressed, of the retainers,

who even to-day, when the clan has

Farmers tilling Land.

ment by the people for the people,"

then Japan never possessed anything at

all approaching it until her Constitu-

tion was given her as a free gift by

her present Sovereign.

The Japanese people, autocratical-

ly ruled in theory under the Feudal

System, have always been able to make

lost all its old world political signi-

ficance, still retain considerable influ-

ence in the family concerns of their

quondam lord, and other matters

which are of interest to the members
of the old clan. In the same way the

Governments, both of the Shogun, and
of the Emperor, such as there was of
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It, were always accessible to the that '* public sentiment, as expressed
counsels, deferentially tendered, of the by the councillors selected from all
Great Barons, the lords of the Imperial parts, was to be the directing power
Court, and of the izata/noto and other in the future, because the
direct retainers

and, w^hen some
great crisis

threatened the

Empire, as, for

instance, the

introduction of

foreign residents

and merchants
into the country,

we read of great

councils of the

t e rritorial
barons being

convoked, for

the purpose of

d e 1 i b crating
with the Gov-
ernment on the

needs of the

Empire.

But Constitu-

tional Govern-

ment, in the

modem sense of

the term, w^as

quite unknown,
and the first

glimmerings of

the idea may
be seen in the

Oath w^hich His

present Majesty

took on the oc-

of the Tokugawa

;

private
caprice of any one individual should

not be allowed

to control the

Empire." An-
other notifica-

tion, issued in

March or April

of the follow^ing

year (1869), an-

nounced that

His Majesty
would shortly

proceed to the

Eastern

of his

i.e. to

portion

Empire,

Tokyo,
*

' where he would
summon to-
gether his Minis-

ters and the

Chiefs of the

people in order

that public opi-

nion might be

consulted, tliat

the foundations

of the nation

might be ' laid

upon a basis

w^hich should

ensure , national

tranquillity."*

The History

of the Meiji era,

casion of the resumption by the Crown from the Accession of His Majesty to

of executive powers at his Accession, the final promulgation of the Con-

and in Notifications isvsued not long stitution in 1889, shows us ho-vsr con-

afterwards, stantly the Imperial Government kept

The Goseimon, or Imperial Oath, before its eyes the principles laid down
was published on the 6th of April 1868. in the Oath of Accession and subse-

It declared His Majesty's august desire quent notifications.

The Late Prince Sanjo, who faithfully

stRViiD HIS Country as Prime Minister

before the promulgation of the

Imperial Constitution.

that " men should meet in Council

from all parts of the country, and all

affairs of state be determined by public

opinion." A notification issued in

September of the same year declared

We find, in 1868, a department of

* Lay. " The Political Parties of Japan."

Transactions of As. Soc. of Japan vol. XXX,
a work to wliich the writer is much indebted.
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Government established known as the

Gisei or deliberative assembly, which

exercised legislative power, and was
divided like the present Diet, into an

Upper and a Lower House. We find

in the next year, 1869, the idea of a

legislative assembly taking actual form

Monument OF Marshal Saigo Takamort, a GREA;.f

Restorator of the Meiji Era.

in a parliament, called the Kogijo,

w^hich represented the lower house

of the Giseif and met in Tokyo in the

spring of that year. Its name, a few

months later was changed to Shugi-itij

and as such it continued to exist for

nearly two years. But the times were

not yet ripe for it. The clans still

existed as political units, and, the

representation of the Shugi-in depended

on this principle, there being one

member for every clan. This was in

itself a faulty system, as it perpetuated

the old clan jealousies : the error was
iurther accentuated by the

fact that class-distinctions

were still in vogue which

made the • representation

practically one of a very

small minority of the-

people only. Above all,

the representatives were

men of little or no ex-

perience, and the Govern^-

ment likewise knew very

little about the manage-

ment of parliamentary in-

stitutions. It was evident

that an educative period

must intervene before

Japan could be ready for

Constitutional Govern-
ment.

Accordingly the Shugi-

in was formally abolished

in June 1873 (it had been

practically dead for some
time before that), and in

the reforms effected about

this time w^e find the Gov-

ernment divided into the

Sei-In or Council of State;

the Sa-in or Deliberative

Assembly, and the U-in or

Executive. The Sa-in re-

placed the Shugi-in. It

was a deliberative and
legislative assembly and its

members were appointed

by the Emperor and
Council of State. Its first President

was Goto Sh5jir5, a prominent states-

man of the re-construction period.

All these efforts were, however,

clearly tentative.' The Sa-i/i must only-

be looked ,.upp*i^: as a temporary

cueasure, destined to keep alive the
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idea of representative Government
until such time as the nation should

The Late Count Goto

be ripe for it. In the meantime every

effort was put forth to gather the

experience and wisdom necessary for

the undertaking. A special Mission,

headed by the late Prince Iwakura

left Japan for Europe and America in

1871. Its main object was to secure

if possible the revision of the treaties

which Japan had made with other

countries, but it wasknown that treaty-

revision must depend on many things

connected with the domestic politics

of the nation, and the Embassy was

therefore instructed to pay special

attention to the political institutions

of the countries they visited. This

Embassy included, in addition to

Prince Iwakura, Messrs. Kido Taka-

yoshi, Okubo Toshimichi, Ito Hiro-

bumi, and Yamaguchi Naoyoshi, all

men who exercised a great influence

on the subsequent destinies of their

COa 1 try, ^

When the Embassy returned, its

members, especially Mr. Kido, express-

ed themselves very strongly on the

need of a proper codification of law
and a definite constitution of Govern-J

ment, calculated to give to the

world the confidence which comes from

a sense of permanency, and all were

unaminous as to the paramount wis-

dom of establishing a form of Govern-

ment based on the principle of consult-

ing the national wishes.

The difficulty, however, came of se-

lecting a model for imitation. It was
a period, then as now, when many
Japanese went abroad for purposes of

study, and many forms of constitu-r

tional Government were brought home

for discussion. Some advocated the.

almost unlimited freedom which they

had observed in the United States^

Kido TAKAYd^iy one of the Great

ReSTORATOBS OF THE MeIJI ErA,
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others the ancient institutions of Great

Britfiin. Others again, found them-

selves enamoured of

the logic of the

Code Napoleon and

of the idealism of

the then newly

organized French

to England, Germany or France, for

political ideals.

It was natural,

too, that the more

ardent of political

reformers should

long for the time

when their ideals

Official Residence of the President of the House of Peers.

Republic, whilst other and more cau-

tious minds turned in preference to the

more conservative principles in vogue

in Germany. This was the period also

of the birth of political parties. It is

almost impossible to keep the differences

between these various parties distinctly

before the mind, for they also partook

of the period of flux and transition,

and kept appearing and re-appearing"*

in ever-changing forms. Practically

however the parties represent the

influence excercised by foreign countries

on various sections of the Japanese

people. The ultra-conservatives (for

there were such people) turned to

China, the ultra-progressives to the

democratic thought of the United

States. More moderate minds turned

could be put into practice, and there

w^ere not w^anting men, especially

journalists, (a new pow^er in the coun-

try) to urge the Government to make
haste in granting to the people what
they so ardently desired, and a strong

petition was presented to the Sa-iti in

January 1874, drafted it is said by
Messrs. Furusawa and Soejima, and
signed also by Messrs. Itagaki, Got5,

Komuro, and others, regretting the

abolition of the old representative

assembly of the clans which had in it

at least some elements of popular repre-

sentation, blaming the Government
for their delay in establishing proper

organs of political life in Japan,- and
declaring that under present circum-

stances the real powers of Government
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lay not with the Emperor, nor with
the people at large, but with the

officials of the Gover..ment bureaux.

The memorial was an important
one, and one with which the members
of the Government must have sym-
pathized more than j)erhaps they cared

to say. But the statesmen at the

helm, the men who really made the

country, were not men to be hurried

in their work, even though the neces-

sary delays should involve a temporary
cessation of old ftiendships. The times

required caution, an attack miade upon
Prince Iwakura showed that the

ultra-progressives had not yet reached

the necessary degree of stability requir-

ed for the exercise of constitutional

functions, public opinion was much
excited over Korea, clan feeling had

by no means died out, and from every

point of view it was absolutely neces-

sary to go slowly. In the meantime

much needed preparations were being

made, the bureaux were training ex-

perienced men in law^, finance, education

and commerce, whose labours were

preparing the way for the long-looked

for reforms, and other ' steps were

being taken which showed how^ steadily

the great statesmen were keeping in

view the fair promises with which the

reign began. Thus, Mr (now Count)

Inouye Kaoru in 1872, as acting Minis-

ter of Finance, summoned the local

anthorities to Tokyo to deliberate on

certain measures which he wished to

put in force, and an Imperial Decree,

of May 2, 1874, established a Delibera-

tive Assembly of Local Authorities, in

summoning which His Majesty restated

his desire of summoning representatives

of the people to frame laws in accord-

ance with public opinion. This

assembly met in June 1875, under the

Presidency of Kido, but the Government

did not feel that the country was yet

ripe for a more popular assembly,

juiy of the same year, however, saw

the establishment of another Delibera-

tive Assembly,, of a higher grade,

known as the Genro-in or Senate,

composed of the higher officials of

Government, and intended to act, per-

haps, as an Upper Chamber to control

the deliberations of the Lower House
of Local Authorities.

These steps were far 'from being

satisfactory to the people who severely

criticized measures which they looked

Count Itagaki,

Old Leader of the Liberal Party.

upon as reactionary, and the Govern-

ment found itself obliged to place con-

siderable restrictions on the powers

and liberty of the press ; but it is

evident that the only real differenoe
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of opinion between the Government

and the progressives at that time were

as to the extent of^ constitutional

liberty to be granted, and the time

when the liberty should be given. That

the Government was sincerely desirous

to fulfil its promised obligations may
be seen in the fact that in September

1876 the Genro-in was entrusted with

the task of drafting a Constitution

based on a comparison of the various

institutions of foreign countries.

tion of political reforms, and the

framing of a constitution was conse-

quently postponed for the present;

The folly pf Okubo's assassins became

evident when two months after his

death a law was promulgated esta^

blishing local assemblies in every

prefecture, rural and urban district,

and thus granting to the people a

'arge measure of local autonomy, which

formed an excellent preparation for the

wider autonomy for which they were

Lteut.-General Tani who bravely defended Kumamoto Castle against

the sa.tsuma rebels, and his family.

All progress however was stopped

by the outbreak of the Satsuma
rebellion, followed soon after its sup-

pression by the wanton assassination,

by some hotheaded fellows, of Okubo
the patriotic Minister of the Crown.
The meetings of the Deliberative

Assembly of Local authorities ceased^

never to be renewed, the Genro-in

continned to m^et and deliberate, but

a tisne of rebellion and civil war was
not the' right time for the considera-

being prepared. The drafting of thi^

law had been one of the last pieces of

work done by the deceased statesman.

But the granting of a Constitution

was only postponed not definitely

shelved. It occupied the minds of

private politicians such as Nakajima;

Kataoka, and the famous Fufeuzawa,

of statesmen who were sometimes in

retirement and sometimes members of

the Government, such as Inouye, Goto,

Itagaki, Okuma, of the constant mem-



Lieut-General Oseko, 7th Division Commander.

Lieut -General Tatsumi, 8th Division Commander,
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KuMAMoTo Castle.

bers of the Cabinet, such as Ito, to say-

nothing of the political parties, the

Jiynto, ShimpotOj and others, and of

the vernacular press, both of which

institutions had by this time made
for themselves permanent places

in the social influences of the

country.

Above all, it occupied the

thoughts of His Majesty himself

who was also anxiously awaiting

the time when he might hope to

redeem the promise made to his

people. Things had in the mean-

time made considerable progress.

In the fourteen years which had
elapsed since the Accesion of the

Emperor, Japan had made great

strides in learning and experience,

and it could easily be foreseen

that, if the present rate of progress

could only be kept up, Si few more
years would see the nation fully equal

'to the burden of Constitutional re-

sponsibilities. His Majesty therefore

concluded that he might now set a

term' for the fulfilment of his premise,

and accordingly, in October 1881,

Kataoka Kenktcmt,

who played an importatmt rdlr in the
Liberal I*artv.
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Official Residence of the President of the House of Representatives.

Mr. Kono Hironaka,
Ex-president of the Lower House.

announced that lie would, in the yeai

1890, summon a Parliament to meet

for the transaction of Government

business.

The promise to summon a Parlia-

ment in 1890, involved the drafting a

Constitution previous to that date.

It also involved a proper Codification

of Law as a necessary preliminary to

the Constitution. The eight years

which followed the Imperial Promise

were, therefore, years of great activity

both in Government circles and outside.

Outside the Government influence the

political parties, which had hitherto

been rather associations than parties,

were specially re-organized v^rith a view

to the exigencies of Parliamentary

activity. In the Government circles,

the Departments of Education and of

the Interior were busy with reforms

and organization work, prominent

lawyers were engaged, in connection

with the Department of Justice, to
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codijfy and arrange the laws of the

country ;* but the chief work fell upon
Ito Hirobumi, who had by this time
distinguished himself as the leader par
excellence among the many men of

talent whom the Meiji era has brought
out.

Ito was sent to Europe in 1882,
to collect material for drafting his

be no Magna Charta wrung by
rebellious subjects from an unwilling

king, but the free gift of the Crown to

the people.

Here Ito worked quietly for several

years, sorting, arranging, drafting, and
in constant consultation not only with
his colleagues but with his Sovereign,

A succession of notable measures

marked the years

that followed.

In 1884, the

peerage was
modelled,

grades of nobility

as in foreign

countries. This

was done with

a view to the

future Constitu-

tion of the House
of Peers. All the

re-

with

Constitution . To-

wards the end of

1883 he returned

with a mass of in-

formation gathered

by himself and his

associates on their

travels. A special

department of the

Household Depart-

ment was created,

called the Seido

tori shira.be kioku^

or Bureau for the

Investigation of

the Constitution,

and of this Ito was appointed head, a old Daimyo were included in the new
post to which was shortly afterwards peerage ; there were also new creations

View of thf Celebrations at the Promulgation

OF THE Imperial Constitution.

added the Portfolio of the Household

Department, this Department being

especially selected in order to emphasize

the fact that the Constitution was to

* The Revised Code was published in the

year 1894.

of men who had distinguished them-

selves by their meritorious services

since the Restoration,

In 1885, the Cabinet was remodel-

led, also w^ith a view^ to Parliamentary

necessities, and Ito became the first
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Minister President. (He was now a of the people, freely elected by those

Count). who pay a certain amount of Imperial

In 1888 the Sumitsu-in or Privy taxes. The Cabinet Ministers have a

Council was organized to become the right to attend all debates and to

successor, in a limited way, of the take part in them. They are not res-

Genro-in, whose ftmctions w:aned as ponsible to Parliament as in England,

Parliamentary life drew nearer, and but directly to the Sovereign as in

at last, on February 11, 1889, on the Germany or Denmark,

festival of Kigensetsu, lopg celebrated To touch upon parliamentary life

in Japan in memory of her first Em- in Japan is beyond the scope of this

peror Jimmu, but now doubly dear by paper. Suffice it to say that Japan has

reason of the later event, was prom.ul- had her parliamentary difficulties like

gated, as a free gift from the Emperor, other nations; but in all her difficulties

the Constitution which forms the loyalty of the nation to the Crown
precious charter of Japanese liberties. has always vSufficed to bring things

- The Constitution is based very straight again. What has. chiefly been

largely on German models. It gives lacking has been practical experience,

to the country a Diet with an Upper This comes with years, and there is

House and a Lower. In the Upper no reason why the Japanese Parlia-

House sit the Princes of the Blood, the ment should not have before it a long

higher nobles, elected members of the career of national usefulness. The
lower grades of the peerage, and life- Constitution has come to stay and to

members appointed by the Crown. In be a benefit. .. Its sole source has been

the^ Lower House sit representatives the bounty of the Emperor.

KIGENSETSU.

(From the Japanese of Baron Takasaki, Court Poet. It may perhaps be
well to explain to foreign readers that Kigensetsu is February

11th, the anniversary of the accession of Jimmu Tenno,

the first Emperor, and also of the Granting of

the Constitution during the present reign.)

1. On Takachiho's slopes a breeze 3. When .limmu fixed the Imperial throne
Stirred in the grasses -and the trees: Justice and M^rcy to alone,
And men leaped up with jdy and said, He laid its bstses broad and deep,
" We'll follow thee, be thou our head." A throne that should for ever keep,

Oh- happy, day for we and mine Oh happy day, etc.

That gave us our Lnperial line.
4. And when, on this our Festal day,

- Spontaneous mercy to display,

Our Empror gave us, frank and free,

2. By Takachiho lies a pond Const tutional Liberty,

Expre^ive of our loyal bond : Was ever nation blest as we ?

Its name, significantly meant, Oh happy day for we and mine
Is Haniyasu—world's content. That ga,ve us our Imperial line.

Oh happy day, etc. > 'A. LI. tr.
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War Record-

Pighting on Land.

Operations of the 1st Army.
The Russian Attack on

Mo-tien-ling.

HE first intention of Gene-

ral Kuropatkin, comman-
der-in-chief of the Russian

Army in Manchuria seems

to have been to concent-

rate his forces at Liao-yang and there

to fight a decisive battle against the

Japanese ; but as a natural seqiience

to the fierce

battle of Nan-

shan the Chin-

chou Peninsula

fell into the

hands of the

Japanese and the

enemy's com-

munications be-

tween Port
Arthur and the

North were en-

tirely inter-

rupted. Mean-
while an army
under the com-
mand of the in-

trepid General

Nogi advanced to Port Arthur and

closely investigated this place which

the Russians determined to defend to

the last.

It is said that the Czar and Admi-

ral Alexeieflf were strongly inclined to

rescue Port Arthur in spite of the

disapproval of General Kuropatkin

whose first plan was not to forward

his force to the South, and to leave

Port Arthur to its fate. General Kuro-

patkin was, however, over-ruled and

compelled to change his first plan and

to make an attempt to rescue Port
Arthur, for which purpose he concent-
rated a considerable part of his iorces

in the vicinity of Te-li-ssu where they
were utterly defeated. The Russians

sustained con-

siderable losses by
this defeat and
retreated north-

wards, so that the

hope of rescuing

of Port Arthur
almost vanished,

the Japanese anjiy

A Tower at Liao-yang,

under General Oku incessantly advanc-

ing northwards, and occup3ring Kai-

p ng without serious resistance. Gener-

al Kuropatkin next hoped to make a
strarig defence at Ta-shih-chiao and
its neighbourhood, where he concent-

rated about one half of his whole force.

On the other side^ however;, our first

army under the command of General

Kufoki was advancing for Liao-yang

and had g.lready occupied Fen-shui-ling

and Mo-tien-ling on June 29. The

latter being a very important strategic-
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al point, the enemy attempted to

recover it and there made an attack

;

\ -^^/ 7t-i-^i.S!^^''%v

Colonel Taniyama,

who took part as a regimental

Commander in the Engagement

at mo-tien-ling under major
General Okazaki.

which was repulsed, though with

difl&culty. As long as the enemy

held this point and its neighbour-

hood in force, the left side of Liao-

yang could never be menaced, and

the enemy's retreat from the south

could at any moment be carried

out without great difficulty.. This

explains why General Kuropatkin

ordered General Keller recover Mo-
tien-ling with his army. According

to General Kuropatkin's report,

the enemy's attack on Mo-tien-ling

seemed to be a mere reconnais-

sance in force, but it was not

truly so, as may be seen from the

following detailed reports.

MO-TIEN-LING.

About 3 a.m. on the 17th July

the enemy attacked our outposts

to the west of Mo-tien-ling. The
infantry regiment under Major-

General Okazaki at once occupied the

pre-arranged positions on Mo-tien-ling,

while the artillery at the north-west

of Wu-feng-kuan took up their posi-

tions at the same time. A little

past five o'clock, about two batta-

lions of the enemy's infantry, vyho

followed our retreating outposts,

deployed themselves on the mountain

ridges to the west of Mo-tien-ling.

Fire was then opened upon the enemy

from our entire fighting line. Mean-

while the enemy was gradually rein-

forced, till at 7.30 his force had

increased to more than four regiments.

These troops attempted to surround

our left wing, but their attempt was

frustrated, owing to the stubborn

resistance of our infantry and artillery

in the face of overwhelming odds.

The enemy commenced to retreat at

9 a.m. Our troops, however, did not

pursue but opened a galling fire on

him. Just then our troops were joined

Eastern Wall of Mukden Castle.
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-by a portion of a certain infantry
regiment and a body of cavalry, and
a pursuit was then commenced. The
majority of the enemy retired towards
Tien-shui-tien and Ta-wan, but about
seven battalions of his troops remained
on the heights of Chin-chia-pao-tzu.
At 2 p.m. the enemy with four guns
fired on our pursuing force from the

direction ofTa-wan, so that our troops
stopped west of Li-chia-pu-tzu face to
face with the enemy.

HSIN-KAI-LING.

A company of a certain infantry

regiment detailed from Hsin-kai-ling

to Ma-kou-men-tzu for reconnoitring

purposes in the east of Ma-kou-men-tzu

»

encountered about a battalion of the

enemy's infantry issuing from the

mountainous district to the north and
two more battalions of the enemy's
infantry proceeding from Ta-wan..

The situation was critical, hut our

troops, who were just then reinforced,,

succeeded in repulsing the enemy west->

wards and occupied the eminence to

the east of Ma-kou-mcii-tzu at 1 p.m.

Our men also opened a severe fire upon

.

the enemy retiring from Mo-tien-lingI

to Ta-wan. j

ter that ensued all the officers of out-

company were either killed or wounded.
The enemy's force was afterwards
increased to about a regiment, hut onr
troops had also in the meantime been
rieinforced by two companies from the

Lieut.-Cc/LONEL Shimada, who took part
IN THE Engagement at Mo-tien-ling.

HSIAO-KOU-LIlsrG.

A portion of a certain - regiment of'

infantry, stationed at a point about

two and a half miles to the -east of

Hsiao-kou-ling was also attacked by^

about a regiment of the enemy's infant-'

ry. The latter, however, commenced
to retire almost simultaneously with

the enemy's force - which attacked

Mo-tien-Iing, and were pursued by our^

troops as far as H^iao-kou-ling.' -

HSIA-MA-TANG.

About 8 a.m. the enemy, consisting

-

of about a battalion of infantry and

a squadron of cavalry, attacked a

company of our troops at our out-

posts, and during the desperate encoun-

main body appointed for the outposts

and by a portion of a certain regiment*

The enemy was at last repulsed to-

wards Huang-chia-pu-tzu at 4.50 p.m.

The enemy's troops consisting of about
8 companies of infantry and one or tw^o

squadrons of cavalry also attacked our

force at Hsu-chia-pu-tzu which, w^ith

the aid of a body of sappers, succeeded

in repulsing the enemy towards the

north-west at 1 p.m.

YANG-TZU-LING.

Our scouts who, had been despatch-

ed towards Yang-tzu-ling for recon-

noitring purposes, left Ivi-rho-ling at 5
a.m. and returned at 5 p.m. The
result of their reconnaissance was the
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discovery, ofan enemy's force consisting

of three companies of infantry with 8

guns on the heights west of Suite-

yanza.

The enemy who attacked us on
the 17th consisted of about tw^o divi-

sions composed of the Third and Sixth

Rifle Divisions and the Ninth Division

of Infantry ; the whole being comman-
ded by General Keller, Commander of

the Army Corps. We have taken a
great number of spoils of war.

General Nishi's Division sustained

losses as follows :—Captain Tamura
and three other officers and 39 men
killed ; total 43 ; Major Takahashi, 14
other officers and 241 men w^ounded

;

total 256
;
grand total 299. Accord-

ing to a report from General Kuropat-
kin, the enemy's casualties exceeded

1,000,

Occupation of Hsi-ho-yen,

The main force of a column of our

Major-General Kigoshi, who commanded
HIS Brigade In the Engagement at

HSI-HO-YEN.

army reached the neighbourhood of

Tsii-tzu on the 18th July., while a de-

tachment of infantry w^as sent towards
Hsiao-tien-tzu (about 15 miles north-

west of Han-chang), where a number
of the enemy's infantry and cavalry

were stationed. Just then the enemy's

troops of unknown strength were

discovered occupjring the neighbour-

hood of Hsi-ho-yen. As they appear-

ed to have commenced retiring nortl;

at about 4.30 p.m., an advanced bat-

talion was sent to ascertain the ene-

my's movements. This battalion was
encountered by about two battalions

of the Russian infantry assisted by
eight guns, and in the hard struggle

which ensued, the commander and all

the other officers of a company belong-

ing to our battalion were wounded.
Our vanguards, with a battalion

of a certain regiment, joined the fight

at 6.30 p.m., but owing to the enemy's
stubborn resistance, which was conti-

nued even after sunset, our troops

ceased firing and spent the night in

fighting formation.

During this engagement two bayo-
net charges were made by the enemy,
but he was repulsed each time. The
enemy's positions extended across the
entrance to the gorges, and were at
an altitude of 20 to 100 metres. They
commanded the grounds in front, and
were protected with strong defensive

works. In addition, on the left of the
enemy's positions there was the Hsiho
with an impassable mountain on its

bank, while the right could not be
reached unless we proceeded as far as
Yang-mu-kou and thence pass a steep

mountain range.

The main force of the column,
mentioned above, commenced to move
at midnight on the 18th. Our artillery

took up their positions at the valley

of Hung-miao-tzu and on the heights
situated south. As to the main force

of the column, it faced the enemy's

right while a detachment advanced to
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the enemy's left. Another smaller

detachment, which had occupied

Lao-mu-ling, watched the direction of

Pen-hsi-hu, We opened fire at 5 a.m.

on the 19th, to which the enemy
answered with 32 guns. A fierce ar-

tillery duel ensued till 9 a.m., after

which time the exchange of fire slack-

ened.

The detachment which had proceed-

ed to the enemy's right reached its

operation with another detachment
which went to its assistance, made a
fierce onslaught on the enemy's flank

and a fight of the severest nature took
place.

At 5.39 p.m. our main force finally

carried one of the enemy's positions on
the heights to the south-west of Hsi-

ho-yen, while at the same time our

forces which attacked the enemy's

right wing also cut off his retreat. It

Russian Soldiers and their Chinese Spies.

destination at 3 p.m. after passing

steep mountains, while another detach-

ment, which was sent by_ another

column, also arrived in the neighbour-

hood. In the meantime, our main

force advanced and assisted by a galling

fire from the artillery attacked the

enemy. The enemy's infantry, however,

made a very stubborn stand, so that

our troops had to fight hard. On the

other hand, the detachment which had

proceeded to the enemy's right, in co-

was a little past 8 p.m. when we
occupied all the positions in the neigh-

bourhood of Hsi-ho-yen.

The enemy was commanded by a

Lieutenant-General and consisted of

the 34th Infantry Regiment (four bat-

talions), the 36th Infantry Regiment

(three battalions), and a Cossack

Regiment. The enemy had 32 guns.

His main force fled in disorder towards

An-ping and a portion northward.

During the battle, the Russian
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Commander of the Thirtieth Regiment

was wounded. We buried 131 Russians

on the 20th. The spoils consisted of

3 ammunition wagons, 300 rifles, and

a large quantity of clothing. The

Colonel Fujimuro,

WHO Commanded an Artillery Regiment in the

Engagement at Hsi-ho-yen.

Russians carried away over 1,000 kil-

led and wounded. Major Hiraoka died

of his wounds.

Our casualties at the battle of

Hsi-ho-yen on the 18th and 19th were

as follows :

—

Killed :—Major Hiraoka and Sub.-

Lieut. Kano, and 70 men.

Wounded :—Major Tamura, 4 cap-

tains, 4 lieutenants, 6 sub-lieutenants,

a surgeon, a sergeant-major and 436
men.

Occupation of Yu-shu-lin-tzu

and Yang-tzu-ling.

The enemy's force confronting our

tirst Army had been steadily streng-

thened since thd middle of July, till

towards the latter part of that month
it had increased to four divisions in

strength, and appeared to be conti-

nually reinforced. Meanwhile the ene-

my's main body stationed

along the Liao-yang road

gradually moved towards

An-p ng, and from July 28 the

enemy's movements became

very active in ff*ont of our

right wing and Yu-shu-lin-tzu.

The enemy's advance guards,

consisting of several columns,

occupied a line, of elevation

two or three thousand metres

ahead of the division con-

stituting our right wing, as

well as our left wing, and

threatened to take the offen-

sive.

Thereupon our army decid-

ed to take the offensive at

once and repulse the enemy
before his preparations were

Completed, thereby defeating

his plans.

Acting on this determina-

tion, our army was sent

forward on the night of July

30 and both our right and
left columns were dispatched

in the direction of Yu-shu-lin-tzu, and
Yang-tzu-ling and neighbourhood re-

spectively, in order to attack the enemy
in these places at dawn of the 31st.

A detachment of the left column was
sent in the direction of Yu-shu-lin-tzu

in order to press the enemy's left and
thus assist the right column.

As the topographic condition of

Yu-shu-lin-tzu and Yang-tzu-ling and
neighbourhood is interlaced with steep

mountains and deep valleys, our

advance was rendered very difficult.

The enemy had skilfully availed

himself of the natural advantages of

these localities, and had erected para-

pets at several places. In addition

closed forts had been erected by the
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enemy aij various priiici;pal .points and elevated line west of Yu-shu-lin-tzU.

these positions were held- by him iii After a severe exchange of infantry and
gun fire, our troops occupied the

position of the enemy*s advance guards

at 8.50 a.m. and then attacked the

enemy's main position. Whilst our

troops were awaiting the arrival of
their left wing, the enemy frequently

charged us, but was repulsed each time.

As to the left wing, it encountereii

about two regiments of the enemy's

infantry at Pien-ling (about ^ve miles

south-west of Chang-chia-pao-tzu) and

opened fire on them at 6.35 a.m., the

enemy being repulsed after a severe

engagement. The reinforcing detach-

ment from the left column, which

started from Hsia-ma-tang for Pien-

ling at 1 a.m., attacked about a bat-

talion of the Russian infantry occupy-

ing Niao-mei-ling (about 2,000 metres

south of Pien-ling), from 8 a.m. and

dislodged the latter, who were 'after-

COLONEI. VAMADA, who BRAVELY

COMMANDED HIS REGIMENT IN

THE Engagement at

Yang-tzu-ling.

great strength, so that he was
able to fire on us from shelter.

YU-SHU-LIN-TZU.

The right column stationed

about three battalions of in-

fantry in the neighbourhood

of Lao-tiiu-ling to watch the

direction of Pen-hsi-hu, and the

remainder, forming themselves

into two smaller columns,

pushed forward. From dawn of

the 31st, the right wing of

these columns delivered both

frontal and flanking attacks On

the enemy's advance guards on

the heights about two thousand

metres ahead of the enemy's

inain position situated on an
•Colonei. Y. Ohara, "WHO took part in the

Engagement at Yang-tzu-ling.
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T7ards pursxtcd towards Pien-ling. latter, owing to the tinfavotifabte

During this pursuit, onr troops came ground. This wing then advanced

upon the flank of the enemy's strong parallel with the right and occupied a

column (consisting of three regiments point south of Lao-ho-ling.

Russian Artillery Manceuvring.

of infantry with four guns), which

was retiring from Pien-ling. Through-

out the passage of this column a

galling fire was poured on it from a

distance of 200 to 1,000 metres, a fire

which told throughout its whole

ranks, in consequence of which the

enemy sustained heavy losses and was
completely routed. Afterwards this

detachment attempted to advance on

the right of the enemy's position near

Yu-shu-lin-t^U j but owing to the difficult

nature of the ground it could not

attain its object and passed the night

in the neighbourhood. At dawn of

August 1 the enemy at Yu-shu-lin-tzu

commenced to retire and was at once

pursued by our right wing, which

occupied Lao-ho-ling at 9.40 a.m.

Meanwhile our left wing also noticed

that the enemy's infantry,and artillery

were retiring, but could not press the

The reinforcing detachment defeat-

ed the enemy on the heights of "Li-pu-

ling on the morning of the 1st August
and after pursuing him succeeded in

occupying an elevation west of Li-pu-

ling at 1 p.m.

YANG-TSXT-LING.

A detachment of the left column
charged with the mission of attacking

the enemy at Ta-wan and Yang-tzu-

ling dislodged the enemy's infantry,

about two companies in strength, from
its position on the heights east of

Ta-wan, which was occupied at about
3.30 p.m. on July 31. The rest of this

column also took up their appointed

positions by that time. Owing to a
delay in the making of a road for our
artillery and also to the mountainous
nature of the land, our artillery could

not take up their positions until abput
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11 a.m., only the services of the men
being available fot the carrying of the

heavy guns. Two batteries of our
artillery occupied positions near Chin-

chia^pao-tzu before dawn.
The main force of the left wing of

the left column commenced its attack

from the direction of Ma-kou-men-tzu
from dawn of July 31, while detached

bodies advanced across steep passes in

several columns in order to turn the

enemy's right flank.

The enemy stationed about four

batteries of his artillery on the summit
of Yang-tzu-ling and the neighbouring

heights and opened an accurate fire

on our troops. One of the enejny's

forts (containing about four guns) was
silenced by our artillery fire at a little

past 8 a.m, but the fort on the projec-

tion on the heights north of Ta-wan
poured a well-directed sweeping fire

on the heights at Ta-wan. Our artil-

lery belonging to the left wing had

only 20 guns at its disposal, and in

addition the distance was too great

for our fire to be fully effective. Under

the circumstances our frontal attack

upon the enemy made no progress at

all up to noon. As for the detached

bodies sent to outflank the enemy, they

advanced over hills and valleys under

great difficulties and reached an elevat-

ed line about 3,000 metres to the left

of Chu-chia-pu-tzu about 11 a.m.

After 2 p.m. the artillery belonging

to our right wing opened a sweeping

fire on Ta-wan and the district lying

to its north, and a body of infantry

advanced for reconnaisance purposes,

with the result that the enemy's artil-

lery concealed along the line of heights

3,000 metres north-west of Ta-wan

opened a fierce fire on our guns. A
severe artillery duel then ensued on

both wings of our army. At a little

past 4 p.m. the infantry on our right

wing in the neighbourhood of Ta-wan

and the infantry on our left wing at

Ma-kou-men-tzu, took the offensive

and advanced towards Yang-tzu-ling in

face of the enemy's rifle and artillery

fire, and a general engagement occurr-

ed everywhere* Our artillery en-

deavoured to cover the advance of our

infantry, but the steep slope greatly

impeded the movements ofthe infantry,

and the enemy offered the most
stubborn resistance. At sunset we
were still unable * to occupy the

enemy's positions, and our troops

were compelled to spend the night

in battle formation.

From dawn on the 1st August our

right and left vdngs resumed the at-

tack, and from 7 to 8 a.m. the range

Colonel Sang, who commanded his Artvu-

LERY Regiment at the Yang-tzu-Ling.

of heights at Yang-tzu-ling and neigh-

bourhood fell into our hands. The
enemy's casualties seem to have been

over 2,000, at the very least.
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ment ; Captain Kuropatoff,

who comtnanded the Second
Company of the 122nd Regi-

ment. Among the 115 -wound-

ed prisoners were three officers,

namely, Major Swaurin, com-
mander of the 2nd battalion of

the 36th Regiment ; a Lieute-

nant of the 32nd Regiment and
a Captain of the 122nd Re-

giment.

We buried 512 of the enemy
found dead upon the field, in-

cli^iding 6 officers.

THE enemy's FOKCES.

In the Yu-shu-lin-tzu direc-

tion the enemy's force consisted

of one brigade of the 9th divi-

sion of infantry of the line, the

main force of the 31st and 35th
divisions and about 4 batteries

CotONEL Tada, Commander of an Artillery
Regiment, who was wounded at

THE Battle of Yang-tzu-ling.

The spoils of war obtained in

the neighbourhood of Yang-tzu-ling

and ^' Yu-shu-lin-tzu were two guns,

500 or 600 rifles, 600 or 700 por-

table tools, and a large quantity

of ammunition.

The number of our casualties

was 40 officers a^id 906 men. A-

mong the officers wounded are

Colonel Tada and Major Yamaoka.

The prisoners taken by us in

the battles of Yang-tzu-ling and

Yu-shu-lin-tzu totalled 268. Of these

153 were unwounded. They in-

cluded five officers, namely, Captain

Porchijo, who commanded the 4th

battalion of the 121st Regiment

;

Lieut< aant Nanukowin, second in

'command of the same ;
Captain

Proranaff, who commanded the

13th Company of the 121st Regi-

RussiAN General Keller, who was killed.

IN the Engagement at Yang-tsu-ling.
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of artillery, tl>e whole commanded by
General Sttlchevsky, Commander of the

10th Army Corps.

In the Yang-tzu-ling direction his

force consisted of the 3rd and 6th

Rifle divisions, one brigade of the

9th division of infantry of the line,

and about 4 batteries of artillery,

commanded by General Keller, Com-
mander of the 2nd Siberian Army
Corps.

General Kttropatkin, in his message

dated August 1, stated that the Japa-

nese army in all directions had assumed

the offensive in the most active manner,

and that General Keller, Commander
of the Eastern Army at Yang-tzu-ling,

while watching the battle, under a
most galling fire from the enemy's

artillery on the 31st July, w^as serious-

ly wounded at '3 p.m. and expired

shortly afterwards^

Japanese Artillery firing.

On the afternoon of July 31, the

carriers of the enemy's killed and

wounded, flying the Red Cross flag,

came in front of our detachment re-

inforcing the right column, and began

to recover the Russian wounded who
had been left on the field, whereupon

we suspended firing and permitted

them to carry out their work.

During the two days' battle the

temperature stood above 100°, and

the ground was so rugged that our

troops experienced the utmost difficulty

in their movements.

Operations of the Second
Army.

Attack on Ta-shih-chiao.

After the capture of Kai-ping on

the 9th July, our Second Army posted

its main force in the vicinity of Kai-

ping, while the enemy was eagerly,

preparing his defences on a line near

Ta-shih-chiao and was receiving rein-

forcements from the north by train.

It seened that General Kuropatkin
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would attempt to stop the advance

of the Japanese army, at this point

and if possible, to drive it back to the

MAjOR-GENERAt ItdA, CoMMANBER OF THE IITtI BRIGADE.

south. For that purpose, General

Kuropatkin himself commanded the

whole of-^ the divisions concentrated

in the vicinity of Ta-shih-chiao. Mean-

while , General Oku, Commander-in-

Chief of our Second Army had ascer-

tained the enemy's strength in his

front by reconnaissance and other

means, and decided to attack as soon

as the preparations were made. On
the 23rd July, our army began the

preliminary movements*

After driving back the enemy *s

vanguards, the army occupied at about
11. a.m. the positions ranging from

Hsia-tang-chih south of Tang-chih to

Chu-chia-tuil, via Shen-ishu-tun, on the

heights south of Meng-chia-tun, our

cavalry being placed near Huang-liang-

tui on our left wing.

Two batteries of

Russian artillery

took up their posi-

tions near Cha-pen-

an and opened fire

on the neighbour-

hood of Wu-tai-shan;

and a large body of

the enemy's Cavalry

advanced from Ta-

ping-shan to Chang*

yi-tun. The enemy's

main positions were

defended by strong

defensive works con-

structed on the line

connecting Hou-tzu-*

lac-kou, north of

Tang-chih, with Niu-

sin-shan, via Ta-

ping-ling, Tsing-shih-

shan and South Tien-

chia-tun. The main
Strength of the Rus-

sian force was to

the northwest of

Ta-ping-ling, the

north of Tsing-shih-

shan, and the west

of Chiao-tai-pu.
During that day, several bodies of

Russian infantry and cavalry, each

body having' a battery of horse airtil-

lery, repesttedly resisted the advance

of our left wing.

The army deployed in the positions

occupied and keeping the strictest

watch, made preparations for the next

day's battle.

Before dawn on the 24th, the dif-

ferent bodies of troops constituting

our right wing began operations, co-

operating with each other, and march-

ed on Ta-ping-ling, an elevation 180
metres west of the. latter and the land

,

further west. At ,8 a.m. the army,-







Japanese Night Attack on a Russian Position at

Ta-shih-chiao.
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occupied the line extending from the
heights north of Yang-tsao-kou to the
eastern side of the height north of
Stin-chia-tun, via a height abotit 180
metres above the sea level. At this

time the enemy's artillery on the
heights of Ta-ping-ling, Pien-han-kou,
and Cheng-chia-kou severely fired on
our positions. The unfavourable nature
of the ground prevented our artillery

from reaching the positions whence
they could effectively reply to the
hostile fire. The infantry therefore had
to occupy the covered position and
await an opportunity to attack.

The central body of the army,
timing its operations with those of the
right wing, advanced under the cover
of our artillery near Hwa-erh-han, and

and Wang-ma-tai , our infantry snsr

pended their movements and waited

for the advance of the right wing and
the approajeh of our artillery.

The army's left wing, which oc*-

cupied at first the positions near Wu-
tai-shan, perceiving the advance of the

troops to its right, caused its first

line to occupy the line extending from

Niu-chia-tun to Liu-pai-ta-tzu and its

artillery took tip a position near Ta-

ping-chuang and engaged at once in a

severe duel with the enemy's artillery

at Wang-ma-tai.

-f The enemy's main positions cover-

ed the ridge of the heights extending

from Niu-sin-shan on his right to Ta-

ping-ling on his left, viaTsing-shih-shan.

They were divided into defensive

Custom house and Post Office at Ying-kou.

occupied the heights north of Sun- sectors, which commanded the view

chia-tun at 10 a.m. But owing to the of the zone of our operations and pos-

severe fire from the numerous Russians sessed a wide range of fire. The en-

guns placed between Tsing-shih-shan trenchments, which were constructed
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which it had penetratg^d by its extra-

ordinary bravery, and to retire, owing
to the unusual strength of the enemy's
position and to a counter attack de-

livered by a superior force of the

enemy. Such being the situation, the

artillery duel was practically suspend-
ed at sunset, though a portion of the
enemy's batteries occasionally fired on
us until 9 p.m. for the purpose of re-

conuaisance. v

in terraces, had loopholes and cover,
and were defended by abatises,, wire
entanglements, and mines. The defences

were perfect from a standpoint of field

tactics. Especially, the enemy's artille-

ry had skilfully utilized the nature of
the ground and had taken positions
so well covered that we could not
ascertain the location of his guns. -

On the other hand, our artillery

positions were everywhere disadvan-

tageously exposed

to the' enemy's view,

£ind moreover the

movements of the

guns were very dif-

ficult. But our

various batteries

firequently changed
their positions, in

spite of great dif-

ficulties, and covered

the operations of the

infantry. Even with
this, the nature of

the ground caused

the' artillery to suffer

severely, and in spite

of the strenuous

efforts of our men,

our artillery was not

able to silence the

enemy's guns.

The Commander
of the Army, intent

on carrying out the

attack to the last,

ordered the right

wng to advance on

the enemy, regard-

less of losses. The

wing accordingly advanced under the The commander of the right wing
enemy's galling fire, but owing to the then decided upon a night attack on
disadvantages of the ground, our the enemy's positions ii rd *r to carry

troops were not able before the sun out the plans of the Comm inder-in-

set, to storm even one of the posi- Chief. Having obtainl; f!i.' approval

tions occupied by the enemy. With of the latter, the comm.Yndei' of the

regard to the force next to the right right wing finally carrie<T out Iiis plan

wing, it^ was compelled to abandon from about 10 p.m., tL< majority of

one of the enemy's positions, into the infantry being used for tic pur-

COLuNEL ShiMAKAWA,

Commander of the 3rd Artillery Regimknt.
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pose. This injantry force dashed for^ tending from Niu-hsin-shan to Chiao-

ward, charged at the point of the tai-pu.

bayonet the enemy's strong positions Our cavalry operated on the left of

near Ta-ping-ling, and finally sttcceeded our army and protected our flank and

in carrying the enemy's first fort. In rear against a superior force of the

spite of the heavy losses, our troops enemy's cavalry assisted by horse

artillery.

The enemy re-

tired towards Hai-

cheng, the main body

along the Ta-shih-

chiao road • and a
portion along- the

road to the east of

the latter, while the

enemy's reserves

passed Ta-shih-chiao

at a little past 11

a.m. in the midst

of our firing. There-

upon the advanced

bodies of the diffe-

rent columns pursued

the retreating enemy
and shortly after-

wards occupied Ta-

shih-chiao and neigh-

bourhood.

The enemy con-

fironting us consisted

of the 1st, 2nd, 9thr

35th Divisions and
Division, and had

Lieut.-General Sakharoff, Chief of the Russian General

Staff ot the Manchurian Army.

then charged the second fort, w^hich Siberian Reserve

they occupied at 3 a.m. on the 25th. about 120 guns.

The different bodies of troops ad- According to a captured Russian

joining the right wing also occupied officer, General Kuropatkin took com-
the heights near Shan-sl-tot^ shortly

afterwards.

With the dawn of the day our

artillery in the neighbourhood of Wo-
lung-kang opened fire on the enemy in

front, only to discover that the enemy's

condition was different from that of

mand in the battlefield, and the officer

also stated that Lieut.-General Sak-

haroff and Major-GeneralKondoravitch
w^ere wounded.

The enemy retreated in confusion

owing to our pursuit. Indications

show that the enemy originally intend-

the preceding day. Thereupon several ed strenuously to defend the heights

bodies in the neighbourhood of the

above place at once pushed forward
and occupied Tsing-shih-shan.

As soon as this was known to the

left wing, several bodies constituting

near Tsing-shih-shan and wage a de-

cisive battle there. He, however, sud-

denly retired at midnight, due to the

defeat of his left wing by our right.

On the 26th the enemy was still

it advanced and occupied the line ex- holding the position? near Hu-chang-
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tun, while about two batteries of his

^tilleiry appeared at Chin-shan-ling

east of the above place and fired ^.t

the neighbourhood of Tung-chiao-kou,.

The enemy in the neighbourhood
of Hu-chang-tun on the Kai-ping to

Hai-cheng road has retired. On the

27th there were only about six squad-

rons of the enemy's cavalry in the

neighbourhood of Wen-chiao-tun and
anbther body of cavalry with a batte-

ry of horse artillery near Tung-yang-

shu-kou. The enemy's force retiring

from Yingkow stopped in the neigh-

bourhood of Kang-wa-sai.

A cavalry detachment of the Army
occupied Yingkow on the 25th. All

the buildings at Yingkow station had
been destroyed,

and all the Rus-

sian vessels
there had es-

caped to the

upper course of

the Liaoho,
while the Rus-

sian garrison

had retired
north east.

Our troops

despatched to

Yingkow to

garrison the

town arrived

there on the

night of the

26th and at

once relieved

our cavalry,

which had pre-

viously occu-

pied the town.

From various reports it is gleaned

that the enemy's losses were no less

than 2,000.

Our casualties were 12 officers killed

and 47 others wounded, and 136

non-commissioned officers and privates

killed and 848 others wounded,

making a total of 1,043.

According to the report received

at the Imperial Head Quarters on the

6th August from General Oku , the

Russians destroyed the Sivoutch with

her Acmament at PaTchia-tzu in the

Liao-ho north-east of Niu-chwang.

Particulars of the Occupation

of Hai-cheng.

After the defeat of the Russians at

Ta-shih-chao, they retreated to Hai-

cheng leaving behind them a certain

number of troops as a rear-guard.

This force, consisting of some batteries

and infantry troops, still offered resis-

tance to our army from the positions

selected for defence. Thereupon, on

View of the Liao-ho.

August 1, at 4 a.m., the Japanese Army
advanced from their positions near

Ta-shih-chaio, and the second column

occupied positions near Nan-chien-shan

at about 9 a.m.

The first column drove off the

enemy in its front and occupied the

heights near Liang-chia-pao-tzu at 1

p.m.
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The third cplutnn took possession

of the heights near Chin-shan and its

artillery opened an indirect fire on the

heights east of Tu-tai-tzu, which had
been occupied by the enemy for the

11.30 a.m. another battery of the

enemy's artillery appeared at the

southern extremity of Hsia-chia-ho

and fired on the infantry of our third

column. All the enemy's batteries,

last few days. As pie enemy seemed however, evacuated their positions at

a little past noon and retired

towards Hai-cheng.

The fourth column drove

off a small number of the

. enemy^s cavalry, and reached

the line extending from the left

wing of the third column to

Chao-chia-tun at about 10 a.m.

In its front, about five or six

squadrons of Russian cavalry,

. with one battery of horse

artillery, appeared near Kang-
wa-sai and fired heavily on our

infantry, but this force re-

treated towards Hai-cheng at

about noon.

The fifth column drove off

the enemy's cavalry and infantry

and occupied Liu-chia-pao-tzu-

and Lien-shan-tun. The enemy's

force opposing us aggregated

about one division, and his main
body retired towards Haicheng
via the western foot of Tang-
wang-shan^

The Army advanced to the

line of the Pa-li-ho on the 2nd
August, without meeting with
any serious resistance from the

! enemy, and occupied the line

extending from Flai-cheng to
to have retired, the column immediately Niu-chwang on the 3rd. The enemy's
advanced and occupied the heights force that retreated from Hai-cheng
north-westof Ta-shan-pu at 9.30 a,m. in a north-eastern direction on the
At this time about two batteries of 3rd included some two divisions,
the eiiemy's artillery appeared on the Since the 2nd the enemy had been
heights north-east of Hu-lu-ku, and continually retiring north, and both
opened a severe fire on the infantry of Hai-cheng and Niu-chwang were oc-
the second and third columns. Shortly cupied by our army about noon on
afterwards, the second column artil- the 3rd.
lery took up positions, on the heights

northreast of Tung-chia-kou, and the
third column artillery near Wen-chia- ,

-

kou, and an artillery duel ensued. At

. Colonel Koizumi,

Commander of the 28th Regiment of Infantry.
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Operations of the Taku-
shan Army*

The Occupation of Pan-ling.

A detachment of the army oix the

;22tid Jvlj a little past noon enveloped

the .enemy, consisting of two or three

battalions, in occupation of the neigh-

boui'hood of the Plan-ling pass, and
aftfei" an assalult completely occupied

the position at 7.30 p.m. The main
force ,Qf the enemy retired in a nor-

therly direction. His force seemed to

belong to the .17th Rifle Regiment. Iti

,

this- battle Snb-Lieut. Mat'ano and 8

-met! were killed and 22 men wounded.
The enemy left on the road 14

kine'd, and 3 prisbjiers were also taken.

The Occupation of Chai-mu-
cheng.

The enemy's force in front of our
army occupied strongly defended posir

tions on the heights north of Hung-
yao-ling to the east of San-chueh-shan

through Chang-san-ku. The epaule-

ment for the enemy's artillery was
seen on the heights of Hung-yao-ling,

and about three battalions of infantry

were observed in the neighbourhood

of Lao-ta-t2u*

Otif^ .main force on the 30th July

itycciipied the line along the western

heights of Ta-fang-shen, and the north-

ern heights of Hsia-pa-fan-kou, and our

left wing took possession of the south-

ern heights of Ka-chia-pao-tzuand the

southwestern heights of Ying-la-shan.

1

Wliilst proceeding to attack theeiiemy

,

At dawn ou the 31st, our atmy, with

the latter displayed the Japanese flag its m^in strength, advanced against

in hfe portions, and when we respond- the enemy' posted on thci height east

ed by hoisting our flags he discharged of San-chueh-shan, and the left wing

a fusillade on us. ^ * attacked the enemy on
.
the heights

=— » ; north pf East a'Ud.West Yang-shu-koUf
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GENERAL MiSHTCHSNKO WRO TOOK PART IN

THE Engagement at Chai-mv-cheng.

;,
At 8 a.m. otir left wing occupied

the enemy's positions to the west
ei a height 345 metres high in a
northeastern direction from East
Yang-shu-kou. The enemy at Erh-

tao-kou was rapidly reinforced atid

his guns were increased to 21.

Our left wing, in cooperation with
a detachment newly arrived, fired

severely on the enemy, and
drove him north at 3 p.m. The
main force of the army was able to

occupy the enemy's positions on
the heights west of Ta-ping-ling at

10.30 a.m., but owing to the severe

fire of the enemy's artillery station-

ed at Chang-san-ku and the heights,

east of Hsiao-fang-shen, w^e could

^DOt-fadvance^ farther. Subsequently

the enemy steadily received fresh re-

inforcements, and at 5.30 p.m. his

entire front assumed the oflFensive,

but they were at once repulsed by
our artillery and infantry. The
enemy sustained heavy losses, but

,owing to the severe fire of his artil-

lery we could not pursue him. Our
forces passed the night in close

proximity to the enemy.
Prior to this oiir left wing had

defeated the enemy and threatened

to cut oif his retreat. In cpnse-

quencie,' the enemy, taking adviantage

of the dark, withdt-ew his positions

one by one and retired to-wards
Hai-cheng, , - ,

The Russians had spent several

months in the construction of strong
defensive w^orks, in which they en-

trenched themselves during this

battle. They used qiiick-firing field

guns, w^hich greatly harassed our
artillery. The enemy's force seemed
to consist of two divisions of. in-

fantry and seven batteries of artil-

lery, under the command of Lieut.-

General Alexieflf, Commander of the

Fifth' Division of Infailtfy.

The'day was extremely hot, the
temperature at noon registering 120®
F, in the open.

C0L0NF.T, OnopkrA,
,

Commander of the ioth Rkgimfnt of Infantry.
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After the battle on July 31, we
discovered about 700 Russian killed

in the valleys and the remains of the

officers "were buried by us with special

military honours. According to the

Russian prisoners and natives, the

number of the enemy's killed and
w^ounded sent to the rear after the

battle and during the night of the 31st

July was very great. The enemy's

casualties reached over 2,000.

Our casualties were 860, classified

as follows :—
Killed :—Captains Tatsuo Toyama

1 p.m. about 20 Cossacks from the

Pun-phyong-ri road made their appear*

ance at a point about a mile and a
half distant from the Gensan foreign

settlement. A fight at once took place

between the enemy and our garrison

there, after which the enemy retreated

north, one of the Cossacks who was
wounded being skilfully carried away
by his comrades. About the same time

some ten Cossacks appeared on the

Tok-won road and were shortly after-

wards reinforced by about 300 more.

The combined force then proceeded in

Russian Dead left behind a Rampart.

and Hideji Fujiwara, and 6 other

officers, and 186 men.

Wounded :—Major O.togoro Wada
and 23 other officers and 642 men.

The spoils of war were six field

guns, 570 shells, 63 rifles, 980 rounds

of ammunition, 180 entrenching tools,

890 koku of flour, 500 koku of barley,

and 130 overcoats. The prisoners of

war nuniijered 40.

The Cossack Attack on Gensan.

On the 8th August, shortly after

the direction of Gensan, but suddenly

turned off at a point near Tok-won-fii

and disappeared from view. The ene-

my retreated towards the north of

Mun-phong-ri. The Japanese sustained

no loss. During the same afternoon

our pickets on the Tok-won road en-

countered the enemy's scouts, on
whom they at once fired ; but the

enemy hastily retreated without return-

ing our fire. The total strength of the

enemy is estimated at about 340, with

several guns.
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Fighting at Sea. Distress bf a Party dragging

for Mines,

Attack on the Russian Destroyers. The party charged with the ' task

of dragging for mines, commanded by
The fourteenth torpedo-boat flo- Commander Jttntaro Hirose, was en-

tilla, commanded by Lieutenant Shozo gaged on July 26 at 11 a.m. iti this

Kuwajima, the gunboats No. 10 and work near Lung-wang-tao, when one

The Mikasa Iying At the Naval BAse*

No. 11, which had been specially at-

tached to the flotilla, and the torpedo-

boats despatched from the Mikasa and

Fujiy attacked the Russian destroyers

lying concealed in the eastern bay of

Hsien-sheng promontory on tHe 24th

July at 3 a.m., and ascertained that

the torpedoes discharged from the

torpedo-boats belonging to thie battle-

ships exploded thrice. Our two gun-

boats also approached the enemy and

severely fired on him.

It was ascertained by a subsequent

reconnaissance that one of t^e Russian

destroyers was submerged, the tops of

her funnels only showing above the

water, and that another was probably

sunk.

6f our gunboats while trying to r^
cover one of the enemy's mines got
her propeller entangled by a dragging

rope, which disabled her, so that sh0

drifted towards Hsien-sheng pronidnto-

ry. The efnemy's forts and gunboats
opened a severe fire on her. Com
mander Hirose, commanding another

gunboat, went to the rescue, and under

a galling fire from the enemy, took
the distressed vessel in tow. Several

Russian destroyers now steamed up at

full speed to the scene and discharged

their torpedoes, which, however, miss-
ed our vessels. After an hour's hard
fight, our vessels escaped towards Siao-

ping-tao. During this engagement,

Commander Hirose's gunboat was
struck twice bv shells, wnth the result
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that three men were killed and Com-
mander Hirose, Second Sub-Lieut,

Kamura, and nine men wounded.

enemy 's destroyers

harbour at 6 p.m.

all entered the

Our Destroyers attack the

Russian Squadron.

At 4 p.m. on the 5th August w^hen

our destroyers Akebono (Commander
Kuzumi Masao) and Ohoro (Comman-
der Takemura Bungo) approached

Port Arthur for the purpose of recon-

noitering, 14 of the enemy's destroyers

stiddenly emerged from the harbour.

Just as they came within range they

divided into 3 squadrons, the first of

which, consisting of 4 vessels, steamed

southwest ; the second, of seven boats,

steamed " southward,

and the third division

of three destroyers

Hpvent in the direction

of Hsiensheng pro-

montory. At about

4.40 p.m. th.^ Akebono
and the Ohoro ex-

changed a sharp fire

with the enemy, and

then steering north-

east for Hsiensheng

promontory, got

ahead of the three

Russian destroyers in

that quarter and

poured a heavy fire

into them, where-

upon they at once

turned and made for

the harbour in full

. flight, pursued by the

Akebono and the

Oboro. These being

then joined by the Ikazuchi (Comman-

der Shinohara Rishichi), the three

steered southward and approached

the divided squadrons of 11 Russian

destroyers, which, in turn, retired

towards the harbour, so that the Fght

came to an end. Our three destroyers

did not sustain any injury whatever.

The Vladivostock Squadron.

This squadron which had already

appeared three times in the Japan Sea

and had succeeded in sinking our

transports, left the Sangan Straits for

the eastern coast of Japan on July 20.

The squadron consisted of the Rossia,

Grotnboi, and Rurick^ and was under

the command of Rear-Admiral Jessen ;

it began operations by sinking the

Takashirna-mai'u which left Shinagawa
on the 16th July and on the 20th at 3

a.m. encountered the three Russian

warships at a point 60 nautical miles

VrcE-ADMiRAL Beso-rrasoff,

off Isoya (near Cape Esan). Two of

the Russian war-vessels, apparently

the Rossia and Rurik, steamed up to the

Takashim^ Mara, while the remaining

one, of the Gromohoi type, which was

ahead of the other two, was seen

signalling to" a foreign steamer (pre-

sumably the British steamer Samara).
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Two boats, each with two officers and falling a few metres from her, and the

about 20 men on board, were sent to Samara at once stopped. It was about

the Takashima Mara by the two 7 a.m. Shortly afterwards a boat

Russian vessels. These officers and with some 70 officers and men was

men, however, only made enquiries

:;iSiimy^-"^ .....,,

Japanese Transports seev from the Manshu-vtaru.

vrith regard to the ship's papers and

the number of her crew. The Russians

then ordered all the crew to leave the

vessel at once, and the order was
promptly obeyed. All the members of

the crew got into two boats and left

the vessel at 6.30 a.m. After proceed-

ing three or four minutes they turned

back and saw their ship sinking, stern

downwards.
The Takashima Mara carried a

cargo of 589 bales of miscellaneous

goods and 160 boxes of powder for

mining purposes. The British steamer

Samara was stopped oif Muroran, but

she w^as released having no contraband

on board.

The Samara left Shimizu, Suruga
province, for Muroran on the 17th

July, and on 20th at 6.30 a.m. she

w^as surrounded by three Russian w^ar-

vessels 15 miles off Cape Esan. One of

the Russian vessels fired two shots

across the steamer's bows, the shots

despatched from the Gromoboi, and
an officer, apparently the captain of

that vessel, with another officer and
40 bluejackets, boarded the Samara.
At first the Russians demanded the

captain of the latter to accompany
the Russian vessels to Saghalien, but
owing to the scarcity of coal carried

by the British steamer and also to the

absence of cargo, she was finally

released at about 9 a.m. The vessel

arrived at Muroran at 2 p.m. the

same day.

On July 22 the squadron stopped

the German steamer Arabia and the

British steamer Calchas about 100
miles off Yokohama, and sent them both
to Vladivostock. On the following

day, the squadron met the British

steamer Knight Commander off Idzu.

The latter was ordered to stop and a
boat came and sent the captain to the

Russian warships , After examining

the manifest , the Russian Admiral
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gave the crew 10 minutes to leave the
vessel and come to his warships. Some
got into boats, some jumped overboard
and all were taken on board, where
whistles were blown constantly to

hurry them up. Afterwards the Knight
Commander was sunk.

The same daythe squadron destroy-

ed tw^o Japanese sailing vessels, and
also stopped the steamer Tsinan, but
released her as she had
no contraband goods on
board. On July 24th,

the German steamer Thea

was stopped by the

squadron and w^as sunk

as a legitimate prize. On
the 30th, the squadron

proceeded towards the

Tsugaru straits. At 3

p.m. the squadron sighted

a Japanese squadron

which was pursuing it in

the rear, but the Russian

squadron safely passed

tbe Tsugaru straits and

proceeded to Vladivostok,

a choice between sharing the fate of

Port Arthur, or making a bold dash

for liberty before the place fell into

our hands. They decided on a sortie,

the object of which was to effect a

junction with the Vladivostok Squad-

ron which was to co-operate with

them for this end. At dawn on the

tenth of August, the following vessels

began to make their exit from the

harbour—viz. the six battleships Cesa^

revitch, Retvisan,

Pobjeda, Peresviet,

Sehastopol, and

Po/tava, the cruisers

Decisive Naval Battle

off Fort Arthur.

The events of the war
had for some time been

bringing our forces into

a daily nearer proximity

to the city and fortress

of Port Arthur, and our

guns were now so near

to the enemy's outworks

that they did a con-

siderable amount of

damage in the city itself,

so much so that the

Russian hospitals were

filled to overflowing and

there was no more any

room to receive the

wounded. The end of the siege was Askold, Diana, Pallada, Novik and

manifestly drawing nigh, and the ships Bayan, and eight torpedo-boat des-

in the harbour were compelled to make troyers. At 6 a.m. they sighted a few

A Torpedo-boat lying at side of the Manshu-Maru.
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Japanese torpedo-boats and small

cruisers lying oflf the harbour, and soon

aiifterwards the Bayatij struck a mine

and received injuries which necessitated

her return, to the harbour. A.t 11 a.m.,

out at siea about twenty miles from

Port Arthur, our Squadron first sights

ed the escaping Russian Fleet, but the

action was deferred for some time

longer as it was Admiral Togo's

desire to manoeuvre in §uch a mannei:

as to draw^. the Russians as far as

possible from the harbour so that it

iaight be impossible for them to take

refuge .under t,he big guns of the forts.

ing, and a fierce cannonade was ex-,

changed. The Japanese shells -with

very few exceptions hit the Russian

ships and each hit was. vociferously

cheered by the men, but the Russian

projectiles, whether owing to bad gun-

nery or some other cause, . went* for

the most part wide or flew high or fell

§hort. ; The squadrons then dr^w oft"

§.j34 ,^te^; approached again, whereafter

they again drew off, again approached

and ^gain exQh9.nged shots, these enga-

gements- lasting' '2V^ hours. At' 3.3Q

there was an interval of an hour's

rest, and then. the Js-panese 'closed in

Ti^B F^res^ieK

Thus at about 12.40 p.m. the

squadrons found themselves some 30^

nautical miles from Port ^rthi^r. At

this moment the flag-ship ran up the

flag for action, .Whether the enemy

saw it or not is uncertain, but he im-

mediately formed'in single eplumn line,

.

ahead. His force consisted of 6 battle-

ships, the Eetvisan leading, 4 cruisers

.^nd 8 destroyers. At 1 p.m., the

squadrons being -ysrithin range, the

Japanese openied,,fire, the e^etiiy replj-

once more to cut off the ^KussiaUs* line

of r^tfeat. The Russians now 'wdre

the first to qpeti fire and', wfe replying,

the battle was renewed. At this point

the enemy changed his course to the

south-east, and the Ja^'aneSe closing

up,' the engagement becaxU^ viery hot.

The enemy seemed to conceh^rate his

fire on the flag-ship, aroiind which his

projectiles ^11; thJcikly,
' btft^ Admiral

Togo a,bd his staff remained entirely

unconcerned and directed all the
s-!;
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.„^.^».^ *fw '^^"Vilk'^l

View of the Askold damaged by the Japanese Squadron in the

Naval Battle of August io.
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The Grosovoi anchoring off the French

Settlement in Shanghai.

manoeuvres with complete calm. The
majority of the Japanese casualties in

this battle occurred on board the Flag-

ships but Admiral Togo
came out from the severe

en«;agement without sus-

taining even a scratch.

During this second en-

counter the Japanese fired

calmly but repidly. At
'5,30 p.m. a tw:elv6 inch

shot fired by one of our

battleships pierced the port-

side of the Cesarevitcb,

where Admiral Witgeft, the

Commander-in-Chief, and
his staff and other officers

were standing. The
Admiral was blown to

pieces, his feet only re-

maining on board. The
second commander of the

Flagship was also killed,

and Admiral Massevitch

and all the other officers

wth the exception of one

were wounded. The
captain of the ship was
also w^ounded on the arm.
She made a feeble attempt
to leave the line of battle,

and the other Russian

ships, fearing that they might '^ollide

with the flagship, deviated from
their course and their formation was

.^jnHje*---^- -"•."•,:;*-*

' -^-.-..^-
MlWkiffiWttMte.-: JJL.

-^^M

v^V

U'.M^ .:
.

The Cezarevilch which sustained great Damages.
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totally destroyed. In a few minutes

the enemy's vessels had gathered

around the Cesareritchy some of them
approaching to within 3,000 or 4,000

metres of our vessels. The latter took
advantage of the situation and dis-

charged their guns in quick succession.

Most of the Russian guns were silenc-

ed, though they could not have ex-

hausted their ammunition by gun-fire.

The Retvisan fought most bravely and
towards the end of the battle was
only able to fire a few guns at inter-

vals. Firing was suspended by our

ships of the enemy sustaifte^' severe

injuries : The Pobieda, rfor instancy,

had both her masts destroyed^ and h^
larger guns disabled by our • giijtt j fire.

The Retvisan was deemed to have

sufifered the heaviest casualties, having

received our concentrated fire at a

range of 3,500 metres, and the Peres-

viet fought until all her masts were

lost. The Battleship Sebastopol was
disabled and the Pallada was struck

and sunk by a torpedo discharged by
the Murakumo (under command of

Commander S. Matsuoka) of the fifth

The Pohieda,

force at 8.30 p.tn. Towards the end

of the battle, the enemy's fire greatly

abated and the formation of his ships

was thrown in utter confiision, each

vessel moving independently. The bat-

tleship Cezarevitchy the cruisers Askold

and Noviky and several destroyers fled

southward, while other vessels separa-

tely returned to Port Arthur. On their

way back they were pursued and

attacked by our destroyers and tor-

pedo-boats. The latter again inflicted

on the enemy no small damage.

In this engagement, all the battle-

flottila of destroyers, which during

the night attacked the enemy.

None of our vessels sustained any
serious damage and their fighting

capabilities had not been impaired.

Our casualties throughout the fleet

were 205 oflicers and men, the details

being as follows :

—

THE " MIKASA."

Killed : Lieut. Shinagawa and 3

other officers and 28 men.
. Seriously wounded Lieut.-Com-

mander Uveda, 5 other oflScers and 29
men.
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Slightly wounded : Captain Hiko-

jiro Ijichi, H. I. H, Lieut.-Commander

Prince Fushimi, Jr., (the late Kacho)',

2 other officers and 49 men.

XlEUTENANT TSHIKAWA, CoMMANDER OE THE

Asagiri.

THE " YAKUMO."
* Killed: 12 men.

Seriously wounded : 7 men.

Slightly wounded : 3 men.

THE " NISSHIN."

Killed : Inspector of Machinery Sai-

to, 5 other officers, and 10 men.

Wounded: 2 officers, and 28 men,

THE ;"_ KASUGA."

Wounded :- 11 men.

. .THE ." CHIN-EN."

, Wopnded ; 6 men.
' THE " ASAHI.'*

Woundeti : 1 officer and 1 man,
THE " IZUMI.*'

Wounded : 1 man,
THE ** ASAGIRI.*'

TORPEDO-BOAT NO. 28,

Seriously wounded : Sub-Liet^t.

Emori. ;

.

TORPEDO-BOAT NO. 38.

Killed : 1 men,
;>

Wounded : 7 men.

Killed : a warrant officer and 8

men.
,.- 1^

The Capture of the Riesitelini.

The Japanese destroyers Asasbio

and Kasumiy under the command of

Conimander Fujimoto, were search-

ing for the enemy's warships on the

night of the 10th August, when one

of the latter was sighted steaming

westward. Our destroyers at once

pursued the enemy, but the latter

disappeared from view^ in the dark'

ness of the night. A further search

the following day (the 11th) reveal-

ed the fact that the enemy's vessel

had taken refuge in Chefoo harbour.

Our destroyers accordingly remained

outside the neutral zone, and waited

for the Russian warship to issue

from the harbour; but the enemy
refrained from issuing.

On entering the port on the night

of the 11th, our destroyers ascertain-

ed that the enemy's w^arship was
the destroyer Riesitelini. It was also

but found that she had not been dis-

armed, had taken in coal, all the officers

and men still remaining on board. At
3 a.m. on the 12th Lieutenant Terashi-

ma of the Asashio, accompanied by
ten petty officers and men, was dis-

patched on board the enemy's destroy-

er, for the purpose of informing the

Captain of the Russian destroyer that

our vessels had traced and watched
him, and that, as he had entered the

harbour at 4 a.m. the previous day
and had not yet left it, he was offered

an alternative either to issue from the

harbour in one hour or surrender, the

refusal of which would result in our
jdisposal of the Russian destroyer at

our will. The Russian Commander
refused the^e conditions, and while







A Night Attack by Japanese Torpedo-boat Destroyers on

the Russian Squadron off Port Arthur.
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The Russian Warships ^t

Shanghai.

negotiations were being conducted he
orjiered his men to destroy the engines

and, make preparations for blowing
up the vessel. While thus engaged, he The Russian cruiser Askold which
suddenly seized Lieutenant Terajima escaped from the pursuit of the Japan-
and jumped into the sea with him. ese Squadron in the naval battle of

At the same time another Russian the 10th August proceeded to Shang-
struck the Japanese interpreter and hai and entered the Cosmopolitan dock
leaped overboard with him in his arms, there on the 13th. The Russian des-

The remainder of the Russian crew troyer Grosovoi, which had steamed

also became aggressive. In the mean- up the Yangtze, anchored off the

time an explosion occurred in the fore French settlement the same day. But
magazine of the Russian ship, in con- as the Chinese Government is not able

sequence of which some of our men perfectly to realize the principles of

dispatched to the scene were killed and neutrality these two vessels were safeljr

wounded. The Russian ship was then sta3ring in Shanghai for more than

captured and taken in tow to the two weeks, and thus the matter wa^
base. Our casualties in connection remaining undecided. According to k

w^ith the incident

were one petty

officer killed, four

petty officers and

men seriously

wounded, and

Lieutenant Tera-

jima of the Asa-

Shanghai despatch

of August 29, the

Avork of disarming

the destroyer Gio-

sovoi was nearly

finished on the

above date and

that on the follow-

ThE Askold LYING IN THE HARBOUR OF SHANGHAI.

shio, his interpreter, and nine petty ing day her engines were to be dis-

officers and men slightly wounded. mantled. With regard to the cruiser

Askold, the breacb-blocks of her guns
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and the t6rpedo-heads were to be

taken away on August 30, On issuing

from the dock, the total disarmament

of the cruiser will be effected in front

of the arsenal.

The Disarmament of the Ce^are

vitch and three Destroyers.

The Russian battleship Cezare-

ritcb w^hich sustained serious damages

cruising in the offing, also left the bay.

It was farther officially rcporte^d that

the Governor-General of Kiaochow on

the 15th August completed the dis-

armament of the Russian battleship,

Cezarevitcb and of the destroyers, and

that during the war the vessels would

be detained at Kiaochow. Vice-Admi-

ral Massevitch who -vvas on board the

Cezarevitch and had been seriously

wounded in the battle at the Yellow

Li. j^

A View of Tsi^G-TAdt

accompanied by two destroyers, ar-

rived at Kiaochow^ early on the morn-

ing of the 12th August. Prior to this

another Russian destroyer had an-

chored there. On the 15th, the naval

flags of these vessels w^ere hauled down
in the presence of the German Governor-

General. The Japanese destroyer ika-

zuchij which entered Kiaochow on the

16,th at noon left after remaining there

for two hours. At the same time two
Japanese cruisers^ which had b,ee?i

Sea, died in a hospital at Ching-tao
on the day after his entering the hos-

pital.

The Russian Cruiser I>icmd^

According to a..report received at

reliable quarters here, the Russian

cruiser Diana arrived at Saigon on the

34j:h August.
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View of the damaged CezarevUch,
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The Stranding of two Russian

Torpedo-boatSi

The two Russian lorpedo-boats

struck on the 11th August a rock at

a point betweeii Weihaiwei and Shan-

tung promontory, feOme 20 miles east

of Weihaiwei* The officers and crews

of the twp boats effected a landing,

and reached Weihaiwei on foot on the

12th at 4 p.m., where they asked

the Commander of . ^
the British tattle

ship Glory for as

sistance.

report, it changed its course and took

up a position which would enable \\\

to intercept the meeting of the Yladi-

vbstock squadron and the Russiaii

fugitives from Port Arthur.

Fortunately the foggy weather

which had prevailed so persistently in

the neighbourhood of Xsushinia siid-;

denly cleared up oh th^ ihorning of

Sunday, the 14th^ The four armoured

^Cruisers the^ /zwino (Captain S* Ijichi)^

The faAMAGED Cezarevitch LYING IN KlAOCHOW BAY*

The Xaval Battle in the Sea

of Japan,

The Kamimura Squadron received

in the afternoon of the 10th August

the report of the battle in the Yellow

Sea of the same date, and of the sub-

sequent dispersal of the Russian ships

^

some of which it was feared might

appear in the Tsushima straits with a
view to joining theYladivostock squad-

ron* At that time the Kamimura squad-

'r<5^n was steaming in a certain sea,

but immediately on receipt of the

Azuma (Captain Fujii), Tokiv/a. (Cap-

tain Yoshimatsu] aiid Iwate (Captain

Taketomi) , which constituted Vice-

Admiral Kamimura*s Squadron at that

time, were proceediiig southward at 5

a.m* the same day* when our squadron
sighted on its port-side the three ar-

moured cruisers of the Yladivostock

Squadron, also steaming southwards,

at a distance of 10,000 metres. More
than once on previous occa;sions, the

Russian squadron had been enabled to

escape owing to their superior speed,

but on this occasion the enemy had
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gone to6 far south successfully to ex- to cut oflF his retreat in case he should
tricate himself from our squadron, make for Yladivostock. As was ex-

Moreover, it ap-

peared as if he

had sighted us

piuch later than
we sighted him.

The spirits of

our men ran
high, their

mortifying ex-

periences' in the

past having
made them al-

most impatient.

Orders to pre-

pare for action

were signalled

by our flagship,

which, shortly

afterwards, dis-

played the fight-

ing colours. Our
warships 'then

emerged from

the offing and
pressed on the

rear of the

enemy, in order

^^RT -'.t-.f-,;^/
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against the vertical line of the Russian

-warships, -wbich were in single column

formation. Our squadron, with the

sun behind it, pressed on the enemy's

Captain Yoshimatsu, Commander of the
Tokiwa.

ships. The enemy, therefore, w^as

compelled to face the sun in his firing

operations. As the respective positions

vsrere beneficial to us, and painfully

disadvantageous to the enemy, our

squadron repeatedly took advantage
of the situation in delivering our

attack. Our warships repeatedly

thwarted the enemy's advance and
poured from our bows a longitudinal

fire on the enemy's vessels, almost

every shell telling on the enemy. The

formation of the letter " J " ^1 *^^

hostile fleets was decidedly unprofitable

to the enemy, for while in this posi-

tion only the Rossiaj which led the

way, could fire, the other two being

screened from our ships by the Rossia,

while all of our vessels were able to

concentrate their fire on the ship near-

est to them. The Russian squadron,

therefore, changed its course in order

to extricate itselffrom this unfortunate

position. This time it was the Rarik

which came nearest to our fleet, the

distance now being from 4 000 to

5,000 metres, and she became the focus

of our fire. She was slower than the

other two ships in speed and had

fallen behind. The shells that struck

her were so numerous that she was
for a while concealed in black smoke.

Shouts of hanzais echoed and re-echoed

, from our warships, where the gunners

were manoeuvring as if they were at

target practice. The Rossia and Gro-

jnohoi, taking a circular route, returned

to succour the Rurik> By this opera-

tion the Russian warships again fell

into the luckless position of the " X "

formation, and w^ere fiercely fired on

by our guns. At that time the Rurik

was not only set on fire but her steer-

ing gear was also damaged. She tried

to steam ahead, but could do no more
than turn round and round. To make
the situation worse, the Gromohoi and
Rossia were almost simultaneously set

on fire. The sparks, fanned by a strong

wind, flew furiously through the loop-

holes of these two vessels, and the

smoke ascended and darkened the

skies. The terrible confiision was visi-

ble on the Russian vessels, and the

sight was simply appalling. After a

short time the fires were put under

control, but as for the Rarik^ she was
gradually sinking by the stern, owing
to a big hole created by one of our

shells, and the hull had listed to the

left. Still she gallantly continued to

fire, and the Gromohoi and Rossia
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The Azuma.

kept circling about the tinfortuTiate their speed had hy no means diminish-

cruiser, and were by turns subjected ed. Our squadron gave up the chase

to our concentrated fire. This

operation continued for four

hours, and the range was so

short that our gunners seldom

missed their aim. The Rossia

was set on fire five or six times,

and the Gromohoi three or four.

The Rurik had lost the efficiency

of all her guns except two,

and her aftermast was broken

in two. At 9, the Rossia and

Gromohoi abandoned th^ Rurik,

and proceeded north at full

speed.

Prior to this, the Naniwa

and Takachiho arrived on the

scene. The Rossia andGromoboi

having taken flight, the Rurik

was left with these two Japa-

nese warships, and the Kami-

mura squadron gave chase to

the two former vessels. They

were doubtless badly damaged

and in fact onl^? -two or three

guns on each warship continued

to fire, but strange to relate

Captain WadA,
Commander of the Naniwa.
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at 10.15 a.m. after steaming

formore than twentynautical

miles, and were returning

south when at 10.37 a.m. a

report was received to the

eifect that the Rurik had

sunk and the survivors were

being rescued.

Later it was learned

that when our armoured

cruisers went in chase of the

Grotnoboi and Rossia^ the

Rurik, apparently defying the

Naniwa and Takachiho, sud-

denly regained her activity

and took the oflfensive, but

was again fiercely attacked

by our ships. Meanwhile

the water rushed in from the

stern to the magazine room,

and her crew kept jumping

overboard from the upper

deck. At length the Russians

hastened the sinking of the

warship. The fact that they

continued to fire until the

ship sank had earned the

admiration of the Japanese

crews. The place of her

sinking is about 45 miles

from Ulsan, Korea. The eye-

witness of her sinking states

that at first she sank by the

stem, but then suddenly

leaped up in a vertical direc-

tion and was engulfed in two
minutes. On the disappear-

ance of the vessel beneath the

water, a great number of

hammocks and other articles

were found floating on the

sea. Cries for help were
heard from the Russian

sailors who were struggling

among the waves.. The
Naniwa and Takachiho des-

patched their boats and saved

613 Russians (one of whom
died afterwards), and after-

wards transhipped them to
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the four
. armoured er«i«efs. More

than one-third of the Russians were,
wounded, ) The Captain and almost
all the other officers of the Rank
are missing. ; . / j

When all the Russian stijrvivors had
been rescued, our squadron returned
to its base. The fact that an
armoured cruiser of over 10,000 tons
displacement was sunk by gun fire

alone. is regarded as an achievement
worthy of attention in naval tactics.

It is said that what most impress-

ed the Yice-Admiral was the fact that
the Russians,

like
. other

Euro p e a n
nations, did

not. sacrifice

their lives un-

necessarily.

When the

Rurik was
about to
sink, those

on board the

shipw^ho had
already been

wounded tied

pieces ' of

wood around

their bodies

in order to

keep them-

selves afloat.

CRUISER " TAKACHIHO."

Wounded: Lieutenant H. Asakawa,
Doctor H. Issen and Warrant Officer

S. Horio.

In addition to the above, there were
100 men killed and wounded through-
out the w^hole squadron.

DAMAGES SUSTAINED BY THE ENEMY^S

SQUADRON.

According to an official report

from the Russian side, the dama-
ges, inflicted upon the two Russian
cruisers, which succeeded in escaping

The Tokiwa,

Observing this condition of aflairs,

Vice-Admiral Kamimura ordered his

men to exercise the utmost care in

rescuing the Russians, and even birds

and other living creatures were saved

from the water.

CRUISER " IWATE."

Kille(} : Lieutenant Haraguchi, and

Second Sub-Lieutenant M. Noda.

Wounded : Lieut.:Commanders F.

Nomura and Y. Suganp, Lieutenant T.

Kanesaka, Midshipman W. Matsu-

mura, and Warrant Officer T. Ypshi-

tomi.

to Vladivostock were as follows

;

the Gromoboi sustained especially

severe damage to her boilers and fun-

nels . The Rossia w^as struck eleven

times below and close to the w^ater-line

and the Gromoboi six. Half of the

officers on board were killed and
wounded. The casualties among the

men reached pne-fqurth of their total,

or, more strictly, 135 were killed and
307 wounded. The two vessels con-

tinued their voyage after making
urgent repairs and arrived at Vladivo-

stock on the 16th August.
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THE RUSSIAN PRISONERS FROM ashore and partly sunk. We give here

THE " RURiK " a detailed account furnished by an

The Russian prisoners taken from officer who participated in this engage-

the Rurikj which was sunk by the ment.

Kamimura squadron, number 613 " The Chitose and the Tsushima,

altogether. These include 16 officers having been informed that the Russian

' cruiser Novik hfjid

passed off the Atoea

Cape lighthouse of

the Kuriles in a

northwesterly direc-

tion on the 19th at

7.40 a.m., steamed

ahead for the Soya
strait at full speed.

The Chitose watch-

ed the strait, whilst

the TswsAf/na search-

ed for the enemy.

The Tsushima,
having two masts

and three funnels,

resembled the Rus-

sian cruiser Bogatyr
in appearance and
was likely to mislead

the Russians. As
for the Chitose, she

had always been

near Port Arthur

since the first naval

engagement of Feb-

ruary 9, and was
familiar to the

(seven of whom are wounded), one Novik. This consideration caused

priest, four midshipmen (three wound- the commander of our squadron to

ed), 67 warrant officers (16 wounded) select the Tsushima for the mission.

arid 525 bluejackets (150 wounded). The latter had been ma.inly chgaged

in picket duty and had had no ex-

The Destruction of the " Novik." T""",
°^ "'*""^

J^^!!"^".
" "'^Sbe easily imagined, therefore, with

The Chitose (under Captain S. what feelings her crew proceeded to
Takagi) and the Tsushima (under meet the enemy for the first time.

Commander T. Sento) attacked the She steamed in a northerly direction

enemy's cruiser Novik in Korsakov and reached a point 25 nautical miles

harbour, Sakhalien Island, on the after- off Korsakoff on the 20th at 4.20 p.ra.^

noon of the 20th August and again when to the crew's delight the top of

on the morning of the following day. a mast and then the three fiinnels of the

Severe damages were inflicted on the Novik at anchor within the harbour
enemy's ship, which was finally driven appeared in sight. Immediately after-

Rear-Admiral Uchtomski who commanded the Russian

Squadron immediately after Death of Rear-

Admiral Witgeft.
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wards, the enemy, perceiving the ap-

proach of our warship, steamed out of

the harbour at high speed, and headed

south, apparently with the object of

running through the strait. The Tsu-

shima also directed her course to the

south and presented her portside

against the starboard of the Novik.

At 4.30 p.m. fire was opened by our

vessel and fierce fighting ensued. The
Novik was the ship noted for her 25

knots speed, her repeated attacks on
the Japanese destroyers, and her unsur-

passed pluck and valour. Her shells

poured close to the Tsushima in a

most dangerous manner. Her ma-

board, and the Novik, in consequence,

suddenly turned north and fled for

Korsakoff. The Tsushima at once fol-

lowed in pursuit and the enemy entered

the harbour. During the fighting,

which lasted until 5.30 p.m., one of

the enemy's shots ricocheted on the

surface of the sea and struck the bunker

on the starboard side of the Tsushima,

causing a leakage. The damage, how-

ever, was speedily repaired. Moreover

no casualty occurred on board the

ship.

* * Prior to this, the Chitose guarding

the Soya straits received at 4.20 p.m.

a wireless message firom the TsusM/na,

The JSfovik,

noeuvring was so skillful that it drew

forth the admiration of our seamen.

The issue of the day might have been

other than what actually occurred if

two of the shots fired by the Tsushima

had not burst upon the deck of the

Novik. They not only destroyed the

deck, but caused a combustion on

stating that the enemy had been dis-

covered. The Chitose at once ordered

the Tsushima to notify the location.

Aware of what was happening, the

enemy threw out currents of electric

waves in order to confuse our mes-

sages, and it w^as w^ith great difficulty

that the Chitose made out the word
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Korsakoff. She then steamed at full

speed for the latter port, but could not

find the Novik owing to the darkness.

The Tsushima was agaiii despatched

to Soya strait in order to guard

against the escape of the Novik, and

the Chitose watched outside the har-

a total wreck. The Chitose pontinued

firing from 6.25 to 7.10. She then left

Korsakoflf and rejoined the Tsasfiitna.'^

The "Sevastopol" Severely

Damaged.
^

At 10 a.m. on August ?3 the ener

Heavy Guns of the Yashima.

hour the whole night. The following

day, a little past 6 a.m. she entered

the harbour and found theiVov/Vc beach-

ed, with her Stem submerged to the

upper deck. It is presumed that this

had been done in order to save the

vessel fi'om sinking. No sooner had
the Chitose entered the harbour than

the crew of the Novik lowered steam

launches and boats and made for the

land. It was seen firom our warships

that the shutters of the houses in the

tow^n w^ere closed and the streets

deserted. The Chitose fired her broad-

side guns on the Novik^ to the immense
satisfaction of the crews of those guns

who had hitherto had no opportunity

to display their marksmanship, and
the gallant Russian warship was made

my's fort at Laoluhtsu opened fire on
our army in the neighbourhood of that

fort. The Nisshin and Kasuga proceed-

ed towards the land and bombarded
the enemy's battery, with the result

that the Russian guns were speedily]

silenced. According to a report firom i

Lieutenant-Commander M. Matsuna-

'

ga, commanding the Asashio, the Rus-i

siari battleship' Sevastopol^ which had
left the harbour early in the morning
and had been bombarding our army,
struck a mine at 1 p.m., and, considerr

ably listing to stg,rboard, retreated

with bows submerged into the harr

bour, towed by a large steam-tug.
;
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Disaster to Russian Destroyers.

The following report from Rear-
Admiral Hosoya, Commander of the
Third Squadron, was received at the

Naval Department on the 24th
August :—

" According to reports received

from various watch towers in the direc-

tion of Port Arthur as well as from
the cruiser HashidatCy to-day at 6.20

p.m. one of the enemy's destroyers

struck a mechanical mine and sank at

a point about two nautical miles east
of Liao-tieh-shan ; and ^yc minutes

later another Russian destroyer also

struck a mine and retreated to Port
Arthur, assisted by the vessels that

accompanied her. The destroyer that

was sunk had two funnels and the

other four. The enemy's ships which

flotilla of 26 Chinese junk^ laden with
provisions for Port Arthur, which had
left Wei-hai-wei, were captured by the

Japanese blockading Squadron near

Round Island and South Sanshan Is-

land. They were sent to Dalny, where
the junks and their cargo were de-

clared contraband, and the crews were
released and sent back by 3 Chinese

junks.

The Sinking of a Russian

Special Boat.

Rear-Admiral Hosoya, Vice-Comr

mander of the Third Squadron, reports

that on the morning of the 31st Aug.
the enemy sent out from Port Arthur

a flotilla consisting of4 small steamers,

The Cruiser ITasuga.

had issued from Port Arthur since this

morning were five vessels engaged in

dragging for mines and three destroy-

ers, but on the occurrence of the above

disaster all of them returned to the

harbour."

The Capture of Chinese Junks.

On the 28th ^nd 29th August a

3 torpedo-launches and 4 specially con-

structed mine-removing vessels, to-

gether with a number of small boats.

At 12.25 p.m. while carrying on clear-

ing operations about a mile from

Chang-tau-shan (part of the Tiger's

Tail Promontory) one of the specially

constructed boats struck a mine and

sunk.
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The Latest War News.

General Advance on Liaoyang.

Official Statement.

According to several telegrams re-

ceived, up to the evening of August 29,

the military position in the vicinity of

Liaoyang could be summarised as fol-

lows :

—

The First Army, as the result of

vigorous fighting lasting from the

night of the 25th to the 27th, had
taken possession of the enemy's posi-

tions strongly entrenched on the rugged
ridges extending from Han-po-ling to

Ta-hsi-kou through Ta-tien-tzu, and
while pressing the enemy towards
Liao-yang had occupied the entire

ground lying on the right bank of the

against the enemy who was strongly
entrenched in the positions extending
from An-shan-tien to Teng-ao-pao. But
as certain signs were observed that the

enemy was about to retire northwards,
evacuating his positions without resist-

ance, our forces advanced forward in

pursuit.

A number of our columns which

started early on the 28th in pursuit

of the enemy in the districts east of

the Liaoyang-Haicheng road, reached

at 10 a.m. Tiao-chun-tai, Ta-shih-tou

and Pa-kwa-kou, where they overtook

him and intercepted his retreat along

that road. A fierce fire was poured in

the neighbourhood of Li-shan-tun and

Pan-chia-lu on a large body of the

enemy, which was retreating in a great

confusion . Thereupon the Russians

Interior of Liao-yang Castle.

Tang-ho. Details are given in the re-

port of the First Army herewith
attached.

The forces which advanced along
the Liaoyang-Haicheng road reached
on the morning of the 27th a line ex-

tending from Shang-shir-chiao-tzu to
the westward of Su-ma-tai through
Huo-chia-tun, after driving off several
bodies of the enemy on the way. They
then began the attacking operations

vrere thrown into greater confiision

and retreated northward of the Shaho.

A column and an artillery corps of

our Army which were advancing at

the same time in the districts w^est of

the Liaoyang and Hai-cheng road, ar-

rived in the vicinity of Pa-kwa-kou and
Tao-kuan-tun just in time to overtake

a big column of the enemy, which was
retreating in the districts north-west
of Pa-chia-tzu. A violent fire was pour-
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ed on the rear of this Russian column,
which was thereby driven toward the
north of the Sha-ho.

Thus our Armies on the Liaoyang-
Haicheng road succeeded in pressing
the enemy close to Liao-yang.

The spoils taken in

this,part of, the engage-

ment were 8 field-guns,

4 ammunition carriages

and a great number of

baggage wagons. From
this it may be judged

how confused was the

enemy's retreat.

25th. Then the column carried out
the preparations for the action of
the following day. The middle and
right columns commenced their prelimi-

nary operations from the afternoon of
the 25th.

Operations of the
First Army.

The following report

from the First Army, re-

ferred to in the above
official statement, was
received by the Imperial

Headquarters on the

morning ofAugust 30 :—

The enemy's fighting

line in firont of our Army
extended from Hung-
sha-ling to the heights

north of Ta-hsi-kow

through Han-po-ling and
the heights north of

Ta-tien-tzu, and the Russian posi-

tions on the steep mountains were

strongly defended, the fortifications

having been prepared several months
previously. On the other hand, we
had no positions suitable for making
attacks on the enemy, and especially

our field artillery was unable to find

positions to mount its guns, except in

the neighbourhood of the main road.

The account of the engagements is

as follows :

—

, The left column commenced opera-

tions fi-om the 23rd August, and after

driving forward small bodies of the

enemy occupied a line extending from

the heights north of Erh'-tao-ho to

those south of Pei-ling-tzu on the

Major-General Uehara,

Chikf of the Staff under General Nozir.

At mid-night of the 25th, the mid-

dle column with its whole infantry

force executed a bayonet charge against

the centre of the enemy's position on
Kung-chang-ling and the neighbouring

steep mountains. This charge was
carried out most successfully and the

main stronghold of the enemy in this

district was taken by our forces. But
the enemy soon reinforced his troops

on the heights in his second and third

fighting lines and strongly resisted our

attack. A severe rifle engagement then

ensued, and at noon of the 26th it was
still going on with unabated vigour.

Furthermore the enemy's artillery in

the neighbourhood of Ta-an-ping pour-

ed a terrible fire on us, and his infantry
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shoT?vred signs of making a counti^r-.

d-ttack in order to capture the positions

no-w occupied by us. Owing to the fact

that we were unable to find a^ good;

Colonel Imamura,
who commanded ijis regiment in the

Battle of I^iao-yang.
'

position for our artillery, the column
w^as at one time placed in a very dan-

gerous situation. But it defended its

portion successfully and finally repuls-

ed tjie enemy's forces to the valley of

the-Tang-ho River.

As for the right column, it delivered

a night attack on the enemy's positions

situated at Hung-sha-ling and Chi-

pang-ling (north of Kung-chang-Iing)

and the spa:ce between these two hills.

Though its left wing succeeded in carry-

ing the position of the enemy*s force

confronting it, Hung-sha-ling could not

be completely occupied. At daybreak

severe rifle and gun fire was exchanged,

which lasted till sunset.

The main strength of the leftcolumn

also took the oiFensive and advanced to-

wards an eminence north of Ta-hsi-koui

while its artillery engaged the enemy's

superior artillery force,' which was
under cover of semi-permanent defensive

works. On the heights liorth of Ta-tien-

tzu and north-west of Kd.o-feng-ss, the

artillery duel reaching its height be-

tween 2 and 4 p.m. The enemy's guns,

w^ere silenced occasionally, but' not
completely. Meanwhile the eriemy'sj

infantry^: which had been reinforced,

gradually pressed on our left wing,

w^hichwas placed in a perilous position.

'Under these circumstances the advance
of our left column was greatly retard-

ed. -
: : .

In short, our army was only able

to penetrate the enemy's central posi-

tion] thus cutting his force in two, and
could not carry both his wings even

late at night. In addition the summits
of all the hills were enveloped with
mist owing to a heavy thunderstorm
which occurred at 4 p.m., so that we
were obliged to suspend our attack
and pass the night where we stood.

During the night the enemy made seve-

ral assaults on us in the direction of
Hung-sha-ling and Ta-hsi-kpu, but he
hailed invariably. Availing ourselves

of this opportunity our force succeeded

in occupying Hutig-sha-ling and captur-

ing eight guns which had fired on^ us

most energetically from the heights.

On the 27th all our columns
resumed their offensive movement
through the mist, but were stubbornly

resisted by a section of the enemy's
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troops. It was only towards twilight

that we succeeded in occupying a line

extending from Hung-sha-ling to the

heights north of Ta-hsi-kou via Sun-

chia-sai. The severest engagement of

all was the night attack in the neigh-

bourhood of Hung-sha-ling and Kung-

chang-ling. By the light of the moon
the advance of our troops was easily

perceived by the enemy, who not only

poured a deadly fire upon us but also

threw rocks and stones from the

heights, causing numerous casualties

to our troops, who, however, firmly

maintained their positions and with-

held their fire. With dauntless courage,

our soldiers climbed the steep mount-

ains and then engaged the

enemy, the loss sustained by

us during this attack being

heavy. But fortunately our

loss on the occasion of the

night attack was compara-

tively small. The enemy on

our left-hand column offered

a stubborn resistance and
our soldiers in this direction

fought most fiercely.

The enemy *s strength

consisted of 65 battalions of

infantry (the whole of the

Third Army Corps of Sharp-

shooters and the Tenth Army
Corps in line of battle, and

one-half of the 17th Army
Corps) with 120 guns. The

greater portion of the enemy

retreated in the direction of

Liao-yang, while a portion

temained in front of our

army. The pursuit of the

enemy was continued. The

casualties among our officers

and men during the battles of

August 26 and 27 were

about 2,000. The spoils

taken on the field included eight guns,

a quantity of ammunition and a large

number of other articles. The enemy's

loss was not known, but was believed

to be considerable.

Our Principal Operations.

Official Statement No. 1.

The follow^ing summary of the

military position near Liaoyang was
issued by the Imperial Military Head-

quarters on September 1.

According to several telegrams re-

ceived up to the evening of August

31, the position of our forces in the

neighbourhood of Liaoyang was as

follows :

—

The First Army, after occupying

the districts on the right bank of the

Major-General Akiyama,

Commander of the Cavalry Brigade.

Tang-ho, continued the attack on the

enemy. Its right and central columns

took possession of the entire position
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, \

Colonel Sugihara,

who took part in the battle of llao-yang.

of Hung-sha-ling and the height north

of Sun-chia-sai after overcoming the

stubborn resistance of the enemy. The
two columns next advanced towards
Shuang-miao-tzu and Shih-tsu-tzn,

driving the enemy
before it, and took

possession of the

heights east of

Shuang-miao-tzu,
after repulsing the

enemy who were
occupying these
heights, between the

evening of the 27th
and the morning of
the 29th.

The left column,

however, v^'as not
able, owing to the

strenuous resistance of the

enemy on the heights south-

east of Hsiang-yang-tzu, to

advance to a line north of

these heights.

About two divisions of the

enemy w^hich were driven back

by the First Army in the

vicinity of Han-po-ling re-

treated on August 29 to the

right bank of Ta-tzu-ho by
crossing the military bridge

north of Hsiao-tun-tzu.

Since the night of the 28th

till the morning of the 29th,

the First Army continued its

forward movements, and its

right and central columns

were able to occupy a line

extending from Shuang-miao-

tzu to a point north of Shih-

^^tsu-tzu. The left column suc-

ceeded on the morning of the

29th in dislodging the enemy
from Ta-shih-men-ling and
Hiang-shan-tzu and its

vicinity. It then advanced

towards Yayuchi and Meng-
chia-fang. The enemy at these

places being, how^ever, great-

ly reinforced, the column has so far

been unable to accomplish its object.

The Armies which advanced along
the Liaoyang-Haicheng road, after

vigorously pursuing and pressing the

AKSENAL AT I.IAO-YANG.
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enemy on the 28tli, continued their assault on the enemy stationed near
advance on the 29th, when the Central Meng-chia-tun and Yayuchi. At about
Army occupied a line extending from 1 p.m. the enemy was strongly rein-

Lai-chia-pu to Hei-neu-chuang, while forced and consequently we were still

the Left Army occupied a line extend- unable at 3 p.m., to carry his positions,

ing westward from Hoh-new-chwang The column despatched from the

to Yii-chia-tai, In addition a column Central Army proceeded toward the

of the Central Army advanced far into heights south of Tsao-fang-tun and
Wei-jao-gao and effecting a junction opened an artillery fire at 6 a.m. At
with the left column of the Right first the attack .was attended with-

(First) Army, drove the enemy from considerable success, but at 10 a.m. a
that locality and advanced to-

wards Meng-chia-fang.

The enemy in the direction

of Liaoyang-Haicheng road
appeared to be in occupation of

the line extending from the

heights south of Shen-shou-pu

and past the Hsin-li-tun heights

to those east of Fang-chia-tun.

These heights had strong defence

works and were firmly held by
a large force of the enemy.

Under the circumstances our

forces had to pass the night

in the respective positions they

had occupied.

At dawn the following day

(the 30th) all of our forces

commenced aggressive opera-

tions against the enemy con-

fronting them. As the result

of these operations, the enemy

appeared to be in dire condition

as it was impossible for him to

effect a retreat. The enemy was

still in occupation of the line

extending from the heights

north of Meng-chia-fang, past

those south of Tsao-fan-tun,

and east of Fang-chia-pao, to

the heights west^ of Sheu-shan-pao. strong Russian column arrived on the

Determined attacks were delivered by scene from the direction of Liao-yang

Major-General Shimamura,

who took part in the battle of llao-yang.

each of our forces on these Russian

positions, and fierce engagements took

place in all directions.

THE ENGAGEMENT AT MENG-CHIA-FANG

AND TSAO-FAN-TXJN.

and assumed the offensive against our

column in order to recover the lost

position. In the afternoon the enemy

was again reinforced, so that his

strength increased to over two divi-

; *

At dawn on August 30, the left sions, with 50 to 60 guns. In conse-

column of the First Army resumed its quence the right wing of the Central
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Army was for a time in a very perilous

situation, but after a ga'rfant and des-

perate struggle succeeded at about 3

p.m. in effecting a junction with the

left column of the First Army and in

occupying the line extending to- the

neighbourhood of Weijaogad, dislodg-

ing the Russians from the heights south

of Tsao-fang-tun. The enemy, however,

stubbornly continued his aggressive

Colours op the iSth Infantry Regiment.

operations so that fierce fighting was
still going on at 5 p.m.

" > '.

THE ENGAGEMENT AT- EANG-CHIA-TUN ,

AND HSIN-LI-TUN.

movements against the enemy who
occupied positions extending from the

heights east of Fang-chia-tun to the

heights,west of Hsin-li-tun. In attack-

ing the eneiny in this region our forces

deployed on the heights extending from

Dawa to the heights in the vicinity of

Hsiang-yang-tzu. The enemy in this

district establishing himself in strongly

entrenched positions, offered a most

stubborn resistance. Our

army .
poured a heavy

artillery fire on the enemy,

preXiminary to a general

assault, but up to 5 p.m.

had not been able to silence

the guns in the -enfemy's

positions.

THE ENGA.GEMENT AT

SHOU-SHAN-PU. ^

..The main strength of

the Left Army commenced

offensive operations, at

dawn on August 30 and
atifabout 11 a.m.^ after

occupying a line extending

from Mataoliiig to Ta-

chao-chia-tai, delivered an
attack upon the enemy
stationed at the heights

west of Shou-shan-pu. The
eftemy in this direction

despatched his right wing
to a village northwest of

Kutsuasui, and incessantly

fired on us with machine

guns. -Although our army
attacked the enemy with

" its whole strength, no pro-

gress was made up to 4?.30

p.m., when a body of reserves was
sent forward to reinforce our left

wiiig. Meanwhile the artillery of the

column whicb had advanced along

the left flank of the Army, at about

2 p.m. -reached the neighbourhood ofThe main strength of the Central

Ariny,- co-operating with a portion of Wang-erh-tun and opened fire on the

the left (Second) Army, commenced on rear -of the; enemy in the vicinity of

the mornliig: of August 30 offensive Shou-shan-pu.
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" The whole strength of the enemy's avail ourselves had presented itself foi-
forces opposed to the Central Army is a turn in the operations.
not known, but being
gradually reinforced, the

number of their guns
mounted to the eastern

part of the eminence of
Shou-shan-pu alone a-

mouut to about 100, while,

all the enemy's positions

in different directions are

throughly fortified, and
even his auxiliary defence

works would not permit an
easy approach of our in-

fantry."

Underthe circumstances

the attacking operations

were continued even so

late as after 7 p.m. During
the night the enemy deliver-!

ed an attack from the

neighbourhood of Shou-

shan-pu' upon our Left

Army, but was repulsed.

A portion of our Left Army,
stationed at a point north

of Hsiang-yang-tzu *also

delivered a night attack on
the enemy occupying the

hills south of Shou-shan-

pu. A fierce engagement

ensued, which lasted far

into the afternoon of the 30th, wheri

no opportunity of which we could

Colonel Noguchi,

Chief of the Staff of the 4TH Dzvisioif.

Again at Meng-chia-fang and Tsao-
fang-tun our army held its ground^

The GRANT'Nr; up Colours to a Russian Regiment at Blagoveschensk.
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courageously fighting against a much to the.heights soutji of Shu-chia-kou

superior force of the enemy. anU strenuously defendeti that district^

In this /situation our Left Army On the morning: of ,the 31st the enemy

occupied at 12.20 p.m. the heights in this direction^ showed, ^igns of at;

west of Hsin-H-tun. tacking us, but he ultimately abandon-

ed his intention. v'

The main body of the right

and central - columns
,
commenced

operatipns frpm 11 p.m. on the

30th, crosscjd the Tatzuho in the

neighbourhood of Chien-tao-wan,

and pri?ceeded in the direction of

Huang^u-fen, At 4 p.m. on the

31st our forces were to opcupy a

line- extending from Hanrjah-tsz

to Cha-kou, but no report of their

subsequent movements has yet

been received.

One, battery of the enemy's

artillery took its position in the

- north of Hei-ying-tai, and in the

heights north of Tsuo-fang-koii

the enemy was seen busily engaged

in constructing defence works.

The enemy in this, direction did

not appear to be in great strength.

TpE CENTRAL ARMY.

The enemy *s artillery facing

the right column of our Central

Army was not so active on

August 31 as it was the previous

day. But there took place fierce

exchanges- of fire between it and
our force. Our, rigjit. .column firmly

maintained its positions.

The battle in the direction of the'

left column of the Central Army had
also been fought most fiercely since the

morning of August 31, but the enemy's!

positions had not yet been occupied. '

THE LEFT ARMY.

The right column of the Left Army
qarried out a night attack from about

3 a.m. on the 31st ult., and though:

several bayonet charges were made, no
satisfactory result was attained till

about noon when reinforcements were
dispatched part of the heights south*

west of Hsin-li-tun.

Colonel NitahAra,

Chief of the StaVf of the 5th Division.

-o:
The whole force of the enemy facing

qur different Armies appeared . to be

about 12 to 13 divisions.

Official Statements No. 2.

The following official statement

was issued on the evening of Septem-

ber :—

THE RIGHT ARMY.

The detacliment from the left

column of the Right Army,- which oc-

,Gupied the heights north of Sl^u-cnia-kou

befpre the evening of the 30th, received

a fierce fire from the enemy in the front,

whose strength was gradually increas-

ed toward the right. At midnight

our detachment was obliged to retreat



Major-General Fukushima,

onoof the General Staff Officers of the Manchurian Armies.

Major-General Nagaoka, Sub-Chief Major-General Iguchi, one of the General

of the Imperial Headquarters. Staff Officers of the Manchurian Armies.
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^ The tnain colunm,. at 1 a.m. on
the 31st ult., repulsed the enemy who
had delivered a night attack and press-

ed him along the' railway route. In
addition, the eneii^'s force, which had
made several counter-attacks on the

left of the column, was driven back,

with the co-operation of a portion of the

left column. Our attack on the enemy
had been continually carried out, but
the heights west of Shou-shan-pu

had not yet been carried.

The offensive operations of the

no detailed report has yet been re-

ceived.

IN FULL RETREAT.

The foRowing telegram viras receiv-

ed at the Imperial Headquarters on
the 1st September at 3.20 p.m.

The enemy in front of our Central

and Left (Second) Armies has com-

menced to retreat and the two Armies

are now in pursuit.

NUMBER OF CASUALTIES.

According to an official report re-

Left Army were maintained by sheer ceived at the Imperial Headquarters

energy up to 6 p.m. on the 31st. At the number of casualties sustained by
about 3 p.m. the same day, the enemy's our Right Army during the operations

infantry, of an unknown strength, as- extending from 24th to the 28th

sisted by a certain number of guns, August was as follows :

—

appeared in the neighbourhood of Officers : killed, 26 ; wounded, 69.

Pai-tai, some six miles north-west of Non-commissioned-officers and men:

Shou-shan-pu, and was encountered killed and w^ounded, 2,146.

by a body of our reserves. Missing : 14.

The Left
Army was
determined to

direct a further

severe bombard-

ment on the '

enemy w^ith all
^

the artillery, at

its disposal and
^then" deliver a
general assault.

CARRIED BY

ASSAULT.

The following ^ .

telegram, was
received at the

Headquarters
oh the 1st
September at 9

a. m. :—At dawn on September 1,

our Left (Second) Army, by a fierce

and daring assault on the enemy,

completed the occupation of the

heights west of Hisin-li-tun and the

heights, 79 in points, west of

Shou-shan-pu. The number of our

casualties is probably large; but

Bfxl Tower at Mukden.

RUSSIAN CASUALTIES.

Telegrams from London received iii

certain quarters state that the exact

number of Russian casualties on

August 30 was not yet known, but the

Russians were ' believed to .
have lost

3,000. Up to the 27th August the

killed alone numbered 3,150 and 18
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trains Garrying the wounded were sent guns, 10.5 cm. caKbire, captured from

northwards. the enemy, are now fiercely bombard-

^ ing the neighbourhood ofthe Liao-yang

railway station. At 11 a.m. on the

The Enemy Retreating. ^gt September, the Right Army was

The following report from the head- attacking the enemy's position at Hei-

quarters of the Manchurian Armies, ying-tai. The main force of the Left

Army is to further press the

enemy to the Ta-tzu-ho from

dawn on the 2nd. Thie

casualties to our Armies since

the 29th August have not

yet been ascertained, but are

estimated at some 10,000."

Major-General Yamagucht,

hvho commanded his brigade in the battle

,
LlAO-YANG,

dated Sept. 1, 10.20 p.m., was received

at the Imperial Headquarters at 12.45

a.m. on the 2nd September :

—

*' The enemy, unable to stand the

fierce onslaught of our Army, retreated

towards Liao-yang from early morning

of the 1st September, and is being

pursued vigorously by a portion of the

Left and the whole of the- Central

Army. The enemy is in great confusion

in the neighbourhood of Liao-yang,

and apparently intends to retreat to

the right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho. Canet

The following report from

the Chief of the Staff of the

Left Army was received at the

Imperial Headquarters at mid-

night of the 1st September :—
'* From the dawn of the

30th August the Left Army
attacked the enemy on the

heights in the neighbourhood of

Shou-shan-pu, about ^ve miles

southwest of Liao-yang. As

this enemy's force offered a

very stubborn resistance, being

protected by strong defensive

works, our Army could not

attain its object even after a
fierce engagement lasting two
days * By a fierce assault

carried out on the night of the

31st August, however, our

Army finally succeeded at a-

bout 3 a*m, on the 1st Sept-

ember in dislodging the enemy from

the highlands west of Hsin-li-tun, those

east of Ta-tzu-ping, and those, 99
points in height, west of Shou-shan-

pu. As the enemy was retreating

towards Liao-yang, a body consisting

of infantry, cavalry and artillery was
dispatched to pursue him, w^hile the

railway station at Liao-yang is being

bombarded by the 10.5 cm. Canet

guns captured by our Army. A large

mass .of the enemy's force is still re-

maining in the vicinity of the station,

OP

4\

J*
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whence trains are seen leaving for the

north."

The following report from the Chief

of the Staff of the Central Army
wa^ received at the Imperial Head-
quarters at 8.25 a.m. on the 2nd
September :

—

'* The troops on the first line of our

Army have occupied the line extending

from Tatepuju to Hsi-pa-li-chuang via

Tung-pa-li-chuang.

i
" The Army is to continue its ad-

vance to-day (the 2nd) and, if possible,

occupy the line extending from Sin-

cheng to Liao-yang, thereby keepings

Armies was received at the Imperial

Headquarters at midnight on the 2nd
September :

—

" The enemy facing the Central and
Left Armies continues to retreat to the

right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho, while a
portion of his troops is retaining a line

of defence works extending from the

south to the north-west of Liao-yang,

as well as the heights north-east of

Muchang (on the right bank of the

Ta-tzu-ho). Both our Armies, which

followed in pursuit of the enemy, reach-

ed the line extending from Tatepuju

to Yang-chia-lin-tzu through Hsi-pa-li-

chuang, and are niaintaining their

Railway Bridge on the Sungari.

piEite with the movements of the Left

Army."
I. — fi

.

Further Advance. .

The following report from the Coin-

aggressive operations. These Armies

expect to be able to advance to the^

right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho by to-

morrow morning (Sept. 3).

*' The Right Army attacked the

enemy's force on the heights, 131

mander-in-Chief of the Manchurian points in height, west of Hei-ying-tai,
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and succeeded in carrying a portion of

these heights this morning (Sept. 2).

The subsequent development of the

engagement has not yet been ascer-

tained. It appears that the enemy's

troops are gradually concentrating in

the direction of the Yen-tai coal mine,

near the right wang of the (Right)

Army.'*

tral and Left Armies are attacking

them.

Our Position up to the 3rd

September at 9 p.m.

THE RIGHT ARMY.

The main force of the Right Column
proceeded west, leaving its portion

in the neighbourhood of San-

tza-kou in order to cover the

right flank.

The Central Column had

not yet succeeded in capturing

the eminence 131 points in

height.

The Left Column in the

neighbourhood of Hu-tou-yai

was confronting with theenemy
above the eminence.

THE CENTRAL AND LEFT ARMIES.

These two Armies were still

attacking the enemy positioned

at the south and the west of

Liao-yang. Buildings in the

vicinity of Liao-yang Station,

apparently stores, were all

burnt down on the 3rd Sep-

tember.

Coi.oNEL Hara,
WHO TOOK PART AS CoMMANDF.R OF AN ArTILLErY

Regiment in the Battle of LrAO-vANG.

The following report from the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Manchurian
Arraie», dated Sept. 3, 9 a.m., was re-

ceived by the Imperial Headquarters
the same, day at 11.15 a.m. :^

The remnants of the enemy are

The Capture of Liao-yang.

The following report from
the Commander-in-Chief of the

Manchurian Armies, dated the

4th September 9 a.m., was
received at 10.7 a.m. the same
day :

—

As the result ot the en-

gagements during the night

of the 3rd and the morning
of the 4th inst., Liao-yang has com-
pletely fallen into our hands.

No accurate report has yet been,

received concerning the situation on.

the right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho. Our
casualties are heavy, but no detailed

still outside the walls of Liao-yang, report is yet to hand. Investigations
<:ontinuing their resistance. Our Cen- are in progress in this connection."



H. I. H. Princess Tsuneko, the Consort of Young Prince Fushimi.
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War Time Anecdotes-

General Prince Fush^'mi and
his Son, Naval Commander.

ANCE-corporal Takabata-

ke, one of the heroes of

the battle of Nanshan,

was lying heavily "wound-

ed in Fiejd Hospital. In

the last desperate assault upon the

enemy's position on the summit he

received six bullet -wounds one of which

pierced his right eye. So great how-

ever was the excitement of the combat,

that he felt no pain and was not

aware that he was wounded until one

he foiiiid himself in a dark place, arid

w^as told that he was in hospital under

treatment for his eye. One day an

officer came to his side, spoke some

words of comfort and encouragement,

and asked him if there were anything

that he wanted. He asked for a glass

of water w^hich the officer at once

procured and gave him with his own
hands. Takabatake then asked the

kind officer his name, and was over-

whelmed with a sense of honour on

discovering that it was the Division

Commander, Prince Fushimi himself,

who was thus interesting himself in

Lodging of General Prince Fushimi at Han-chia-tun. (Prince Looking out of toe Window.)

of his comrades called his attention to the welfare of his brave men. He felt,

it. shortly after which he fainted for as he told his comrades, that if ever

loss of blood.
-' he recovered from his wounds Jie would

When he recovered consc'ousness, gladly join the ranks again, and die
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fighting for the Prince and the the operations and directed his soldiers

country. was simply astonishing. The greatest

We think that a few details of his danger to which his sang-froid has

family life will probably be of interest ever been exposed was in 1895, when

to our readers. The prince is still in he was passing over the narrow road

1;l»e prime of his life, forty seven ; and from Kagi to Tainan in Formosa. A

General Prince Fushimi admired bt Chinese Natives. (Prince under Trees.)

of the same age is his Consort Princess

Toshiko, daughter of the late Prince

Arisugaw^a. Their issue are Prince

Hiroyasu, Prince Kunika, and Prin-

cess Sadako. Prince Fushimi is by
nature very quiet and extremely kind-

hearted. In speaking to his attendants,

harsh words never come from his

mouth ; even when they are in fault,

" Would it not be better to do this in

some other w^ay?" or "You should

have acted otherwise," are the strong-

est,pf his repriman^s^ But once b^fo^e

his soldiers, his appearance quite

changes, and every feature of his face

indicates firmness, courage, atidbraVe5ry

.

During the engagement at Nanshan,

iix shells burst dose by his side, yet

thfe serenity with which he surveyed

large number of Formosans who had
been lying in ambush for him fell upon
his small party all of a sudden and it

seemed that every one in the party

would fall a victim to the cruel bayo-

nets and daggers of the natives. But
the bravery and courage of the Prince

who fought in person made his men
fight with hundredfold resolution and
firmness. The assault was soon repuls-

ed with much bloodshed.

In ordinary times, the Prince takes

pleasure in the restpectaiyl^ ^ game of
^* Go," a kind of chess. His skill in

this line is almost unequalled, and
though it is such a favorite pastime

with him, he never spends more tham
two hours, and those usually after

dinner. Punctuality is his strong
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point and his time is fully occupied
according to a regular plan by which
he rises at 5 in the morning, at 9 is

at the Commandant Office, and retires
regularly in the evening at 10. An-
other favorite pastime of the Prince
is horse-riding. The occupants of his
stable are three excellent mares of
English breed, all of which have gone
with him to the present campaign.
When one of them fell and broke its
legs while being placed on board a
transport, the Prince silently observed
t^ie accident with a sad shadow on

those of his father. Botanical studies
are the object of his constant care and
observation. His hot-houses and her-
bariums abound with rare flowers and
plants of all climes. He is now serv-
ing as an officer on board a warship
under Admiral Togo and has already
shown great merit, in the engagements
off Port Arthur, ._

; The sympathy of the nation "was
evoked towards pur Young Prince
when the news came that he had been
wounded in battle on the 10th oi
August. Fortunately his wound, which

Young Prince Fosriui bravely standing of the Bridge.

Ms face and said " My brave Kioi has came from a broken . shell, was not
died for the country! " very severe. He was at once taken to

Prince Hiroyasu tastes incline the Hospital at Sasebo, and by the
in quite a different direction from 22nd of the month was well enough
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to return to Tokyo where te is now telegraph to the Czar for the recall of

recruiting. ' *1^^ Prince. Thank Heaven 1 we Japa-,

The conduct of our Princes towards^ riese understand our duties better than

his associates whether of higher or of that, that is one of the reasons why

lower rank is all the more striking the blessing of Heaven has rested so

conspicuous^ bn our

-^rw|—Hr7np§"i p" ^ arms both by land

and sea.

A Ju'itsuist Sub*/

Lieutenant.

First-Class Sub-

Lieutenant Horiuchi

Sohei, who, whilst

serving on board a

destroyer, did such

excellent service in

the destruction of a

Russian guardship

during a night at-

tack on Port Arthur,

is a disciple of Mr.

Kano's and a dis-

tinguished • graduate

in the school ofJudo,

though he has unfor-

tunately had no op-

portunities of ex-

hibiting his special

powers 4ri the pre-

' Sent campaign.

The year before

last, whilst still a
midshipman, he w^as

on a training cruise

in' Australian waters

on board the Matsu-

when contrasted with the behaviour of shitna, and distinguished . himself at

the Russian Prince Boris of whom a Melbourne by meeting a fatAous boxer,

German paper tells us that when ap- a man six feet high and heavy in

pointed to serve under. General Kuro- proportion, whom he easily defeated

p'atkih"as an adjutant he tookwith him by his skill in the Japanese art of

to the front some ladies of doubtful self-defence, throwing him to the

YoDNG Naval Officer, a Jujitsuist, throwing

A Boxer.

character. ^ GenetM^KnT^^ailtiii'^iemion--^ gko^ 5n Succession,

strated with him and urged him to send He is now 26 years of age and has

them ^'back,' whereu|i)j3n* Prince 1 Boris i before hirn^vwiei hope'kAdtrhst; a iljiigf?

lQfiK:rhi^!:tempQr audy unmindful of mili-" and honourable ' career in the •service-'

tairy vdnty,. struck, his. comrnariding. of thelcountry.' '

•. ^i

Oifficer, ) It was r found necessary to.. ^; . ,.
>— *S r '-

' - m
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The Late Lieutenant Gomei
Eiyooka.

It was a mooialight night, and the

Japanese troops were in bivouac near

Feng-huang-cheng. The sweet strains

of a flute came from the bivouac, and
a Chinaman in the village near by
was so ma^ed by the strains that he
came up to the camp and asked the

sentinel to be allowed to see the flute-

player. He was introduced to a hand-
some young officer, who received his

advances kindly and readily consented

to play another piece on his instru-

ment. The Chinaman was deeply

touched by the music, admired the

make of the instrument and ended by
asking the officer to make him a pres-

The Late Lieutenant Kiyooka.

ent of it. The requested was declined,
*

thoiigh' not resented : the officer felt

that jii5ft then he could not part w;ith

a tru^ed companion, bu^ promised

that if ever, on the triumphant conclu-

sion of the war, he should be passing

through the village, he would let the

Chinaman have the flute. He also

gave him his name,—he was Lieutenant

Gomei Kiyooka, and was the com-
mander of a section of his company
(we do not give the number of his

regiment).

Lieut. Kiyooka w^as the fourth son

of the late Viscount Kocho Kiyooka.

He has not lived to redeem his promise

to the Chinaman, for he unfortunately

met his death at the battle of Yang-
tzu-ling.

Before starting for the front, he

was present at a farewell banquet
given in his honour by Viscpunt Ryu

Kiyooka w^ho resides in the Aka-

saka District of Tokyo, and so

moved the w^hole company of his

friends and relatives hj his

moumftil music, that there was
not a dry eye in the room. His

manipulation of the Shakuhachi

flute brought it honie to all that

this -was probably the last time

they should see him. Lieut. Kiyo-

oka was 24 years of age, a good

,
Pr.ench, ..scholar, £i,p expert in

Judo, archery, and fencing, with

hobbies for photography, fishing,

gardening and . flute-plg.ying, ^ all

of which he did well. He had a

sweet tooth, but w^as very temper-

ate and never touched wine or

tobacco. He w^as fond of pets,

and his cat Komasan, a present

from Prince Kuni, as well as his

dogs Jelly and Taro, the gifts of

the late Count Kuroda, were so

much attached to him that they

w^ould become restless and melan-

choly if ever he were absent from

them fot any length of time. He
was a devoted son, and ah' ex-'

cellent brother, and full of interest ini

and sympathy for the men of his

company, for whose health atnd well-

being heWas always wardily s5)licitous,
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personally caring for the minutiae of the Ktim^moto Higher School, he

their outfit, and distributing amongst attained the age of cQijscription and

them any small luxuries, such as at once entered the army in the regular

cigarettes, that came in his way, way in spite of the special privileges.

His eldest brother

has succeeded to his

father's title and is a

peer, the second, Mitsu- ^^ ^^S _/^^
maro, has recently

taken his degree at

of w^hich

he might

have avail-

''%U himself

con-
t'lniiing his

«T SHALL COMMAND MY MEN WITH THIS FAN."

the Law^ College of the Imperial Univ-

ersity, and the third is a Cavalry

Lieutenant now serving at the Front.

The late Lieutenant Shibakawa.
One of our intrepid officers who fell

fighting gallantly on the battle field of

l^anshan was the young Lieutenant

Matasaburo Shibakawa, Thougjisborn

of a very wealthy family in Osaka,

and, unlike others, bred up in affl,uence

a^d luxury, he showed rare, energy

and diligence fi*om his earliest school

d^s. After finishing the elemental^

cpurse , he entered the Osaka High
ScfljQol fi*om which, he came out with

the highest honour. While attending

s tjU dies.

After one

yearns ser-

vice, he
came back

to his
school and
graduated
with the

h i gh e s

t

honour in

1899. The
next year,

he spent in

the Kyoto
1 m perial

University

s tudying
law. In
February
last, he
drafted his

commence-
ment essay, a document which is re-

garded as one of the highest literary

merit. Eight days previous to his final

examination, he was called upon to

join the army, a call which would
have debarred him fi-om graduation,

but that the University authorities,

considering lus exceptional talents and

abilities contrived to make a special

exception in his case and allowed him
to be examined at home w^hile pre-

paring himself for the front. In this

way he managed to attain to the

degree of LL.B. He was by nature a
man of independent principle and
strong will* He steadily resisted the

tendency to fine , clothes which pre-
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vails among young men of wealth,

and purposely wore simple not to

say coarse clothes. As the majority

of students hated the interruption

to their studies involved in obedi-

ence to the Conscription Laws, he

meant to set an example by a voluntary
enlistment, sajring that every body must
do his public duty first. Once asked

to marry the daughter of a nobleman,

he declined with the words, " Every

one must be prepared for emergencies
;

I may turn out very poor some day
and then what should I do with such

a wife ? *' When the present war
broke out and he was warned that he

might be called away soon, he simply

observed that he was always ready to

respond to the call. Some of his

friends wrote to him that the Osaka
soldiers were timid and might be left

at home, to vsrhich he answered that

however timid they might be they

his soldiers with it and use his sword
only for thrashing the Russians.

A Brave Train Driver,

It was the 6th of May, and oui-

troops were being landed somewhere

on the coast of the Liau-tung Peninsula

when a horse belonging to a lieutenant

of Engineers fell into the water as it

was being carried from the Shinano

Maru to the boat. There was a high

sea on at the time, and the current

was very strong^ so that the animal

was in imminent danger of drowning,

and was only saved by the" gallantry

of a driver, Takeuchi Isaku by name,

who jumped in after the animal, suc-

ceeded in reaching it, in spite of the

vsraves against which he had to battle,

caught it by the neck and brought it

back to the ship, assisted by a launch

which had put out to d.id him. His

must be brave

enough to beat

the Russians.

On the night

previous to his

departure, Prof,

Shima called at

his house and

seeing him
packing up a

Japanese fan with a round red spot

sn the centre (the national ensign)

asked what he was going to use it

for. He explained that he would direct

A Train Driver rescuing a Horsb.

pluck was highly applauded by the

ofiicers and men on the Shinano Marti,

for the horse which he had thus risked

his life to save was not his o\irn, and
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his bravery was thus of a purely

unselfish charecter. Takeuchi is a nat-

ive of Totomi a simple but faithful

farmer's son, who has already served

as a driver in a Train Battalion for

mor^ than two years.

the native quarters. They eventually

reached the principal part of the city,

when they discovered that their retreat

had been cut oflF by a , number of tht

enemy's troopers. Undaunted, our

men turned furiously upon the Rus-

:; )] *

«F a

Dalny.

Wit of a Soldier and Occupation

\ of Dalny.

At 10.30 a.m. on May 27, namely,

the day after the occupation, of Nan-

shan, a detachment, of our troops,

sent to, reconnoitre Ying-cheng-tzu

arrived at an elevation to the north of

Dalny and found the town enveloped

in blacjt smoke due to a fire started

by V the Russians. Meanwliile our

tr6ops sighted, in the direction of

Chien-ke-chan-pao; a number of Russian
cavalry and infantry,, who , were re^

pulsed with the loss of two men. A
section of the detachment, under Sub-

.Lieutenant Hashimoto, was then
detailed to ascertain the condition of

the town, where our men found the

flags of, the Rising Sun flying in

sians, who fled before them, and our
soldiers were thus enabled to loin their

comrades. Having thus accomplished

its mission, thje detachment retreated.

Subsequently a private named One also

arrived at Dalny, but, instead of find-

ing his own troops there, he discovered

several straggling bodies , of Russian
cavalry, who had re-entered the ,town
on the withdrawal of the Japanese
scouting detachment.

, jOur - soldier

wisely took refuge in one of the Chines.p

residences, where, t^lrough the,effo^s

of thje tenant, he collected more than
ten leading Chinese ^inhabitants,- and,
having informed then? of the impending
advance of the Japanese army on
Dalny, advised them to again hoist the

Japanese national flag at every door.

This was immediately done, ^yith^ the
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resTilt that tlie Idlssians, apparently

concluding that the to-wn had been oc-

cupied by the Japanese, beat a hasty

retreat. Taking advantage of this

Opportunity, thb Japanese soldier slip-

ped out of the town, taking with him

16'Japanese men and women, who had
been detained there by the Russians

since the outbreak of the hostilities

and'whom he managed to take out of

their prison cell at the risk of his own
life.

Hand to hand Fighting at

Mo-tien-ling,

Sub-Lieutenant Yoshii has gained

great kudos for himself by his bravery

at Mo-tien-ling. ' On the 2nd of July

his battalion was ordered to the front

vanced line. On the 4th, he and his

men were' suddenly attacked by a
couple :df battalions of Russians,! and
though there were but 30 of them in

all immediately opened fire, hoping that

the resistance they could offer iwould

give the Grand Piquet, time to come
up and drive back the advance of the

Russians.

It was a dark night, and the little

band was soon surrounded by Rus-

sians, so that the fighting had to be

. done at close quarters, with white

arms. After a hopeless but desperate

resistance had been offered for some

time, a resistance which cost the Rus-

sians very dearly, Lieut. Yoshii ordered

his men to retreat as best they could,

and make their w^ay to the Grand

Piquet. Only four men were left to

A Group of Russian Officers.

or piquet and outpost duty, and on obey his orders, and while the little

the 3rd, he, with a small command, band was making its way towards an

took, up a post about one thousand eminence which seemed to afford them

metres distant from the enemy's ad- a chance of shelter and escape, the
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Russians came on again, and the

Lieutenant alone succeeded in reaching

the hill. Here he contemplated suicidey

but reflecting that if he did so there

would be none to make a report to

the battalion, determined to take

his chaiice, and fight on till succour

the fight was over it wAs found that

there were almost no bullet wounds
on the bodies of the dead and wound-
ed. Almost all had fallen from sword-
cuts or bayonet thrusts, so fierce and
close had been the encounter.

Lieutenant Yoshii received well

Private Soda bravely fighting against Russians*

came. Fortunately for him, the sounds

of fighting had been heard, a half

company came hurrying up to the

rescue, and though that was not
enough to turn the fortunes of the

day, other reinforcements were on their

ivay, and the Russians were eventually

beaten back.

Strange to say, Yoshii was abso-

lutely unwounded, though his uniform

wa^ torn ^nd his cap pierced throtigh

by a bayonet thrust. 'His*^ sword was
hacked and broken in several places

and was dripping with blood. After

deserved compliments from Division

and Brigade Commanders and other

Staff-officers, and an English Lieut-

General who was present w^as especial-

ly warm in his congratulation^*

Private Soda Eijurd at

Mo-tien-ling.

First Class Private Soda Eijuro

was one of the men of Sub-Lieutenant

Yoshii's command whose story we
have already told.. He fell wounded
during the struggle, and it was at







A charming Autumn Da.}'.
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first thcught that his wounds were
mortal, but we are glad to say that

he is now in hospital and doing

well.

Private Soda's story is somewhat
like this. When Sub-Lieutenant Yoshii

received the alarm of the approach of

the Russians, he and his men hastily

deployed along the line of the. enemy's

march and fired, so as to obstruct

their advance. This lasted for about

five minutes, after which firing was
heard firom the direction in which the

grand piquet was stationed. Thinking

that the grand piquet was advancing

to their aid, they began to retreat to-

wards them, but in this they---

failed. The enemy had already

got ahead of them, and they

were thus forced back to their

original position when they

were surrounded by an over-

whelming force of Russians. It

was dark, and in the pro-

miscuous hand to hand con-

flict which ensued every Japa-

nese soldier found himself a-

gainst five or six antagonists.

Suddenly Soda, who had

managed for the moment to

give his immediate adversaries

the slip, came fi-om behind on

a body of Russians in the act

of firing upon his countrymen.

Stealthily approaching, he sud-

denly thrust through first one

and then a second of his op-

ponents with his bayonet ; but

his valour only served to rouse

the others, v^rho turned on him

all together and in a short time

left him on the ground for dead,

vomiting blood fi-om his throat.

Lying there helpless, he would

now have committed suicide,

but the Russians had taken his

rifle and ammunition, and he had no

rope to hang himself with. So he

crept into a hollow and lay down to

die, an operation in which the Russians

were quite willing to assist him, for

as he lay there he received two wounds,
one in his belly and one in his breast,

fi-om the bayonets of passing Russians.

A third party of Russians came up,

dragged out his body, and concluded

that he was dead, when to their sur-

prise he staggered to his feet and made
some show of .fight. He was now
taken prisoner and led up to an officer

riding on a white horse, who sent him

to the rear under guard. It was very

hard work dragging his poor bleed-

ing body along the road, and he beg-

ged his captors t<j bandage his w^ounds,

but(they only hurried him along with

Lieut-Commander Takayanaqi.

threats,, blows, and insults in which^

the; passing soldiers joined.

Presently, however,. as the Japanese

reinforcements came up, he found him-
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self S.O much exposed to their fire that

he feared that he would be killed by
his own men, and his guards also, not

relishing the proximity of the Japanese,

ran off and left him. . He could not

^ay where he was, for the ground
w^as exposed to fire from both sides,

but he managed to climb the embank-
ment of a river and to wade across

the stream, and so, in spite of shots

ifom the Russians, escaped to the shel-

ter of a hill where he became for a few

moments unconscious from loss of

blood. On coming to himself he saw
an officer making towards him. He
qpuld not at first make out who it

was, but his joy was presently great

The late Lieut-Commsttider

Takayan'agi.

The offiper who commanded the

Yedo Maru on the occasion of the

third blocking of Port Arthur, and
there met his death, deserves to be

classed with the late lamented Com-
mander Hirose whom he much resem-

bled in character. Captain Yamaya
of the Akitsushima w^rites to tell us of

his bravery and strong sepse of duty,

and of the great kindness w^hich hei

always evinced for the men under him.

On board the Yedo Maru, for instance,

he would firequently dine with his crew,

and stay for a chat with them. - There

Sub-Lieutenant Hara looking a Perforamnce in the Kabijkiza Theater.

when he found it was his section-com- were only two men on board capable
mander Sub-Lieutenant Yoshii looking of steering, and he would frequently
after his wounded men. take a turn at the wheel out of a

feeling of sympathy for the long hours
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which they were at times obliged to
put in.

When the Yedo Mara arrived near
Port Arthur, early on the morning of
May 3, and the bright searchlights of

the enemy were dazzling the eyes of
the crew, and all was confusion and
eixcitement, he calmly

handed over the care of

the ship to 2nd Lieute-

nant Nagata and turned

in to his cabin for a nap
to set him up for the

great task before him.

This incident shows how
brave he was in the very

jaw^s of death.

He was the third son

of Takayanagi Joei , a
samurai of Saga in Kyu-
shii. His eldest brother

Tsuneaki was formerly

a tax-collector of the

Fukuoka Prefectural Gov-
ernment, the second,

Teruhiko, a graduate in

Arts, being at the present

moment Headmaster of

the Tanabe Middle School

near Wakayama. At the

age of 18, he entered the

Naval College, as 5th out of 250
students, and after graduation served

with distinction on several battleships.

He was decorated for his services

during the Boxer Rebellion, and at the

time w^hen he w^as selected for the

forlorn hope as officer in command of

the Yedo Mam was chief gunner on

board the Akitsushima. A good scho-

lar, a brave officer, a kind-hearted

gentleman, he died in the 27th year

of his age, leaving behind him his

wife Mashiko, who is now residing in

his native province of Saga.

at the battle of Telissu. He is only
twenty-three years of age and only

graduated from the Military College

in November of last year.

He early lost his mother, and was
entirely brought up by his father, who,
having formerly been a sergeant in the

Sub-Lieutenant Hara.

This brave young officer, a native

of the Saga Prefecture, was wounded

Mr. Hatano, Minister of Justice.

army, inspired his son w^ith military

ambitions by telling him stirring stories

of the joys of a soldier's life. As a
consequence, the boy's desires were all

fixed on becoming an officer, but his

father being only a farmer, and too

poor to give him the proper education,

there seemed but little hope of his

desires being realized. At thirteen, he

determined to go to Tokyo, and try

by hook or by crook to get into a

military school, and having obtained

his father's permission set out on foot

to cover the long distance between

the extreme south of Japan and the

capital. Fifteen days of walking and
sleeping by the roadside, brought him
to the port of Shimizu in the province

of Shizuoka, where he made the ac-
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quaintance of the captain of coasting

steamer who gave him a free passage

to Tokyo, and thus saved him another

fifteen days of laborious walking.

Landing at Shinagawa, he made his

way to the house of a prominent Saga

man, Fukushima Hisanari, ex-governor

of the Aomori Prefecture, from whom
he received hospitality. Here he at-

tracted the attention of Hatano Kei-

choku, at present Minister of Justice,

who lived next door to Mr. Fukushima.

deserving students from the Saga Pre-

fecture, and Hara had the happinesji.

of being one of the first recipients of

the Association's generosity. He was

now able to enter the Military School,

as a cadet, and thus to put his foot

on the first rung of the ladder of fame.

An interesting story is told of the

time when he was still an inmate of

Capt. Taketomi's house. Madam Ta-

ketomi's mother having come to Tokyo

on a visit, young Hara was told off

A Faithful Horse rescuing its Master.

Mr. Hatano was much interested in

the lad's story and gave him employ-

ment in his own house. From Mr.

Hatano's he removed in 1896 to the

house of Capt. Taketomi, I.J.N., where

he was treated more as a son than as
a dependent, both Capt. Taketomi and
his wife being full of admiration for

the hardworking lad w^ho spent all his

small earnings on education and books.

Shorlly after his entry into the Take-

tomi household, a Saga Association

was formed for the purpose of helping

to take the old lady to the theatre.

He was most unwilling to do so, and
began by a flat refusal, saying that a

country lad like him knew nothing about
theatres and such things ; but event-

ually he was persuaded into obeying
his master's orders, and accompanied

the guest to the Kabukiza Theatre,

where he saw Danjuro, then the great-

est actor in Japan. The boy was en-

chanted by all that he saw, and
returned home silent and thoughtful.

The next morning he asked his mistress
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if Danjuro would be alive ten years

hence, and on being asked, why he

asked such a ridiculous question, an-

swered that he wished some day to

show his father the theatre, but doubt-
ed his ability of doing so before ten

years had passed.

A quiet, studious boy, always at

work, and carrying everything before

him, could not fail to incur the envy
and hatred of his idler companions.

Hara had his enemies, and one day
they came and threatened him with
all sorts of punishment if he did not

give up his over-zeal in study. By w^ay

of reply, Hara thrashed his enemies

one by one, and from that time enjoyed

the respect and confidence of his class-

mate's.

Lance-Corporal Oyama and his

faithful Horse.
During the skirmishing between

Russian and Japanese scouts at Chai-

machi, Lance-Corporal Oyama received

a bullet wound in his shoulder while

covering the retreat of his comrades,

and fell from his horse before he could

gain the shelter of a wood he was
making for. He had not long been

lying by the roadside before he felt

something pulling at his clothes, and
found himself being dragged along the

ground by his horse which had taken

his coat between its teeth. In this

way the horse succeeded in dragging
its master behind some bushes where

he lay unnoticed by some Russian

scouts who were galloping in pursuit

of the retreating Japanese, and w^hen

it saw the enemy riding away it began

to neigh and arch its neck proudly, as

though at the thought of what it had

done, and it joyfully and affectionately

returned the grateful caresses of its

master.

THE BATTLE OF NANSHAN.

(Lines suggested by a Japanese poem composed in camp by Lt. Gen. Nakamuva,

who had himself taken part in the action,)

" Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon in front of them,
Sternly volleyed and thundered.

Stormed at with shot and shell.

Right in the jaws of hell,

Bravely they fought and well."

This time no one had blundered

;

But, right in front, the Russian lines,

Trenches and rifle-pits, tier on tier,

Kose sullenly, the hill was sheer,

The space between was filled with mines

And barbed wire entanglements,

Whilst, from behind their battlements,
'

The Russian gunners swept the space

That intervened. They ran a race
' Twixt death and vict'ry. Death prevailed

:

Yet who shall say our heroes failed.

The noble Brigade,

Firm and steady as on parade;

Though, ere they crossed that fatal field,

To the great Foe they had to yield,

And not one man came back to tell

How it felt that day in the gates of Hell ?

And then a pause, for our guns to play

From the heights behind, and the ships in

the bay,

On the Russian trenches—a terrible day I

And then another Brigade was sent

To charge across that fatal plain,

Strewed with the corpses of the slain.

They were ordered to go and they went,

Though many a soldier bit the dust.

For the foeman's fire was hot;

But storm the heights they must.

In spite of shell and shot

For the honour of the Flag,

Not one of them did lag.

And so the charge was well sustained,

The trenches crossed, the summit gained,

The batteries silenced, the Russians rout^ed.

The Forts, which so long our efforts had
flouted,

Lay still next morn, their conflict done^

Beneath the red rays of the Rising Sun.

Thus, when in future men shall sing

Of the doughty deeds of the Light
Brigade,

And the gallant charge they made,
WherewiUi the world did ring;

They shall also tell of the fame of Japan,
Of her soldiers who, through shot and

shell,

Bravely charged and nobly fell,

On the slopes of proud Nanshan

!

A. LI.
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General News.

I
HE following official state- hostilities in the interest of foreign in-

ment was issued by the tercourse and general tranquillity in

Foreign Office on the 22nd China, the Japanese Government en-

August, gaged to respect the neutrality of China

The status of China in outside the regions actually involved

the present struggle is wholly unique, in the war, provided Russia made a
Nearly all the military operations similar engagement and carried it out

are carried on within her borders.

She is not a party to the conflict,

nevertheless her territories are in part

belligerent and in part neutral. That

in good faith.

The Japanese Government consi-

dered that they were precluded by

_ ^
their engagement from occupying or

condition of things, is, in contempla- making use for warlike purposes pf

tion of International Law, an anomaly, any kind, of the territory or ports of

a contradiction. In this case, it is the China outside the zone which has

creature of a special understanding to made -the theatre of w^ar, because it

seemed to them that any such

occupation or use would :ipso

facto convert the places thus

occupied or used from neutral

to belligerent territory. Equally

it seemed to theni that any
such occupation or use of neutral

Chinese territory or ports by
Russian forces would give effect

to the proviso of Japan's en-

gagement and justify her in con-

sidering the territory or ports

so occupied or used as belli-

gerent. In other words, the

Japanese Government hold that

China's neutrality is imperfect

and applicable only to these

places which are not occupied

by the armed forces of either

belligerent, and that Russia can-

not escape the consequences . of

unsuccessful war by rnoving her

army or navy into these portions

of China which by arrangement
have been made conditipnally

neutral. . . . . ii

The " Resitelinui " eseajied from
which the belligerents have given their Port Arthur and sought in the harbour
adhesion. of Chefoo an asylum from attack which

With a view .to limit the area of her home port had,ceased to afford her.

Mr. Chinda, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs.
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In taking that step she was guiltj^ of

a breach of the neutrality of China as

established by the agreement of the

belligerents, and Japan was fully justi-

fied in regar^Jing the harbour of Chefoo
as belligerent so far as the incident in

question was concerned. "With the ter-

mination of that incident the neutra-

week and still refuse to leave or to
disarm.

The Japanese Government have no
intention of disregarding the neutrality

of China so long as ^ it is respected by
Russia, but they cannot consent that

Russian war-ships, as the result of

broken engagement and violated neu-

The ResiieHnui lying in the Harbour of Chefoo.

iity of the port revived. The action

taken by Japan in Chefoo was the

direct and natural consequence of Rus-

sia's disregard of her engagement. But

it is not alone in this matter nor

alone in Chefoo that Russia has flag-

rantly violated China's neutrality and

ignored her own engagement : shortly

after the investn^ent and isolation of

Port Arthur, a system of wireless tele-

graphy was installed between the be-

leaguered fortress and the Russian

Consulate at Chefoo. The system is

still in operation notwithstanding the

repeated protest of the Japanese Gov-

ernment. At Shanghai, at the begin-

-ning of the war, the Russian gunboat

'*Mandjur/' in defiance of China's neu-

trality remained in port for weeks

after receiving notice to leave from the

Chinese authorities. She finally after

long negotiations consented to disarma-

ment. Again, the Russian cruiser '* As-

kold" anddestrayer "Grosovoi" have

now been in Shanghai for more than a

trality, shall, unchallenged, find in

the harbours of China, a safe refiige

firom capture or destruction.

The statement of the Commander
of the "Resitelinui" that his ship was
disarmed upon arrival in Chefoo is

untrue. The vessel was fully armed

and manned when visited by Lieute-

nant Terashima early on the morning

of the 13th August. But in any event

disarmament would not fulfill the re-

quirements of China's neutrality regti-

lations and it was for China and not

Russia to decide whether the alterna-

tive of disarmament would be accep-

table.

It has been suggested in man^
quarters that the present case may be

compared with the case of the "Flo-

rida," among others. But the Japa-

nese Government draw a clear distinc-

tion between the two events : Thte

neutrality of Brazil was ' perfect and

unconditional and the port of Bahik

was a long distance • fi-oii;i the seat Of
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war, whereas the neutrality of China

is imperfect and conditional and the

port of Chefoo is in close proximity

to the zone of military operations.

The reports of the Japanese and

neutrality laws. If in these circum-

stances the "Resitelinui" could make

Chefoo a harbour of refuge then the

great ships of the Russian Navy might

do the same and nothing would pre-

-,'*V*°~'' t.j B'-'^T*'

1

The Violence of Russians on board the Resitelinuu

Russian officers who took part in the

Chefoo incident agree that the '*Re-

sitelinui" was the aggressor, the first

to commence the hostilities which re-

sulted in the capture. That fact would,
the Japanese Government believe, de-

prive Russia of any grounds for com-
plaint which she might possess if the

lawfulness of the capture were other-

wise in doubt. In this respect the

present case resembles the cases of the

American privateer ' * Genei?al Arm-
strong" and the British ship "The
Anne."

The case of the *'Resitelinui" is in

itself of trifling moment but it involves

a principle of paramount importance.

Experience has shown that China will

take no adequate steps to enforce her

vent these ships from issuing forth

from their retreat to attack Japan.
The necessity for guarding , against
such an eventuality was too com-
manding, too overwhelming, to permit
the **Resitelinui" to stand as a pre-

cedent.

This incident will not in any way
affect foreign commerce or disturb the
general situation in China. It will

merely serve as a notice to Russia
that she must keep her engagements in

the future.

The Late Admiral Count
Eawamura.

By the death of the Late Admiral
Count Kawamura, Japan has lost one
of the founders of her Navy,
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The late Count -was born at Kago-
shima in 1830* During the Restora-

tion period, he fought for the cause of

the Emperor. Two years after the

Restoration had been effected, His

Majesty the Emperor summoned him
from Kagoshima to the capital and
as a reward for his services appointed

him to the post of Minister of War.
When the Kagoshima rebellion broke

out, the deceased was appointed one

of the staff officers to the army des-

patched to Kyushu. On the conclusion

of the trouble, the Emperor was
pleased to confer on him

the First Class Order of

the Rising Sun, in re-

cognition of his merito-

rious services during the

rebellion. In 1878 the

late Count was appoint-

ed a Councillor and also

Minister of the Navy. It

was during his tenure of

the latter office that he

rendered invaluable ser-

vices to his country by
reorganizing our Navy
according to the modern

system. The attainment

by the Navy to its present

standing is due to the

efforts of the late Admiral

in those early days. He
subsequently held several

Government posts and did

much for the opening of

mines and the construc-

tion of railways in this

• country. In 1884 he was

created a Peer with the

rank of Count, and was
appointed a member of

the Court Council the

following year. Three years later, he

was transferred to the Privy Council.

In 1899 the Admiral, then Yice-Ad-

miral, was placed on the Second

Reserve list. Towards the last part

of his life, the Count was entrusted by

the Emperor with the responsible task

of bringing up the two grandsons of

His Majesty, Princes Michi and Atsu,

which task he discharged in a manner
most satisfactory to the Sovereign as

well as to his country. His demise at

this supreme moment of our national

history is greatly regretted throughout
the Empire.

On receipt of the sad news, Their

Majesties the Emperor and Empress

were pleased to make a pecuniary pre-

sent to the bereaved family of the late

Count as a token of sympathy.

Admiral Togo speaking with Mr. George Kennai^
ON BOARD THE MikoStU

The funeral service was held at

Aoyama Cemetery on the 15th July.

The Late General Viscount
Yamaguchi.

When the late General had been
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Mr.. «.p*ADi5A, Secolo's, War Correspondent, presenting

HIS. Eespect to Admiral Togo on board the Mikasa

suffering from cancer for

so^e time and his con-

dition became serious, His

Majesty the Emperor was
pleased to raise him to

the rank, of Viscount, in

recognition of the services

rendered by him to the

country.

i The late General

Yamaguchiwas descended

from a Samurai family

of the Cboshu clan, tike

-many other generals:

He entered the Army from

his youth and during the

Japan-China War was in

command of the 3rd

Brigade (Sendai) . Oti

the conclusion of the war-,

he w^as made a Baron.

Duringthe Boxer troubleSj

the late General, as Com-
mander of the 5th Divi-

sion (Hiroshima) w^ith the

rank of Lieut.-General;

commanded the Japanese

The Late Marshal Waldersee (in the Middle) and the Late Generai, Yamaguchi (on thp Left). >
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forces in No?:±Ji China and was very

popular among tlie generg-ls of the

allied forces. He was made a full

General in March this year and ap-

pointed at the same time a member
of the Military Council. The General

was a holtjer of many Japanese as

well as foreign decorations.

He wss 58 years old

at the time of death, and
leaves a widow and a

son.- The latter is a
Lieutenant in the Guards

Division and is now at

the front. ' '

On receipt of the sad*

news, His Majesty the

Emperor was pleased to

make a pecuniary grant ^

to the bereaved family of

the dead soldier as a

token of sympathy.

The funeral service'

was held at Aoyama
Cemetery on the 7th

'

August,

THE KAISER AND THE
LATE GENERAL
YAMAGUCHI.

The following teleg-

'

rams have been exchang-'

ed between Their Majesties

the Emperor ofJapan arid

the German Emperor in

regard to the death of

General Viscount Yama-

guchi :

—

THE KAISER TO THE EMPEROR.

*'Je prends une part sincere a- la

grande perte que Tarmee de Sa Majeste

I'Empereur du Japon a eprouvee par la

mort du General Vicomt'e Yamaguchi

et je me rappellb surtout la confrater-

nite militaire que le defunt a temoigne

pendant Texpedition de Chine au Marei

chal Comte Waldersee. Je veux etre

repr^sente aux funerailles par un/de

mes officiers qui aura a exprimer ma
sympathie.

^ :
V

"WiLHELM,
;

; i
"Imperator Rex." ;

THE emperor's reply.

*'The gracious message of condo-

lence which ?Iis Imperial German Ma-
jesty telegraphed on the occasion of

the demise of General Yiscount Yama-

'

guchi in special recollection of the mili-

The Late Marshal Waldersee.

tary, brotherhood which the deceased

had manifested towards the late

Marshal Count Waldersee during the

Chinese expedition, is gratefully ap-'

preciated by myself as well as by My
Army."

The Non-Combatants in Port >

Arthur, ^r^

By the ord^r of H.M; the Emperor,^

Marshal Marquis Yamagata, Chief of -=

the' General Staff Office, forwarded
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the following instructions to Marshal
Marquis Oyama, Commander-in-Chief

of the Army in Manchuria :—
*' H.M.the Generalissimo, prompted

by the August wish for the cause of

tary operations will in no way be af-

fected, you may take similar measures

on behalf of the non-combatants in

Port Arthur not enumerated above."

Major Yamaoka.

humanity, desires to spare the non-
combatants I. in Port Arthur from
devastation by fire and sword.

" In response to the above com-
mand of H.M. the Emperor, you ate

requested herewith to convey to Dalny
those women, priests, merchants, and
diplomatists and officers of neutral
countries now staying in Port Arthur
who desire to take refuge, and to
hand them over to the Commander of
the harbour.

''Should you deem that the mili-

Major Yamaoka sent

to the Enemy's
Outposts.

The following reports

from the Commander of

the Army besieging Port

Arthur were received at

Imperial Headquarters on
the morning of Aug. 17th
and on the evening of

the same day :

—

"On the 16th instant

at 8 a.m., Major Yama-
oka, a member of the

Staff, was sent under a
flag of truce to the ene-

my^s outposts, bearing a
communication embody-
ing the August wishes of

His Majesty the Emperor
as well as a letter calling

on the Russian to sur-

' render. These documents
were handed to the Chief

of the staff of the Gar-

rison. The enemy's reply

is expected on the 17th
inst., at 10 a.m."

THE enemy's reply.

'*A messenger from
the enemy bearing a flag of truce

entered our lines this morning, bring-

ing a reply to our communications of
yesterday.

The proposal emanating from His
Majesty with reference to the relief of
the non-combatants, as well as my
ofler of terms for surrender, has been
rejected."

The Conditions of Surrender
set forth hy our Army.

The following report from the Com-
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mander of the same Army was received

at the Imperial Headquarters on the

afternoon of August 18 :

—

The delivery of our memorandum
to the Chief Staff OiEcer of the enemy's
fortress occurred at a place 500 metres

north of Shuishiying on the 16th at

10.30 a.m. The conditions set forth

by us were as follows :

—

1.—Those who are entitled to the

special favour of His Majesty the Gen-

eralissimo must be women, children

under 16 years of age, priests, and
diplomatic agents and officers of neut-

ral countries.

2.—The reply to this memorandum
shall be brought to a point 500 metres

north of Shuishiying at 10 a.m. on the

17th inst.

same point in order to receive the

refugees.

5.—Each reiugee is allowed to take

with him one piece of luggage only

which will be subjected to examination
if deemed necessary.

6.—Written documents, printed

matter, papers bearing any letters or

marks, and articles connected with the

war shall be prohibited from being

brought out.

7.—The refugees will be sent to

Dalny under protection.

8.—The reply must contain an ac-

ceptance or refusal and no alteration

of any of the above conditions will be

allowed.

A Russian Destroyer disarming at Kiaochow Bay.

3._Xhe refugees shall come out,

under a flag of truce, to the above

said point at 2 p.m. the same day.

4..—A body of our infantry will

proceed, under a flag of truce, to the

German Naval Officers at

Port Arthur.

The Chief of the General Staff tele-

graphed on August 16th to the Com-
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manckr of the Port Arthur Investing

Army as follows :

—

. ; ";

A Jrei|uest has been received frord.the

German Minister to convey to Lieut.-

Commander Hopman and Lieutenant-

Gilgenheim, of the Imperial German

Navy, who are at present at Port

ihand of H.M. the German Emperor'

to Lieut.-Commander Hopman and

Lieutenant Gilgenheim, of the Imperial

German Navy, who are now at Port

Arthur, has been forwarded in a writ-

ten form through the medium of the

Russian messenger who brought tO-day

The YaeyarUd^

Arthur with the object of observing

the war, the command of H.M. the

German Emperor that they should

withdraw from that port in accord-

ance with the August and most mag-
nanimous wishes of our Generalissimo.

It is therefore requisite that measures
should be taken in order to communi-
cate the above command to these

naval officers.

In reply to this telegram, the fol-

lowing message was received from the

Commander of the Investing Army on
August 17th :—

The request to convey the com-

the reply with regard' to the relief of

non-combatants.

A German Officer Escorted
to Eiaochow.

Admiral Togo, Commander-in-Chief
of tTie Combined Fleet, reports under
date of the. 20th August that on the

18th one of our torpedoflaoats stopped

and examined a junk issuing from Port
Arthur and foi^nd that the vessels car-

ried on board Lieutenant-Commander
Hopman, of the German Navy, who

-

left that port in accordance with hte
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command of the Kaiser, wMch had

been transmitted to the officer by our

ftrmy investing Port Arthur. The
Lieutenant-Commandei* was taken to

Kiaochow by the cruiser Yayeyama,
In this connection the Chefoo corre-'

ipondent of the Tokyo Asahi states

that the Yayeyama entered Kiaochow
on the 20th at 3 p.m., the Captain
and the officer second in command
paying a visit to the German authori-

ties there. After handing over the

officer in question, the vessel weighed

anchor at 6.10 p.m.

A Russian Lady's Inquiry.

Admiral Baron Yamamoto, Minist-

er of the Navy, has received

the foUow^ing letter, written

in French, from Madame
SergefF, wife of Lieut. Sergeff,

Captain of the Russian

torpedo-boat destroyer Stre-

gnstcbiy which w^as sunk

during the fierce torpedo

engagement off Port Arthur

on March 10 :—
'* Your Excellency :—I re-

spectfully beg your Excellen-

cy to take compassion on

a poor humble woman, who
has been stricken by sorrow

and is in deep distress, and

would ask you to make in-

quiries at the Sasebo Hospi-

tal as to whether or not

my husband Lieut. Sergeff,

Captain of the StregustchU

which, I hear, was destroyed

during the naval engagement

off Port Arthur on February

2^, is alive or dead. I have

also heard it stated, that

Admiral Togo reported the

saving of the whole of the

crew of the Stregastchi by

the Sazanami, and that the Sasebo

hospital reported the recovery of the

crew owing to the skilful treatment of

the surgeons. I was exteedingly hap-

py to hear these reports. 1 at once

liiade efforts to hear of my husband

by telegraphing to Japan, through the

hands of the French Ambassador, but

he rejected my application on the

ground that the Japanese Government

would certainly refuse my request*.

' * But I believe that the Japanese
'

are not cruel, but are humane, this \

being testified by their kind treatment

of our prisoners and wounded, to whom )

they have accorded the same treatment

as their own. Such thoughts made

me write this letter. I have spent two ;

months full of sorrow and anxiety.
'

Will your Excellency sympathise with

the misery of a poor woman and .\

LIEUT.-COMMANDER KONDO,

Commander of the Sazanami*

fa,vour her with a,reply ? If my hus-

band is alive, let me write to him.

But if your Excellency forbid it, I will
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promise not to communicate with him, being at the same time heavily fired

but will await his return- on by the Russian forts, and was able

" My revered Sir, please give me a to rescue torpedo-man Yurikoff and
reply, stokers Novikoff, Yashinin, and Hi-'.

" Yours, etc., linsky. In addition, the Sazanarni
*' Natalik Sergeff." attempted to tow the Stregustchi,

Matsuyama Hospital-

Baron Yamamoto speedily instruct-

ed his private secretary to forward the

following reply to Madame SergefiF :—
" Dear Madame :—Regarding your

inquiries dated April 29 (Russian calen-

dar) and addressed to His Excellency

the Minister of the Navy, I beg to
forward the following information :—

" During the naval engagement off

Port Arthur on March 10, our de-

stroyer Sazanarni perceiving that the
Stregustchi was unable to move, ap-
proached her. Those who were still

living on board the Stregustchi were
few in number, and the greater part
of these attempted to escape by jump-
ing overboard. The Sazanarni tried

her best to save three of the men, she

but subsequently was compelled to
abandon her owing to her heavy leak-

age and the approach of Russian war-
ships. Though it is believed that the
rest of her crew were lost, nothing
was clearly, seen owing to the confu-
sion of the, conflict. Some of them
might have been saved hy the warships
of your own country.

"As the Navy Office could not
ascertain the fate of Lieut. Sergeff, we
made inquiries, through the Bureau of
information relative to prisoners of
war, of the above mentioned four
prisoners, who are now at Matsuyama
hospital, and obtained the following
information : Novikoff, Yasinin, and
Hilinsky state that on March 10, the
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StregTistchi whilst approaching Port

Arthur had her retreat cut off by the

Japnese destroyers, and Lieut. SergefF

was the first to be wounded. He was
shot on his leg and fell on the deck.

Subsequently ,another shot struck him

on the head and proved fatal. His

body remained on boad.

V. " Yurikoff states that Lieut. Ser-

* geff, having received a shot below the

knee, fell on the deck and remained

there, but there was no one to help

him owing to the fierce fighting that

was taking place at that time. This

informant states that the captain was

then in a dying condition. The former

was then hit by a shot and thrown

overboard and saw no more of the

captain, who he believes, with the

<5ther of&cers on board, went down

'* We are not able to obtain any"

information beyond the above, and
advise you to apply to the Russian

naval authorities for further informa-

tion.

" In the belief that the statements

of the survivors of the Stregustchi are

correct, I beg herewith to express my
sincerest admiration for the bravery

shown by the Stregustchi in her con-

flict with a superior force, and offer

the most profound condolence to you
on the loss of your cherished husband,

who died for his country's sake,

*' Yours etc.

" Kenzo Ide,

" Private Secretary to the

" Minister of the Navy."

: i^[rf-':y
:':'

OU'jRAGE BY Russian Soldiers.

with the vessel. At that time the

Russian warships were far away from

her and moreover the officers had no

lifebelts on, so that it was impos-

sible for them to be saved either by

the Russian or Japanese warships.

Evidence of Russian Atrocity.

We have many instances of Russian

atrocity in the field, especially among
them, the following statement of post

mortem examinations of soldiers killed
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m the field are published by the O^c/a/ Japanese soldiers ; June 22," was

Gazette of August 23. posted on the tree.) The body was

found by the party searching for our

No 1 killed and wounded after the battle.

Tojiro Katsuki. aged 27 years 2 The eyelids and lips were Partly open.

months, first class infantry private on but the teeth were tightly set, and the

the First Reserve. fingers clenched.

Russian Prisoners walking in the Yard of Matsuyama Hospital.

The corpse was discovered at

Li-chi-a-pao-tzu about 13 miles north

of Sai-ma-chi, Shingking province,

China, where our army had repulsed

the enemy's attack. The result of the

examination is as follows :

—

1. Posture of the corpse :— The

corpse had been buried together with

that of Tanimatsu Tahidokoro, below

a peach tree on the southern slope of

the height of Yangkiapaotsz' of the

Shangkwanmen mountains on the

northern side of the road leading from

Tatientsz' to Siaoshi. (It is presumed

that the burial was due to^the good-

will of the natives. A paper with the

Chinese inscription, " Tomb of two

2. Feature of the wounds ;

—

1st wound : a blind shot in

the head,

2nd wound : a thrust in the

cheek.

3rd wound : a thrust in the

shoulder blade.

4th wound : a thrust in the

abdomen.

The bullet which caused the first-

wound entered from above the left ear

and place of egress cannot be seen,

the bullet remaining deeply buried in

the brain. The aperture of the wound
is clear, as large as the tip of the

small finger, and covered with coagu-

lated blood. The head and neck are
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besmeared abundantly with coagulat-
ed blood, showing that the-wound bled
profusely at the time of its infliction.

The second wound is located in
the middle of the left upper jaw-bone.
Its size is as large as an egg, and pre-
sents the shape of a regular ellipse.

The brim of the wound is clean-cut,

and the skin, muscle, and a portion of
the upper jaw-bone, corresponding to
the wound, are missing. The wound
presents a cavity, at the bottom of
which the upper jaw-bone is exposed.

The wound appears to have been in-

flicted liy a downward bayonet thrust
with strong force, whilst the w^ound-
ed soldier was lying with his face up-

ward-turned, the bayonet being after-

wards withdrawn.

turned inward and downward, and
the brim of the wound conspicuously
multilated. The severed tissue adheres
to the wound. It appears as if the
wound had been inflicted by thrusting
a sharp bayonet from between the

right hand and the neck of the wound-
ed man who was l3ang with his face

turned downward, and by revolving

the weapon.

The fourth wound is located 5
centimeters to the right of the ^hite
line below the navel. The brim of the

wound is clean-cut, and its size is. an
ellipse 5 centimeters long and 4 centi-

meters wide. The intestines are ex-

posed at the mouth of the wounds
and it appears as if the wound bad
been caused by thrusting a sharp blade

•z:'^-:

A Russian Soldifr outraging a "Wounded Japanese.

The third wound is just below the perpendicularly downwards on the

right shoulder blade. . It is as large as wounded who was lying on his back,

the tip of the thumb, and the ppiut of and by pressing the thrust' down-

egress of the thrust is not to be seen, wards.

The cavity of the wound is obliquely 3. Conclusion :—The wounded lost
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conciousness on receipt of first wound.

The second, third and fourth wounds

were then inflicted, killing the man
effectively.

ToKUjiRO Ohira, Secor.d Class

Surgeon of the Army.

July 5th, 1904.

View of Dogo, famous for its Hot Spring where the

Russian Prtsoneks went to repose.

measuring 10 centimeters in diameter

was thrust. At the time of the exami-

nation, however, the mark of the bind-

ing was not impressed on the thighs.

2. Features of the wounds :—

1st wound : a thrust in the left

thigh.

2nd wound

•

a thrust
in the

right thigh.

The first

wound exists in

the inner brim of

the tailor's

muscle of the left

thigh, and the

egress of the

thrust is not to

be seen. The
aperture of the

ellipse, is 5 centi-

meters long and

3 centimetres
wide. Its brim

is cleancut, the

mouth of the

wound gaping, and an amount of fat

and muscular tissue is protruding

,

No. 2.

Toramatsu Hirakawa, aged 25

years 4 months. Infantry Sergeant- showing that the wound was caused

Major of the First Reserve. by the inthrust of a blade. The left

The corpse was discoverd at Likin- trouser leg and underwear are com-

paotsz, about 13 miles north of Sai- pletely soaked with blood, and the

machi, Shingking province, China, ground close to the corpse is begpat-

where our army had repulsed the

enemy's attack. The result of the ex-

amination is as follows:

—

1 . Posture ofthe corpse :—The body

tered with blood, showing that the

corpse bled abundantly.

The second wound shows a stab

in the inner rear of the middle of the

was lying, with the face turned up, at right thigh. Its size is as large as the

the foot of a mountain at the south- tip of the thumb, and shaped like an

eastern extremity of Li-chia-pu-tzu. irregular triangle. The tissue corres-

The feet were turned towards theenemy, ponding to the wound is severed and
the eyelids and lips were partly open- adheres round the wound, as if it had
ed, but the upper and lower teeth

were firmly closed. The left hand
clenched the grass and the right hand
a himp of earth. The middle of the

lower thighs was enclosed with a
flannel belt, belonging to the soldier,

aud in its midst a white wooden bar

been drawn out with a blade. The
egress of the stab exists at the out-

side back of the middle of the thigh.

Its size is as large as the tip of the

small finger, and presents an irregular

circle. The mouths of this wound are

clean , and the artery seems not to
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have been injured. The trouscr leg and
underwear are only partly besmeared,

and the bleeding seems less than in the

case of the first wound.
3. Conclusion:—The enemy taking

advantage of the disabled condition

of the soldier, due to the second

wound, had tied the low^er thigh and
tried to carry away the wounded

2. Features of the wounds.
1st wound: a shot through the

face.

2nd wound : a thrust in the

head.

3rd wound : a cut on the right

fourth finger.

The first wound was inflicted by
the bullet which entered on the divid-

man. On the feat being found imprac- i"g line of the upper lip and issued in

ticable, the enemy inflicted the first fi'ont of the left ear angle. Both aper-

wound, cutting the artery, and killing tures are clean, as large as a pea, and

the man.
Taketaro Ohira, Second Class

Surgeon of the Army.

July 5th, 1904.

No. 3.

ToicHi Tanaka, aged

4 months, 2nd class

private of the First Re-

serve Infantry.

The corpse was dis-

covered at Lichiapaotzu',

13 miles north of Sai-

machi, Shingking pro-

vince, China, where our

army had repulsed the

enemy's attack. The

result of the examination

is as follo\vs:

—

1. Posture of the

corpse : —The body was
l3ring in the thick wood on

the left side of the road

in the north eastern ex-

tremity of Lichiapaotzu',

with the face up-turned

and with the feet in the

direction of the enemy,

a vine being tied around

the neck of the body.

The upper limbs -were ex-

tended to the right and

left, as were also the

lower limbs. The eyes

were closed and the lips

partly opened, but the

teeth were rightly

clenched.

26 years

covered with coagulated blood. The
exit hole is slightly larger than the

entrance, and the bullet seems to have
grazed the bone. Around the wounds
the coagulated blood adheres to the

face abundantly, and the spots of

blood are numerous.

A Russian Prisonkr receiving Operat[ox.
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The second wound has its in- trace of bleeding is observed in the
thrust at the frontal border of the surface of the wound of the fourth

sterno-cleido-mastoideus at the centre finger, the wound presumably having
of the left side of the neck. The mouth been inflicted after the man had
of the wound presents the shape of expired.

an irregular triangle, and is as large 3. Conclusion :— The enemy at-

tempted to drag

the body, which

had become un-

conscious owing
to the first

wound, by tying

the vine around

the neck. Finding

that impossible,

the enemy killed

the man by in-

flicting the second

wound and cut-

ting the artery

in the neck. The
third wounded
was inflicted

after death.

Taketaro
Ohira,

Second Class

Surgeon of

the Army.

July 5th, 1904.
JAPANESE Wounded at Hakone.

as the tip of the thumb. A portion of

the tissue corresponding to the wound
is wanting and the remainder is ad-

hering to the brim of the wound.
The bleeding seems to have been abun-
dant. It appears as if the wound
had been inflicted by the thrust of a
bayonet. The other end of the pierced

wound is on the opposite side of the

neck, a little lower than the first

wound. The tut is as large as the tip

of the small finger and presents the
shape of an irregular circle, the brim
of the wound being clean.

The third wound is the cutting off

of the right fourth finger (the ring
finger in Japan) ^t the second joint.

The- section is cleanly Made-, and the
third finger is slightly grazed. No

No. 4.

Seiji Ochiai, 2nd class private of

Infantry.

The corpse was discovered at 11
a.m. on the 3rd Julyv—1904, by a cer-

tain infantry regiment reconnoitring

in the direction of Lanwo, and on its

being carried to the rear at Chengpai-

chi, I examined it':

—

1. The corpse was clothed with
summer suit, garters and shoes. The
coat -and shirt were torn in different

places and soaked with blood. The
body was swarming with flies and
was badly swollen. Life does not
appear to have been extinct longer

than 24 hours,

2. The wounds 'weire inflicted on
the face and breast. The wound on
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the latter was caused by a shot, pierc-

ing from the hollow below the right

collar bone to centre of the inner side

of the shoulder blade, and there are

traces of abundant bleeding. Probably

the wound severed the artery behind

the collar bone and proved fatal. The
face is covered with coagulated blood,

and on the left brow and left cheek

bone, there are traces of an attempt

to intentionally tear off the skin of

the face. A horrible sight is presented

by the gouging out of the left eyeball,

which seems to have been effected

whilst the blood was normally cir-

culating.

3. The right eye w^as

uninjured, but is not closed.

The teeth are clenched, and
the limbs extended and
stiflF. The trunk and limbs

have sustained no wounds
beyond those mentioned

above.

1 beg to submit the

above report to you.

MlCHITAKA EnDO,

First Class

Surgeon of the Army,

July 4th, 1904.

the road leading from Tatientzu' to

Siaoshi. (The burial was probably

due to the good will of the natives,

and a paper bearing the Chinese ins-

cription, '* Tomb of two Japanese
soldiers

; June 22," had been posted

on the peach tree.) The corpse was
discovered after the battle by the party

searching for the wounded and killed.

The eyes were closed and the mouth
was shut. The hands and fingers were
stiff and crooked.

2. Features of the wounds.
1st wound : a blind shot in the

abdomen.
2nd wound : a thrust at the pit

of the stomach.

No. 5.

TORAMATSU TaNIDOKOEO,

2nd class private of the

First Reserve Infantry.

The corpse was dis-

covered at Lichia-paotzu*,

13'miles north of Saimachi,

Shingking Province, China,

where the enemy was re-

pulsed by our army. The

result of the examination

is as follows :

—

1. Posture of the

corpse : The corpse had

been, buried, together with

the remains of Tojiro Katsuki, below The first wound has the in-thrust

a peach tree on the southern slope of at a place 6 centimetres above the

the height of Yangchiapaotzu'atShang- right of the navel. Its size is as large

kwanmenshan, on the northern side of as the tip of the small finger, and the

Major-General Ishimoto, Vtce-Mintster of War,

Superintending the Bureau of Informations

OF Prisoners of War.
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wound is clean. The bullet entered

deep into the abdomen and stopped at

the back \srall of the "peritoneum. The
mouth of the wound emitted a small

amount of blood.

The second wound exists right

below the breast bone, and the in-

thrust was inflicted obliquely. The

superseding the Ordiance No. 54 for-

merly in force:

RULES FOR THE TREATMENT OF
PRISONERS OF WAR.

Rule I.—The present rules regulate

the affairs relating to the treatment of

the war captives to be housed in the

Asylum for Prisoners of War.

The Hospital Ship Haktiai-Maru arriving at Takahama.

wound presents the shape of an ellipse,

about 3 centimetres long. The brim

of the wound w^as clean-cut, and the

bleeding slight. The wound reaches

deeply into the breast cavity, injuring

the heart and lungs.

3. Conclusion : — The enemy is

judged to have killed the man, who
was disabled by the first wound, by
inflicting the second wound.

Taketaro Otake, Second

Surgeon of the Army.
July 5, 1904.

Rules for the Treatment of

Prisoners of War.

The War Office has issued the fol-

lowing rules covering the treatment of

prisoners of war as a Departmental
Ordiance No. 97 Part II., these rules

Rl. II.—When captives are taken-

into the asylum, i-eports concerning

each individual captive shall be for-

warded weekly to the Bureau of Re-

port on War Prisoners, after their

rank, ward and number have been

communicated to the War Office. ^

Rl. III.—Captives of the rank of

officers, shall, wherever possible, be

given quarters separate and distinct

from those in which non-commissioned

officers and men are received.

Rl. IV.—An officer's servant chosen

from amongst the rank and file in

captivity shall be placed at the service

of the captives of the rank of officers,

generally at the rate of one servant for

two persons.

Rl. v.—When captives of the rank
of officers take an oath that they will

not make any attempt to escape, and
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that they will observe and hold them-

selves amenable to the laws and re-

gulations of the discipline and military

regime put in force by the authorities

of the Imperial Army, they may be

allowed the freedom of going out of

the asylum precincts and be abroad
within a specified area. As for the

specified area, the commander of the

local garrison shall decide upon it and

obtain the permission thereto of the

Minister of War. In the event of this

rule being put in effect, such number
of guards as may be deemed proper

shall accornpany the captives.

Even in the case of non-commis-

sioned ofi&cers and men in captivity,

precincts, steps deemed necessary and
proper in regulating their relations

with the local people, shall be taken

in consultation with the local govern-

ment officials.

Rl. yil.—An adequate number of

guards shall be detailed to keep watch
over the asylum.

Rl. VIII.—Within the asylum spe-

cial vigil shall be kept as a precaution

against fire, and the unrestrained use

of intoxicants and tobacco shall be

prohibited. Stoves, braziers and arti-

cles of a similar character may be pro-

vided, but only in accordance with the

style of construction of the captives'

apartments.

Russian Wounded Prisoners landing at Takahama.

they may be given the same privilege,

in accordance with the above clauses,

when it is judged that this measure

will not interfere with the general

management.

Rl. VI.—When the captives are al-

lowed to walk outside the asylum

Rl. IX.—No persons shall, vsrithout

the permission of the Commander of

the guards, be allowed to enter or

leave the asylum.

In case a foreigner wishes to visit

the asylum, permission must first be

obtained from' the Minister of War.
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Rl. X.—When members of the gen-

eral public are allowed to visit the

captives, the time, duration and place

of meeting shall be regulated as deemed

proper, and a guard or guards shall

be present at the meeting.

Patients who do not require hos-

pital treatment shall be attended to

in the asylum itself.

Rl. XIII.—Any patient captives

who require special medical treatment

or are suffering from a contagious

Russian Prisoners carrying their Wounded at Takahama.

Rl. XI.—A diary shall be kept at

the asylum and records of the business

of the asylum, of affairs relating to the

captives and the names of the visitors

shall be entered therein, and all occur-

rences of sufficient importance shall be

reported to the Minister of War.

All such diaries shall be forwarded

to the War Office, when the asylum
shall be closed.

Rl. XII.—A ward for patients shall

be attached to the asylum to receive

any captives requiring hospital treat-

ment.

The patient ward shall be provided

with necessary sanitary materials, wear-
ing apparel, bedding, apparatus and
miscellanies.

disease may be taken to a local

military hospital.

Rl. XIY.—Members of the staff of

the local military hospital shall attend

to the medical needs of the patient

ward. The medical attendants of the

Japan Red Cross Society may, how-
ever, be allowed to attend to the

patients, provided they do so under

the supervision and instruction of the

Army physicians.

Rl. XV.—Rules concerning the em-

ployment of the captives and their re-

muneration shall be provided in a
separate form.

Rl. XVI.—The captives shall be

given rations consisting of the articles

of diet mentioned in schedule No. 2 in
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accordance with th6 amount of money
mentioned in schedule No- 1 of the

subjoined table. The meals for the

captives of the rank of officers, shall be

prepared by their seryamts • (whose

number may be increased within

certain limits in case of necessity). As
for the rank and file, they shall da
their own cooking, forming themselves

into groups for the purpose.
''

Rl. XVII.—Between meals, certain

qtiantities of biscuits, ^weets or fruits,

and black tea may be served to the

captive officers and others, at different

intervals, provided they can be sup-

plied from the amOtjnt of money
mentioned in Schedule 'No, 1 of the

subjoined table.

to the captives of thfe rank of Sergeant-

Major and above; To non-commis-

sioned officers and men, blankets or

wadded quilts may be loaned in-

dividually and toilet sets in groups.

As for wearing apparel, each cap-

tive shall use w^hat he possesses, but

when his clothes wear out a new
suit (providable as per schedule No. 3

subjoined table) shall be loaned to a

captive of the rank of officers or above

and a secondhand suit to a non-com-

missioned officer or a private. In case

of necessity, however, a new suit (pro-

vidable as per schedule No. 3 subjoiiied

table) may b%-^aned to a non-com-

missioned officer or a private.

Rl. XX.—The wearing apparel men-

A Group of Russian Prisoners newly arrived at Matsuyama.

Rl. XVIII.—A canteen placed under tioned in the preceding rule, may be

the control of the commander of the given to their wearers on the occasion

guards may be established in the of their release or death,

asylum. ^^- XXI.—Expenses required for

Rl, XIX.—A bed, blankets And a the mending of the captives' wearing

toilet set shall be individually loaned apparel and other articles of consump-
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tion, shall be defrayed according to

actual cost within the limits mentioned
in schedule No. 4 of the subjoined

Table.

Rl. XXII.—The expenses required

for the medical treatment of the captive

patients shall be defrayed according to

actual cost.

RI. XXVI.—Inhumation shall be

the i)rincipal form of funeral for a

captive who dies, adequate religious

observances to suit the status and rank
of the deceased being permitted. The
burial place shall be provided in a
specially allotted area, within the Army
Cemetery.

Interior of the Naval Hospital at SAsebo, where are received the Wounded
Prisoners from the Rurik.^

Rl. XXIII,—As for bedding and

camping articles, they shall be provided

from out of the goods in store, and

the expense of maintenance shall be

defrayed according to actual cost.

Rl. XXIY.-As for fuel used for

heating purposes, the expenses required

thereby shall be defrayed according to

actual cost, taking Table 24 of the

Army Supply Ordinance'for its scale.

Rl. XXY.—^When it becomes neces-

sary for a captive to go on a journey,

his fare, either by ship, carriage or

horse, shall be defrayed at actual cost

within the amount of money mentioned
in Table 4 of the Regulations for Army
Travelling.

If circumstances should require it,

a separate burial ground may be estab-

lished for this purpose.

Rl. XXVIL—The funeral expenses

shall be defrayed at actual cost within

the amounts of money mentioned
below :

2/671.

Ordinary officers and above, each... 20.00

Non-commissioned officers and others

of equal standing, each 15.00

Privates, eacli 10.00

Rl. XXVIII.-With regard to the

captives retained at the battlefield, the

highest officer in command in different

localities shall, in consonance with the

afore-mentioned rules, decide upon the

mode of treatment.
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adjoined table.

Schedule No. 1.

daily ration allowance.
Officers and their equals 60 setu

Non-commissioned officers and
men, each 30 sen.

Schedule No. 2.

articles of diet and their
quantity,

per person per day.
Officers and Non-commissioned
their equals. officers and men,

Bread 1^ kin IJ kin

Animal food (meat,

fish or poultry) 100 monme 50 monme
Vegetables 12C „ 80 „

Table ijah 5 „ 5 „
Si'g^ir^ 4 „ 3 „

Appetisers fome. some.

Note.—T'liini cchedule is meant to give a

general idea. Should local requirements de-

mand it the quantities may suitably be altered

and if need be wheat or rice may be used in

place of bread.

yen.

Winter 30
^Summer 12

Under wear etc.

—

Winter 5

Summer 2J ..

Ordmary Officers

and equals.

Head gear and clothes :

—

yen.

Winter 15

yen.

25

10

4

2
Non-commissioned
officers and men,

yen.

Summer 6 3
Under wear eto ~

se?i.-

Winter 3 $3
Summer IJ .83

Note.—Boots and shoes according to actual
cost.

Schedule No. 4.

allowance for the maintenance of
wearing apparfl and articles

of consumption,
per month.

yen.

Higher officers and equals 5
Officers and equals 3

Non-commissioned officers 1

sen.

Privates 50

FuNEKAL Procession of the Late Major Oba.

Schedule No. 3. The Imperial Marine Association

NEW SUPPLY OF WEARING APPAREL. The Imperial Marine Association

General officer Superior officers
j^^^g formulatccl a Schcme tO fumish

and equals, and equals

:

^ , , , r

Head gear and suit of clothes :- auxiliary cruisers to the Japanese navy.
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In order to discuss the matters con-

nected with the project, a meeting was

held by the Association on a certain

day, at which Admiral Viscount Ito,

Mr. Renpei Kondo, Mr. Soichiro Asano,

and many others were present. Ad-

miral Arichi, Managing Director of the

Association, expounded th2 scheme,

Avhich was then unanimously approved

hj the meeting. Several large subscrip-

tions to the necessary funds were

offered from among those present, and

the prosj^ects of the scheme are very

promising. A committee Avas elected

to manage the enterprise.

A PROPOSAL TO ORGANIZE A

VOLUNTEER FLEET.

The Imperial Marine Association

invited over 20 press representatives

on the evening of the 22nd August to

attend a meeting of the association,

when Admiral Arichi, Managing Direc-

tor, delivered an address concerning

the proposed inauguration of a volun-

teer fleet, particulars of which Avere

published in these columns recently.

Admiral Viscount Ito, Chief of the

Naval Board of Command, Viscount

Enomoto, and several other distin-

guished personages were also present.

Admiral Arichi stated that the pro-

posal in question was in principle

adopted at the Association's general

meeting held in February, and as the

residt of a further resolution passed at

a recent committee meeting, it was
planned to construct ten steamers,

about 6,000 tons displacement, to be

converted into auxiliary cruisers of

second class and downwards. The

cost of construction of each vessel Avas

estimated at 1,500,000 yen, making a

total of 15 million yen. This sum
could, without much difficulty, be

raised, should every family in the

country subscribe to the fund at the

rate of l.GO yen, or every person en-

joying the franchise at the rate of 15

yen. In concluoion, the speaker hoped

that the present scheme might be

crowned with success.

The following gentlemen haA^e been

elected the standing committee for the

proposed Volunteer Fleet :—Vice-Admi-

ral Baron Arichi, Chairman, Viscount

Fujinami, and Messrs. T. Samejima,

S. Nango, E. Komatsubara, M. Ota,

J. Kano, N. Kanayama, K. Hayashida,

S. Takahashi, C. Takeda, T. Saito.
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Woman's Education,

iHAT great scholar John

Stuart Mill truly observ-

ed that the worth of a

State, in the long run, is

'

,^ the worth of the indivi-

duals composing it. Equally so, do

the vigour and strength of a nation

solely depend upon the individual

character of its members. From it

emanate all the actions and deeds of

industry, bravery, and patriotism,

and in it rest all the qualities es-

sential for the advancement of a

nation, whether in peace or in war. A

man's character is formed and moulded

when he is young, nay, principally

while at home under the care of

his parents. Home education is the

ground-work- no man can escape

without more or less of its influence

and this education is the predominant

work of mothers. " The future des-

tinies of the child is the work of the

mother," said Napoleon.
^^

Japan has now made wonderful

strides in her national progress during

the last thirty years, in warfare, litera-

ture, science, arts, politics, and other

lines that are necessary to push her on

in the path ofcivilization. She hasnow
plunged into a life-death struggle with

a gigantic foe for the sake ofjustice and

her rights. The results have been a

succession of brilliant victories on land

and sea, and though the end is yet in

the hands of future to settle, firmness

and energy, patriotism and bravery,

skill and order, have already been ex-

hibited, enough to show what sort of

men her sons are. Japan was not

born in a day. It is a mistake to

conceive her work as that of decades.

It is a blunder to attribute her success

to anything phenomenal. The seeds

were sown in remote times and the

roots struck deep. The flowers are just

blooming and the fruits are maturing.

A little insight into the moral causes

would dispel the cloud of wonder at

the great drama which Japan has been
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destined to play in the world's theatre poems and wrote such books as ittlly

with such brilliant success. prove them to have been ladies of

The oldest

Japanese records

invariably re-

cord thatwomen
were regarded

as equal to men
in every respect

;

they enjoyed the

same considera-

tion and rights

as men. Some

learning. What they

liked was liked by
the people as surely

as water finds its

own level. In the

olden times, spiritual

education seems to

have been the back*

bone of all trainings.

To women as also

to men, respect for

the deities, purity,

resoluteness, faith-

fulness, and loyalty

w^ere necessary quali-

ties that made up
womanhood. . /

In the reign of

the Emperor Kinmei,

Buddhism was intro-

duced through China

and Korea. At first

it came into collision

w^ith the native
doctrine of educa-

tion, but owing to

some of its attractive

features, assimilation

soon took place in

such a way that its

evil part was trans-

mitted together with

its good. Confucia-

nism came just after

the Korean invasion

led by the' Empress

Jingo ; and it has

equally exercised a

vfery strong influence

upon the life of the

of the Empresses and princesses went Japanese. Besides being in perfect ac-

out hunting and crossed wild plains on cordance with the native doctrines of

horseback. Like warriors, they armed respect for deities, patriotism, and
themselves, and stood at the head of loyalty, these two foreign religions or

armies for their lords, fought battles doctrines taught many things ad-

and led invasions. Not only were they mirably and were apparently clear

well acquainted with military tactics and sound in priciple. Buddhism in-

and arts, but they also composed such culcated in the mind of men and

A Young Woman wearing Armor,
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women a sense of calm trust in fate,

enabling them to submit to the in-

evitable with stoic composure, while

Confocianism systematically held up as

models leniency in masters, loyalty in

the governed, filial piety in children,

faithfulness in friends, and respect in

other social relations.

All this good did these two systems

bring with them, but they had their

evil influences as well, for one infused

Her virtue was to appear gentle and
ignorant, and the first sign of the pos-

session of knowledge or activity was
considered a blur on her womanhood.
Hence, Lady Murasakishikibu, a very

learned woman and author of great

literary works, affected utter ignorance

of her own special subjects as long as

she lived. Her excellent w^ork, " The
Genjimonogatari," proves the depth

of the author's learning in Japanese

and Chinese, the

^.^.. ^ -^,«r^. ., T full mastering of

Buddhism, the

rare literary

talent , together

with the perfect

knowledge of all

the ceremonies

of court. The
lady herself was
cautious, chaste,

humble, and,

died an admira-

ble , representa-

tive of all the

womanly virtues

the idea that

women were
sinful by nature

and the other

that women
were inferior

beings by birth-

teachings which

had far reaching

consequences on

the position of

that sex for

many ages to

come. No one

thought it any-

thingbut natural

and proper for
. . » • • xi, xt

woman to remain mild, obedient, and of that period. Agam, m the Nara

to avoid all conducts of vivacity, age the Empress Komei was a great

The Girls' Higher Normal School in Tokyo.
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Chinese scholar and so were many

ladies of that time, but all concealed

their high acquirements ; and only by

what they left behind in the. literary

field, can the fact of their attainments

be indubitably established. The only

education considered.proper for women

consisted of the administration of

household affairs, the work of sewing.

it became one of the womanly virtues

to repress all sense. of jealousy. When
the country was placed in the state

of feudalism "and the power of warriors

was predominant, women became the

inseparable partners of the men in

amusement and pleasure. Singing,

dancing, and the playing of music made

up the list of accomplishments in which

IvADY MURASAKISHIKIBU, THE FAMOUS LEARNED WoMAN, AT LITERARY WORK.

dyeing, weaving, selecting presents on

ceremonial occasions, decorating rooms,

training in music, and other arts

which were calculated to add to the

grace of woman. These were never

taught outside but always at home
by mothers and grand mothers. At

the time when polygamy was a thing

not considered wholly to be blamed,

they were required to be tirained ;- and
there is abundant record to show the

respectable relations that were main-

tained between husband and wife.

Feudalism divided families into two
kinds, military and common. All the

daughters of the military familes were

taughl: how to handle w^eapons, es-

pecially a -broadbladed spear called



T, I. H. Princesses Tsune and Kane.
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'* naglnntR,'' Every, wife carried a had died. Though women had not
dagger about 9 inches long, " kaiken,'' the opporttinities of men to study at
concealed in her bosom,
not only to attack her

enemy but rather to kill

herself on emergency
when there was no es-

cape from dishonour.

She had a brave spirit

under a gentle appea-

rance. Chastity was
the only rock she stood

upon. Besides assisting

her husband, it was her

principal duty to bring

up her son loyal and
brave. Many a story is

told of the encourage-

ment she gave her son

in follow^ing an hono-

rable career of the

h'ghest patriotism. Ma-
satsura, a youth of 11

years and son of the

great patriot Kusunoki
Masashige, in extreme

;

grief over his father's sad fate ran into colleges and schools, there exists full'

a room to commit suicide, but being evidences that they imbibed the same
followed by his mother w^ho severely firm brave spirit as noble warriors.

blamed hini for his rash act, changed Fickleness and unfaithfulness were

his mind and strenuously applied him- unknown to them. With entire con-

self to military training day and night, tentment, they preferred death to any

After some years, he vyaged a war form of dishonor. Simply- wonderful

against the formidable enemies of his it is that trained only by the guidance

Emperor on whose behalf his father of their mothers, they evinced such

Mr. Takamine, the Director of the Girls' Hi:^iii:r

Normal School in Tokyo.

Mother giving advice to her young Son, Masatsura.
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moral rectitude and such a strong

will to maintain all -womanly virtues,

to which was added the courage to

sacrifice every thing for the honour of

their husbands. Their actions brighten

the pages of innumerable stories

handed down from the time far dis-

tant.

Even into the heart of the very

lowest classes, this spirit found its

way. Once, the powerful lord of Sendai

enchanted by the beauty of Takao,

failed to gain her heart, disappoint-

ment and anger drove him mad with

the result that he took her in a boat

and cruelly butchered her with his

own hands. For this, he paid dearly,

for he was subjected to a severe punish-

ment from the Shogun.

During the Tokugawa rule which

lasted over 250 years, education, not

in its perfect sense but consisting of

reading, penmanship,, and calculation,

seems to have extended generally.
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Fkncing Exercise of Women.
\'

many books were written with that learned scholar, propounded the dpct- 1

purpose. Kaibara Yekiken. a very rine that girls, unhke boys, were

destitute of all

chances of learn-

ing outside arid
;

for this reason

the teaching of

their parents at

home could not

he too careful.

They should be

taught reading,

writing, arith-

metic, and morals

that make them--

noble and respec-'

table. He lays a
strong stress

upon the injurious

character of some
novels and' poems
which shbuld not
be touched by the

sex. As tlie first

an^.^most impot-

Ettqttftte Tratntng of the STunrNTS of a Girus' Higher School. tant requirement
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The Jissen Girls' School.

for girls, he mentioti^ ^he arts of spin- village schools, " f^ra/for^i," where they
ning, weaving, sewing, washing, and
preparing food. His book on woman's
morals, which was at that .time con-

sidered as an indispensable lesson-book

for girls, 'gives a vglimpse ,as to the

sentiments and ideas
.

prevailing in his

time. In it, he -ehumerates what he

calls woman's Three Obediences, Four

Conducts, and Five Defects. The first

is to be obedient to her father-in-

law, to her husband, and to her son.

The second refers to the heart which

must be kept pure and mild ; to

w^ords teaching us to say nothing

false, improper, or unnecessary ; to the

appearance which must be kept neat

and graceful; and to knowing woman's

duties. The third consists 'of the lack

of gentleness, an angry disposition,

blaming others, envying others, and

ignorance. He affirms that of these

five defects ignorance is more or less

the cause of all.

Near the close of the Tokugawa

Shogunate, female education was yel

given at home. Lower classes only at-

tended writing masters' schools or
Madam Shimoda Utako, Mistress

OF THE Jissen Girls^ School.
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learned how to read, write, and calcu- before them to be read so as to culti-

late. Morals and poems were explained vate higher sense and spirit. The

by the teacher. A very few girls studied Samisen was the instrument learned

Chinese literature. Parents restrained only by girls of the lower classes and

their daughters from aspiring to higher merchants. Weaving formed one of

TnE "Wedding Ceremony,

learning, for in their opinion it would
only conduce to make them proud
and contentious, and thus fall into

the danger of displeasing their hus-

bands when they were married. Girls

of the upper classes were generally

attended by professional instructors

specially engaged by their parents.

They were taught letter-writing,

poem-composition, theiirts.of playing

on musical instruments, of arranging
flowers in a vase, of making tea, &c.

Moral lessons were given by their

mothers, and chosen books were set

the lessons ot farmer's daughters

;

while needle-work was considered an
indispensable art for girls of the

middle and lower class families to

possess. At the present time, a system

of general education has been adopted

and every child who has attained the

age of seven is by law forced to attend

school. Every town and village is

provided with one or more schools,

the number increasing in proportion

to the population. High schools, and
normal schools for both sexes or

separately for either are established



H. L H. Princess Hisako, the Consort of Prince Yamashina.
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in every town. Colleges arid "univer-

sities which are not behind any of the
American or English institutions offer

the highest education. ' In- common
schools, the Japanese language, pen-
manship, arithmetic, morals, history,

elementary lessons of various sciences,

and even English are taught. Nor is

physical culture neglected. Everything
is modern in plan and system. Girls

enjoy higher education just as boys.
They are also taught in such lines of
work as are necessary for the peculiar

position they have to hold in society.

In Tokyo, there is a girls' university

fully equipped with excellent professors.

Some girls study for fuller accomplish-
ment and other with the purpose of

becoming teachers.

There are societies formed by ladies

for various purposes, literary, social,

philanthropical,

&c. Some
of the

her influence in society. Our women
know too well the peculiar part they
have to play and are too conscious
of their 'duties, to spend valuable
time in contending for their political

rights. But it will not be many
years before they will be marching at
full swing toward the further amelio-

ration of mankind and the general

progress of the nation.

Regarding woman's morals, the

late Mr. Fukuzawa, the founder of
the Keiogijiku University, sums up
what Japanese women should observe

in his " Shin Onna Daigaku," He
says :

—

The great responsibility of educat-

ing children devolves upon both
parents. The mother should give her

own milk to her child and never leave

it to the nurse's care unless for a
strong reason. When a girl grows up,

the best attention should be given to

her physical development. To restrain

thcni from taking fuller exercise for

» _

The Nippov Girls' University and its President Mr. Naruse.

that are published by them aim to im- fear of getting their fine clothes soiled

prove woman's position, and to extend is wrong.
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" Give your daughter plain neat men. Moreover, the education of the

clothing and let her indulge in exercise sex has been comparatively neglected

freely. To give good food to a girl and it may be all too sudden to expect

is necessary but to expect her to from them the same a9complishments

develop on that only is a mistake^ that are obtained by the other sex.

Students exercisins on the Delsarte System in the NrproN Girls* University,

On the contrary, good food without

proper exercige is rather injurious.

For girls of all standings, rich or poor,

high or low, language, letter-writing,

calculation, the keeping of accounts,

and needle-work should be indis-

pensably taught together with the

arts of house-keeping and cooking.-

As to higher education it is just as

dseful to girls as to boys. Physics

ought to be the foundation of all

other learning. Strictly speaking, there

is_ tio stijdy that it is useless for girls

to follow exp^pt' .milit^^ry spience.

But there are burdens peculiar to

women and on that account they have
less time to devote to learning than

What is wanted at the present stage

of our national progress is all that is

practicably, and this consists in impart-

ing general knowledge on physics,

physiology, geography, and history,

besides some know^ledge of^., law and
economys -- This last knowledge may
sound rajther strange but the lack of

it, ^ it should be remembered, is the

real cause of the lack of influence

possessed by women in society. Grace

is the first virtue of the ^sex; and
thefefofej_. any conduct .,pr manner
savouring >.of roughness, rudeness,

pride, and contentiousness should

be carefully avoided. No word that

is impolite or impoper should ap-
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pear in their conversation or in

discussion.

On the other hand, all that in-

creases the grace of the sex should be

cultivated as far as circumstances

allow. Musical training, composing

poems are principal items in this line.

But the lo-w songs generally sung to

the samisen are injurious to higher

sentiments, and so to be avoided.

For the moral culture of girls, there

are proper books to read and good
stories to hear, but the conduct and
example of their parents in daily life

will remainmost effective. The attitude

of the parents in manners and ideas is

the true measure of making a home'
cheerful and happy. They lead and

the daughters follow. Thus great are

the duties of parents and so submissive

is the nature of young maidens.

One of the elements that constitute

a happy home is frankness among the

members of the familv. What children

ter, which is to be avoided by all

means. When a girl has attained to

a proper age, she marries, and this is

the greatest event in her life. In

foreign countries, the parties marry
upon their own choice after some time

of mutual acquaintance. But here in

Japan it becomes the duty of the

parents to find suitable matches for

their children. Much time is spent in

making investigations and in deliberate

consideration. When the parents have

come to a decision, they ask their,

daughter's will. The right is left with

the latter to decide. The parents

simply" find out a suitable consort and
propose him to their child. It is for

t^e daughter or son to apcept or

reject. The parents have no right to

compel and if the proposal is iiejected

they can only seek another. ^Though
it would be very convenient if man
and women had free social intercourse

and made their own selections yet at

Little Gikl Students playing in the^A^d of the Eltmentary School belonging

TO THE Girls' Highi r Norm \l School.

. it

say their mother should not be con-

cealed from their father ; and what

the farther says to them should be

made known- to their mother.- Con-

cealment destroys straigl^tforwardness

and is apt to foster a scheming charac-

the present stage of our social life

there' are far greater . disadvantages

than advantages in following such a

course. Let these hopes remain for

some years to come before they are

realized. Marriage is the union of
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man and women in which they solemn- difference in tastes and ideas. The

ly contract with each other for shar- way to avert such an unhappy result

is to live separately. Let the

new couple live in another

house. To compel a young
w^oman to regard her mother-

in-law as her real mother or

to make her feel so is too

artificial, and can never have

a good result. But for the

very reason that it is the

mother of one w^ho is the ob-

ject of her highest love and
respect, she should be made to

feel love and respect to her

mother-in-law, as well. The
bringing up of infants is a duty

solely incumbent on mothers.

It is the mother's duty to

suckle them with her own milk,

whether she be rich or poor.

Only for reason of health can
a woman be excused from
suckling or be allowed to hire

nurses to attend to them
children. ^But all other duties

of food and clothing, a mother
should strenuously perform

ing all the pleasures as well as all the morning and evening. It is thus im-

pains of life. A single life may give possible for the children to grow
much ease but far greater are the without feeling the genuine influence

pleasures of a
married life and

so are also the

corresponding
troubles.

In many cases,

the relations be-

tween the bride

and her mother-

in-law are found

to be unfriendly,

and there some-

times ensues a
strained condi-

tion threatening

the general peace

at home. The
causes may be

attributed to the A Boxiiding House belonging to the Miwada Girls' School-

Madam MiwADA, THE President of the Miwada

Girls' School.
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of their mothers. The knowledge of

physiology is required when the

children fall sick and the mother

takes the necessary care of them until

the physicians arrive. In employing

servants, the wife of the house should

teach and train them, and should

treat them kindly, as they are generally

word that can not properly be uttered

with , self-respect will degrade her

wonianfood. To maintain her position

high, there is only one way and that

is for woman to respect herself and

not to look down upon others, who-
ever they may be. A happy home is

the joint work of hushad and wife,

Tad System Trawing by female Students of the Normal School at Shizuoka.

.wanting in education. It is idle to

Iscold them "too severely for every

Tault, for they can not be expected to

be perfect. Besides it is extremely

awkward to make such scenes.

The wife should know what her

husband is doing outside and what
are his relations in business, so that

on any emergency she can settle his

affairs without trouble and loss. Hence
the necessity arises of her having a
knowledge of finance and economy.

No amount of more accomplishment

will-make w^omen ladies if they have

no higher ideas and sense. Even*' iii

their every day behaviour and words,'"'

they should be very careful. A single

and there can be no question of dif-

ference in their relative rights and
position. Mutual love, respect^ assis-i

tanqe, and confidence should find them
together all through their life. It is

part of her grace to be obedient to'

her husband in all things right and
reasonable; But if the husband is at

fault, it is her duty to rescue him and
turn him right by means mild and
effective. If the wife loses her husband
at the age of forty or fifty and has
many children lo take care of, she

may well remain a widow for the

remainder of her life. But if she is

left' a widow at twenty or thirty, she

may well marry again, though a second
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marriage is rather in conflict with old

existing ideas, which are not war-
rantable in view of our practical life.

Such are the main principles of the
teachings on woman's morality justly-

expounded by Mr. Fukuzawa, and
these w^ill serve to explain the present

ideas held in Japan, on the subject.

In some points, they stand in

direct contradiction to those of the

medieval times, but the great scholar

has notwithstanding chopped off

whatever was found opposed to rea-

son and nature. The limitations of

woman's education, her thraldom to

a military bugle call. The Japanese

are now back to their oldest doctrines

and the position which they had once
enjoyed before the introduction of

Buddhism and Confucianism. A happy
home is the work of man and wife ; so

is a stronff nation that of the aggregate
of both sexes, alike in work and alike

in responsibility. But there is one
thing that Japan has never lost but

has retained all through its generations

since its foundation, no matter how
strongly religion or doctrine may have

succeeded in influencing her society,

no matter what violent changes may
have occurred to

her political in-

stitutions
;

and

this is the spirit

of loyalty and
patriotism. It is

the source of all

bravery and
heroism, the main

spring of all honor-

able actions and

deeds, and is the

husband and
parents-in-law,

and the interdic-

tion of

riage were severe-

ly attacked by

Mr. Fukuzawa

so that these

prejudices have

lost even their

shadows in the

light of his

powerful argu- ^.,1,1
Lnts. No wonder that his work on keynote of all that ^^jons ar^ ^°^

this subject has been eagerly received doing in the desolate fields of Manchu-

Ir the public, whose tninds it is rapid- ria. It is this that she has m store

ly. rousing to thought and action like as^ reserve for her great fature.

The Nippon Gtris' University.
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The Spirit animating Our Soldiers.

EW would have imagined,

before the outbreak of

the present war, that it

would be possible for

Japan to obtain such a

succession of striking victories over

Russia as she has gained up to the

afterwards again off Port Arthur, a

great deal of foreign opinion still in--

clined to the Russian side, for it was
thought that our victories were due

to the fact of our having caught our

enemies napping, and that even if it

should prove that we had a material

The Battle off Port Arthur,

present date. Russia has so long posed
as one of the strongest nations in the

world, that outside spectators, dazzled

by her magnificence,,.j^neYer realized

the possibility of Japanese successes in

a war against her.

But our arms have shown that
our strength has been entirely misunder-
stood. When at the commencement
of the hostilities our Squadrons won
their first successes at Chemulpo, and

superiority on the sea, yet our land
armies would have no chance .against

the armies of trained men which Russia
could put in the field. All eyes were
directed therefore to the engagement
which was to take jjlace at the River
Yalu, and when, as the event showed,
our armies gained a great victory
there, it was at length seen that the

Japanese soldier was more than a
match in bravery, discipline, endur-
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ance, and every other essential virtue of
a soldier, for the much praised Russian
infantry man or Cossack. Since the
Yalu our armies have met the Russians
on many a field, with results uniformly
favourable to our arms, and the latest

of these engagements has been the
battle of Liaoyang, a fierce conflict

which has been, not without reason, as
we take it, compared with the great
fight of Sedan in the Franco-German
War.

We have here no intention of dis-

cussing the strategy and tactics adopt-

ed by the two opposing generals

:

siiffice it to say that it was General

Kuropatkin's intention to make the

utmost use of the advantageous po-

away all the advantages we had hith-

erto gained by our repeated successes.

It was with a view to this that he had
concentrated the whole of his forces at

Liaoyang, and had strongly entrench-

ed himself behind a chain of strong

defensive works of all kinds. In the

conflict our forces were not much more

numerous than those of our antago-

nists ; nevertheless we ended by ob-

taining a signal victory ; for the enemy

was compelled to evacuate Liaoyang,

and to withdraw his forces (an

operation splendidly executed) to a

place' of safety at Mukden. This victory

was entirely due to the superior morale

of our soldiers.

The moral education of our mili-

A Wagon captured by the Japanese at Liao-yang.

sition which he was holding at Liao- tary and naval men is entirely on the

vanff in order to drive our armies famous Rescript in five Articles, which

back to the South, and thus to sweep was issued by His Majesty on 4 Janu-
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ary 1882 for the better regulation of Military reorganization often was
His Army and Navy. The moral effects necessitated in subsequent ages by the

of this Rescript may be seen every- vicissitudes of the times and the needs

where during the present war, and of the country's wars ; but throughout

though we have already touched on our ancient history, the Emperor was
the subject in previous issues of our always the regular commander. His

Record (see Article, Imperial Family of place in the field was sometimes taken

'f_^z-iy^ ';-:-''.

The Empress Jingo^eturning Home from her TRiUNipH.

Japan) we feel sure that our readers

will be glad to have before them the

full text of the Rescript.

The Imperial Rescript runs as fol-

lows :

—

*' The Army of this country, in

ancient times, stood from generation

to generation under the supreme com-
mand of the Emperor. More than two
thousand ^vq hundred years have

passed since the time when the Emper-
or Jimmu suppressed the barbarian

tribes of the central provinces, and
established himself on his Imperial

Throne. The expedition was under the

supreme command of the Emperor
himself, and was composed of war-
riors ofOtomo andMononobe,the most
illustrious warrior-clans of the day.

by the queen or the crown prince,

but the supreme command of the

Army was never entrusted to a
subject.

in the Middle Ages all adminis-

trative matters, whether military or

civil, were copied from China : six

garrisons were- organized, and two
depots for horses, and a systern of

frontierguards w^ere likewise establish-

ed. The organization of the army was
thus excellent on paper ; but the long

continuance of peace ruined the eflSci-

ency.of the army, farmers and soldiers

became two distinct classes.

The w^arriors imperceptibly changed

into a professional caste, popularly

called busbi, the principal men of w^hich

became the permanent leaders of the
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army; and the general chaos of the
national life placed the chief powers of
the Government into their hands, and
kept them there for close upon seven
hundred years. x-^'

-. No human power could probably
have arrested this turn of our national
life ; and yet it was a thing much to
be regretted as being entirely out of

harmony with our national con^sti-

tution and the niles laid down by Our
ancestors.

After the periods of Kokwa (A. D.

1844) ajid Ka-ei (A. D. 1848) the
Government of the Tokugawa House
became too feeble to bear the responsi-

bilities of national government, and a
critical period was made more critical

by^ the petitions for admission and
intercourse which came from foreign

late Emperor Komei. When, not long
afterwards, We ascended the throne in

Our youth, the Shogun Tokugawa
returned his authority into Our hands,
and the lesser Barons likewise restored
to Us their territories. Thus, in less

than one year, the whole country
came once more under Our direct con-
trol, and we wfere thus enabled to
restore again the old system of Govern-
ment. This great result was due in

part to the meritorious services of
Our loyal subjects of all classes who
aided Us in the accomplishment of this

great work, and partly to the mercy
which every Emperor of this countrv
has felt for Our people ; but the basis,

of the whole work now successiully

accomplished has been the fact that Our
people themselves have a just know-

; V

The Yushu-kwan, Military Museum at the Yasukuni Jinsha.

nations. These circumstances caused ledge of right and wrong and rightly'

great anxiety to Our Gi'andfather, the apprehend the meaning oftrue loyalty.

Emperor Ninko, and Oiir Father, the During the fifteen years that have
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elapsed since then, We have reorgan- one of absolute and sincere confidence

ized Our military and naval system, and trust. Whether We perform Our

and formed Our present army and duty or not, depends entirely on the

navy in order to make Our country manneir in which you perform yours,

glorious. The army and navy is now If Our country fails to stand high- in

under Our direct command, and though the' opinion of other nations. We desire

partial commands may from time to you to share in Our sorrow. If it rises

time be entrusted to some of Our with honour, We will enjoy the fruits

subjects, the supreme command will of it with you. Staiid firm in your

always remain with Us. We desire duty: assist Us in protecting the

country ; and the result must

be the prosperity of the

nation, and the enhancement

of Our country^s reputation.

This is not all We wish

to say to you. We have

more advice for you, as

follows :—

1. The principal duty of

soldiers is loyalty to Sove-

reign and Country. It is

not probable that any one

born in this country will

be wanting in patriotism ;

but for soldiers this virtue

is so essential that unless

a man be strong in patrio-

tism he will be unfitted for

his service. Disloyal men
are like dolls, however ex-

pert and skilful they may
be in their military art and

science, and a troop which

is well trained and led, but;

lacks patriotism, is like a
band without a chief. The
protection of the country;

and the maintenance of its

prestige must rest upon Our
military and naval forces : their effici-

ency or deterioration must effect,

for good or for ill, the fate of Our
nation ; and it is therefore your duty

not to entangle yourselves with social

;

matters or political questions, but
* strictly to confine 'yourselves to the

observance of your principal dtity

which is loyalty, remembering always^

that duty is heavier than a moun-^

tain (and so to be much regarded),'

Shooting ExERasE of our Satlors on board.

you to remember this fact, and to let

your descendants know thatthe Emper-
or is Commander-in-Chief of the Army
and Navy, so that the country may ,

never again have to go through the

ignominy of the Middle Ages.

We are your Commander-in-Chief,

and as such we rely upon you, as

upon Our own han,ds, and we desire

you to look upon Us as your Head, so

that -the relation between us may be
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while death is lighter than a feather

(and i herefore to be despised) . Never

spoil jour good name by a violation

of good faith.

V - rM-

a lower rank, and severity of disci-

pline must be reserved for exceptional

cases. In all other cases, superiors

must treat those beneath them with

The Tombs of the Forty Seven /^onin in the Sengakuji Temple at Takanawa, Tokyo.

2. Soldiers must be polite in their

behaviour and ways. In the Army
and Navy, there are hierarchical

ranks from the Marshal to the

! private or bluejacket which bind

together the whole for purposes of

command, and there are also the

gradations of seniority within the
same rank. The junior must obey
the senior, the inferior must take
orders from the superior who trans-

mits to them Our direct command,
and inferior and junior officers and
men must pay respect to their supe-

riors and seniors, even though they
be not their direct superiors and
seniors. Superiors must never be
haughty or proud towards those of

kindness and especial clemency so

that all men may unite as one man
in the service of the country. If you
do not observe courtesy of behavi-;

our, if inferiors treat their superiors

with disrespect, or superiors their

inferiors with harshness, if, in a word,
the harmonious relations between
superiors and i;nferiors be lost, you'

w^ill be not only playing havoc with
the army, but committing serious

crimes against the country.

3. It is incumbent on soldiers to bC;

brave and courageous. These ttvo.

virtues have in this country been-

aWays held in very high esteem,

and are indeed indispensable to Our
nation : soldiers, whose profession
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it is to fight against the foe, should

never* for one instant forget that

they must be brave. But there is a
true bravery and a false one, which
is totally different, and the rough
behaviour of youth cannot be called

true bravery. A man of arms tjaust

always act with reason and make
his plans with sang-froid and care.

You mnst never despise even a. small

body of the enemy ; on the other

hand, you must never be afraid of

large numbers : it is in the accom-
plishment of duty that true bravery

lies. Those who- thus appreciate true

bravery will, always behave with
moderation towards others and will

earn the respect of all men. If you
act with violence you are not truly

nary duties of men : the man of arms
can scarcely exist in the army with-

out them. By the former is meant
the keeping, of one's word, by the

. latter, the accomplishment of duty.

.Hence, if you wish to be faithful

„ and righteous,
;
you must first consi-

der whether a thing may be done or

not. If you promise to do some-'

thing the nature of which is uncer-

tain, and so entangle yourself with

others, you w^ill be in an embarras-

sing situation which may drive you
te become unfaithful or unrighteous;

and in such a case you will have no
remedy, but only vain regrets.

j

Before embarking on any action,

you must first consider whether it

is right or wrong to do such a thing,

Warlike Boys marching in Military Order.

brave, and will be hated by others

like a tiger or a wolf.

i. Soldiers are required to be faithfiil

and righteous. Faithfulness and

righteousness are amoiig the ordi-

and then take a firm stand upon,

reason. If you have reason to

think that you cannot keep your
word, or that the duty is too heavy,

it will be wise if you refrain' from
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action. The history of all ages gives

us examples of the truth of this :

many great men and heroes have
perished ^or dishonoured themselves
by trying to be faithful and righteous
in small things and mistaking funda-

mental reason, or by observing in-

dividual faithfulness at the expense

through. We have been very much
concerned about this, and have
issued disciplinary regulations design-
ed for the prevention of luxury

;

and now Our constant concern leads

Us to tender "you this advice which
We desire you to keep iti mind.
The above Five Articles must never

The Front View of the Patriots' Shrine at Kudan, Tokyo.

of justice. You must take heed not
to fall in this way.

5. It is incumbent upon soldiers to be
simple and frugal. If you do not
observe simplicity and frugality, you
will become weak and false-hearted,
and accustom yourself to luxurious
habits which lead to cupidity. In
that case your mind will become"

,

ignoble, and neither your loyalty

i
nor your bravery will avail to save
you from the contempt and hatred
of your fellow-men. This is one of
the greatest sources of human
mf sery, and if this evil be onCe
allowed to seiie hold of the Army
a nd Nayy, it will promptly Spread
like an epidemic, and ,all . esprit de
corps and discipline will be broken

for a moment be neglected by you, and
you will require a true heart to put
them into practice. The Five Articles

are the spirit of the man of arms, and
the true heart is the spirit of the Five
Articles. If the heart be not true, good
words arid good conduct are nothing
but useless external ornaments. If the
he^rt be true, ' you 'can

;^
accomplish

every thing, -r- " ^^^_ :- -"^_,::_;

The Five Articles form indeed the
ordinary path of human society, and
there is nothing in them that cannot
be easily, practised and observed.

If you serve Our country in ac-
cordance with

,
this Our Advice you

will give satisfaction not only to the
Nation but to Ourselves.
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Admiral Kabayama.
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Manners and Customs of the Japanese People,
from the Earliest Time to the Time of

the Tokugawa Government.
(Continued.)

6. The Age of the Genji and the
Heishi (Military Clans of the
IVUnamoto and the Taira.

U56—1185. A.D.)

|HE period of Fujiwara

Supremacy entirely chang-

ed the conditions of the

cotintry both in Kyoto
and in the provinces. The

Fuji-waras and their ignorant and idle

entire oblivion of the world outside.

They dreamed away their days in a
Fool's Paradise, and never noticed

that their power was being taken

away from them by the military

classes in the provinces. Their dream
was rudely broken by the transference

of power from the Court nobles to

the Military classes, and from Kyoto
to Kamakura. The Heian age had
been a period ofgaiety, with Hterateurs

A General in the Age of the Genji and the Heishi.

retainers, spent their time in the for its leading spirits, the Kamakura

frivolous luxury of their splendid age was one of simplicity and order,

palaces, in playing musical instruments with soldiers for its rulers. There was

and composing sentimental poems, in also a great difference between the old
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capital and the new, between Kyoto hegemony of Greece, so under each of

in the West, with a population of the great rival clans of Minamoto and

refined and cultured people> and the Taira were ranged a number of smaller

clans which w^ere their con-

federates. In some districts,

several clans {ban), descended

from one common ancestor,

formed themselves into a defen-

sive league against the hostility

of powerful neighbours, and

joined their forces under the

command of one leader, know^n

as the hatagashira, or Chief

of the Standards. Each clan

furnished its ow^n quota of

trained and disciplined men
{fudai) , the service in these

corps being perpetually kept

up and hereditary. The great-

est and most widely embracing

of these confederacies of the

clans, were those ranged under

the powerful tribes of Taira

and Minamoto, the leader in

the case of the former being

Kiyomori, and of the latter,

Yoritomo.

The distinction made in

former times between citizens

Sk,nA,%senmin, w^as abolished in

this age. The senmin disap-

peared, but new orders of

lowest people took their place.

The lowest classes now^ com-

prised the men employed on

the establishments for the relief

of the sick and poor, the

strong-minded, hard-willed, people butchers, the hinin whose duty it was
that crowded into the new capital to see to the execution and burial of

of the Shoguns of Kamakura. The criminals, the humble watchmen in

transference of power from Emperor mountains, in forests, and on farms,

to Shogun could not but be attended and professional beggars. AJl these

by a complete break up of social and formed the outcast classes with whom
political institutions, such as marked
the well-known conflict between the

Heishi and the Genji.

As in the days when Athens and
Sparta, each at the head of a con-

federacy of smaller states, confronted fires, robberies, and .fights that were
each other in their struggle for the always -taking place there, he made^

The Tomb of Kiyomori, the Famous General

OF THE Taira Clan,

the ordinary citizens declined inter-

iharriage and even intercourse,

Taira Kiyomori established himself

at fir^J in Kyoto ; but owing to the

]t,iji^l5ulence of the place, and themany
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an attempt to remove the seat of his

Government to Fukuhara at Hyogo,

at the beginning of the reign of the

Emperor Antoku (June 1180). But

his nobles were too fond of Kyoto to

content themselves in the quiet of the

new capital and he was obliged to

return to Kyoto in October of the

same year.

In an age of constant war, like

the one we are now considering, it

was to be expected that great pro-

gress would be made in the manufac-

ture of arms and armour, the principal

of which we purpose now to describe.

As with the English of old, bows and

arrow^s were in common use, so much

so that " archer " (yumitori) and
** warrior "' were synonyms, and the

left hand was always spoken of as

coat of mail, a door, or even the side

of a ship. Bows were originally un-

painted, but at a later period were

lacquered in various colours. Some

bows (mamaki) were made of wood
and bamboo joined, others were streng-

thened by being wrapped -round with

rattan or string, and were called by

various names, such as shigeto, fuyeto,

nurigotnetOj according to the mode

of making. Arrows were feathered

in three directions near the base, this

three-fold feathering being found highly

conducive to speed. Eagles' feathers

were esteemed the best, those thus

trimmed being called tnatoha, but the

tail feathers of pheasants, copper-

pheasants, cranes, storks and wood-

cock-were also used. The arrow-shafts

were marked or branded with the

Arms used in the Age of the

Genji and Heishi.

name of the

owner so that

the enemy might

know who had

wounded him.

Arrow-heads
were of different

shapes, soiAe

pointed like a
gimlet, some
crescent-s ha p e d

{karimata) ;

others were pierced with from 2 to 9

yunde, or bow-hand. The bows were ^^^^i j^oieg go that they whistled as

from 6 to 8 feet in length, and in they flew {kabura) ; others again were

some cases it took from 8 to 10 men only intended for ceremonial use, and

to string them. Arrows were general- were called hikime. The arrow-case or

Iv from 3 to 4 feet in length, and quiver, originally called /anagYif was

the strength of the bows being so now called cbira, and was earned

enormous it was no uncommon thing slung over the shoulder. It contamed

for an arrow to pierce through a from 16 to 36 arrows. A variety of
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the quiver was the utsubo, in which

the arrows, instead of having their

shafts exposed, were entirely covered

up and out of sight. Bowmen pro-

tected their hands by wearing gloves

{yugake)y and spare bow-strings were

carried in a small bag know^n as

tsurumaki.

The arquebus or hand-cross-bo

was a common weapon in this period

as was also the larger arbalest

catapult. These latter were disposed

along the coasts for frontier defence,

and we are told that they proved

insurmountable barrier against foreign

invasion. These arms were however
gradually falling into disuse, and
find that they were scarcely used

was also a big ballista for throwing

stones, called ishihajiki. Stone-throw-

ing by hand {inji) was also not un-

common. One of the most famous

archers of the period a follower of

Minamoto Tametomo, by name Kihei-

ji, w^as so great expert

at stone-throwing that

he rarely missed any-

thing at which he

aimed.

But it was the sword
that was the most
highly prized weapon
of the samurai, and the

Japanese sword makers

had no rivals in China,

Korea, or even in the

A Warrior shooting Bow.

in the battles between the Genji and
Heishi. Fire-arrows were sometimes
used for incendiary purposes, and there

West. All military men were eager to

obtain an excellent sword, and a good
blade was a much-prized heirloom.
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The swords known as Hige-kiri and
Hizamaru, made by Mitsunaka, and
Kogarasu made by Tameyobhi were
most prominent instances of these
hereditary swords. The Hei-shi also
had some excellent swords, such as

Th3 naginata or halberd was like

a sword blade fixed to the end of a
long pole or handle, and a spear cal-

led hokOy of which the spear of later

ages was a modification, was in con-

stant use. Other weapons were the

Sets of Ak.mor.

Kogarasu (not the same as the one

just mentioned) and Nukemaru. These

blades were sometimes made with

two edges but all the later and

better blades were made with one

edge only. Military men carried two
swords, a large one of from 2% to

3% or even 4 feet, and a shorter one

of not more than seven or eight inches

in length, known as Hakizoe, Waki-

zashi, or Wakigatana, This latter

was intended as a dagger for stab-

bing a prostrate enemy through his

armour, and was hence sometimes

known as yoroi-toshi, the '* armour-

piercer." Even women sometimes

wore the dirk for purposes of self-

defence.

masakari or battle-axe, the kamay or

sickle-shaped sword such as is still

used in India among the Sikhs and
Ghoorkas, and long poles known as

chigiriki or saibo.

Armour was originally made of iron,

but in A.D. 780 the custom was in-

troduced of making armour of leather

as lighter and free firom the danger

of rust,' &c. In the period we are con-

sidering iron armour was still to be

found, but was gradually being driven

out by leather which was the material

in general use in the Genji and Heishi

battles. Armour was also sometimes

in later years used for ceremonial pur-

poses, and was then made more
elaborately, with ornamentation.
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The original word used for armotir

was kawara. After about 1000 A.D.

the word Forof came into general use,

though the terms gusoku, mono-no-^,

V>'^%

A Warrior decapitating his Antagonist with

A Yoroi-ioski.

known as Kuwagata. A general wore

a metallic dragon's or lion's head

between the horns of his Kuwagata.

Under the helmet was worn a plain

iron cap known as

tetsubacbiwhich some-

times, on " undress "

occasions, formed the

sole headgear, and the

face could ba protected

by a membo or vizor.

The armoiir w^hich

protected the body
was called do : it had

two wings or sleeves

(sode) to protect the

shoulders, and four

pieces round the waist

(kusazuri). On the

right side of the body,

which was often left

exposed when the

sword-arm w^as raised

for a blow, w^as an

additional piece of pro-

tective armour known
as wakidate, and there

were other pieces of

protective armour for

the trunk kno^vn as

domara, haramaki or

bara-ate. The kusa-

zuri of the lower ranks

consisted of eight

pieces instead of four,

to promote agility of

movement. The ar-

mour was made of

small plates of leather

(or iron, as the case

might be) sewed to-

gether with thread of

various colours, {hiodosbij kurenai-

susogo , murasaki-susogOj kozakura^

and kisenaga were also sometimes
employed. The helmet was called

Kabuto, the part covering the head unohanaj &c.). The arms were pro-

being bacbiy the part tised for protect- tected by kotc, and the legs by greaves

ing the neck, sbikoro, and t]je metallic or suneate. A superior officer wore
decorations in front, which looked armoured shoes of leather (tswraHu^/),

like the horns of a stag aud w^hich and private soldiers generally wore
denoted the rank of the wearer, being straw sandals.







A Shirahvoshi, in the Age of the Kamakura Government.
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A samurai going to the front never

neglected the etiqutte. of dressing.

Under his armour he constantly wore
an eboshi or hat, and the full dress

proper to his rank {shitatare, suikan,

sashinaki, oguchi). The eboshi worn
in battle was made of some soft

material, and not of stiff paper as

was the usual custom on other oc-

casions. Shitatare and suikan were
shirts or singlets, and sashi-tiuki or

oguchi trousers or drawers. The shi-

tatare was often made of brocade,
richly embroidered, a generars shita-

tere being of a red colour. It miist

have been very hot and uncomfortable,

but that does not seem to have
troubled the warriors of ancient times.

An officer of this period would often

wear a helmet with three or four

heavy shikoro or neck-guards, 'and- it

was nothing out of the common for

him to put on two or three suits of
armour at once.

The horo, or plume, was introduced

about the year A.D. 860, and served

to protect the wearer from arrows

shot from castle-walls and other emi-

nences, or while crossing a river. It

was made of thin soft cloth. The
shield, which was also designed as a

protection against arrows, was made
of wood covered with leather. A
portable shield was called tedate, but

there was a heavier kind which was
placed upright on the ground and was
known as Kaidate,

Bushi of superior rank rode on

horseback. The saddle known as toga-

ra came from China, but there was
also one of Japanese make, called wa-

gura. The luxurious young nobles of

the Heian dynasty had their saddles

and horse-trappings splendidly deco-

rated with gold, silver and mother-of-

pearl. The stirrup was originally a

metallic ring, but the slipper-shaped

stirrup had been introduced a short

time before this period. As in medi-

aeval Europe, the horse was some-

times entirely covered with armour.

Banners and flags were much used
both in battle and on ceremonial oc-

casions. They were ornamented with
many devices, such as the sun or the

moon, tigers, dragons, hawks, bears,

&c, but the commonest device of all

was the pigeon which was supposed
to be the sacred messenger of Hachi-

man, the God of War. Hachiman was
the Tutelary God of the Genji Clan.

The fan was used, like

a Field MarshaVs baton,

for giving directions in

battle. It was made of

iron and bore the sun

painted red upon it.

Drums, bells, horns &c,.

A Warrior bearing Horo.

were introduced from China, and were

used on the march : a large conch-shell

was generally used as a bugle.

An army consisted of many small
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bodies of men sent by the different

clans, and each under its o\Yn com-

mander. This made the work of a

commander-in-chief very difficult, for

there were many rivalries among the

different clans, and each clan-com-

mander thought himself at liberty to

used on such occasions were generally

of the whistling kind mentioned above

in this paper). The general raised the

first shout of the battle-cry, which

was then taken up by the whole army.

Then the opposing army answered

with a smilar cry, after which the

Shields, Banner and Commanding Fan.

act without waiting for orders from

Headquarters. To be the first to scale

the walls of a beleaguered castle (ichi'

ban nori) \sras esteemed a very great

honour, and this sometimes caused a

dangerous rivalry and competition

amongst the clans, who rushed to

obtain individual honour at the ex-

pense of the common good.

When an army was about to

march to the front, criminals or pri-

soners were offered in sacrifice to the

god of war. This was known as

chimatsuri or blood-sacrifice. When
the two armies stood face to face on
the battle-field, ready for action, an
exchange of arrows [ya-awase) was
ceremoniously made, and then the

war-shout was raised. (The arrows

combat began in earnest. At the end

of the fight, the conquerors raised the

Kachidoki or song of victory. At the

conclusion of the action the officers

brought the heads of the slain and
the spoils' they had taken to the com-

mander-in-chief who distributed re-

wards to each accordiri'g to these

visible proofs of his prowess.

The forts and castles of the Genji

period w^ere not so strongly built and

protected as they were in a later

period. They were generally built on

hills or rising ground and surrounded

with stockades of wood which were

sometimes two or three fold. The
avenues of access to the castle were

very narrow, and were guarded with

towers on which were placed shields
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{kBidate) from behind which the

arcters discharged their deadly missiles.

Abatis, trenches, stakes and other

obstacles were arranged outside the

stockades with a view to hindering

the advance of the enemy. The broad
road which led to the front of the

castle was known as Ote, that which
led to the rear was the Karamete^
and it w^as a point of strategy to

make a simultaneous attack upon both

these avenues so as to divide and
weaken the forces of the besieged.

7. The Age of the Eamakura
Govemmeut (A.D. 1184-1318)

In the year 1180 A.D. Minamoto
Yoritomo arose in the original pro-

vince of the Genji clan, and fixed his

shi at the Western Sea, and to establish

his Government at Kamakura. It

was not long before he had subjugated

the whole of Japan to himself and

had received from the helpless Emperor
the title of Shogun or Commander
in Chief. The culture and learning

of Japan was now transferred from

Kyoto which henceforth began to

wane to Kamakura which sprung to

importance with marvellous rapidity,

and this change of capitals marks one

of the greatest changes in the Govern-

mental system of Japan that History

records.

After the death of Yoritomo the

real power of the Kamakura Govern-

ment devolved upon the family of

Hoj5, the Regents of the Puppet Sho-

guns who succeeded Yoritomo, and

View of the Tsurugaoka Hachtman Temple at Kamakura.

residence at Kamakura. His careful

policy and kindness had attached to

his person the brave and faithful

retainers of the eight eastern provin-

ces, and with their assistance he was

able to practically annihilate the Hei-

every thing in the state was arbitrarily

settled by this great but usurping

family, which did indeed furnish as

Regents many wise and admirable

Rulers, but which ended by falling a

prey to the same enervating luxuries
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which had been the ruin of the Kyoto

nobility. The selfishness of the Sho-

gunal Government roused the wrath

of the high-minded Emperor Godaigo

who made a ftitile attempt to restore

An Armed Priest.

the supreme power to the Imperial

hands. In this indeed he failed, but his

attempt enabled the faithful samurai

to make a successful rising against the

tyranny of the Hojo, and in the year

1333 the Rokuhara (as the Shogunal
Agency in Kyoto was called) was over-

thrown, followed not long afterwards

by the complete ruin of the Kama-
kura Government.

The practice of shaving the heads

of those of either sex who wished to

enter the religious life, had already in

the preceding age become prevalent in

Japan. In this age many followed the

custom, and a frail body or advanced

age was considered a suf-

ficient vocation for Zen-

mon or Zenni as these

monks and nuns were

called. Some of these

persons followed the ex-

ample of Kiyomori who,

in spite of his tonsure still

continued to take part in

the Government adminis-

tration, and we may
reckon Yasunobu Miyoshi

as the most striking in-

stance of one of these civil

administrators who were

priests only in name.

Miyoshi was the Chief

of the Court of Justice

at Kamakura, but there

were also several war-

riors who thus united the

breastplate of the soldier

with the tonsure of the

priest, being first one and

then the other as the ad-

vantage of the moment
suggested. The consequ-

ences of this practice were

so disastrous to the

management of affairs

that regulations were

issued forbidding any

person ' to receive the

tonsure without special

permission from the Government.

Physicians had in former years been

required to pass an examination and

had then received a license to practise

their profession. In the present age

the profession came to be practically

monopolized by the two families of

Wake and Tamba : though there were
beside them the batori whose business

it^was to extract teeth. Other profes-

sions were, soothsayers and fortunetel-
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lers, merchants and shop-keepers, carr for the protection of streets and roadsi,

penters, tilers, plasterers, blacksmiths, in Kyoto, Kamakura, and the pro^

metal-casters, jewelers, painters^ the vinces : these guardians of the public

makers of idols, and shrines, dyers, peace were afterwards stationed m
weavers, embroiderers, lathe-workers, country districts as well to put down
lacquerers, paper-makers, umbrella- thieving and highway robbery,

makers, &c., &c. The commercial and This was in 1238 : six years

industrial classes formed as it were previously (1232) the same regent

the middle class : beneath them came Hojo Yasutoki published his famous
the breeders of silkworms, the rearers code for the government of the samu-

of horses and cattle, charcoal-burners, rai classes,- and called Teiyei shikir

w^oodmen, hunters, fishermen, sailors moku. This code provided that the

and others. Dancers, whether of den- Shogun*s retainers should in the event

gaku or sbishimai, puppet-show-men, of death be succeeded, after permission

players on biwa and a few others duly obtained from the authorities, by
formed a sort of caste by theraselves, their eldest legitimate sons,who should

as did -also the professional w^rest- from the moment of succession obtain

full authority over the whole family,
,

An illegitimate son might be adopted

as heir in the event of failure of

legitimate issue, and failing such^ an
heir might be adopted from outside.

lers and fencers. Peddlers went round

the country umbrella in hand and

pack on back ; the women peddlers

carried their merchandize on their

backs.

The Daimyo (feudal

lords) were shugo-damyo

or ichizoku-daimyo ac-

cording to their wealth

and political importance :

the retainers in the service

of the Shogun were

called Kenin. Each samu-

rai' had his own re-

tainers in his own house,

wanderers and tramps

were frequent both in the

old capital and the new;

the Shogunal Government

gave orders that all such

persons should be arrest-

ed, and sent to till the

uncultivated lands. Rob-

bers and highwaymen

had been plentiful in

former times : the vigour

and strength of Yori-

tomo's arm had succeeded

in putting them down,

but after his death they re-appeared Husbands and wives kept their pro-

everywhere to the great terror and perty distinct,- so that when a man's

distress of the people. Hojo Yasutoki, property was forfeited to the Govem-

whilst regent, established guardhouses ment for misdemeanour or political

A Physician in the Age of the Kamakura Government.
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crime, the wife's possessions remained

watouched. On the other, the husband

could divorce his wife at any moment,

with the proviso that should a child

be born after the divorce it should

belong to the father, if a boy, and

if a girl to the mother. Personal

property could be disposed of freely

by will to whomsoever the testator

chose as legatee. When a man died

intestate the Government saw that

his property was properly divided

amongst his

heirs-at-law :

there were no

claimants, the

property was as-

might never reach beyond one half of

the principal, nor might more than

the amount of the principal be de-

manded for a loan standing out for

more than 480 days. Compound
interest was prohibited, and a debt

was not recoverable at law after ten

years. The practice of lending money

on deposited articles, or pawn-broking,

seems to have been begun in Kama-
kura about 1250. The practice offered

great facilities for thieves to raise

money on their thefts, and subsequent

regulations forbade all lending on

pawn unless the name, address and

circumstances of the depositor were

Avell known.
The long-continued civil wars had

almost brought the agriculture of the

country to ruin. The Shogunal Govern-

ment, however, wisely remitted all

View of a Shore at Kamakura

signed to some Temple or Shrine.

Samprai who held land from the

Shogun, were forbidden to alienate it

under any pretext whatever : if a
sfimurai held landed property which
he had received from private sources,

e^g. from his ancestors, he might sell

it, but only to people of higher rank
than himself. Money might be lent

with interest or without it ; if with
interest, then the interest for one year

unpaid arrears of taxes due at the

time of its establishment and with the

money thus remitted the farmers were

able to cultivate waste lands and re-

open water-communications.

Swords were naturally in great

demand, for every samurai was eager

to possess a fine, sharp blade. The
natural effect of this was to stimulate

the art of sword-making. The age

produced many excellent swordsmith§.
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among whom we may mention Osa-

fune, Awadaguchi, Rai, Naminoliira

and Hakata.

Pottery and earthenware made
progress throughout the age. In the

A Dengaku Dancer.

reign of Emperor Gohorikawa (A. D.

1223) one Kagemasa Kato brought

back with him from China the art of

making porcelain, and estabHshed an

excellent porcelain factory in

the village of Seto which has

given its name to the Japanese

setomono^ i.e. porcelain. In

this village several generations

did excellent work : their wares

were known all over the coun-

try and thus every kind of

china or porcelain came to be

known as '* seto articles." Fifty

years later, under the Emperor

Go-uda (1275-1287) we get the

Shigaraki-yaki porcelain in the

province of Oumi 3.n6.Bizen-yaki

in that of Bizen.

Lacquered work shared in

the misfortunes of Kyoto. The old

nobles were no longer rich enough to

be able to buy these expensive works of

art, and the fashions ofKamakura dif-

fiered somewhat from those of Kyoto.

In Kamakura a simple but digniEed

kind of engraving, known as Kama-
kura-bori was in vogue, with varieties

known as Mokuran-nuri, Echizen-bori

or Odawara-borL The varieties of

lacquerwork most frequently found in

this age are Negoronuri, Kyonenuri

and Konrinjinuri.

The chief aim of the Kamakura
Government being economy, archi-

tecture would not be expected to make
much progress (This may perhaps

partly account for the almost entire

disappearance of all traces of ancient

Kamakura) . Firesand robbers however

were both unpleasantly frequent, and

merchants and tradesmen took to

storing their goods in tsuchi-gura or

godowns.

Art also suffered, though from a

different cause. The early sects of

Buddhism had been liberal patrons of

the fine arts for idols and accessories

of idol worship. As some of the later

sects, e.g. the sects of Zen and Nem-

butsu, came into prominence with

their simpler ideas of ritual and wor-

ship, the demand for such great works

of art fell off, and the engravers were

A Biwa Player.

obliged to content themselves with

engraving sword handles and such

small articles as still form the delight

of the curio-hunter. Painting however
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made much progress, in the age now the Takama, whose principal prodiic-

tmder consideration we have the names tions were Buddhist pictures in the

View of Enoshima,

oi Mitsunaga Tosa, Keion Sumiyoshi,
and Nobuzane Fujiwara, worthy suc-

cessors of the two Fujiwara
J Moto-

micbi and Takayosbi of a preceding
generation. All these painters and
their pupils are skiliul drawers, and

their paint-

ings are
lively and
vigorous, a
great con-

trast to
the effemi-

nate pro-

ductions of

the ' Heian

decadency.

The Tosa
school
made its

'''-' fame
through
Mitsunaga,

and there

w^as also a
family or

school of

paint e r s

known as

Chinese style, a style which later on
became very popular towards the end
of the Muromachi Shogunate.

The Shogunal Government devoted
much of its energy , to the development
of trade and commerce, and many
prosperous markets were established

in different parts of the country, at
which the regular merchants had each
their own quarters assigned to them.
There were also the peddlers {te-uriot

Rtri-uri) who had no fixed stalls in

the markets, but hawked their goods
from place to place. In ports of com-
merce and other mercantile centres it

was possible for merchants tto get

accommodation from money brokers
by paying a fixed rate of interest,

bills of exchange could be drawn in
the country which were payable at the
seaports, and in all the larger towns
there were wholesale merchants who
distributed goods to the retail dealers

in their vicinity. In 1193 an attempt
was made to E:s. the price of rice by
official edict ; in 1253 a law of barter
was made for the same purpose in

consequence of the upward tendency
of prices : at the same time a prohi-
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bition was issued against the J)racti'dfe

of selling below the oiEcial price. The
minting of money had been l&k^
neglected, coin was very scarce^^ aiS
Chinese money, unofficially imported,
became widely current. These coins
were prohibited in 1193

; yet in 1276
the Regent Hojo Tokimune feent a
merchant over to China to buy copper
coihs which were brought over and
widely circulated. Weights and meas-
ures were officially the same as in

former periods, though private houses
often used their own scales.

efficiency by Norizane Uesugi. The
Kiyohara and Nakahara families in

Kyoto had private schools of their

own, but these were not open to out-

side students, being transmitted to

their own generations exclusively.

Learning thus disappeared amongst
the court nobles at Kyoto, and the

warriors of Kamakura were too much
engrossed in military pursuits to Heed

it-

,

.4,
Yoritomo was fully aw^are of the

bad conduct of Kiyomori, whose
disrespectful treatment both of ^thgi

View of Kanazawa, Musashi Province.

All institutions of learning, includ-

ing, even the University of Kyoto and

the local daimyate schools, disap-

peared during the civil troubles, with

the sole exception of the Kanazawa
Bunko at Kanazawa in the Province

of Musashi. This school, established

by Akitoki Kanazawa in 1316, had

further prospered under the Headship

of his son Sadaaki. It did indeed fall

into decay with the fall of the Hojo

Family, but was restored to its former

Imperial Shrines at Ise and of Bud-
dhism in general had lost him all the

affections of the people ; and tried

to make amends for it not only by
bestowing new estates upon the Im-
perial Shrines, but also by edicts in

which he warned the people to pay
reverence to the Shrines as well as to

the Buddhas. The Taira family had
for ages venerated the shrine of Itsuku-

shima in Aki, but during the Mina-
moto supremacy its place was taken
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by the celebrated shrine of Hachiman

at Tsurugaoka near Kamakura, which

became a very prosperous institution.

In the former age, the Buddhist

clergy, chiefly belonging to older sects

such as those known as Shingon and

formula of Namumyb-bo-rengG Kyo, its

drums and its quasi military fprms

commended itself to the men at arms

of Kamakura far more than the quiet-

er reforms of Honen or Shinran

,

Another sect which made its appear-

ance during this period is that known
as the Zen or Contemplative sect

introduced from China by Eisei during

the reign of the Emperor Gotoba in

1193. This sect enjoyed the favour of

Minamoto Yoriie, who built for it a

temple at Kyoto. The Hojo family

were all adherents of this sect which

was also powerfully established at

Kamakura and shared with the Nichi-

Tendai, had been

led astray by the

prevailing luxury

of the times and

had fallen into

very bad -ways,

so that they for-

feited entirely the

confidence of

their flocks.

In the open-

ing years of our

present period, ^.
' '"''

under the reign

of the Emperor TakakTar,aj a prominent

priest of the name of Honen Shonin

roused the country from its religious

degradation, and his efforts were fol-

lowed up by the great Shinran, whose
reforms were so wide reaching that he

even allowed his priests to marry and
to eat flesh. These two reformers soon
gathered around them many thousands
of adherents both priestly and lay, but
their efforts were to some extent

frustrated by a counter-reformation

carried out by Nichiren, w^hose sect

known as the Hqkke, with its mystic

The Yengakuji Temple.

ren sect the favour of the military

classes. The famous monasteries of

Kenchoji aud Bngakuji at Kamakura,
and the Nanzenji and ToRikuji at

Kyoto all testify to the great esteem

which the Zen sect won for itself

during this period and the Muromachi
Shogunate which succeeded it:

Whilst the nobles and people of

Kyoto had been sinking lower and

lower in the mire of effeminacy and

luxury, the people in the more secluded

eastern provinces had retained a manly

and vigorous spirit, which could not
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but affect the nation for good
when once the establishment
of the Government at Kama-
kura brought the samurai of
the Eastern provinces into

prominence. Their military

ardour touched even the Fuji-

tomo was a great advocate of the

system and ardently propagated it

amongst his retainers and asso-

ciates, nor did he keep in the

number of his friends any whose

wara nobles at Kyoto, and many a
Court dandy learned to don a helmet

and to command a troop.

This military spirit of the samurai

resulted from the well known teachings

of Bushido, an ethical system which

we need not describe here, as it has

already been fully described in the

second number of this Record. Yori-

Thk Hachiman Shrine at Iwashimizu.

The YaBtisame*

conduct ran contrary to the teachings

of Bushido.

The ordinary

exercises of the

samurai were Ya-

busame, or the art

of shooting at a
target from the

back of a trotting

or galloping horse,

Kasagake, or
shooting arrows
at a straw hat
fixed on the top of

a pole, inuomono
or driving and
shooting from
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horse back a pack of dogs let loose in men's huts and farmHous^ dptted

an enclosed space, usAioinoHo, a,similar about;on the beach g.nd the hillsides*

sport with oxen instead of dogs, -fiTusa- When one of the .Mijiamoto, Yori-

jishi, or shooting at a straw target in yoshi, visited the place in 1063 on his

The I/7uomono.

shape like a stag, marumono asohi or

shooting at a ball-shaped target thrown

up in the air, and from 5 to 7 inches

in diameter, and wrestlers. New Year's

Day w^as always signalized by com-

petitions in archery and other sports

in the presence of the Sh5gun himself,

at which it was always deemed a
great honour to be allowed to com-

pete.

The town of Kamakura is sur-

rounded on three sides by low wooded
hills and it ' is only towards the

south that it is open to i;he sea.

Here in remote times stood a little

hamlet of the some 50 or 60 fisher-

way to the province of Mutsu, as

Garrison-Commander, he founded a
small shrine in honour of Hachiman
of < Iwashimizu the patron-god of

soldiers, -vyhich was the germ out pf

which grew in later times the present

Temple of Hachiman at Tsurugaoka,
Here hiS; son Yoshiie was bom, and
the place from that time became one

of the favourite seats ^'of the ^Mina-
moto clan. In 1180 Yoritomo raised

an. army to oppose the Taira Family.

Being defeated at Mount Ishibiashi^|€^

retired first, to Awa and ;|J^iE^^ to

Kamakura. A .little late]^,*^ "after he

had annihilated the Taira troops at
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,Yashima and Dannoura, lie fixed upon
Kamaknra as the seat of his govern-

ment where a monument of his great-

ness may still be seen in the broad

straight road which he built from the

seashore to the Temple of Hachiman
which he reconstructed with increased

splendour in its present site. Round
him at Kamakura were assembled all

the samurai of the Eastern provinces

who all acknowledged, his sway: the

merchants followed the men-at-arms

and thus very soon a new capital

arose as a rival to Imperial Kyoto.

Kamakura at this time was
governed by two officials, the Governor

of Justice who policed the city and

fixing the number of merchants allowed

to reside in Kamakura, and a strict

line of demarcation was drawn between

the samurai and the tradespeople.

The increased importance of Kama-
kura made communication between it

and Kyoto very necessary. A good

road was made along which travel-

ling became easy and rapid. A letter

carrier could travel firom one city to

the other in about a week^ ordinary

travellers required from 13 to 14

days. About the year 1185 Ypritomo

established a system of posts between

the two cities : post-horses were kept

along the road, provision was made

for the entertainment of travellers

.f%i-

were

A Pleasure Boat used in the Age of Kamakura Government.

watched over the conduct of the people, official and otherwise, ferries were

and the Governor of the Land whose opened, and a chain of guards station-

care it was to see to houses, sanita- ed at proper intervals along the road,

tion &c. In 1215 a decree was issued Ordinary travellers however generally
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carried their own provisions and The life of the samurai -was simple,

camped out at night by the road side, and their houses devoid of all splend-

The Fight in the Age of Kamakura Government,

so that, in spite of the great amount our or show. A few luxuries however

,of traffic passing to and fro, highway might be seen among them towards

robberies were painfully frequent. the end of this age, partly due to the

new spirit introduced among them
by the Zen sect. Gardening was
a favourite pastime : the dress of

the people became more and more
costly in spite of oft-repeated

sumptuary regulations : only the

samurai of the East retained their

ordinary simplicity and were con-

tent to wear suikati or. shitatare

and eboshi. Wheat cultivation had
been encouraged in the country
ever since the Nara age, but the

people had never taken to it as a
staple of food, and in the period

we are now considering it was the

daily sustenance of the poor only.

The samuraVs table was very simple
and he never took more than two
or three dishes at a time. The
Kamakura Government prohibited

the sale of sake in 1252, and this

prohibition gave a great impetus

to the cultivation of tea which
had almost gone out of use but was

The Tenmangu Shrine at Kitano, Kyoto.
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restored to popular favour about the distinguished member of the family, in

year 1191 when the famous tea-planta- some cases even the Shogun himself,

tions of Uji were first commenced. Punerals were still performed at

Nobles kept ice in store-houses as in night, the coffin being still conveyed

former ages, and the Kamakura on an ox-cart. At the conclusion of

Government brought snow for storing

purposes from the slopes of Fuji.

It was still, at the beginning of

this period, customary for a wife to

receive the visits of her husband in her

father*s house : towards the end of

the ceremony birds or fish were set

free, an act which was supposed to

bestow increased happiness on the

deceased. Necromancers still pfofessed

to summon the spirits of the dead,

and there were witches who claimed

the period we find wives living with that the spirits of the departed c^me

their husbands as now. In the and occupied their bodies,

fifth month of

pregnancy the

husband present-

ed the wife with

a cincture which

she wore during

the rest of her

time, until her

con fi n e m e n t

which always

took place in

another house.

The son of a

samurai on his

6th or 7th birth-

day was solemn-,

ly invested with

armour, and the

ceremony of

manhood (^en-

buku) was held

at any time be-

tween the 6th

and the 15th

years according

to circumstances.

The ceremony

had formerly
been observed at

night : the obser-

vance was now
transferred to

the daytime and

was celebrated

with much solemnity in military On New Year's Day the Shogun

families, the chief celebrant being the gave a great banquet to all his retai-

head of the clan, or some learned or ners, the details of the feast being

The New Year's Decoration.
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always arranged and presented by

the Hoj5 Family. Presents were dis-

tributed to the guests and when the

feast was over the Shogun paid a

ceremonial visit to the Regent. Other

banquets were held on the 2nd, 3rd, and

15th of the first month, and on tkese

occasions the expenses of the feast

were borne by distinguished families

such as Chiba, Miura, Oyama, Utsu-

nomiya w^ho also presented the Sho-

gun with bows and arrows, swords,

horses, &c. During the early part

of the month the Shogun went to

worship at the shrine of Hachiman,

and later at the two shrines of

Izusan and Hakone Gongen. Athletic

and archery meetings (also football

matches) took place during the month.

The most imposing military cere-

mony w^as the investiture of a new
Shogun. When a new appointment

was made by the Emperor, a mes-

senger bearing the document was at

once sent from Kyoto and was received

at Kamakura wth great ceremony at

the Temple of Hachiman. He thence

proceeded to the residence of the new
Shogun who came out to the porch

to -welcome him. After the Imperial

Document had been delivered, the Im-

perial messenger was entertained at a
banquet and sent ^lome laden with

valuable -presents. It was the duty

of the new Shogun to repair soon

after his appointment to Kyoto to do

homage to the Emperor.

The first Archery Meeting of the

year at Kyoto was held at the Hachi-

man temple there on the 19th of

January. Kiyomidzu Kw^annon w^as

much frequented, as were also Higashi-

yama and Toribeno, where visitors

crowded throughout the nights of

February 17 and 18. The 25th of the

same month w;itnessed the festivities

at the Kitano Shrine, the Hachiman
Festival was on the 11th of March,

on the 23rd the people went with

torches to the Atago hill. It is not

necessary here to enumerate the whole

round of Ky5to festivals. The New
Year's decorations, the pine, bamboo
and rope of straw {Shime-nawa) seem

to date from this age.

The song Heikehushi^ describing

the rise and fall of the Taira clan was
composed by Shinanozenji Yukinaga
and popularly sung to the accompani-

ment of the biwa. DengakUj saru-

g^kUy Kusemai, ennenmai were the

favourite dances : the first of these

enjoyed the patronage of H5j5 Taka-
toki and was consequently the most
popular of them all.

(To be continued,)
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Who deserves the Monument?

J

few months ago, at the being raised in faTOtir of a wider and
beginning of the war with freer intercourse with the nations of

Russia, a movement was the West. *

set on foot by a few Perry came, had his way with the

American citizens inJapan Shogun, got a Convention signed ijU

to raise a sum of money, to be ex- 1854, the one whose Jubilee is being

pended in war-charities, as a Memorial celebrated this year, ^and went away
to the brave American

sailor who forced Japan
from her seclusion and
thus unconsciously laid

the foundations of the

glories which have been

experienced so richly

during the present year.

The Perry Memorial

Fund was a great success,

and it is well that it

should have been, for the
,

American commodore de-

served well both of this '

country and of his own,

and Japanese charities

undoubtedly wanted help.

But is there not another

man, a disgraced Japanese

Statesman, who lies in an

unhonoured grave in a

little country grave-yard

a few miles out of Tokyo,

who deserves it much
more ? Let me tell his

story.

Perry's arrival in

Japan in 1853 synchroniz-

ed with the beginning of

the end of the Feudal

System in Japan. Already

the Shogunate was lo.sing

authority and respect,
,^

already the greater daimySs, especially promising to return next year.

the Territorial Barons in Kyushu and When the Americans returned,

the South were beginning to assert bringing with them Mr. Harris as

their independence, already the voice, United States Minister to the Court

of a few far-seeing Dutch scholars were of the Sh5gun, they wanted a very

Ii Naosuke, the Tair0 of the Tokugawa Government.
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much enlarged treaty, with permission and England were engaged in certain

to reside and trade at certain ports,

with liberty to buy and rent land

within the limits of well-defined con-

cessions.

high-handed proceedings in China.

The American proposals would bring

foreigners on to the sacred soil of, the

country, into the neighbourhood of

the residence of the Mikado
himself, and all the suscept-

ibilities of the Court of

Kyoto were aroused against

the idea of further dealings

with the foreigners.

The Great Barons of

Kyushu and the South,

e-ipecially Satsuma and Cho-

shu, had theif own axes to

grind. . Tliey had not the

same fear of foreigners as

the others ; indeed, they were

quite willing to get a part

of the benefits of foreign

commerce for themselves.

But they did want to assert

their independence of the

Shogun, and seeing in the

present dJfiiculties a chance

of weakening the chains that

bound them, did their best

to stir up difficulties against

the Government at Yedo.

Had the Tokugawa
Family been united at the

moment it might have re-

sisted this combination of

elements hostile to the Sho-

gunal policy. But the Toku-

gawas, in 1854-56, were

But the Government of the Shogun a house divided against itself. The
found itself in sore straits about grant- reigning Shogun, lyesada, w^as child-

ing the request. In the first place, less, and an heir and successor had to

the granting of Conventions to the be chosen firom among the three

United- States, followed by similar families of Kii, Owari, and Mito, which

Conventions with other nations, had together constituted the Tokugawa
roused a storm of indignation through- family. Two candidates were to hand,

out the country. Memories remained —the one, a young prince, still in his

of the ambitious designs which in teens, from the Kii branch, the other

times past Spain and Portugal were a grown man, known as Hitotsubashi,

supposed to hartour against Japan, by birth a son of the Mito Toku-
Russia was making herself disagreeable gawas, but actually^ by adoption the

in Saghalien, and might, it was feared, heir of a collateral barony. Opinions

make a descent upon Yezo ; and France were divided. Hitotsubashi was a

The Tomb of Ii Naosuke at Setagaya, Tokyo.
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prbmirient atati-foreign leader, and the

Sliogun was in a most difficult

position.

He applied for help and advice to

the Imperial Court,—a thing which no

Sh5gun had done for fully two
centuries. The Imperial Court advised

him to drive out the foreigners, but

otherwise left him without assistance.

He was still in the midst of doubts

and difficulties,, and he was not a

strong man.
The Tokugawa Constitution had,

however, a provision for difficult times,

not unlike the plan from time to time

adopted by the Roman Republic. The

Shogun could appoint an

officer, known as the

Tairo, whose duty it was

to see ne quid respuhlica

detrimentJ caperet, and

who for that purpose was
invested with almost ab-

solute powers. The Sho-

gun lyesada determi ned

to appoint a Tairo to get

him out of his difficulties,

teenth son of his father, and as such

his patrimony was not very great.

For many years he lived the life of a

poor samurai near his father's castle,

making both ends meet on a straighten-

ed income, schooling himself in philoso-

phy, swordsmanship, and that system,

half ethics, half religion, which is

known as Bushido, or the way of the

Knights. His eldest brother remained

at Hikone as heir to the barony, the

intermediate brothers had all left the

li family and been adopted, according

to Japanese custom, into other houses.

So it happened that when his eldest

-brother prematurely died, our hero

became the heir-appa-

rent of the Barony, and
:n due time the seven-

teenth son succeeded

his father as Baron of

llikone. He made an
excellent daimyo, ad-

ministered his estates

with prudence and

justice, established an
The Castle of Hikone. enlightened form of

local Government which

and for that office selected li Kamon gave^great satisfaction to his subjects,

no Kami, Baron of Hikone, a daimyate

on the picturesque shores of Lake

Biwa.

li Kamon had had a some-

what eventful life. He was the seven-

and m every way showed that he had

in him the stuflF of which a good ruler

is made.

This was the man to whom lye-

sada turned in his difficulty.
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li Kamon rose nobly to the diffi-

culties of his situation. He saw per-

fectly clearly where his duty lay, and

he never once shrank from doing it.

To admit the foreigners was a

policy fraught with danger to himself

personally, but it was the only course

which Japan' could adopt without

thereby became the -real saviour of

his country.

But the doing of it cost him his

life. He had to make many personal

enemies.

He alienated from himself and from

the Shogunal Government many of the

powerful clan of the Mito Tokugawas ;

Discussion between Ii Naosuke and Mito Nariaki about the Opening of Ports.

losing her independence. What could

Japan in 1857 do against America or

Russia, or France, or England, or a

possible combination of all these

powers ? The thing was not to be

dreamed of. He knew that America

was a long way off, and Russia close

at hand. He knew that America

would be a protection against Russia.

He made his choice, and this year has

shown that he chose wisely. In a
most difficult crisis—a crisis the dif-

ficulty of which none but one well

versed in Japanese history can fully

appreciate—he determined to make a
treaty with the United States, and

for Hitotsubashi, the Mito candidate

for the heirship to the Shogunate, was
at that time a rabid anti-foreigner,

the Tairb could not wisely have

selected a man who was pledged to

undo all the work of his predecessor,

and Ii Kamon's choice therefore fell

on the Kii prince.

He offended the 'great Barons of

the South, for he was determined at

all costs to preserve the unity of the

Empire, which would greatly have

suffered had the Daimyos of Choshu
or Satsuma been allowed, as they

did after Ii Kamon's death, to make
their own treaties and carry on their
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ovm wars with foreign powers. It is

true that ten years later we find

Satsuma and Choshu men becoming
the leaders of the movement which led

to the greater Unity of the Empire
under the restored personal rule of the
Emperor himself It is equally true

that ten- years later we shall find

Hitotsubashi, as the last of the

Shoguns, in arms against Satsuma
and Choshii, in the hopes of resisting

the dowigifall of the ShSgunate and
the Restoration of Imperial Power.
But ten years meant a great deal in

those kaleidoscopic years of Japanese
history. In 1857 no one had dreamed
of a" possible resumption of active

power by the Emperor himself, and
li Kamon, the representative of the

constituted authorities, would have
failed in his duty had he not resisted

to the full the separatist tendencies of

the Southern Daimyos.

He also, unfortunately for himself,

made for himself a host of enemies at

the court of Kyoto, who represented

him as a disloyal

servant of His

Majesty. But
what was he to

do?
As in duty

bound, he sent

to the Court, not

once nor twice,

stating what he

was going to do,

and asking for

Imperial sanc-

tion for what he

had done. Either

no answers
came, or th^y

came after long

and unnecessary

but intentional delays, or, what was Marcb, some forty-five years ago. The
worse, when they came, they had at Tairo in his palankin was being carried

times been tampered with. The to the Palace of the Shogun, when,

Americans could not wait for their just as he came to the draw bridge,

reply. li Kamon was obliged to act, he was attacked by a band of armed

and he acted. History tells ofa British

Admiral, second in command of a
great fleet, who was once, ';vhilst in

the midst of a great action, harrassed

by signals from his superior officer

urging him to retire from the danger-

ous combat. The Senior Admiral was
so situated that he could not exactly

see what was going on : the second
in command, an old sea-dog, had lost

an eye some years before in a fight

with the enemy. History has always
recorded with praise how, under those

trying circumstances, Nelson put the

telescope to the blind eye an^ refused

to see the signals of recall. That is

what li Kamon did. He put the
telescope to his blind eye and resolved

to follow his judgment.

To-day the electric car, with its

tinkling bell, passes along the spot
where a noted tragedy took place

some forty-five years ago, and the
great public offices of Imperial Tokyo
look upon the scene. It was at the
Sakurada gate, on a snowy day in

The Hakkei-yen Villa belonging to the Baron of Hikone.
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men, and in less time than it takes me
to -ysrrite this account, was murdered,

and beheaded. Two of his attendants

shared their master's fate, and the

attacking party got away with the

head of their victim. They were ronin

of the Mito clan, together wjth some

ex-members of the Satsuma clan, and

others.

a few years ago : and his most bitter

opponents were most glad to avail

themselves of the benefits which his

daring diploiiiacy secured for them.

,!> It was he. who inaugurated the

present standing jmilitary and naval

forces of Japan, and who foresaw that

one great advantage of the Treaties

would be to give Japan time to equip

The Sakurada Gate.

^ Such was the fate of a misjudged

but great man. No monument has

ever been put up to his memory,
except the very simple stone which
marks his grave in the little grave-

,
yard of Setagaya. Yet it is a signifi-

cant fact that all that he fought for

has been accomplished. The Treaty

which he negotiated remained until

all treaties of the kind were abolished'

herself so as to rise to the level of

other nations. It was he who battled

with all his might for the preservation

of the national unity as it was under?

stood in his days.

Did he not deserve a better fate ?

And inight not Japan, in the hour of

her glory, remember he;r fallen statesr

man and give him an enduring MonU7
ment such as he rightly deserves ? ^
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Commercial Education in Japan.

HE short period covering

the last forty years will

always be, in the history

ofJapan, a most memora-
ble epoch, as one that has

completely transformed the nation
politically, socially, and commerci^-lly.

During this period all manner of sweep-
ing chianges have been effected : the

feudalism that had held the nation spell-

bound for hundreds of years was
broken asunder in one morning ; the

Imperial sovereignty was restored so

as to be the source of all the

powers of the State ; the insti-

tution of different bureaux and
departments, the establishment

of a military sytem, and the

codification of laws followed

one after another ; the Cons-

titution was promulgated, not

with blood, but amidst univer-

sal peace and joy ; and the Diet

now represents the voice of the

people in those functions of the

Government which are referable

to the protection of life, liberty,

and property. On the other

hand , the progress that has

been witnessed in material

sphere is simply wonderful. No
branches of national resources

have been left undeveloped.

Hundreds of new industries

have sprung up ; mines have

been worked, manufactories

built, ship-building yards con-

structed, all means of trans-

port and communication have

been eagerly utilised. Trade in

general has spread in all directions

with tremendous rapidity, Our foreign

commerce, which amounted to yen 33,

692,000 in 1869, had swelled up to

yen 530,034,000 in 1902, showing an
increase of 17 times its former amount.

To a superficial observer it might

seem that the Japanese are only quick

to learn and to imitate. But there

must be in the nation something more
than that, to enable it to accomplish

all it has, and mere imitation would
certainly fail to carry on the gigantic

organization and mechanism, of foreign

trade with such striking success. The

Japanese study causes ; they find out

the last straw that breaks the camel's

The Late Viscount Mori.

noback. They know there can be

strong army without years of training

and discipline for its soldiers, and no
capable merchants without a proper
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system of education. Hence the neces-

sity of commercial education. Com-

The Department of Education in Tokyo.

mercial education is, however, a

of a fevr decades only in Japan,

it was accepted by the

people, many difficulties

lay in its w^ay. Even the

name itself was scarcely

understood by the bulk of

the nation thirty years

ago. Our merchants in

those days had been

brought up around the

counters from boyhood, and
had received no other train-

ing than calculation , let-

ter-writing, and making
out of accounts and re-

ceipts. What we call busi-

ness morality at present

was almost lacking at that
time. The best that a
merchant knew consisted

in receiving his customers
agreeably, and in knowing
how to manage, after much
useless haggling, to buy at
the cheapest cost and to
sell at the highest price.

Experience and smart-
ness were most highly re-

thing

Before

garded. Actual deception was relied

upon in some cases and cheating was
no infrequent

policy. When
contrasted with

the faith of the

Samurai, w^hose

words stood far

surer than a

written docu-

ment, it.was but

natural that the

merchant class

should be great-

ly despised and
trading be deem-

ed suitable only

for the lowest

ranks of men.

In such a state

of affairs, there

Mr. Yano, Member of the House of Peers.
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^ is no wonder that no yonng men of

ambition should ever have looked

forward to becoming tradesmen. The
studies of such young men w^ere

politics, law, philosophy or literature.

Only the children of merchants were
willing to succeed to their fathers' pur-

suits, and only the boys of the poor
worked in the stores. It was idle to

talk about trading ; and nonsense to

study with a view to becoming mer-

chants. ;
^

wards Viscount Mori) thirty years ago.

He was descended from an ancient

Samurai family. Early distinguished

for sagacity and genius, he was in

1865, in his 19th year, one of the

chosen students in London having

been sent there by the lord of Kago-

shima. ; His stay of three years in th^t

capital served iully to expand his mind

and broaden his ideas. Being by
nature a man of keen observation,

resolute purpose, and remarkable dili-

\ ^L

The Higher Commerctal College in Tokyo,

It was, nevertheless, as it is and

will be hereafter, of vit'al importance

to promote the strength of the nation

by practical work more than by any

abstract reasoning, by active trade

ra;ther than by politics and law. The

training of young men for this line of

life was of paramount consequence for

the future progress of the people. This

thought occurred to the clear enlighten-

ed mind of young Mr. Mori (after-

gence, he saw many things that were

necessary for his country and studied

them eagerly. Upon his return, he en-

tered the Foreign office but also served

on the Board for investigating educa-

tional matters. His enlightened Jdeas

came often into collision with some of

the old customs of feudalism which

then existed and which he endeavored

by all means to shatter to pieces.

His proposal to the Government res-
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pecting the abolition of the custom of

the Samurai bearing swords met with

such strong opposition on all sides that

it became necessary for him to leaye

office to ensure his own safety. But

the Government could not long dis-

still remained inconsistent with the

progress of the people. It was he that

laid the foundation of the present

system of education. He was qtiite

content with the position qf Educa-

tional Minister, and to the work of his

The Tokyo Chamber of Commerce.

pense with the services of such an

advanced man, and a few years later

the Crown appointed him Minister,

first at Washington, and then at

Peking, and afterwards Yice-Minister

of Foreign Affairs. In 1885, under the

ministry of Marquis Ito, he was ap-

pointed Minister of Education. In

1887, he w^as created a Viscount in

recognition of the great services he had
rendered the country. Two years after,

while serving as Minister of Education,

he was assassinated by a religious

fanatic. One of his great objects in

life seems to have been to remodel

Japan upon quite a new basis ; and this

from its very foundation. So he stre-

nuously set out to eradicate all such

injurious old customs and usages as

Department he turned all his thoughts

and attention, avovdng that he

would not meddle in any other con-

cerns but those of his proper sphere^

which required his urgent care. When
he first returned from the United States,

he opened a private business school in

Tokyo, the first business school in

Japan. But in a few months, he was
appointed Minister to China and con-

sequently passed his school into the

hands of the Tokyo Chamber of Com-
merce, under whose care it nearly

came to grief, for want of a competent

principal. Fortunately, a strong advo-

cate of commercial education was
found in the person of Mr. Jiro Yano,

through whose ardent work of 18

successive years the school showed
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wonderful results. Mr. Yano is also of put the school on a modern basis,

£(, Samurai family and he . himself was formed a new curriculum, and selected

once a military officer just before the the best practica^l instructors, among
Restoratiou. At an early age, he stu- whom he engaged an American Profes-

died Dutch, French, and English ; and sor, W.C. Whitney, and later, English

travelled to Europe attached to the Professors A. F. Meyer and A. J. Hare,

Shogunal Embassy. He had just come Belgian Professors A. Marshal and E.J.

home from America where he had Blockhtys. Besides providing lessons

served as Acting Minister, when Mr. in arithemetic, penmanship, book-

Mori thought of him as the best person keeping and other necessary studies,

to succeed him in his new work. Mr. he gave special attention to foreign

Yano's ideas are far advanced like languages, especially English. His con-

those of Mr. Mori and his mind clear- stant labor for the next eighteen years

ly foresaw the importance of com- is a series of stories of the trouble?

mercial education. His past record and difficulties which beset him at

and his close acquaintance with the every step and often menaced the

most influential states-

men of the time afforded

him a bright future in

political life. In the

business world his rare

abilities and genius

might have achieved all

he could have -wished,

—

and have earned such a

fortune as some of his

friends have since acquir-

ed. But all these allure-

ments were nothing to

him as compared with

the urgent task that

would prove most im-

portant for the general

advancement of the

•\yhole nation. The re-

quest made to him to

take. charge of a small

schopl containing a score

of students was gladly

accepted with the ge-

nuine conviction that

the vservice was the best

that he could render for

his fellow country men,

as indeed it has proved

to be. In short, he sacri-
^

ficed his personal interest for the very existence of his school. The time

public. Being a man of resolute was when business was not taken

purpose and steadfast integrity, he much notice of and business educa-

ardently applied himself to the work ; tion was a mere novelty to the

Mr. Ichtmura, Director of the Commercial

School at Nagoya.
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majority of people. He had to fight

against the current opinions, old

customs, and prevailing morals of the

time. The school was at first support-

ed by the city of Tokyo but soon a

political contention led that assembly

to frame a resolution to withhold

ner. Mercantile houses, whether new
or old, now began to vie with one
another in employing the graduates

of the school. They found the value

and realized the importance of the

education more and more.

In 1893, Mr. Yano's health began

The Commerctal School at Nagoya.

their support, a resolution which

was in a singular manner reversed

by the earnest entreaties of Mr. Yano.

Then the school drifted to the control

of the Departement of Agriculture

and Commerce. Finally it came under

the supervision of the Educational

Departement at the time when Vis-

count Mori was Minister, and great

facilities w^ere thus acquired for its

further development.

Meanwhile, the school grew rapidly

in the number of its students and was
yearly turning out young men well-

equipped for business, with results that
show^ed the great efficiency of the

education in a most indisputable man-

to fail greatly owing to his inces-

sant earnest labor of many years and
he resigned his directorship, leaving

his school in a completed condition

—

a small school with about 20 students

had changed into a set of large brick

buildings containing 1,000 young men,
under the name of the Higher Com-
mercial College. Since his resignation,

the director has been changed several

times and now Dr. Matsuzaki fills the

position. The present number of s'.u-

dents is 1089 with about 60 professors

including 10 foreigners to teach them.

In Japan, commercial education is syn-

onymous with Mr. Yano's name and
its history is that of this gentleman.
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He is no-w an old man of 60, retired

on account of his weak health, but

being a man of wonderful intellectual

activity, he still busily employs himself

with whatever will result in the good
of his friends and his country. Equal-

ly wonderful are his practical ideas.

Nothing is useful to him without being

practical. He educated his students by
always aiming to make them practical.

However, his chief aim in education

was in turning out young men not

only practical and useful but gentlemen

in its highest moral sense. It is not

long since His Majesty, appreciating

his great merits in the past, appointed

him a life member of the House of

Peers, an honour never accorded to any

person of the same official rank as that

which he held before. It is highly

gratifying to add that this magazine

which has been so favorably received

by readers both at home and abroad

was also started on the advice of this

practical man of Japan.

Commercial education thus origi-

nated by Viscount Mori and promoted

by Mr. Yano has made a deep impres-

sion upon the mind of the public.

There are now over 50 local business

schools spread over various parts of

the country. A higher institution in

Kobe has been recently established.

The one in Nagoya superintended by

Mr. Ichimura is said to be a perfect

model of Mr. Yano's mind. The new
school in Waseda founded by Count

Okuma and under the directorship of

Dr. Amano was also instituted on the

most improved methods advocated by

Mr. Yano and promises to give young

men the most practical attainments in

the shortest possible space of time.

What the graduates of these schools

are doing in the commercial world

affords young men sufficient encourage-

ment for their future, and what has

been already achieved furnishes a mark

at which they should aim their future

course. "What was most despicable

30 years ago has now become an

honorable occupation and one which

every ambitious youth should aspire

after.

It needs no prophet to say that

Japan will in the next generation be

the great commercial power in the

Far East.
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FUTURE DUTIES.

(Addressed to the Students of the Higher Commercial School,

by one of themselves)

Pure are the eternal snows that calmly sleep

On Fuji's side,

And deep the live hues of the briny deep,

Varied and wide, •

That dash against Akitsushima's strand,
i. rr j

Gem of the world, our own dear nativeland. The Trade-god, wafted on the Trade wmds
fair.

On Eastern strands ?

No time is this to sit in false-feigned ease

:

Tiie strenuous win in strenuous time like

the.se.

"We, reared amidst the beauties and the fires

Of sunlit rills,

Heirs of the ancient culture of our sires,

Old as our hills,

What spot so distant, what so lonely beach,

That our trade-bearing vessels cannot reach?

When Dawn illumines with his earliest

beams
South China's marts.

Or on the turbid-rushing Yangtze's stream

Its bright ray darts,

See there our ships the opening day to meet;

And Rising Sun the rising Sun doth greet.

Or when the setting Sun doth tinge with red
Pacific shore,.

And seeks at eventide his ocean bed,

His d:iy's work o'er,

See in those western ports our merchant
fleet;

The Rising Sun the setting Sun doth greet,

Lol India where tiie Holy Buddha taught
His lalw so great;

And China, land where sage Confucius
wrought.

How sad their fate I

Shall the great lands that gave us holy lore

Be robbed of influence for evermore ?

Who dares maintain that Culture's noble
meed

Is their's alone
Who boast of Western race and Christian

seed?
Such thought be-gone 1

Lo I now Akitsushima's men proclaim
Our own true culture in Our Empire's name.

Then riseYamato's men, that dwell beneath
Fair Fuji's snows,

Which for two thousand years have formed
a wreath,

Pure white and rose,

Crowning our nation's ancient dynasty.
Rise I for the hour demands activity.

Who now would sit at home his ease to take
In our fair lands,

Blind to fierce Competition's waves that
break

Drives mists away

:

And Justice reigns with peaceful might
where'er"

His Wand hath sway

:

He knows no rac-^-distinctions, none of creed,

But even-handed Justice is his meed.

The Trade-god comes, and lo 1 the clouds
disperse,

And skies serene

Hang o'er the land, and the primeval curse,

That once hath been,

Hath gone, and lo 1 xich gardens burst to

flower

Whose fragrance fills with joy the evening
hour.

What time the evening shadows falling

long.

With long-drawn smoke.
Hang o'er the darkening river, and the song

From the boats broke
Of oarsmen swift returning to their shed:

—

The mem'riesiof the river-are they fled ?

Or when in Spring the morning Sun shone
bright,

With new born sheen

On Hitotsubashi's vines all bathed in light,

With leaves of green,

Whose shade allured the ling'ring friends

to chat

—

Say,—shall the mem'ries ever fade of that ?

No: when 'neath Southern skies you see

each star

Shine bright and clear,

When on Siberia's wastes the moon afar

Gleams cold and drear,

On ocean's billowing waves,on frost clad hill,

The happy College days will haunt you still

Then up, my comrades, hold these mem'ries
dear,

That never fade I

Up, for your Ci>llege calls in notes too clear

To be gainsaid I

Up, and be doing;—seek nor rest nor ease:

The strenuous win in strenuous days like

these.

A. LI. Tr.
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War Record.

The Battle of Liac-yang.

The Geographical Situation of

Liao-yang and its Environs.

lAO-YANG is a large and
important Manchnrian
to-vsrn next in importance

to Mukden. It is situated

on the left bank of the

Ta-t2U-ho, an affluent of the Liao-ho.

The castle of Liao-yang is a rectan-

to the castle leading east, west, south,

and north. The ground in the vicinity

of the castle is almost open. The Ta-

tzu-ho flows into the Liao-ho from

the south-east and is 100 m. wide

and 70 cm. deep ; the water is clear,

but the current very rapid. It can

be forded at ordinary times, but in

summer and autumn the water over-

flows after the rains and the breadth

of the river increases to 1600 or

1700 m., so that it can not be forded,

but must be crossed in boats. From

Russian Mines taken from the Liao-ho by Japanese.

gular citadel 1400 m. in length and

1000 m. in width ; it is surrounded

by brick walls 9 m. high the inner

side of which is covered with natural

stones. There are ditches around the

castle, which draw their water from

the Ta-tzu-ho. There are six gates

a strategical point of view Liao-yang

is more important than Mukden, the

old capital of Manchuria, because it

has easy communication with impor-

tant points such asPort Arthur, Ta-lien-

wan, Ying-kow, arid Seoul, the Korean

capital. Indeed, as a base of oper-
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ations, Liao-yang is the best place in

South Manchuria. This is why the

Russians concentrated their forces at

Liao-yang from whence they intended

to drive the victorious Japanese back

to the South. On the other hand, the

value of Liao-yang is even still more

considerable for the Japanese, because

if once in occupation of the place,

they can easily feed large armies by

accumulating there sufficient stores of

provisions, ammunition and other

materials which can be transported by

the latter part of August, and the

account of their subsequent movements

is as follows :

—

THE RIGHT ARMY.

The Right Army under General

Kuroki, commenced operations on

August 24th, and after severe fightii^g,

which . lasted from the night of the

25th to the 27th, caused the enemy to

retreat, and occupied aline extending

from Hung-sha-ling to Kao-fang-ssu

through Sun-chia-sai. Pursuing the

Our Artillery halting in a

rail and by water. For this reason

the occupation of Liao-yang W9,s abso-

lutely necessary for the Japanese and

they have now occupied that impor-

tant strategical point after a fierce

fight which lasted several days.. ;

Combined Operations.

Our various armies under the

general command of Marshal Oyama
commenced operations for the attack

on the enemy in the neighbourhood of

An-shan-tien and Tang-ho-yen toward

enemy, the army reached a line cover-

ing Ying-shou-pu, Shih-tan-tzu and

Hsiang-shan-tzu on the 29th. Ditring

the night of the 30th and on the 31st,

its main body crossed over to the right

,
bank of the Ta-tzu-hp at Lien-tao-wan

while a portion of the army remained

on the left bank of the river in order

to act in conjunction with the Central

Army. On September 1st, the main body
of the Right Army commenced an at-

tack on the enemy stationed in the

west of Hei-yin-tai. The latter oflfered

a stubborn resistance, and, assisted by
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reinforcements received on the previous
day, made our further advance some-
what difficult. But after four days'

fierce fighting, we carried the enemy's
position a little past midday on Sep-

tember 4th. On the same day the por-

tion of the army which had been left on
the left bank of the Ta-tzu-ho, crossed

the river and proceeded to Kuan-tun.

THE CENTRAL AND LEFT ARMIES.

The Central and Left Armies, the

first under General Nozu and the other

latter a line extending from Sha-ho to

Yu-chia-tai, both on the 29th. The
enemy still held a strong position ex-

tending from the heights ofYayuchi to

those west of Shou-shan-pu along the

eminences to the south of Tsao-fan-tun

and to the east and west of Hsin-li-tun,

This position was at once attacked by
the Central Army. Acting in co-oper-

ation with the latter, the Left Army
also attacked the enemy's forces in the

neighbourhood of Shou-shan-pu.

On the 30th, the right wing of the

Millet Field near Liao-yang.

under General Oku, began their oper-

ations on August 26th, and steadily

pressing the enemy, reached a line

extending fi*om Hsia-shih-chiao-tzu to

Su-ma-tai through Hou-cliia-tun on the

following day, when the strong forces

of the enemy stationed ^-t Hsia-fang-

sun and An-shan-tien commenced to

retreat in the direction of Liao-yang.

Thereupon the Central and Left Armies

immediately pursued the enemy, and,

driving off one of his columns, the*

former army reached a line extending

from Pan-chia-lu to Sha-hp, and the

Central Army , in co-operation with

the left wing of the Right Army, com-

menced an attack on the enemy's force

occupying the line extending fi*om the

heights north ofYayuchi to those south

of Tsao-fan-tun, The enemy, however,

having been strongly reinforced firom

Liao-yang, the right wing ofthe Central.

Army was obliged to remain tem-

porarily in the position taken firom the

enemy.

Under these circumstances, Marshal

Oyama, the Commander-in-chief,
^
gave

orders to the Left Army speedily to
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attack the enemy's force in the neigh- of Liao-yang/ but he moved eastward

bourhood of Shou-shan-pu. During the of that city when it was perceiyed

same day the left wing of the Central that our Right Army had crossed

Army and the whole of the Left Army over to the right b^hk of the Ta-tzu-

commenced an aggressive movement ho, ' Subsequently the Army Corps

against the enemy at Hsin-li-tun and stationed on the right bank of the

in the neighbourhood of Shou-shan-pu, Ta-tzu-ho joined Major-General Mis-

but their operations were rendered diffi- tchenko's forces.

cult, owing to the enemy's stubborn ;

—

resistance as well as to his frequent ^ . , . .

counter-attacks. Operations of the Eight Army.

The enemy's forces in both these We have mentioned in the previous

directions,., unable- to, withstand-/ the part of this record,' that after the

fierce attack of our armies, lasting Right Army had occupied Yang-tzu-liibg

day and night, were finally dislodged and Yu-shu-liii-tzu on August 1,'it

from their positions at midnight was preparing for a further attack on

of the Sist and retreated towards Liao-yang and left Mo-tien-ling on the

Liao-yang. Both our armies at once 23rd August for Lido-yang. On its

pursued the enemy, who, however, way the army encountered a > small

offered a renewed and stubborn resis- body of the enemy who were soon

tance, occupying positions on the repulsed, and continued its march,

strongly fortified line encircling the Five divisions of the enemy were, we
southern and western walls of Liao- found, occupying a line extending from

yang as well as on an eminence north- Hong-sha.-ling to an eminence 300

east of Mu-chang/ Our two armies, metres high beyond Ta-han-po-ling, Pa-

after a continuous attack on Liao-yang pan-ling and Hong-chang-ling, and
from the 1st to the night of the 3rd had made strong defensive works ^all

August., at last succeeded in carrying along this extended line. Thereupon
the enemy's fortified line, completely the army commenced to attack' the

occupying Liao-yang' on the morning enemy's position on the 25th and a
of the 4th, , fierce fighting ensued. On the following

day our army pressed the enemy
against Tang-ho-yen where the latter

1 ne enemy S lOrce. made a resistance so desperate that our
The enemy's force concentrated at ^.rmy was in a critical situation, and

Liao-yang and its neighbourhood ap- only repulsed the enemy after severe

pear to have been the 2'nd, 4th, 5th) fighting.

7th and 17th Army Corps and some Towards the evening of the 28th,
detachments from other Army Corps, the first column, after driving off a
of which one was stationed north- small number of the Russian troops
west of Liao-yang, another on the defeated in the previous battle, occupied
south of that city and still another the line extending from Ying-yu-pu to
in its rear. One was placed so as to Shuang-miao-tzu, along the left bank
confront our Right Army and another of the Ta-tzu-ho. On that day the
on the right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho in river had greatly increased in volume
the north-west of Liao-yaiig. and could nowhere be forded. All the

The commander in the direction bridges had been destroyed by the
of Shou-shan-pa was Lieut.-General enemy, so that the first column was
Stackelberg. Major-General Mistchenko unable to proceed to the right bank
was at first in the districts south-west of the river.
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The 'main force of the right wing
of the second column attacked the
enemy on the heights north of San-
chia-sai, while its left wing attacked
the enemy on the heights north-west
of the same place, and our force oc-

cupied the line extending from the
heights south of Tsao-chia-ku to the

north of Hsiao-ling-tzu via an eminence
243 metres high, and spent the night
facing the enemy at the heights west of
Tsao-chia-ku and at Ta-shih-men-ling

A portion of the right wing of the

second column drove off the enemy's
outposts and occupied Shih-tan-tzu at

a little past 8 a.m. Its left wing
occupied Ta-shih-men-ling at a little

past 6,a.m. The third column occupied

the, heights south of Hsu-chia-kou a'nd

reconnoitred those of Yayuchi and
Men-chia-fang.

On August 30th, at dawn, the third

column attacked the enemy occupj'ing

the heights of Men-chia-fang and Ya-

.'*''S»-

A Severe Fight at Yant-tzu-ung.

(the pass about 2 kilometres south-

east of Wang-pao-tai)

.

After 10 a.m. the third column

pressed on the enemy the whole of the

day and finally drove him off, after

repeated resistance on his part. At

night ^the column occupied the line of

the heights extending from Ssu-fang-

tai to Hsiang-shan-tzu.

On August 29th, the first column

stayed at the positions occupied on

the previous day and made prepara-

tions for crossing the river.

yuchi and was able, after gallant

fighting, to occupy the heights

north of Hsu-chia-kou. During the

night, however, the enemy received

considerable reinforcements. He lit

up our camp with his field search

lights and poured a galling fire on the

heights occupied by our troops, who
consequence were placed in am

difficult position.

The left wing of the same column

occupied the heights east of Wang-
pao-tai at 6 p.m. and afterwards co-
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operated with the main force of the

third column.

The first column left a portion ol

its force at a place between Shuang-

iniao-tzuandChiao-shui-lou, and waded

Colonel Harada,

Infantry Regiment Commander of the
* I2TH Division.

across the Ta-tzu-ho in the neighbour-

hood of Lien-tao-w^an from 11 p.m.

A portion of the second column

remfiined at Shih-tan-tzu whilst its

main force followed in the steps of the

first column.

On August 31, the Penchihu column
crossed the Ta-tzu-ho at 4 a.m. in the

vicinity of Wo-lung-tun and attacked

the enemy's infantry at Wei-ning-ying,

who fled. After pursuing the foe, the

column took possession of Pen-chi-hu.

The main body of the first column,

followed by that of the second, also

crossed to the ^right bank of the Ta-

tzu-ho unmolested by the enemy and

before dusk occupied the heights ex-

tending from Kuan-tun to Shi^-chuan

via San-tsa-kou.

Pontoon bridges having

been thrown over the Ta-tzu-

ho, our field artillery corps

crossed the river the same night

and joined the column to which

it belonged.

The second column and the

left wing of the third column

maintained their positions as

on the previous day. From
early morning the enemy seemed

inclined to make a counter-at-

tack, but abandoned his inten-

tion, his operations being con-

fined to a continuous artillery

fire.

On September 1, the main

body of the first and second

columns opened fire from early

morning on the enemy's posi-

tions at the heights north and

southwest of Hei-yihg-tai and

the positions further north. The
enemy also bombarded us from

his artillery positions concealed

in the north-west of Hei-ying-

tai, on the heights south and

w^est of Sui-kuan-tun in the

vicinity ofa hamlet to the north

therefrom, and on the heights

of Tsao-fan-kou. In addition,

detachment of the enemy with

some guns advanced upon the left

side of our first column, in con-

sequence of which our attacking ope-

rations were intercepted. A severe

rifle and artillery duel between the

hostile forces in the vicinity of Hei-

ying-tai was maintained till after mid-

night. The enemy on the heights in

the vicinity of Mfen-chia-fang, however,

retreated, and the heights extending

from the north ol Yayuchi to the

north of Men-chia-feng were occupied

a
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by our third column between 7 and
11 a.m.

A portion of the Penchihu column,
after a fierce engagement lasting from
8 a.m. to shortly before 3 p.m., drove
the enemy northward, and occupi-

ed the heights north of Hslang-shan-
tzn. At 5 p.m. the enemy made a
counter-attack southward, but was
again repulsed.

On September 2, after dawn, the

first column attacked the enemy's force

advancing to its right, and hard
fighting ensued, as the result of which
the line extending from the neighbour-

hood of the coal mine to the heights

about 2,000 metres west of Ta-yu

some 60. As to the main force of the

second column, it succeeded, after con-

stant fighting, in carrying the eminence

northw^est of Hei-ying-tai some time

past 2 a.m. A portion of this column

attacked the 131-metre elevation from

the edge of the heights at Sui-kuuan-

tun, but could not attain its object

owing to the concentration of the

enemy's fire as well to a counter-

attack by his superior force, our troops

merely succeeding in maintaining the

heights north-west of Hei-ying-tai

.

The enemy's artillery consisting of

about 50 guns subsequently poured a

heavy fire upon the eminence occupied

by the second column. Our artillery

View of Shou-shan-kt, the Place where the FrERCE Fighting took place.

was finally occupied by our column, had, however, np proper position and

During the afternoon, however, the could not return an effective fire, so

enemy was gradually reinforced and that the column experienced great

the number of his guns increased to difficulties. Under the circumstances
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none of the officers and men had been

able since the previous evening to

obtain any regular food or even any

vrater, subsisting merely on a quantity

of clean rice they had with them. All

this was due to the fact that their

Lieut.-General Rennenkamp.

communication with the other columns

had been completely severed by the

enemy's fire both from the front and
the flanks. At sunset two or three

brigades of the enemy's infantry made
a counter-attack on our first and

second colunlns, while at the same

time the exchange of rifle fire became

very fierce in the neighbourhood of

Sei-yin-tai . The 1eft wing of the

second column, which had fortunately

arrived on the field during the after-

noon, proceeded to the assistance of

our troops in the direction of the above
place, but in spite of their united

efforts, the repulse of the enemy had
not been effected up to midnight,

when the rifle fire was still at its

height.

On September 3, the enemy's force

making the counter-attack had been

completely repulsed, but was still in

occupation of the 131-metre eminence

and the neighbotiring districts. In

addition, a strong force of the enemy

was stationed at th^

places south-east of

Yen-tai and in the

neighbourhood ol

Lp-ta-tai and Chou-

ching-tzu..

During this day

both ,the first and

second columns were

only just able to

maintain their posi-

tions, so that rein-

forcements were sent

to them by the third

column.

After the dawn
ofSeptember 4, tran-

quillity prevailed in

all directions. The

third column, which

had been ordered for-

ward in haste, ar-

rived at Kuan-tun

early in the morning.

At 10 a.m. the :

enemy stationed on the eminence, 131

metres in height, completed his re-

treat and our forces occupied the

position. Thereupon the Army at once

commenced operations for the pursuit

of the enemy. . ...

;

. ^ - ,

.

The Penchihu column, occupied the.

neighbourhood '- of Ping-tai-tzu and

after leaving there a detachment

to watch 'the enemy in the direc-

tion of Mukden, the column with its

main force immediately hastened to-

ward Yen-tai. Just at noon it reached'

heigbts northwest' of San-phiaHzu to

the north of the coal mine and,

after fighting, succeeded in taking

Yu-men-tzu-han at 6 p.m.

Since the previous night,,. the first

column had been encountering a su-
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perior force of the enemy in the neigh-

bourhood of Hsiao-ta-lien-kou, resulting
in desperate fighting, our forces, finally

causing the Russians to retreat in a
north-westerly direction at 6.30 a.m.
In pursuing the enemy, the column
occupied on the 5th a line between
Ta-lien-kou and Li-lin-kou and there

stopped its advance.

The Penchihu column, which had
been fighting the enemy since dawn,
now occupied the Yu-men-tzu-shan dis-

trict.

The second column also occupied

San-tao-pa at 1.30 p.m. Its artillery

fired on the enemy retreating from the

neighbourhood of Fang-shen for thirty

THE enemy's strength. ••

,

The strength of the enemy engaged
by our Right Army on the left bank
of the Ta-tzu-ho, mainly consisted of
a portion of the Russians who had
retreated after the engagements on
August 26th and 27th. The strength

of the enemy facing the second column
was about one division, whilst that
facing the third column was at least

one and a half divisions. The number
of the Russians who had opposed us

on the right bank of the Ta-tzu-ho

since September 1st, was more than
"

three and a half divisions, comprising

the Third, Ninth, Thirty-fifth and Fifty-

fourth Divisions in the line of battle,

The Railway Bridge near An-shan-tien, destroyed by the Russians themsei.ves.

or forty minutes, throwing him into the Second and Third Rifle Regiments,

complete disorder. and a portion of the Moscow Infantry

The main force of the third column Regiment. Again, the hostile forces

advanced near Lo-ta-tai and then facing our right flank could not have

stopped. numbered less than three divisions.
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Operations of the Central

Army.
After the occupation of Chai-mu-

cheng by the Ta-ku-shail Army (the

Central Army), on July 31, the main
force stationed at Shih-men-ling had

been earnestly making preparations for

the advance on Liao-yang, that is to

say, they repaired bad roads to fit

them for the transport of artillery

and train carriages-. Having ended

these preliminary works, General

Nozu, Commander-in-Chief of the army,

position on the 26th but the colonel

was killed by a bullet during the

action. After this the army continued

its advance, and attempted to surprise

the enemy who had thrown a strong

force into An-shan-tien by a rear

attack on his right. For this purpose,

operations were commenced on the

27th at midnight and our troops turn-

ing the enemy's right rear were able to

take up an advantageous position. On
the 28th the enemy consequently with-

drew from his position at An-shan-tien

Russian Prisoners in

intended to commence his advance on
the 17th August, but the rainy season

had already begun and heavy rains

continuing for several days checked

the advance of the army until the 23d
when it cleared up. Thereupon the

army commenced its advance on the

25th and attempted to attack the left

wing of the enemy which was posted

at An-shan-tien, the strongest position

on the way from Hai-cheng to Liao-

yang. The advanced-guard regiment

commanded by Colonel Katsura fiercely

attacked the enemy posted on a steep

mountain and took possession of their

almost sans-eoup-ferir and retreated to

the north. Our army then pursued the

retreating enemy and on the 29th drove

off a number of Russians who were in

position at Chi-ling-tzu. The main force

of the enemy were in position on the

line extending from the heights north

of Hsu-chia-kou and Men-chia-fang to

the heights south to Tsao-fan-tun,

and had also made strong defence

works on the line extending from Lair

chia-pu to Ying-tao-yen, The main
body of the army opened artillery fire

at 4 p.m. against the enemy station-

ed on the line extending from Men-
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chia-fan to Tsao-fan-ttin, witli the co-

operation of the Asada Brigade which
Mas the left wing of the Kuroki army.
But this was merely an essay at recon-

noitring the enemy's force. On the

30th the army commenced a severe

attack on the enemy in front of them
with the co-operation of the Hase-

gawa. Division, the left wing of the

Kuroki Army. Thereupon some fierce

fighting ensued and we sustained

heavy losses due to our disadvan-

tageous positions. On the 31st the

itself to another of our fiiriotis attacks.

Thereupon the army commenced the

pursuit and took possession of the

heights north of Tsao-fan-tun and its

environs. The main force of the army
were posted to the north-west of Tsao^

fan-tun where they reconnoitred the

enemy's situation. As the result of

this reconnaissance it was ascertained

that the enemy, strongl yposted, was
at the semi-permanent forts situated

to the south of Liao-yang and on the

heights north-east of Mu-chang. On

TKE Battle of Ltao-yang.

fighting still continued and the canon-

ade became more intensive than on

the previous day, because our fighting

line had been reinforced by a con-

tingent of field artillery. Thus the

bloody battle continued the whole of

that day and the following night with-

out intermittance, our army being un-

able to capture the enemy's positions.

But on the 1st September at 5 a.m. the

army assaulted the enemy's position,

and met with only a feeble resistance.

Before this attack the main force of

the enemy had retreated by night to

Liao-yang being unwilling to expose

the 2nd, Marshal Oyama, Commander-
in-Chief, gave orders for a general

attack on the enemy's positions by
both of the Right and the Left armies
acting in co-operation.

Thereupon at midnight a large

body of the right wing of the army
commenced its operations from the

east ofTon-pa-li-chuang, aplace situated

about 4 miles south of Liao-yang, and
gradually advanced against the posi-

tions of the enemy.

Our army, resuming the offensive

operations from 5 a.m. on the 3rd
attacked the enemy's positions in the
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jsouthern outskirts of Liao-yang. The

operations are as follows in sub-

stance :

—

In spite of the enemy's unabated

fire, the right column of the army at

6 p.m. determinedly charged his forts

at Yui-fan-miao, whose fire had been

comparatively reduced, this step being

taken in view of the gradual decrease

' of ammunition' and the ab^hce of any

prospect of its being speedily supplied,

as well as the nearness of our position

to the enemy^s and the fact that any

longer stay under the fire of the enemy's

artillery consisting of over 50 guns

only meant an increase of our casu-

alties.

The lefb column of the army, which

had already approached the enemy's

forts, frequently attempted to seize an
opportunity for a charge, but was
unable to do so owing to the undimi-

nished fire of the enemy^s artillery and
machine guns placed in the neigh-

bourhood of Chen-ja-lin-zui. Seeing,

however, that the right ,,column had
commenced a forward mbvement, the

lefb also advanced, ready for a charge.

Notwithstanding the galling fire

firom the enemy, the left wing and the

central force of the , right column
pressed on the enemy's forts, destroy-

ing- on their way the several lines of

defence works, and leaping over the

dead. About 7.50 p.m. the 20th Regi-

ment of infantry carried the enemy's

redoubt on the eastern side of Yui-

fan-miao and at once occupied it.

Another battalion of infantry, acting

in conjunction with the left wing of

its neighbouring detachment, also ad-

vanced on the western side of the

enemy's fort. Owing to the enemy's

stubborn resistance the left wing was
compelled to halt temporarily at a
point 200 metres in front of the enemy's
position, but with the advent of the

evening rushed the fort. Even after

the occupation of the enemy's fort by
the central, force, the latter was fiercely

bombarded by the Russians inside

the wall, and an artillery duel ensued,

lasting some time. At 10.20 p.m. our

various forces finally took possession

of the south gate of the wall and

passed the night there.

The left column commenced its ad-

vance from the northern end of Cheng-

li-juan, but owing to the enemy's hot

fire was unable to continue its advance,

as was also the right column. About
12.30 p.m. the entire force of the left

column charged and carried the enemy's

positions, and thus the northern part

of Liao-yang was finally taken by our

detachment which was subsequently

sent in pursuit of the enemy.

Operations of the Left Army.

OCCUPATION OF AN-SHAN-TIEN. V/

The enemy's force stationed at An-

shan-tien and neighbourhood numbered
sqme 70,000, being mostly entrenched

on two hills standing on both sides

of An-shan-tien. Of these tropps, three

regiments of infantry, assisted by 18

guns, heldpositions atSu-ma-tai, about

£Ye miles south of An-shan-tieu. In

addition the enemy had stationed in

the direction of Pa-kua-chen, north of

the latter town, about 10jOOO troops,

with more than 70 guns. In order to

encounter this force the army started

its movements on August 25th, ad-

vancing in three columns. The latter

met with no resistance, until on the

morning of the 26th they reached a

point about two and a half miles from

Sti-ma-tai, when a heavy fire was
poured upon them. Our troops, how-
ever, remained silent throughout the

day and bivouacked where they stood

during the night. At 3 a.m. the next

morning, the march was resumed by
all the columns, but to the great

disappointment of the officers and men,

a report was received that the enemy

had evacuated his position during the
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night and retreated towards An-shan-
tien. The enemy was wise in thus
retreating, for by that time General

Knroki had already advanced to a
position from which he could threaten

the left of General Kuropatkin's head-
quarters at Liao-yang. Under these

circumstances, Su-ma-tai was occupied

practically tinopposed , only a few
volleys being fired upon our troops by
the enemy's rear-guard. During this

day, namely, the 27th, our casualties

were naturally very

slight, while seven Rus-

sians were taken pri-

soners. The night was
passed at Su-ma-tai,

and it was with some
surprise that our troops

found in the morning
that the enemy had al-

ready retired from An-

shan-tien towards Liao-

yang. It was at 10 a.m.

on the 28th that our

army succeeded in com-

pletely occupying An-

shan-tien.

In contrast to the

easy manner in -which

An-shan-tien fell into

our hands, the part

played by the central

column of the army in

pursuing the enemy was
rather difficult. Early

on the morning of the

28th this column suc-

ceeded in intercepting

the enemy's retreat at

a - point north-west of

An-shan-tien, inflicting such serious

damage on him that he was thrown

into great confusion and had to

abandon eight guns. The enemy's

troops attempted to cut their way
through our forces, but on being

stubbornly resisted by the latter, be-

came desperate and a very fierce en-

gagement ensued. They were, how-

ever, gradually overcome and fled in

utter disorder. During this fight, our

column lost three officers and about
70 non-commissioned officers and men,

killed and wounded.

THE ATTACK ON SHOU-SHAN-PU

On August 30 at 5 a.m. the army
advati<;ed from the line of the Sha-ho,

the first' column forming the right

wing, the second the centre, and the

third the left wing, with the object of

A Goods-wagon being moved by hand at I.tao-yang Station.

attacking the enemy in the neighbour-

hood of Shou-shan-pu. Shou-shan-pt^

. is a rocky mountain about four miles

south-west of Liao yang on the crest

of which is a beacon station con-

structed by the Chinese in olden times.

Jhe Russians called the mountain

ninty-nine, simply because its height

was 99 metres. The Liao-j-ang road
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wound along its north-eastern foot, its artillery also arrived on the scene
while the railway passed along the and opened fire on the enemy's artil-

western foot to the north-east. The lery in the valley south-east of Shou-
view from the summit opened to the shan-pu.
north-east and commanded Liao-yang. By 1 p.m. some progress had been
The southern side of the mountain made in the attack of the first cloumn,
was enclosed by rugged hills, upon but the latter was not yet in a posi-

which the Chinese constructed defensive tion to scale the heights.

^orks during the China-Japanese war. The second column also assumed
With,the 99-metre height as the centre, the offensive and advanced from the
the Russians had constructed strong neighbourhood of Ta-chaochiartun, its

defensive works on the neighbouring right wing connecting with the left

strategical positions and amassed there wing of the first column, and its own
their principal force. left wing enveloping the enemy's right

At 6.30 a.m., when the head of wing. A portion of its artillery had
the first column had reached a line not yet arrived on the scene of the

extending from the village north-west battle.

of Ying-tao-yuen to Tou-tai-tzu, some At that time the main force of the

two batterys of the enemy's artillery third column was situated in the

situated in the valley south of Shou- neighbourhood of Hing-lung-tai. Our
shan-jju opened fire. At the same time cavalry advanced from the neighbour-

the sound of severe cannonading was hood of Wang-jen-tun, and made a
heard in the direction of General demonstration with their field guns on

Nodzu's Army. the flank and rear of the enemy.

As the result of reconnaissances At about 4 p.m. the enemy's in-

made in yarious directions, it was fantry and artillery appeared to be

perceived that the enemy's positions steadily receiving reinforcements. His

extended through the heights west and right wing extended to the villages,

south of Shou-shan-pu, those west of northwest of Gu-zua-zui, with machine

Hsin-li-tun. and those east of Fang- guns placed at different intervals. The

chia-tun. They were defended with enemy offered a stubborn resistance,

strong entrenchments, surrounded by Notwithstanding the fact that the

wire entanglements. Itwas deemed too second column continued the attack

hazardous for our first column to with its entire force, the situation of

make a frontal attack on the enemy's the column was critical, and the safety

positions, and consequently it was of its left wing was threatened, so

decided to occupy the south-eastern that the latter had to be reinforced

projection of the heights west of Hsin- with a portion of the infantry belong-

li-tun with main force, by advancing ing to the third column,

firom the eastern side of Hoh-niu- Prior to this, an infantry regiment

chuang. The column opened fire at and a battalion of artillery had been

7 a.m., making preparations for an dispatched to the fir^t column as

attack in the near proximity with the reinforcements, in order to assist its

left wing of General Nodzu's Army. attack. The battalion of artillery took

Owing to the bad road, the march up its positions at Ying-tao-yuen at

of the second column was retarded, 3.40 p.m. and opened fire,

but a portion of the column arrived The right wing of the first column

at the villages south-east and north- attacking the south-eastern corner of

east of Ta-chao-chia-tun, and immedi- the heights west of Hsin-li-tun was.

atelv afterwards the major portion of subjected to a severe flank fire from the
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enemy's artillery situated on an eleva-

tion at Fang-chia-ttm, as well as

from the redoubt at a projected point

in front, and was placed in such a
difficult situation that it could not
advance any farther, tfnder this circum-

stances the first and second columns,
though they continued their attack
with the 'Utmost -energy, were pre-

vented by the enemy's auxiliary defence

works • and his galling rifle and gun
fire from effecting a charge before

sunset. ' Thereupon it was decided to

his determination to fight a ded^'V'e

battle. This consideration prompted
jas to exercise full caution and display

redoubled energy.

From 3 a.m. on the 31st the itifantry

of the first column determinedly

carried out a fierce and daring assault.

An infantry regiment forming its left

wing succeeded, about daybreak, in

carrying the southern portion of an
eminence south of Shou-shan-pu, but,

owing to the enemy's severe frontal

and flank fire, as well as a counter-

^i^^

*» .

^.-^S-.-. ". *4k *t i < i

.

^.,^-^

Japanese Engineers marching

destroy, under cover of darkness, the

enemy's auxiliary defence works and
then make an assault, the attack to
be resumed at dawn in the event of
failure. On this day our artillery could
not place all its guns in position

owing to the difficult road, and it was
a cause for profound regret that its

sustained fire throughout the day^could
not silence the enemy's guns. During
this engagement the enemy reconnoitred
our movements by- means of balloons
and frequently moved his troops from
one point to another, thereby evincing

attack by a superior force ofthe enemy
coming from the heights standing- to

the north, was obliged, after a hard
fight resulting in heavy casualties, to
retire to the base of the above hill.

The right wing also pushed forward
in spite 'of extreme difficulties and con-

siderable losses, but the enemy's auxi-

liary defence works were so strong
and the scaling of the heights was so
difficult that our troops could do no
more than throw themselves upon the
ground and thus keep their position at
the base of the elevation.
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The Second Column, comtiiencing
its operations at 1 a.m., repulsed the
enemy's repeated couneer-attacks and
advanced, through a terrible-fire from
his quickfirers, in order to carry out
a night attack. The column finally

succeeded in pressing the enemy to the
railway line and approaching within
50 to 100 metres of his positions.

Owing, however, to vheavy losses

sustained, d?ie to a plunging fire by the

enemy's force on one of the heights, the

column was unable to charge. Mean-

having taken up their respective

positions within an efiective range.

But our forces were still ' unable to

actively assume the offensive, and
owing to the rain of the preceding day,

great difficulty w^as experienced in

obtaining ammunition supplies.

About noon the same day our artil-

lery fire developed great strength and
wrought great havoc on the north-

eastern portion of a height west of

Hsin-li-tun. ;-0n percfeiving this, the

right wing of the First Column dalunt-

FOR LlAO-YANG.

while the day dawned, and subsec[uent-

ly about five battalions of infantry

from the Third Column deployed to

the left of the Second Column, which

greatly helped to improve the situation.

At 7 a.m. three battalions of in-

fantry Were brought to the battlefield

from the' highway in order to co-

operate with the left wing of the First

Column.

In this condition the First and

Second Columns vigorously continued

their attack, while our artillery severe-

ly bombarded the enemy's position.

lessly stormed the enemy^s position

and carried it by 12.30 p.m. Though

a portion of the enemy's positions thus

fell into our hands, yet our forces were

unable to advance farther owing to

the stubborn resistance of the enemy

in the other defences, and also on ac-

count of the deadly fire of the enemy's

artillery stationed at Fang-chia-tun.

Under these circumstances, our troops

of the centre or the Second Column

were unable to continue their advance.

About 5 p.m. a report from the Com-

mander of the Third Column was re-
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ccived, stating that at about 3 p.m.

a force of the enemy's infantry (with

some artillery), whose strength was

not clearly known, Hiad appeared at

Peirtai about six miles north-west

Major-General Nagata.

of Shou-shan-pu and was proceeding

southward. Thereupon the remainder

of the Third Column in reserve was at

once ordered to engage the enemy's

force just mentioned.

Our cavalry corps operated in front

of the left wing of the Third Column,

guarding on the one hand the left side

of our army against the enemy in the

north, and on the other carrying out

a reconnaissance in the direction of

Liao-yang.

At 7 p.m. it was decided that the

whole of our artillery should bombard

the enemy, and then make a general

assault on him. This artillery . fire

doubtless inflicted considerable damage
on the enemy's defences. '

During the night our infantry in

various directions worked
hard, making prepara-

tions for the destruction

of the enemy's auxiliary

defences . The prepara-

tions completed, they

made a fearless and ener-

getic charge , on the

enemy's position. The
First Column took a

height west of Hsin-li-tun

and the Second Column a

height (99 metres) west

of Shou-shan-pu, while

the reinforcements receiv-

ed by the Second Column
cap.tured . a. height in the

direction of the main
road leading to Mukden.
This was about 3 p.m.

on September 1.

The enemy retreated

in the direction of Liao-

yang at about 3 a.m.

A portion of the Second

Column 's reinforcements

pursued the enemy and
reached the neighbour-

hood of Si-pa-li-chuang

at about 8 p.m. ' The
Third Column was or-

dered to join in the pursuit of the

retreating enemy, while our main body

assembled and were put in order on

the positions taken from the enemy.

the pursuit and the attack on

the second fighting line

(near liao-yang).

From 1 p.m. on the 1st September

the Third Column commenced to pursue

the fleeing enemy. By this time the

greater portion of his defeated troops

was in the neighbourhood of the

railway station. From about 4 in' the
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afternoon, the enemy ; increased the
number of luggage cars and was
steadily retreating. Our artillery

poured an effective fire upon him, which
caused great confusion in the neigh-

bourhood of the station. The artillery

belonging to the Third Column reached
the vicinity of Tso-chia-chuang-tzu in

the afternoon, and, after a brief duel,

succeeded in silencing the enemy's guns
south-west of Ji-gu-an. Thereupon the

above column occupied the line extend-,

mg from the villages north-east of the

latter to the neighbourhood of Wan-
pao-shan and reconnoitred the enemy's

force near Liao-yang. The Army
bivouacked in the neighbourhood of

the battlefield, ready to advance in full

force on the 2nd.

west to the south of the Liao-yang
station via the neighbourhood of

Ji-gu-an, they at once attacked him.

Fire was opened about 8 a.m. in

the direction of the Third Column.
Meanwhile the advanced bodies of the

Second Column proceeding along the

railway route deployed quickly and
thus effected a junction with the Third

Column. Betw^een 9 and 10 a.m. the

advanced portion of the First Column
reached the line extending from the

neighbourhood of Sui-li-chuan to

Si-pa-li-chuang, w^hile its artillery took

positions on the heights south-west of
^

the latter place and opened fire about

9.40 a.m. upon the enemy's guns placed

in the neighbourhood of Chen-ja-lin-zui.

At 10 a.m. the sound of cannonad-

OuR Infantry Troops halting at Shou-shan-pu.

At Tin the morning of the 2nd the

First and Second Columns began to

advance, in order to effect a junction

with the right -wing- of the Thirds

Column., As it appeared from various^

reports that the enemy was determined

to make another- stand within jthe

defensive works .extending from, the

ing was heard in * the direction of

General Nozu's army, and at about

10.30 a.m. that army commenced to

advance. It was then learned that the

first fighting line of the same army

had reached the vicinity of Ta-te-pu-t^u

and Ttthg-pa-li-chuang.

• - . . FVom various reports it appears
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that the enemy's right wing was oc- sisted and there were indications thgt

cupying the positions extending from the battle would he a protracted one.

a point about two miles and a half

north-west of the railway station to

the south-west of the station and also

from the vicinity ofJi-gu-an to th^ south

Colonel Fujimoto,

A Regimental Commander of the Left Army.

Owing to the strength of the enemy's

defensive works and to his fierce re-

sistance, our artillery made little im-

pression, so that darkness descended

oh the battle field

before our anny
could obtain an op?

portunity of charge'

ing the, enemy.
During the same
night a portion of

the right w^ing of the

Second Column at--

tempted to storm the

enemy's position in

the vicinity of Jigu-»

an, but was unsuc^

cessiul, owing to the

strength of the auxi-

liary defensive w^orks

and the deadly fire

of the machine guns.

It w^as noticed that

a fire had broken

out in the vicinity of

the railway station

the same day.

The bombard-*

ment of the enemy'§

positions w^as renew^

ed at daybreak on the 3rd, but the

enemy still offered a stubborn resis-»

tance. Advancing within tange of the

of Liao-yang. The middle and the

eastern half of the above line seem to

have been strongly fortified. About
noon the same day, the first fighting enemy's rifle fire, our artillery endea--

line of the Third Column gradually voured to destroy his entrenchments

pushed forward, when fire was opened and quick-fi,ring guns. As a result, a
on it by two companies of the enemy's portion of his troops at several points

artillery, which suddenly took up their was thrown into confusion. The rest,

positions in the north-east of Yang- however; still maintained their ground
chia-lin-tzu. In addition, a column and it seemed difficult for our infantry

of the enemy also appeared in that to attempt a charge. Under the circum-

direction and advanced southward, stances it was decided to concentrate

gradually increasing in number, the whole of our artillery fire upon the

The right wing of : the enemy in enemy and await an opportunity to

the above direction then appeared to charge. They waited till 7 p^m,, by
extend gradually w^estward. The Third which time our infantry had approach-

Column still vigorously attacked the. ed within 200 to 300 metres of the

enemy, who, however, stubbornly re- enemy. Our artillery then poured a
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final fire of great severity on the

enemy and a general attack was
spontaneously commenced along the

whole line. A fierce infantry engage-

ment ensued, lasting far into the night.

Shortly after midnight they at last

rushed the enemy*s positions and suc-

ceeded in carrying his first line of

entrenchments, enthusiastic cries of

banzais arising firom the entire line.

The fire raging in the neighbour-

hood of the station became intense

this day.

On the 4th at 2 a.m. a portion of

the Second Colimin occupied therailway

station, and a portion of the Third

Column occupied the north-western ex-

tremity of Liao-yang. They did not

stop there, but pursued the enemy re-

treating in the direction of the Ta-tzu-

on the opposite bank, our army was
not able to subdue the fire.

Judging from the general conditions

of this battle it was evidently the

enemy's intention to check our advance

to the utmost of his power by mak*
ing a determined stand at the posi"

tions near Shou-shan-pu and by tak^

ing the offensive in other directions,

thus fighting a decisive battle at Liao-

yang. The resistance made by the

enemy at the second line of defence

indicated that he only wanted time

to safeguard his flank and rear against

General Kuroki's army. On the whole,

the enemy's defensive action at Liao-

yang was desperate, and proves that

originally he had no intention to

retreat.

View of the ViciNiTy of the Liao-yang Station after the Fight.

Jio. The enemy at last retired to the The Twentieth Infelltry

right bank of the river, setting fire to Regiment.

the railway bridge. As there was General Nozu, Commander-in-Chief,

^ strong force of the enemy's infantry of the Central Army, made ^a special
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report to the 'Imperial Headquarters daunted by -these heavy losses/the
about the heroic action of the above regiment imnjediately after dawn on
regiment. The report is as follows :- the 4th despatched a detachment to

This regiment lost its commander the eastern ejitremity of Liab-yang in
and one of its battalion commanders pursuit of the enemy. The detachment,
at the battle of An-shan-tien, and sub- however, was prevented from crossing
sequently lost two battalion com- the river owing to the absence of
manders in the engagement near Wui- bridges, all of which had been destroy-
ja-gpw. Again on the 2nd September . cd the previous night by the enemy.
the succeeding commander of the our casualties at liao-yang.
regiment and another battalion com- Our casualties in the battles
mander were also killed, and
there remained no officer above
the rank of Major, inclusive,

in the regiment, so Major-
General Marui was compelled

to assume the command in

this direction. But what
raised the honour of the regi-

ment conspicuously was. the

assault carried out on the 3rd,

when the men in the first line

of battle fell one after another,

and their colours wavered in

spite of the reserve troops

which pressed them forward
from behind. At this juncture.

Captain Egami assumed the

command of the regiment, and
Enshed forward at the head

of his company under the regi-

mental flag in front of the

firing line of attack formation.

The entire regiment, suddenly

inspirited by this sight, tram-

pled down the many defensive

works, and penetrated into

the enemy's entrenchments,

raising lusty cheers for H.M.
the Emperor. But the honour

was ptirchased at a heavy sacrifice, fought atLiaoyang and neighbourhood

The Late Colonel Katsura,

Commander, of the 2oth Infattry Regiment.

In one battalion, the whole of the

oflicers were lost, and a first-class

private commanded a company. The

rank and file of another company was
reduced to 14 or 15. Though the exact

figures are out of question owing to

the conltision th^t existed, this regi-

ment alone sustained losses amounting

to at least 1,200 or 1,300 men. Un-

reached 17,539 altogether, being classi-

fied as follows :

—

Right Army... 4,866

Central Army 4,992

Left Army 7,681

Total 17,539

Of the above figures, the casualties

in the ranks of officers were :

—
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Killed- ...

Wounded...

Total-

ise In addition there were large quattti^

464 ties of weapons, fire-arms, implenientsr,.

camp utensils and equipments, materials
600 and miscellaneous articles.

A Tekrible Scene at Ltao-yang.

The Spoils of War.

SPOILS TAKEN BY THE OKU ARMY.

30

^^,288

127
660

Horses ...

Rifles^ ''Z._ ...^'..

Ammunition wagpns.

Swords
Small-arm ammuni-
tion ... 659,930 rounds.

Artillery ammunition - 5,892 ,, •

Shovels 9,685

Mattocks ...
.

,.. . ,.. 1,999
Axes ... ... ,.., ... ... 2,105
Timber {iy2shaku in

diameter)

Rice

Forage "...

Buckwheat flour...

Over-coats

2,500 pieces.

2,000 koku
18,620
1,000
6,400

SPOILS TAKEN BY THE KUROKI ARMY. /'

... J'

Gun carriages for one battery (more'

or less damaged) ; rifles 800 ; artillery

ammunition 3,000 rounds; small arm'

ammunition '600,000 rounds ; horses

40i In addition, telegraph wire, pro-

visions, niaterials for light railways,

coal mining implements, etc., were cap-

ttired.
-

''>;:'';
- -

'
>

SPOILS TAKEN BY THE NOZU ARMY.

Rifles 490 ; small arm amm^inition

378,800 rounds ; artillery ammunition
1,164 rounds'; ammunition wagotls 2;

'

shovels 6,300; mattocks 3,640^; axes '^

465 ; swords 90 ; revolvers 80 ; sighal-

'

ling reflectors 3 ; reflectors 3 ;
portablfeT^

telephotieS" 6 ; canned beef 18,951^ tiiis'J ^
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tie'sides larg6''^quaiitities - of iron wife,

telephone wire, metal fittings, carpen-

ters' tools, kerosene, food stuffs and

other miscellaneous goods.

The principal spoils taken by the

three armies may be classified as fol-

lows :

—

Rifles.-. 3,578

Small-Jirm ammunition. 163,873

Artillery ammunition. 10,056

Gun carriages

Ammunition wagons...

Horses

Shovels

Mattocks

Axes -

Swords '

Beef, canned

—

Timber .*. '...-

Rice ... ... ...

Forage

Over-coats

18,1915 tins.

2,500 pieces.

2,000 koku,

17,620 „

6,400

for one battery.

129
- 70

15,985

5,639

2,670

750

'General Kuropatkin's Report on

the Battle of Liao-yang. _

According to a Renter telegram,

General Kuropatkin has reported under

date of September 12th as follows :-^

Having received detailed reports

from various directions, I am enabled

to submit the following report on the

fighting that has taken place since

August 26th

:

Ammunition, our Spoiis at Liao-yang.

Revolvers.,

Reflectors for signalling

purpose.

^Reflecting mirrors ...

PortalDle telephones ...

80

3

3

6

Our Manchurian force occupied

three groups of positibris on August

26th, namely, our left whig occupied

the line extending from'' Pei-tie-tzu to

An-ping, the centre, Lian-jian-shan and
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the right, An^shan-ticn- The same day

the Japanese assumed, the oflfensive

aJiong the whole line. of our advanced

positions, but their, attack on our

centre was repulsed, . Though our left

wing at An-ping ^had maintained its

position, the enemy, after hard fighting,

'carried our position at Pei-gun and
threatened the retreat of the armj'

^corps on our left, which had been en-

trenched along the Tang-ho. At the

same time it was discovered that a

great force of the Japanese army was

in goo^ order, thanks to the valour

of the troops in the eastern positions.

All the guns were safely brought away
and the baggage carried along the

mountain passes. The labour in doing

so was incredibly great. Several guns

were transported through the valleys

by the infantry, but the conveyance

of the guns in front of the enemy
proved more diffictdt. Our centre and
left wing succeeded in removing all

their guns and baggage to Liao-yang.

The right wing haying to travel the

A Bloody Scene

turning our right wing at An-shan-

tien, whereupon I withdrew to Liao-

yang all our troops at the advanced

positions, in order to gain time and
inflict heavy losses on the enemy by

means of our positions at An-ping and

Lian-jian-shau. The nature of the

ground in our front was hilly, and the

^roads leading to our .positions in the

south became especially bad owing to

;the rainfallr so that the retreat, last-

ing for two days, w^as exceedingly

difficult. It was,-however, carried oijt

district west of the railway, which had
been severely damaged owing to the

rain, its progress was exceedingly ardu-

ous. The enemy attacked our rear

guard and met with a severe resist-

ance. A battery on the right wing

dragged its guns into miry ground, and

the gtins begaii to sink into the mud.

In order to recover them, 24 horses

were attached to eadi gun, and several

companies of infantry rendered assist-

ance by hauling on to the ropes.

During the operation both men and
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beasts sank into the mud, and the

majority of the infantry' soldiers were
disabled and had to be pulled out of

the' mud by their comrades. Major-
General Rutkovisky, Commander of

the rear guards, maintained his posi-

tions for a much longer time than
prearranged, covering the work of

saving the guns. In consequence, his

trpops sustained severe losses, he him-

self and Colonel Ras^ban, Commander
of the Fourth Eastern Siberian Rifle

Regiment, being killed. Our troops

repulsed with heavy losses. A severe

engagement occured on the fighting

line of our centre and right wing, and
I was compelled to despatch as rein-

forcements not only the special reserves,

but a portion of our troops on the

second line of defence.

That a large force of Kuroki's army
crossed the Ta-tzu-ho became clear on
August 31st. Judging, from the fact

that Kuroki's attack on our left wing
on August 30th and 31st was far

feebler than the enemy's attack on our

AFTER THE FlGHT.

w^ere compelled to abandon'' the said

guns, which s;ink into the innd to the

top of their gun-carriages. Our army

concentrated its forces at Liao-yang on

August 29th, and a certain army

corps occupied the

fight bank of the

other army corps

bank,
^ On August SOth and 31st, the

Japanese army in great force attacked

^ur advanced positions. According to

what can be learned, the enemy was'

positions on the

Ta-t2u-ho, while

occupied its left

centre and right wing, it was presumed
that Kuroki's main force had turned

our left wing and was about to sever

our line of communications.

Thereupon it was decided to with-

draw our troops from the advanced
positions to the main position and to

concentrate a great force against Kuro-
ki's army. There were within our

positions a large number of bridges

and several well-constructed roads con-

necting the latter, so that, in spite of

the darkness, our. army corps which
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^as to", attack.ithe above-mentioned

enemy '^ force was able to reach the

right bank of the river by the morning

of the 1st September.

/The enemy did not occupy our

advanced positions, which had been

abandoned by our army, until the

evening of the same day, when he

opened fire on Liaoyarig*

. Nothing has fallen into- the' enemy's

hands. u ..

tiarning point, in order to operate

against the right of the Japanese posi-

tions extending from the barikof the

Ta-tzu-ho near Kuari-tuii to tte-^ieigh-

bouirhood of the Yentai coal-mine.

The above offensive movement was
effected on the 2nd September, when
all the forces took up their assigned

positions..

On the night of the 1st a report

was received from the Commander of

Electric Cars decorated for celebrating our Victory at Liao-yang

RUNNING along A STREET IN TOKYO.

i I then adopted the following plan

of operations i'—Our forces, halving al-

ready succeeded in crossing over to

the -i^ight- bank of the T^-tzu-ho, our

army-was to --take up positions on the

heights (which were : originally to 'be

occupied by Major-.General' OrlosofiPs

detachment consisting of 13 battal-

ions)' Extending. from ^SKihrkuan-tang

to vth^ -neighbourhood ! of /the Yentai

coallhme; OUr iarmy,was to make' the.

neighbourhood/^ of ; Shih-kuan-tang itfe

the corps at the right of the army, to

the effect that the Japanese had assum-

ed the offensiv'e and occupied the places

north-west, .of our , position at Shih-.

kuan-tang, . 3*-hich .places ' were very.

importq,nf for our ,army, so that out;

troops. at these points.were obliged to

retire. .:!...
*;

' In order to. recover these positions

the next day, it ,w;as /ound :necess^ry;

to effect a change iti.i>ut plans^.' r.Tihe^

heights at : th^l yillage !of . i Sfeih-li'kii^
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A Russian Armed Train left at Ltao-yang.
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lung-tun and neighbourbood were oc-

cupied by our army towards the even-

ing of the 3rd, after strong opposition.

At 7 p.m. the same day our troops were

ordered to reoccupy the hills, north-

COLONEI ShiBA.

east of the same village, from which

they had been dislodged the preceding

night. At first we were unsuccessful.

The fighting lasted far into the night,

and though our troops succeeded in

occupying several heights more than

once, they had to temporarily abandon
those positions owing to the confusion

among the different detachments pai>

ticipating in the engagement and the

consequent difficulty of maintaining a
uniformity of command among them.

The commanders of the detachments,

however, continued their attack an3
at last succeeded in carr3ring the desir-

ed positions, thereby attaining the

object of the operations of our right

wing. -

On the 2nd Major-GeneralOrlosofTs

detachment at our left, which was in

the neighbourbood of the Yentai coal

mine, occupied the heights south of

the latter, thereby securing a very

strong position facing the south.

Shortly afterwards two oatteries

of artillery opened fire upon the

enemy's position several versts

southward. The Major-General

also despatched a force from the

above heights to the village of

Shah-kieh-tung in order to attack

the enemy there. This force operat-

ed among the tall millet, but was
obliged to retreat in confusion

owing to the enemy's frontal and

flank fire. The troops who were

on the heights also retired west.

Orlosoff's detachment was at this

time separated two versts from

the other forces. During this

fighting Major-General Orlosoff

and General Formin were wound-
ed, the latter subsequently suc-

cumbing to his wounds.
After the withdrawal of our

army from a position where we
had intended to make a base for

attacking the Japanese, the lattery-

extended their line of battle north-

ward and occupied the whole of

the elevated positions and the Yentai

coal mine at about 5 p.m. General

Samsonoftnia ordered the Siberian

Cossaqks under his cotuuiand to dis-

mount. They defended their positions

with dauntless courage, but were

gradually forced by the enemy to

retire. -\.
'fjj-

The Japanese have how taken

their positions on the heights, "t Despite

heavy losses sustained during the past

^ve days, our right wing intended to

counter-attack the enemy on the aboye

heights, but this intention was finally

abandoned, and our right wing re-

treated towards Li-lian-shi-chia.

The Japanese right wing was al-

ways in touch 'with our army, and
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we were compelled to abandon on the

2nd the positions in the vicinity of

Shih-kuan-tun which appeared to have
been fixed by the Japanese as the turn-

ing point of their movements. There-

upon I decided to retire to Mukden,
and the withdrawal of my force to

that place was completed on the 7th
September.

The withdrawal from Liao-yang

was commenced on the 3rd September
and finished the following morning.

All our aims were successfully carried

away, but we were obliged to destroy

our provisions by setting fire to them,

the quantity being quite sufiicient to

support our army for eight days. All

the pontoon bridges were dismantled

in sections and taken away. The
bridges were burned and those on the

railway destroyed. Our army retreat-

ed in an orderly manner. The enemy
attempted to pursue our forces, but

was repulsed.

i On the 3rd and the 4th I issued

orders to check the Japanese advance

from the east, the enemy in the south

night of the 5th and sustained heavy
losses, but succeeded in maintaining

their positions. One of the columns

engaged in the severest portion of the

above fighting lost 509 killed and
wounded. Our left wing was at one

time in a .perilous position, but the

danger was averted by the evening of

the 5th. Great difficulties were experi-

enced in removing the guns firom their

positions and in the transportation of

the baggage, but the task was finally

carried out successfully under cover of

a strong force of Cossacks in the rear-

guard, and the withdrawal of our

army to Mukden was completed on
the 7th. Since August 30 no munitions

have been abandoned. The engineering

corps ably discharged their duties,

and during the retreat constructed

new roads, repaired the old ones and
facilitated the railw^ay communication.

Our casualties fi-om August 28th to

the 5th September were 4,000 killed

and 12,000 wounded.

Japanese Scouts skirmishing.

showing no signs of activity. General Further Advance of the

Kuroki's army was then assuming the Eight Army.
offensive from an easterly direction.

Our various detachments guarding the The central column of the Right

pontoon bridges at Ta-lien-kou were Army commenced its advance move-

attacked by the enemy during the ment on the 4th September at 10 p.m.
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and encountered^ a superior force of

the enemy in the neighbourhood of

TaAianrkem, ^ Aller>^harS-:^^tb)^ tlte^

column succeeded in driving the enemy

westwardj and, occupied his position

on the morning of the , 5th. The left

column of the same army occupied

Colonel HirAi,

WHO COMMANDED HIS REGIMENT IN THE RiGHT ArMY.

Lan-ni-pu on the same day at 11.30

p.m. The artillery fired on and pursu-

ed for thirty or forty minutes the

enemy retreating from the neighbour-

hood of Fang-sin, while the right

column, after fierce fighting, occupied

the Yu-men-tzu-shan district also at

10.30 a.m. the same day.

The enemy -was still retreating, his

cavalry remaining on the line extend-

ing from Shih-li-ho to Hung-ling-tzu via

Liu-san-chia-tzu. None of the enemy's

troops were to be seen south of Hung-ti
and Man-hu-lu-tun . On the heights

east of Pan-chiao-pu, what appear to

be entrenchments and epaulments exist

in lines, sentinels being placed there.

It appeared that the enemy's'main force

had already retired north of the Hun-
ho, but there still remained his forces of

an unknown strength at Ku-chia-t'zu,

Pa-chia-tzu, Lin-shang-pu. and Kuan-
MiL-^. The bridge over the Shaho at

Ta-tttng^^liait-pitfiaELbeen destroyed by
the enemy, while Sandepuwas-s^ ©ccu^

pied by the enemy's cavalry. A report

was received to the effect that during

the 5th the enemy carried

to Mukden about 10,000

wounded, but his total

casualties cannot at that

time be estimated. There

; were signs of- the enemy

having carried away his

killed during the engagc^-

ment. There were, however,

more than 3,000 Russian

dead still left in the neigh-

bourhood of Liao-yang.

On retreating from
Liao-yang the enemy des-

troyed nearly all the w~are-

houses in the compound of

the railway station, but a

quantity of provisions and

a considerable number of

spoils were taken by us.

The Russians carried avvay

their guns with great diffi-

culty, but ammunition

wagons had been fired by them in the

vicinity of the ammunition magazines

The enemy, however, left a consider-

able quantity of ammunition in the

various forts, but we have not yet

been able to ascertain the exact a-

mount. Among the ammunition taken

in the neighbourhood of Liao-yang

were shells for 15 c.m. and 18 cm.
Canet guns. It is, therefore, presumed

that the enemy possessed a number
of heavy guns, but had no oppor-

tunity of using them.

The Enemy near Mukden.

According to the ' official . report

dated the 11th September, ^a str9ng

detachment of the ' RufesiaW cavalry

'

was at Pin-tai-tsz' aiid another at
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Shang-hai-lang-chai on the Fushun
road. A detachment ofCossacks with a
body of artillery was also encamping at
Pm-tai-tsz, Shang-huang-shan-tien, on
the Mnkden road and -the vicinity of
San-knai-rsTiih-shan. Further, there was
another Russian cavalry detachmenjt
at Man-ka-tun, Man-hu-lu-tun and Ku-
shu-tsui, and this force was keeping
touch with our armies. It was also
stated that theYentai coal mine (about
15 miles north-east of Liao-yang) had
been captured by our armies. Another
official report of September 17 stated
that a strong force of the enemy's
cavalry was encaia{»ng at Pan-chia-pu,

Hung-ling-pu,. and Ta-san^chia-tzu (a-

bout 5 miles west of Hung-ling-pu), and
their scouts were daily hovering about

Severe Fighting at Ping-tai-tzu.

On the 17th September the column of

the Kuroki Army at Ping-tai-tzu (about

12 miles north of Pen-chi-ko) was at-

,tacked by an eneniy^s force coming
from the direction of WuTsh:un, co»stsi-

ing of at least four battafcfltei!? of in-

fantry, eight squa(ir€»t« of cavalry and
eight guns^ smd another from the

Mukdetf Mgliway, composed of over a
battalion of infantry, a body of

cavalry, and six guns. A severe en-

gagement euvsued lasting from noon
till 3 p.m. The enemy's force from
Mukden came within a very short
distance of our defence line, but com-
menced to retire at 4 p.m., shelled by
our artillery for about half an hour,

which inflicted serious damage on the

The Walls around the Mukden Castle.

the line of Wu-li-tai-tzu, Man-hu-lu-tun; enemy. The greater portion of his

Erh-tai-tzu, T^-tun-shan-pu, and Li-ta- forces retreated gradually, but a body

jin~turi (about 4 miles north-west of of the enemy offered a stubborn re-

Ta-tung-shun-pu). Thfere was also a sistanc^ till 7 p.tn., when it was finally

body of Russian cavalry at Chang-tan. repulsed.
,

• The enemy's forces consisted of

: about seven battalions of infantry
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and two batteries of artillery. On the

18th a portion of these forces still

remained near the front of our column,

and it appeared that their main
strength was at Hai-lang-sai and
Feng-chia-po.

BussraiL Attempt to bum Chinese

,. Junks,
i . ;

On the afternoon of the 3Qth Sep-

tember, 40 or 50 of the enemy's cavalry

put in an appearance north and south

of Chang-tan and attempted to bum a

The Officers belonging to the Staf'f of ist Artillery Brigade.

Skirmishes at Ta-ling.

On the 20th September one of our
detachments which advanced from the

vicinity of Hsien-chang attacked the

enemy at Ta-ling consisting of one
company of infantry and a body of

cavalry with one machine gun, and
also another force of the ^ enemy at
San-lung-fu consisting of one battalion

of infantry and 500 cavalry, with six

quick-firing g^ns and one machine
gun. 3oth of the enemy's forces were
repulsed and driven to the north.

The enemy left 19 killed on the
field. A few. spoils were captured, by
us. Our casualties were very slight.'

number of Chinese junks by pouring
kerosene oil on them. Our patrol on
both sides of the Hun-ho opened fire on
the Russians and prevented them firom

effecting their purpose.

Conflict between Scouts.

On the 2nd October one of our
scoutmg forces, consisting of a com-
pany of infantry and a section of a
cavalry squadron, which had been
despatched from our advance guards,
repulsed 60 or 60 of the enemy's
cavalry, and while reconnoitring the
neighbourhood was attacked by 230
Russian cavalry (apparently including

mounted infantrj). After offering re-

sistance for a short time, our tropps
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returned to camp. The enemy's casual-

ties were about 30, while our troops

sustained no loss.

..a.

The Battle of the Sha-ho.

The defeat of the Russians at

Liao-yang was no doubt a very great

blow to their hopes and plans, for

the place had hitherto been not only

their base of operations but also the

centre for all the stores needful for their

army in Manchuria. Hence the loss of

this important place made so deep an
impression upon the court of St.

Petersbtirg that the Tzar compelled

General Kuropatkin to take the offen-

sive in order to recover it ; and Kuro-

patkin himself
deemed it possible

to do so, having

received large rein-

forcements from

Europe. Before
commencing his of-

fensive movements,

h^ issued a proud

proclamation in

which he said that

he would surely
this time crush

6yama's armies,

now that his own
forces were suffici-

ent fo;r the task

;

and so great was
the interest arous-

ed by the procla-

mation of General

Kuropatkin that

the whole of Russia

and even some in

other nations as

well seem to have

expected that the Russians would at

last give the victorious Japanese a

good thrashing. But the result of

the battle has been once more unfavour-

able to Russia, and the result has been

a complete upset of all their calcula-

tions : indeed the Russians at the

Sha-ho sustained far greater losses

than at Liao-yang. If we may judge

from the dead left on the field, which

amounted to over 13,000 on the 21^t

October, the whole number of casual-

ties must have been more t:han 70,000

men, while on our side the total casual-

ties are less than 16,000. Though the

Russians have been utterly defeated

in every direction, they are still at

the time of writing, making a stubborn

resistance in the district between the

Hun-ho and the Sha-ho, the thunder of

cannonades from both sides is to be

heard day and night, and conflicts on

the outpost lines are of frequent occur-

rence. It appears probable, therefore.

Heavy Gxtns captured from Russians.

that, unless the Russians retreat further

north, another battle will take place

very shortly.
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Preliminary Movements

of the Russians.
' The^preliminafy movements of the

enemy in the "direction of Liaoyang
were as follows :

—

On the 4th October a small body

of the enemy's cavalry appeared in the

at Ping-tai-tzu on the Mukden road,

but was repulsed. The enemy retreat-

ed, leaving on the field his killed , in

addition to arms, ^ etc. This force

belonged to the 3rd Rifle Regiment,

and were all in Chinese attire.

Four squadrons of the enemy's

neighbourhood of Ai-yang-pien-men, cavalry had been stationed at Sung-

but was repulsed by our forces there. shul-tzu on the Fu-shan road, since the

3rd and on the 8th

w^ere still remain-

ing there.

On the 4th the

enemy's scouting

partieswho had been

moving in the neigh-

bourhood of Lung-

w^ang-miao and
South Wu-li-chieh
retreated towards

Liu-tan-koo in the

north, leaving behind

an infantry patrol

party.

On the same day
a small detachment

of the enemy's caval-

ry advanced from

Yen-ka-sho-si to-

wards Siao-tai, while

another force w^ith 3

guns opened fire

from the vicinity of

Ta-tai upon our

/. detachtaent at North
On the same day an enemy's force, Yen-tai. The enerhy stationed at

consisting of a battalion of infantry, Chang-tan, on the right bank of the

and 11 or 12 squadrons of cavalry, Hun-ho, appeared to have retired to

with five or six guns, made its appear- the north, leaving 'behind a portion
ance^in the direction of Shang-liu-ho- of his force. No enemy's forces were
tzu, but afterwards retreated toward to be seen in the vicinity: of Tan-tai-
Huang-shen. On the 5th there were tzu.

only two or' three squadrons 6f the Our outposts on the left bank of

enemy's cavalry in this direction, but the Hun-ho were also attacked ' by a
their line of observation extended from small detachment of the demy's caval-

Miao-kou'shan tp Ma-chia-fan: The
infantry forming' the van of the enemy
wore Chinese clothes. . , . i . >

On the 4th a small force of the

Major-General Kaschtalinsky.

ry, whom our troops repulsed. •-

According to the natives,- an officer

was -killed and five men were wounded
among the enemy's forces which were

enemy attacked onr patrol stationed. Srepttlsed by biir outposts on the 4th.
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Situation on October 9.

The condition of the enemy's troops

confronting our armies is as follows:

—

FRONT OF THE RIGHT ARMY.

On the morning of the9th the enemy
crossed to the left bank of the Ta-tzu-

ho at Wei-ning-ying and advanced
towards Chiao-tou (Hsi-ho-yen), finally

cutting the communications between
the latter place and Pen-chi-hu. His

troops consisted of about a brigade of

infantry, 2,000 cavalry and two guns.

The enemy also increased his force in

the districts on the right bank of the

Ta-tzu-ho to a brigade of infantry,

1 ,500 cavalry and eight guns. A
mixed brigade of the enemy was in

the direction of Ta-ling and a regi-

ment both at Mien-hua-pu and Pa-

ment of his cavalry Hsia-liu-ho-tzu.

Another Russian force, a division

strong, which had also arrived at

Shao-ta-kou, had already reached the
front of our position.

FRONT OF THE CENTRAL ARMY.

Up to the morning of the 9th the

enemy*s troops in the direction of

this army numbered about a division

and were stationed on the line con-

necting Chien-huang-hua-tien, Pan-chi-

ao-pu, and Liu-tang-kou. In the after-

noon, a column of his troops headed
south from the latter place along the

railway line, its advanced bodies

having already reached Nan-wu-li-kai.

Russian infantry, at least three bat-

talions strong, were also pouring ahead
from Liu-tang-kou, others apparently
following.

y ir

Barracks for the Prisoners of War at Matsuyama.

chia-tzu. These forces were all advan- The line of the enemy's troops ad-

cing south, apparently followed by vancing along the railway route ex-

others. At 2 in the afternoon about tended over a distance of abont five

two regiments of the enemy's infantry miles and even then their rear was in-

entered Shang-liu-ho-tzu and a regi- visible. About a regiment of infantry
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was also noticed on the heights east

of Pan-chiao-pu.

Under these circumstances, we in-

tended to asstime the offensive from

the morning of the 10th and attack the

FRONT OF THE LEFT ARMY. enemy's main force, in order to prevent

The movements of the enemy's force him from concentrating his troops in

in this direction were not active, and the south of the Hnn-ho.

SEVERE FIGHTING

NEAR PENCHIHU.

The army has

effected a junction

with a Penchihu

detachment on the

evening of the 9th.

The latter fought a-

gainst a superior

force of the enemy for

about twelve hours-

from the morning of

the 9th. The fight

was the fiercest to-

wards Pen-chi-hu.
The detachment,
however, was able

to maintain its posi-

tions.

The enemy's
force a little stronger

than a brigade was
at Wei-niri-ying. A
large column of th6

enemy's troops ar-

rived at Ta-ling late

in the night of the 9th, and about

one brigade was at Tu-inen-tzu-Iingl

The enemy attacked our positions in

the same night and a hand-to-hand
^ght ensued at several places.

The reinforcements despatched from
the army reached Huo-lien-sai on th6

9th at about 4 p.m. A detachment
from this force reached Pen-chi-hu at

about 9 p.m.,^ and another detach-

ment occupied Tu-men-tzu-liiig; The
enemy was camped at close quarters at

Pien-shan-kou and Ta-yu-pu. Colonel

Hirata was wounded.

/ 4j ij*/J^^

Colonel Kawamura,
WHO TOOK PART IN THE ENGAGEMENT AT ShA-HO.

his main strength appeared to be in

the neighbourhood of Liu-tang-kou

and Sun-chia-tai.

OUR OPERATIONS.

The Right Army despatched a
column of troops to reinforce the

garrison of Chiao-tou.

Since the 7th our army has been

sustaining the enemy's attack in the
direction of Hsien-chang.

The Army reinforced the Penchihu
detachment with one column of troops,

and drove off the enemy. The fight

was still going on that day.

The Central and Left Armies were
fighting with the enemy, in front of
them.

Situation on October 10,

FRONT OF THE RIGHT ARMY.

> The enemy's movements on the
tOth October were as follows :

—



A^'^^*^

A Japanese and a Russian disputing over Regimental Colours.
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A considerable body of the enemy's
force -was in occupation of the heights
east of San-chi-tzu and a big
column of infantry deployed in the
valley of Yeh-ho-kou. About a regi-
ment of the enemy's infantry was
constructing defensive works in the
neighbourhood of Shao-ta-kou. An-
other force with artillery advanced to-

wards Shang-liu-ho-tzu and Hsia-liu-

ho-tzu about 2.30 p.m.
The height east of Pen-chi-hu was

assatdted and carried by the enemy,
and subsequently the height east of
the road and situated between Peii-

chi-hu and Hua-lien-kou was also car-
ried by the enemy, who successfully

Hua-lien-kou was also retaken at 11
a.m.

The right column of the Right
Army was fighting along the whole line

with the enemy's infantry and artillery

in its fore front. At 11 a.m. the
enemy's troopers charged the heights
east ^of Hua-lien-kou, and a severe

bayonet fight resulted, the enemy being
finally repulsed. The enemy left a great
number of his killed on the field and
retreated to the base of the heights.

According to a report received that
evening, it appeared that the enemy's
force near Pen-chi-hu was greatly
reinforced. But our troops fought
splendidly. I

A Market outside Mukden Castle.

effected a night attack. Our Pen-ichi-hu

detachment, however, maintained its

principal positions throughout the

night, and this morning, the detach-

ment, availing itself of a dense fog,

recovered the height east of Pen-chi-hu.

The height between Pen-chi-hu and

CENTRAL ARMY.

The right column of the Central

Army occupied the heights east of

Yu-men-tzu on the morning of the lOth.

On reaching the heights east of

Huang-ti, the left column attacked
the enemy at Wu-li-tai-tzu, but was
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unable to complete tlie occupation of

tlie position by sunset.

LEFT ARMY.

Having occupied the neighbour-

hood of Ku-chia-tzu the right column

Our gg,rrison corps at Hsien-chang

delivered a night attack on the enemy

in its front at 3 a.m. and suc-

ceeded in driving him to the north-

east. '

Situation on October 11.

The Late Colonel YAsuMtmA.
!,

effected a junction with the left

column of the Central Army, and then

together assaultied the mixed force of

the enemy on the heights of Wu-li-tai-

tzu and in the neighbourhood of Erh-

tai-tzu, thereby occupying a line ex-

tending from Shuang-tai-tzu to Erh-

tai-tzu.

The central column having reached

a line near Tsien-tai-tzu and Kang-chia-

tai attacked the enemy at Ta-tang-

shan-pu, which he had occupied the

previous day, the position being finally

carried by us.

The left column attacked the

enemy at Si-lao-shan-tun and con-

tinued its advance, proceeding as far

as Ho-chia-tun.

RIGHT ARMY. /

About five batteries of the

enemy's artillery began furiously

bombarding the various positions

in front of the Penchihu detach-

ment from about 10 a.m. Mean-

while the enemy assumed the offen-

sive with a regiment from his

right wing and ^yq battalions

from his central column, and fierce

fighting was then going on.

An artillery duel was proceed-

ing in the districts between Ta-ling,

and Pen-chi-hu. The same was
also the case in the Tu-men-tzu-

ling district.

A force despatched by the Pen:-

chihu detachment to the left

bank of the Ta-tzu river return-

ed shortly to the right bank after

driving off the enemy.

The enemy had placed a

number of guns in position in the

. neighbourhood of Tai-yu-pu on

the upp6r reaches of the Ta-tzu. It

appeared that the enemy posted to the

east of the main road between Tu-'

men-tzu and Pen-chi-hu w^as at least

two divisions strong with about 80'

guns. The enemy's main strength op-

posed to the Righ4' Army was posted'

on the line from San-chia-tzu to Pa-!

chia-tzu, and its strength was not less

than four divisions.

The right column and the right

w^ing of the left column continued

fighting furiously till sunset.

The left wing of the left column,

co-operating with the right wing of

the Central Army, tried to dislodge,

the enemy from the vicinity of San-,

chia-tzu but up till sunset it had not
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attained its object. The .engagement

wasi however, progiessing favourably.

TheGommander of theArmy was going
to continue his endeavours during the

night to beat the enemy in his front.

CENTRAL ARMY.

The right column has been in oc-

cupation of the heights to the north of

Yu-men-tzu since morning of the pre-

vious day. The right wing of the said

column, co-operating with the left

wing of the left column of the Right

Army, advanced that morning in the

direction of Ku-chia-tzu. The left

In consequence our army was not able

to effect the
j
p^e-arrangcd advance

before sunset. v
• The enemy opposing the left

column was slightly less than a di-

vision.

LEFT ARMY.

The advance movement of the army
that day made comparatively rapid

progress. The army continued the at-

tack on the enemy defending the line of

Pan-chiao-pu and Liu-tang-kou. The
right column had already occupied

Yang-chia-wan and was proceeding to-

wards Liii-san-

cliia-tzu.

The left

column advan-

ced to the line

extending from

the neighbonr-

hood of Ta-yu-

chuug-pu to Li-

t a -j en-tun via
Tsing-tstii-tzn.

Its main force

was stationed in

the neighbour-

wing also adv-

anced to the at-

tack of the enemy

in the direction

of Pen-niu-tun

and the district

east of San-kuai-

shih-shan. The

result of its ope-

rations was still

unknow^n. The

enemy opposing

the left column

offered a stub-

born resistance :

on the line extending from Pan-chia^ hood of Tsing-tsui-tzti and Sa-chia-tienr

tun to Shih-li-ho and Liu-tang-kou. tzu and menaced the :eneriiy's right

Russian Prisoners from the Rurik halting at Takahama.
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flank and rear. In the event of the

army being unable to reach its object

before sunset, the Commander of the

army intended to carry out a night at-

tack and continue the advance to fol-

lowing day. The enemy opposing this

army was not less than two divisions.

Army had been incessantly attacking

the enemy in the neighbourhood of

Shih-li-ho, Lung-wang-miao, and Wi-li-

kai, but had not yet achieved any con-

clusive success. The army was reinforc-

ing its left wing and endeavouring to

envelop the enemy's rightflank andrear.

?^:iIMii^^:>^'>:^J^>>^ -:'.';>
./:... '-"'•'' '-< -

f.'/^ s^jm-'A..^

The Old Imperial Palace at Mukden.

Situation on October 12.

GENERAL ATTACK.
The situation in the direction of

Mukden on the morning was as

follows:

—

The central column of the Right
Army occupied Lao-kao-ling and the

heights north of Pa-chia-tzu, and sub-

sequently took possession of Ma-erh-
shan. The left column of the same
army occitpied the heights north of

Shao-ta-kou.
The Central Armybegan operations

from midnight the previoits day and
early that morning proceeded froniSan-
chia-tsu to ttie line of tlie heights
northwest of San-kuai-shih-shan. The
army was pursuing the enemy.

Since the previous night the Left

The fight was still proceeding in

the direction of Pen-chi-hu.

Such being the condition, the situa-

tion was judged to be favourably devel-

oping for the attainment of our origi-

nal object.

THE SPOILS OF WAR,

Our Central Army captured two
field guns and eight ammunition wa-
gons in the fight of the previous night.

Major-General Murai and Lieut.

Colonel Kuno w^ere w^ounded and

Colonel Yasumura w^as killed.

FURTHER VICTORIES.

In the direction of Pen-chi-hu the

enemy's attack was repulsed every-

where, and the junction between our
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detachments at Pen-clii-hu and Chiao-

tou was firmly established.

The pursuit of the enemy by the

main force of the Right Army and
by the Central .Army made great

progress. Our armies had already

reached the line of Ma-erh-shan and

Mang-chia-fen, -where a detachment of

the enemy's forces with guns had
already been enveloped and thrown
into great confusion. The rest of the

enemy's forces seemed to have been

routed northwards.

In order to cut off the retreat of

the enemy's troops at Pen-chi-hu, the

Right Army despatched a detachment

to Shih-chiao-tzu, which must
have been reached by 3 p.m.

The Central Army this mor-

ning captured eleven field guns

and ammunition w^agons. Accord-

ing to a prisoner of war, Kuro-

patkin with some three divisions

of troops had been in the rear of

the enemy opposing the main

force of the Right Army.

The central column of the

I^eft Army, after overcoming the

enemy's strong resistance, occupied

the neighbourhood of Lang-tzu-kai

at about 1.30 p.m. capturing 16

guns. The enemy was completely

routed and fled northwards. The

pursuing trooi"s at once advanced

to Liti-san-chia-tzu via Hsiao-tung-

tai. The right column overcame

the stubborn resistance offered by

the enemy entrenched north of

En-dow-niu-loo and routed him.

The column was pursuing him

towards the south of Lung-wang-

miao and Wu-li-kai. The left

column was fiercely bombarding

North Yentai at 12.50 p.m.

THIRTY-SIX GUNS CAPTURED.

Since the morning of the 12th

October the Right Army continued its

hot pursuit of the enemy towards the

north. The detachment which had

proceeded towards Shih-chiao-tsu in

order to cut off the retreat of the

enemy's force at Pen-chi-hu, was still

operating with that object.

The Central Army was still continu-

ingits attack and advance, and intended

to occupy the line of Tung-shang-kou,

Hu-chia, and Ku-chia-tsu. The enemy
in this direction was observed to be

retiring north, the retreat being conti-

nued to the evening. It was reported

that a large column of the enemy's

force at Huang-hua-tien had proceeded

south-east and . begun to construct

defensive works at Chien-huang-htia-

tien.

M. .

Major Nagaye, who fought with his

Cavalry Regiment at the Sha-ho.

While continuing its pursuit of the

enemy, the right yring of the same

column subsequently captured four

guns. The enemy twice delivered fierce
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counter-attacks on that column, but

each time was repulsed witli heavy

losses inflicted by the artillery and
infantry of the column. The right

column of the Left Army while pur-

suing the enemy in the west of Shih-

li-ho, captured five guns and five am-

by our army,' showed signs of retreat-

ing from about 5 p.m. the previous day!'

Our army in this direction assumed the

offensive from early^ in the morning.

Prior to this, a large body of

cavalry, commanded by H. I.H. Prince

Kotohito Kan-in, outflanked the enemy

X. ^ .''«a».'>-5--;''"*£:.t'i'.'-.L"-'"*?)i^

A Fierce Hand-to-hand Fight.

munition wagons belonging to the

enemy. In all, the Left Army captured

25 guns and five ammunition wagons.
The Left Army removed its entire

reserve and a body of artillery to the

neighbourhood of Ku-shu-tsu. A por-

tion of these troops dislodged the

enemy from Pan-chia-tien, and was
co-operating with the right wing of

the left column, in advancing to the

attack.

The^ Central Army took' 150" Rus-

sians prisoners. -

"'~"' '/,:

Situation on October 13.

GENERAL 'ADVANCE. ^ , , '' '->

The enemy in' the dir^eliioin of Pen^^

chi-hu having been repekttedly^ ifepial^fed

from his left and put his reserves to

flight. This action did much to im-
prove the situation . The troopers

were to advance to the rear of the
enemy.

The right column of the Eight
Armywas attacking theenemy at Chao-
hsien-ling. The central column of the

army occupied the range of heights at

Lien-hua-shan and Ma-erh-shan, and
the right wing of the left coluUm was
attacking the remtiants of the eiieiny's

force which had been -in possession of

the heights north of Shao-ta-kou.

The nature of the ground prevent-

ed the ' operations of the* Right Jtrmy
froni progire^ing as desired."

i The right: columii of ^ the; Central

Ariliy at about 10 aim.; began td



A Bloody Scene on a Rampart at Shou-shan-pu.
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advance to the attack on the heights

north of Hu-chia and Ku-chla-tsu. The
enemy's artillery at those positions

seemed to have commenced retreating

at 2 p.m.

The right column of the Left Army
occupied Pan-chiao-pu on the morning

of the 13th, and its advance guards

reached Pa-chia-tzu. The column was
then reinforced by the reserves and

v\ras attacking the enemy's force, about

a division strong, in the neighbour-

hood of Huang-hua-tien. Meanwhile

several batteries of the enemy's artil-

lery at Chien-huang-hwLi-tien offered a

stubborn resistance. A portion of our

reserves was attacking this position

and the fight was progressing favoura-

bly. The pursuing troops of the central

column had already occupied" Liu-

san-chia-tzu and were pursuing the

enemy towards Kou-sui-tun. The

right wing of the left

column was attacking the

enemy at Hung-ling-pu.

Since the 12th the right

column of the Right Army
had been engaging a su-

perior force of the enemy at

Chao-hsien-ling, but the

situation in this direction

was turning advantageous-

ly for our army owing to

the arrival of reinforce-

ments. The central column

of the same army had
carried Lien-hua-shan, Ma-
erh-shan and neighbour-

hood, and was attacking a

strong force of the enemy.

The right wing of the left

column, after a hard-

fought battle, succeeded in

occupying one of the enemy's

important positions, on the

heights north of Shao-ta-kou.

The aggressive operations of the

Central Army progressed satisfactori-

ly, Mang-chia-fen, Hu-chia and the

heights, north of Ku-chia-tzu

occupied.

The central and right columns of

the Left Army were attacking Sha-ho-

pu and Huang-hua-tien respectively.

Towards sunset, the right wing of the

left column attacked Lin-shan-pu, and

a portion of its troops succeeded in

carrying Man-chia-yuen-tzu while the

left wing also occupied the line extend-

ing irom Hoh-lin-tun to Fu-chia-chuang.

Fresh reinforcements were constant-

ly arriving at Yentai and neighbour-

hood.

CASUALTIES.

The casu alties sustained by the

central column of the Left Army on

the 12th were as follows ;

—

Killed :—Sub.-Licut. Gase.

Wounded :—Colonel Ohta and five

other officers.

Casualties among the non-commis-

sioned officers and men :—350.

Lieut.-General Gerngross.

Situation on October 14.

were

RIGHT ARMY.

Another column of our reinforce-

ments had arrived in the neighbour-

hood of Chiao-tou since the morning of
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the 14th. The column commanded by north-east of Chin-chuang-shan, during

H.I.H. Major-General Prince Kan-in the. night of the 13th, while the first

had been fighting with the enemy in liue of the left: column seemed to have

the neighbourhood of Wo-lung-tun, on occupied the heights of Si-kou-shan on

the left bank of the Ta-tzu-ho, since the 14th at about 9 a.m.

dawn on the 14th. In short, the situation in the direc-

WouNDED Russian Prisoners landing at Takahama.

The enemy who, attacked us be-

tween Pen-chi-hu and-l'u-men-tzu-ling

began to retreat from 11 a.m. on the
14th. >^ The Penchihu detachment ad-

vanced to the pursuit.

The right' column of the army
received reinforcements on the night
of the 13th, and since then firmly

maintained the positions on Chao-
hsien-ling against a superior force of
the enemy.

The left column of the army took
possession of Lien-hua-shan and the
range of the heights to its north at
about 7 a.m. on the~t4th.

The central column occupied the
neighbourhood of the heights north-
east of Kao-shan-tun, which is to the

tion of the Right Army became decided-

ly favourable to us on the morning
of the 14th.

On the afternoon of the 14th, the

enemy in the neighbourhood of Tu-
men-tzu-ling and Ta-ling, facing our
Pen-chi-hu detachment in the right of

the army, having found it impossible

to resist our attack, commenced to

show signs of retreat. Thereupon the

commander of the army ordered the

detachment to pursue the enemy closely

in the northern and eastern directions.

The detachment at once divided its

forces into two columns and hotly

pursued the retreating Russians. Driv-

ing the enemy before it, the detachment
advanced as far as the Ping-tai-tzu
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and Hia-ta-ho districts'. The enemy
stopped in the neighbourhood of Pien-

niu-chia-pu and began to construct

defence works.

The right column of the army
facing the enemy near Chao-hsien-ling,

discovering on the afternoon of the

same day that the enemy's forces in

its front showed signs of retreat, at

once commenced operations to pursue

the enemy, and advanced in the di-

rection of Tai-chia-tao. The central

and left columns, in co-operation

^ with the right column, also attacked

the Russians in the neighbourhood of

Si-kou-shan and reached the line of

the Sha-ho. The enemy facing the left

column consisted of about one division.

He retreated in a disorderly condition

in the direction of Feng-shu-pu, while

his artillery still occupied a position

near Ta-shan and was firing on us.

A detachment of our reserves, which

after driving off a small number of the

enemy had been in occupation of Wai-
toii-shan since the morning of the 14th,

discovered at about 3 p.m. that day
that a column ofthe enemy's transport

was retreating, and immediately pur-

sued it. The detachment also sent a

body of troops to Sho-shu-tsui-tzu.

CENTRAL ARMY.

The Central Army occupied on the

morning of the 17th the heights north

of the line connecting Tung-shan-kou

and Hu-chia and Ku-chia-tzu and was
advancing to the attack.

The army attacked the enemy oc-

cupying positions near Chang-ling-tzu,

Pu-tsao-wo and Tung-chia-fen since

the morning of the 14th, and finally

succeeded in reaching the line of the

Sha-ho by driving the enemy to the

north of the river.

LEFT ARMY'.

The main force of the right column

seems to have occupied the heights

north-east of Huang-hua-tin on the

morning of the 14th at 11 a.m.

The central column at about 7 a.m.

took possession of the heights south

of Sha-ho-pu, and a detachment from
the column attacked the enemy's in-

fantry at Kan-chia-wo-tzu and captur-

ed 10 guns. The enemy fled north-east-

wards in great confusion. On the

morning of the same day about five

companies of the enemy's infantry took

up their positions between Lien-shan-

pu and Ta-lien-tun, while another com-

pany occupied Ma-dai-jin-tun. The
left column of the army was attacking

this force of the enemy ; and also

about two battalions of the enemy's

infantry and a battery of artillery

delivered a counter-attrck on a portion

of the left column at Wan-chia-yuen-

tzu, but were repulsed.

The main body of the right column

of the army, which had been des-

patched in the direction of Hw^ang-

hwa-tien, carried the enemy's position

at the latter place on the 14th at

Colonel Kamada who commanded his

Infantry Regiment in the Battle
OF THE Sha-ho.

1 p.m. while on the same aftenoon

the central column also occupied the

heights held by the Russians south of

Sha-ho-pu . A detachment from the

central column, which had been sent

to Lin-sheng-pu, acted in qo-operation
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with a part of the left columti, and, of the enemy in every direction and in

after fierce fighting, occupied the place pursuing him most resolutely, finatty

at 4 p.m. and was in pursuit of .the pressing him hard on the left, bank of

enemy. /: the Hun-ho and inflicting on him heavy

The Russians at Lin-sheng-pu con- damages. More than 30 guns had

sisted of one regiment of infantry and been captured and several hundreds of

A BuDDiST Temfi:e outside the Castle of Mukden.

more than two batteries of artillery.

They retreated to Sse-fang-tai where

they made a halt. A detachment fi*om

the central column pursued the enemy
in the direction of Liu-mu-tun.

At about 2.20 p.m. the enemy in

the direction of the left column near

Chang-ling-pu began to be re-inforced.

When his number had been sufliciently

increased, he delivered repeated coun-

ter-attacks on us ; but was repulsed

each time. The Russians encountered

by the left column consisted of 4
regiments of infantry and about 10
batteries of aftillery.

To s^m up the continuous fighting

from the IQth, up to -the* 14th, we
succeeded in defeating superior forces

prisoners had fallen into our hands.

The enemy's plan of war had comp-
letely failed, and his offensive move-
ment had been utterly broken. The
Russian dead left in the field were so

numerous that their number could not

easily be ascertained. It was also

impossible to calculate exactly the

total losses of the enemy, owing to

the' continuance of the battle. " But it

was believed that the number exceed

30,000. The spoils, besides the 30
guns mentioned above, consisted of an
inestimable number of ammum;tian
wagons and rifles.

Of the Russian dead left;, ^on the

field in consequence of the engagements
from the 10th to the IS^h, those al-j
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ready buried by the army exceed,

2,000. Besides, a large number of the

enemy's dead was also left in the

field during the engagement of the

14th. Another hundred prisoners had
been captured by us since October 14.

Situation on October 15.

on the left bank of the Ta-tzu-ho,

1,500 in front of Pen-chi-hu, 300"at the

Ta-ling pass, 200 in the neigi;bourhood

of Tu-men-ling, in the direction of the

right column, 600 in the neighbour-

hood of Koin-ko-ku aud in the north

of Tu-men-tzu-ling, 300 in the neigh-

bourhood of Chien-tao, 150 in the

neighbourhood of Wu-ming-tzu, north

of Pan-la-shan, and in the direction

of the left column, 300 in the nor-

thern part of Shao-ta-kou. The

enemy's corpses left in the field

thus totalled 4,500 in the regions

covered by the Right Army. There

were besides numerous dead bodies left

in places not mentioned above, the

FURTHER OPERATIONS.

The main force of the Right Army
had already occupied the heights of

Chou-cliia-fen, thus reaching the line

of the Sha-ho. But the enemy^s force,

about a division strong, was still offer-

ing a stubborn resistance at San-jo-

tzu-shan. The Central Army having

already reached the pre-arranged

line, had not been engaged in

any serious fight since the mor-

ning of the 15th.

The enemy in front of the

Left Army remained this morning

in the north of Sha-ho-pu and at

La-mu-tun, and offered a stub-

born resistance. The right

column of the Left Army, there-

fore, was then engaged in the oc-

cupation of Shan-ho-pu, while

the greater portion of the right

column was advancing to the

attack of the enemy at La-mu-

tun. The enemy had stationed

about six batteries of artillery

between Sha-ho-pu and Sse-fang-

tai, and was furiously bombard-

ing our attacking force as well

as on Lin-sheng-pu. But his force

was insuflScient to impede our

advance.

CASUALTIES IN RIGHT ARMY's

FIELD OF OPERATION.

The enemy's casualties in the

field bfoperation ofthe RightArmy
. . , -.

were, according to investigations - " ";:

made up to the 15th as follows:— ' iiumber of which was not small.

The number bf the enemy's killed The enemy's total casualties in this

that were left on the field in the direc- direction will amount to more than

tion -of Peiichihu Detachment was 350 20,000.

Major Uchida, who commanded his Cavalry

REGHrfENT'IN THE BATTLE OF THE ShA-HO.
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The prisoners of'war taken in this

direction numbered about 100.

The spoils of war taken besides

the above-mentioned were 6 ammuni-

tion wagons., 2,000 gun-shots, and

other articles.

on the 14;th. ' The number of pri-

soners taken up to the 15th reached 80.

The principal spoils of war were

over 30 guns. Large numbers of rifles,

and quantities of clothing and other

equipments were also captured.

Japanese cremating Corpses in the Field after the FrcHT.

CASUALTIES IN LEFT ARMY's FIELD

OF OPERATION.

The casualties on both sides in the

direction of the Left Army and appro-

ximate amount of spoils of war taken
by that army were as follows :

—

During the five days from the 10th
to the ,,14!th, the ^ army sustained

3,500 casualties in officers and men,
killed and wounded. ^

The number of the enemy's corpses
buried by 4he army during the four
days from the 10th to the 13th reach-

.ed 2,000. Largenumbers of dead bodies
were also left in the field by the enemy

CASUALTIES IN CENTRAL ARMY's FIELD

;%j. OF OPERATIOIJ-

According to a report from the

Central Army, the number of the
prisoners of war taken on the 13th
was about 150, and although that
of the fenemy's corpses left in the

. field was not accurately calculated,

it is believed to have reached 500.
The number of prisoners taken on the
14th was 100 and that of the enemy '^

• corpses counted in :the field about
1,000. In addition, many guns, rifles,

ammunition wagons, and other^, artit

cles were captured. The total of the
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enemy's corpses left in the field in

front of the Central Army reached
2,500.

The number of the enemy *s corpses

counted up to the 15th in the fields

coveted by our three armies since the

10th, reached a total of 8,550.,

The above figure do not include

those left on the scenes of the fierce

fight which our Left Army had with
the enemy on the 14th and 15th. In

addition, there were many corpses

still to be discovered in odd places.

The number of the enemy's corpses,

left in the field might, therefore be

expected to exceed 10,000.

SUCCESSES OF THE LEFT
ARMY.

A small force of the enemy
was still in front of the main
body of the Right Army and

on the northern bank of the

Sha-ho facing the Cen tral

Army. But so far no impor-

tant engagement had occurred

in this direction.

The enemy on the Sha-ho

in firont of the Left Army and
at La-mu-tun had ofiered a

stubborn resistance, but these

positions were taken by our

army towards the evening of

the 15th.

On the afternoon of the

same day a detachment of the

enemy's force put in an ap-.

pearance at Hou-li-ta-jen-tun

on the left wing of the Left

Army, but w^as speedily driven

off by one of our detachments.
" A force of the enemy's

cavalry at San-tao-kang-tzu

continued its resistance this

day even after sunset. A por-

tion of the Central Army, co-

operating with a portion of

the Left Army, was endeavouring to

dislodge the force firom its position.

Situation on October 16.

Tranquility reigned along the firont

of the Right and Central Atmies. Se-

vere bombardment was, however, heard

in the fi-ont of the Left Army. The
enemy in the direction of Hou-li-ta-

jen-tun did not show much activity;

The troops ' commanded by Major-

General Yamada captured one gun and
two ammunition wagons during the

attack on the heights in the vicinity

of San-tao-kattg-tzu on the night of

October 15.

In consequence of our pursuit, a
small force of the enemy in the neigh^

bourhood of Kao-kuan-sai retreated

Colonel Nakamura^ who has thrown Bridges across

THE TA-TZU-HO with HIS ENGINEER BaTTALLION.

partly to Hua-ling and partly 'to Kab-
tai-iing. Our pursuing 'detachment
occupied Kao-lcuah-sai.

J
-r^/j About one brigade of^rtHe 'ei|emy
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assenabled at a village, about 1,000 Situation Oil October 17.

metres north-west oi Feng-chi-pti, and -' The portion of the Right Army in

its artillery, stationed Jn the eastern occupation of the line extending from
end of; the village,.. k the Upper Ping-tai-tzu to Tai-chia-yu

The epaulement for about two com- was attacked by about a regiment of

panics was visible on the highlands the enemy's infantry, who, however;
liortheast of T^-shan, at about 9.30 a.m. were repulsed and

Our Infantry Troops skirmishing on a rocky Hill.

The condition in front of the Central

Army remained unaltered up to the

evening of October 16.
. ^

The enemy carried out counter-

attacks on the left column of the

Left Army six times since the morning,

but was repulsed each time, with
heavy losses. , Towards the evening,

however, five or six battalions of the

enemy's infantty, with two or three

batteries of artillery, again attacked

the same column. The latter was
endeavouring to repulse the enemy, '

The* 'enemy's corpses left on the

field had further increased, the total

up,to the .15th reaching about 4,000>

There w^ere a considerable number of

the enemy's corpses left in front of the
left column. ^

- ^

driven northwards by our counter-

attack.

The enemy in the direction of Wai-
tou-shan seemed still to have held

his positions,; but ;the situation was
not clear., : -. ^

Otherwise, ^ there was no visible

change in, front of the Right Army.
^ There was also no change, to be re-

corded in. front of the Central Army.
On the evening of the 16th, a mixed

detachment under Major-General Yama-
da, co-operating with the right wng
of the Left Army, attacl^ed the enemy
to the north of Sha-ho-pu, in order to

^ssist the operations of a detachment

of ithe Left Army... Major-General

Yamada first drove off the enemy in

the neighbourhood of Wei-chia-lou-tzu
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and captured two Russian gufts and
two ammunition w^agons. The detach-

ment then deployed towards Sun-tao-

kang-tzu, and discharged its mission

«ticcessfully by driving back the enemy.

After sunset, at 7 p.m., when this force

was retiring to the former positions

under cover of darkness, it was fiercely

attacked by the enemy's force about a

division strong, and both its wings

w^ere enveloped. Our troops fought

desperately , a fierce hand-to-hand

struggle ensuing. Though the enemy's

frontal attackwas repulsed, his assaults

from both flanks were irresistible, so

that our companies had individually to

fight their way through the enemy's

line in order to return to their original

positions . In the meantime our

artillery, having lost the majority of

vious day and intermittent fire con-

tinued until sunset,

The enemy's force , had been con-

spicously re-inforced, especially in front

of the Central Army. The enemy's

force opposing the detachment on our

left increased nearly to the strength

of a mixed brigade.

Our casualties in the above engage-

ments reached about 1,000.

THE ENEMY BEATEN BACK.

During the night of the 17th, the

enemy twice delivered vigorous frontal

counter-attacks on the right column

of the Left Army and also attacked

the Central and Right Armies on a

smaller scale, but was everywhere re-

pulsed. The enemy retired, leaving

many dead behind.

Our Reconnoitring Party observing the Enemy.

its men and horses on account of the Situation Oil Octobor 18.

enemy's fire, had to abandon nine

field guns and five mountain guns. The situation in fi-ont of the main.

The enemy opposing our Left Army force of the Right Army has not visibly

still held his positions as on the pre- changed;
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The enemy driven off from Pen-

chi-hu mainly retired towards Kao-

tai-ling.

The enemy's force facing the rest

of the Right Army seemed to have been

gradually decreasingin strength. Small

bodies of the enemy's troops were,

however, still active.

Situation on Octol}er 19.

OCCASIONAL EXCHANGES OF FIRE.

On the previous flight (18th) the

central column of the Right Army
drove away the enemy's cavalry from

Hsiu-chia-fen, but a small body of his

Prisoners of War Ianding at TAkahama*

The Central Army had no change

in the situation in its front. The
enemy had delivered attacks the pre-'

vious night (the 17th) in this direc*

tioUj but was repulsed everywhere*

This day only desultory fire was ex*

changed sat intervals.

The enemy iH front of" our Left

Army waS seatching our positions

with intermittent fire. The enemy
halted at a distance of from 600 to

1,000 metres from our positions and
was constructing defensive^works.

The enemy facing our detachment
on the . extreme left seemed to have
been constructing defensive works in

the neighbourhood of Men-ta-pab,
San-chia-tzu, and Hong-chia-tai.

infantry made a second inroad intd

those heights. The enemy on Wai-toU*

shan was still holding his positions*

Early in the morning of the 19tll

two infantry battalions of the enemy
were near Kao-kuan-tai, toward the

light of the Right Army and it was
reported that in the rear of this force

there ,was another body of the enemy's

troops.
; .^; ;

At 2 p.m. about two battalions of

infantry and a battery of artillery of

the enemy were observed advancing

tovi^ards Ti-ti-shan from Hsiu-chia-feri

on the right of the central column of

the Right Army sheltering themselves

behind Ti-ti-shan.
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In the neighbourhood of Feng-chi-

pao about a brigade of the enemy's

infantry was assembled. This force

was intermittingly bombarding from
the northern heights of Feng-chi-pao

the positions of the central column.

In other respects no change was to be

reported in front of the left column.
' There was also no change in front

of*, the Central Army, excepting an

occasional exchange of artillery fire.

The portion of the field occupied by

the Left Army remained very quiet

;

the enemy directing only a desultory

cannonade upon the right column of

the army.

On the night of the

18th a force of the enemy

attempted to attack the

fi-ont of the left column of

the Ivcft Army, but

repulsed.

hood of Ssu-fang-tai. In the portion

of the field occupied by the Left Army
120 rifles and other arms and accoutre-

ments were captured by our forces the

previous night, in the region west of

Chang-liang-pao.

Situation on October 21.

The condition in the directions of

the various Armies on the 21stremained

unaltered. The number ofguns captur-

ed by our Left Army were, according

to further investigations, found to be

43, of which 27 were taken by the left

column and the remaining 16 by the

was

Situation on October

20.

In the direction of the

Right Army, about 200 of

the enemy's cavalry crossed

the Ta-tzu-ho on the even-

ing of the 20th at a point

east of Pen-chi-hu and

appeared to be advanc-

ing westward. There were

about two battalions of

the enemy's infantry in

the vicinity of Kao-kuan-

sai; and at the rear of this

force, it was reported that

there were some 20,000 of

the enemy in the neighbour-

hood of Kao-tai-ling.

In the direction of the

Central and Left Armies

the enemy maintained a,

desultory arillery fire, and

he was using 15 cm. mortars. Since

about: 5 p.m. (20th) he had been can-

nonading^ the vicinity of the Sha-ho

railway; station from' the neighbour-

General Baron Meyendorf.

right colunjn. In addition, there were

large numbers of ammunition wagons

and otheir articles. Aparty of the scouts

dispatched by our Left Army discovered
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some two hundred Corpses of the enemy

in the west of Cliang-liang-pao on the

night of the 20th.

The Spoils and the Enemy^s
Casualties.

The spoils taken by our armies in

the battle of the Shaho, the prisoners

and the number of the enemy's -dead

found upon the field, were as follows :—

In addition to the abdVe, the irms,

accoutrements and other articles aban-

doned by the enemy on a field extend-

ing over several tens of miles amounted
to an immense number.

The Russsiau Casualties^

. It is announced in St. Petersbiirg

that the Russian wounded in the battle

of the Shahp totalled 55,868^ and the

killed are estimated at 12,000. >

^^;"^^-/.:

General Nogi observing a Fight-
.?-./

Prisoners 709
Dead found on the

field 13,333

Guns taken 45

Ammunition Wag- •

gons 37

Gun Ammunition 6,920 rounds.

Rifles 5,474 .^,

Small-arm Ammuni-
tion 78,000

Swords 2o
Spades and Shovels. 92
Axes ;.. 23
Great-coats., 356
Tents ...;..... 85

The Russian Forces on
the Sha-hp.

The strength of the Russian forces

participating in the battle of. the Sha-

ho is estimated as follows :

—

SIBERIAN FIRST ARMY CORPS i

No. of No. of

Battalions. Batt«rief.

(Lieut.-Gen. Stackelberg) :—

1st Div. East Siberian

Rifles (Maj.-Gen. Gem-
gross) 12 4

9fch Div. of the same (Maj.-

Gen- Kondradovitch)... 12 4
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SIBERIA!? SECOND ARMY CORPS

(Commander Unknown) :

—

5tli Div. of the same
(Lievit.-Geh. Alexieff). 12 4

1st ' Div. Siberian Re-
serve Infantry (Maj.-

Gen. Molozoff.) 16 4

SIBERIAN THIRD ARMY CORPS

(Lieut.'-Gen. Itzuff) :—

3rd Div. East Siberian

Rifles (Maj.-Gen. Kashi-

talinsky) 12 4
6th Div. of the same

(Maj.-Gen. Daniloff) 12 4

SIBERIAN FOURTH ARMY CORPS

(Lieut.rGen. Zalbaeff) :

—

2nd Div . Siberian Re-

serve Infantry (Maj .-

Gen. Revestan) 16 4

54th Div. Reserve In-

fantry (Unknown suc-

cessor to Maj.-Gen.

Orlof!) 16 6

71st Div. of the same
(Maj.-Gen. Eck)....: 16 6

SIBERIAN SIXTH ARMY CORPS

(Gen. Zoboletz) :—

55th Div. of the same
(Maj.-Gen. Reiting);. .:....... 16 6

72nd Div. of the same
(Maj.-Gen. Beranosky). 16 6

TENTH ARMY CORPS

(Lieut.-Gen. Sloutchevsky) ;

—

9th Div.ofthe same (Maj.-

Gen. Horschelmann) 16 6

31st Div. of the same
(Lietit.-Gen. Mau) 16 8

Sailors ctBAmiCG A GuKt

3rd Div. of the same

(Maj.-Gen. Kotsuvitch). 16 4

SIBERIAN FIFTH ARMY CORPS

(Lieut.-Gen. Gunbossky) :—

SEVENTEENTH ARMT CORPS

(Gen, Bilderling) :—

3rd Div. of the same
(Lieut.-Gen. Jansshoul) 16 6 1'
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35th DiY. of the same

(Dobbleschinsky) 16 8

FIRSl*' ARMY CORPS

(Gen. Meyendorf) :—

22nd Div. of the same

(Lieut.-Gen, Atzarsaso-

vitch) 16 6

37th Div. of. the same

(Lieut. - Gen, Chenoma-

rets) 16 6

Two Regiments of Picked In-

„, fantry from Moskow
District 8

Second Brigade of East Sibe-

rian Artillery 4*

Fourth Brigade of the same. 4

Fifth Regiment of Field Mor-
tars and two Batteries

of Mortars 6

Horse Artillery 5

East Siberian Mountain Bat-

teries 5

A Battery of Siege Artillery

and another Battery of

Independent Light Art-

illery 2

Total 276 122

In addition the enerby had 173

squadrons of cavalry. It is gathered

from the above that the enemy's total

force consisted of about 200,000 in-

fantry, 26,000 cavalry, and about 950

guns.

The Sinking of the "Heiyen/'

OFFICIAL REPORT.

Rear-Admiral Hosoya, Commander
of the Third Squadron, reported in

substance as follows:—;

The cruiser Heiyen had been missing

s^nce September 18, when she was en-

gaged in picket duty near PigeptiBay.

As the result of a search instituted at

once, tw^o petty officers and two blue-

jackets ' belonging the ship were dis-

covered on Chiaomeh island. Accord-

ing to their statement and to the report

of the captain of the Saiyehj which

had been engaged iu the search, the

Heiyen t
after she had covered the ope-

rations of our army, was engaged in

picket duty on the 18th Sept. Toward
dusk the weather became threaten-

ing, and a strong gale with heavy

rain set in. It appears that she then

attempted to return to the naval base.

On the way, one of the enemy's floating

mines struck her amidship on her star-

board side causing her to sink in four

or five minutes. At that time, the

captain, chief navigator, and other

officers on duty seem to have been on

the bridge. The rest of the crew^

endeavoured to lower two of the boats,

which, how^ever, capsized. The men
then jumped overboard, and most of

them, it is believed, perished owing to

the rough seas. The arduous search

carried out by the Saiyen, and other

ships resulted in the rescue of the four

persons above mentioned; but it is a

matter of deep regret that nothing has

as yet been gleaned concerning the

fate of the remainder of the crew. The

torrential rain and violent storm that

followed the explosion of the mine seem

to have intensified the magnitude of

the disaster.

The survivors of the crew of the

ill-fated ship are the said four persons,

and three officers and eight men who
had been engaged in a certain special

mission on land.

The complement of the Heiyen w^as

212, of whom 197 perished. Her dis-

placement was 2,100 tons ; speed 11

knots ; length 60.9 metres, beem 11.8

metres, and draught 4.49 metres.

The officers who were killed were

Captain Kinzaburo Asaba, Lieuts^.

YozG Mtjri, N. liyama, B. Hara, Sub-

Lieut. T. Ishida, Second Sub-Lieut.

J. Nakagawa, Engineer N, Kayama^
Assistant Engineer 1st Cla^ss T, Saida,

Assistant Engineer 2nd Class K. Maki-

nose,' Surgeon J, Nishiuchi, and Pay-

master R. Sato". ",
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War Time Anecdotes.

The lateLieui-ColonelTachibana.

T was on the 30th df-

August, that the enemy

and a shout, and jumped into the

middle of one of the trenches, where,

after killing three Russians with, sabre

cuts, he speedily found himself sur-

rounded by foes. But their leader's ex-

was obstinately defending ample had done much to give courage
the heights of Shou-shan- to the Japanese, who likewise jumped
pu, during the battle of into the trenches with warning cries to

Liao-yang. A regiment under the com- the Russians, not to kill their com-
mand of an officer named Ishihara had mander, and after a short but sharp
taken the lead in an attack upon a fort struggle succeeded in capturing the

to the north-east of Shou-shan-pu but fort.

had been repulsed with severe losses. The Rising Sun was not however

General Oshima, who was much vexed left for long to fly undisturbed over the

by this failure, then gave orders for a newly captured fort. The Russians

great night-attack to be made, with fired at it from all sides, and so fierce

the S?kiya regiment as the leader in was their fire that nearly one third of

the assault.

At 2 a.m.

on the 31st

one battalion

of this re-
giment, under

Lieut. -Colonel

Tachibana, ad-

vanced as the

first line of

our attacking
column, and
threw itself,

with the fierce-

ness of an
angry lion a-

gainst the
enemy's en-

trenchments ,

where they were

stopped by the

deadly hail of

bullets poured

upon them by

the Russian rifle-

men who lay

concealed in the

ditches. Seeing his men halt, Lieut.- the battalion was mowed down by

Colonel Tachibana, gave a spring it, and the Commander himself wound-

Lteui'.-Colonel Tachtbana fighting hand-to-hand in an

Entrenchment at Shou-shan-pu.
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ed in the left arm and hand. He did

not, however, move from his post, but

remained there calmly dressing hie

wounds, and answering to the solicita-

tions of his men, who urged him to

retire, by repeated declarations that he

would rather die than retreat from a

position which had been so recently

captured by Japanese valour. Scarcely

were the words out of his mouth when
another bullet struct: him, and he fell

to the ground. In the absence of other

officers, the command now fell upon

Sergeant Uchiyama, who, taking up

the body of his beloved coinmander,

ordered a retreat and succeeded in

bringing his diminished force to the

shelter of a pine-grove at the foot of

a hill. But just before entering the

pine-grove, another shot struck them,

piercing the commander through the

trunk, and penetrating injo the left

breast of the sergeant. Both fell and

remained unconscious for some time,

nor was it until the dawn broke, and

the noise of a fresh attack awakened
them from their stupor, that the serge-

ant recovered the strength to shoulder

his burden once more and make for

the Headquarters. On the way he had
the good fortune to meet the Lieut.-

Colonel's orderly, and the two men be-

tween them succeeded in bringing Lieut.-

Colonel Tachibana to the camp, where,

however, he expired a few minutes after-

wards, leaving behind him on the fields

of Manchuria an odour of herois^n

sweeter than that of the tachibana

orange from which he derived his

name.

Lieut.-Colonel Tachibana was a

native of Nagasaki Prefecture, and was
in his 36 th yearwhen he died. For more
than five years—ever since January
1899—he had been a favourite aide-de-

camp df H. I:H: the' Grown Prinze;

He was an expertTencer and had given^'

more than twenty years of his life to

acquiring perfection in the art. H^
leaves behind him a widow, Ekiko, and

one son, Ichirozaemon, both of whom
are living at Nagoya.

Cutting Electrified Wire-entangle-

ments with his Teeth.

Sakuji Kawamura, a .'sapper, is

now in the Reserve Hospital at Zen-

tsuji in' Kagawa Prefecture. He
formed one of a party of men who had

to get through a triple wire entangle-

ment. '

.

The outside line of wires was cut

by a party of twenty men of whom
13 were killed, and 8 wounded. The

second line was attacked by a party

of seven men, including Kawamura,
and commanded by Sergeant Hosoi.

It was a night attempt, and the party

marched with branches of trees held

up before them to screen them from

the observation of the enemy whose
searchlights were continually scouring

the plain. Thus they reached the

second line of entanglements, cut it,

and passed on to the third or inmost

line, which was only to be reached by

crossing over a space of ground full

of wolf-traps and subterranean mines

connected by conductors with the

enemy's positions. Over 20 of these

conductors were found and cut, some

in one way and some in another, and

Kawamura distinguished himself "by

gnawing through four of these lines

with his teeth, a feat' the magnitude

of which will be easily understood if

it is taken into consideration that each

of these conductors cpnsisted of 24

pieces of iron wire enclosed in an india-

rubber casing. Each of these conduct-

ors mighitat any moment have received

an electric charge. He also did ex-

cellent service by discovering many
wolf-traps,andTnarking them by means

of' ti^^hite cloth tied to branches and

stuck in the eround where. er there

was dangier..
, ,, •

ri.
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Two Brothers on the Field.

A very touching^ account is given

of two brothers Jintaro and Tsunetaro

SHiroshita of the Knmamoto regiment,

one serving as a pioneer and the other

as an infantry soldier. Jintaro -was

sent to the front first "vnthout having

a chance of bidding farewell to his

yoting brother. Tsunetaro followed

him soon and bgth entertained the

hope of seeing each other in Man-
churia, After many days of anxious

the time came. Then they parted

promising to die together or one to

follow the other. Two days after this,

while engaged in breaking the enemy's

defetice work at Kai-ping, Jintaro was
killed by a shell which swept away 6

others at the same time. One of his

friends sent the sad news to his brother

who, having, obtained leave, hastened

to the dead corpse of the brother and

embracing it in the frenzy of extreme

grief spoke, as though to a living

man, that death had taken place

A Japanese Sapper cutting a Wire with his Teeth.

looking they finally met unexpectedly

during their walks outside the camps

on July 6th. Their joy was unbound-r

ed. They embraced each other with

tears of joy. Tsunetaro told his

brother the words which his mother

had wished to have conveyed to him,

that it was her great fortune to have

two sons to serve the country at the

same time and that she wished them

not to be distressed about her fate

but to die bravely on the field when

too soon and that he would follow

him soon. He then cremated the body,

and put the ashes in a sack which he

now carries hung down round his

neck . Since this event , Tsunetaro 's

courage and bravery has been redoubt

ed so that he always dashes ahead of

the regiment in engaging the enemy
;

but fortunately he is as yet uninjured'

At night when he comes back from the

fight, the first thing he does in the

camp is to take down the sack and
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say to it, ** Brother, I could not die

to-day but to-morrow I shall join

you ".

tactics has been highly appreciated' in

military circles, for many years. He
is now alas ! on the dead list. When
he graduated from the Military Collegfe

with the highest

honors, his excel-

lence in learning

and his high abili-

ties pi*ocured for

him the appoint-

ment of Lieutenant

at once. He served

rarely with the

colours, for he was
regarded as a
valuable officer for

teaching at the

A Momentary Joy and an Eternal Affliction.

The late Colonel Sakai.

The old Japanese proverb says, " It

is more difficult to get an officer than

to get ten thousand soldiers," and

this is quite true with the. Japanese

officers. So, correspondingly, their loss

is the more to be lameivt:ed. Every one

of them has had in the, beginning to

pass through the established course of

education and training, and then beeji

appointed an officer. Promotion ac-

companies worth and merits only. One

officer, whose skill silenced the enemy *s

guns during the fight at a certain fort,

was Col. Sakai, whose knowledge of

various military schools and also atthe

College of Engineering. His work on

Ballistics is an indubitable proof of his

scientific knowledge and military abil-

ities. In ordinary conversation he

was generally very reserved, but, once

mounted on his platform, his eloquent

words seemed to kiiowno limits, and he

gave such clear expositions of the most

complicated theories that his lecture

room was always packed with an

earnest anxious audience of students.

When he was appointed chief of a regi-

ment, there was a general fear that he

w^ould find some difficulty from the
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fact that the officers who were to come
under his direction had been his old

classmates or old superiors. But to
the general surprise, he managed them
like an old general in a month or so,

and alsolutely won their respect and
affection.

He was the 4th son of Mr. Taka-
gi, a Samurai of Kuwana, and having
early lost his father was brought up
by his mother who is now 73 years

old. No doubt, this worthy old lady's

character influenced her son. When
condoled with by her friends on her

son's death, she remarked that it was
nothing unusual for a Samurai to have

fallen on the field ; they said it was a

great honor, but he had simply done

w^ho received a serious wound on his

head, and a cut above the right ear

and was pierced through the neck on

the left side right to the tongue, in

the fierce cavalry encounter at Pu-lang-

tien, is now lying in the No. 1. Branch

Hospital in Hiroshima, where he was
recently interviewed by a newspaper

correspondent to whom he narrated

his exciting experiences with great

modesty.
" I landed on the Peninsula the

24th May and it was on the 30th that

I was thus wounded. I grieve very

much that it happened so soon and
before I could do more for the country!

So, I am determined to say little or

nothing about my exploits until I have

Gafiure of a Fort by the Japanese at Port Arthur.

his duty ; she was now at great ease

as she had witnessed the beginning and

the end of hef son.

How patiently a Japanese

Soldier fought

Lance-corporal Saijiro Toriyama,

got myself cured, have fought once

more, and returned in triumph. How-
ever, the earnestness with which you

insist on my narrating makes me feel

compelled to say something. First of

all, I must express my hearty thanks

for the extreme kindhess with Whicb
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the medical ofl&cers and nurses have

cared for me since I fell on the field.

During the afternoon of the 29th May,

as we were advancing toward Pu-lang-

tien we descried the Russians in the

distance and on the next day we fell

in with them at about 1 p.m. We

as many Russians as we could, and

dashed fiercely against the enemy. We
fought with swords and they with

spears. The clash of arms and the

yells of conflict rent the air. Th^^

Russians in front gave way and those

behind pressed on me. So, to prevent

LANCE-CoRPORAL TORIYAMA KILLING A DoZEN ENEMIES.

dashed so near to them that soon a
hand-to-hand combat commenced. In

five minutes or so, another body of

Russian cavalry carrying a regimental

flag made their ajppearance suddeidy

on our flank and w^e found ourselves

completely surrounded by, the^ enemy
who evidently outnumbered us five or

six fold. All of us now made up our
ijiiiids to die on the spot after killing

this sort of unexpected attack, I fought

with my back : against that of my
comrade. While thus fighting, my
comrade's hprse gave a sudden jump
which startled ^y horse and in another

moment my sword had ^ut a Russian

in two. Then I saw the chief officer of

our company fighting furiously, and
surrounded;by a number of Russians.

I galloped to his rescue, an4 dealt
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several desperate blo-ws with my
sword here and there at some Russians

ivhose spears pierced me with no great

effect. Finally, over-exhausted with

fatigue, my nerves strained, and. my
eyes became dim so that I could no more
distinguish friend from foe, I thought

of cdmmitting 'harakiri\ but before

doing that I wished to kill one more
Russian* I continued to fight till my
horse was hit and I fell prostrate on

the ground with no consciousness left.

The bursting of a shell over my head

revived me, and, finding myself still

with my sword in my hand, I got up, I

saw a Cossack awaking in the same

manner at the same sound. I kicked

him and cut him in two before he

thrust his lance at me. The scene

was witnessed by about 20 Russians

a hundred yards away, w^ho. quickly

turned and attacked me. For a few

minutes, I fought, but soon I fell with

a cold chill down my back and neck,

and knew nothing further. In this

unconscious state, I lay till I was
picked by our medical men. I was
brought to the field, ambulance, but

was unable to hear or speak. After-

wards, I was encouraged and praised

by" the chief officer of our regiment,
*

' On arriving at Hiroshima, I was
presented to the Imperial Aid-dc-camp

Takatsukasa who spoke kindly to me
and praised my conduct. To-day, I

was ordered to narrate the story of the

fight before. Princes Nashimoto and

Kanin, Marshal Oyama, General Koda-

ma, and Major^General Fukushima, all

of whom gave me high words of

encouragement and praise, All these

Jionors I prize very much as the highest

that I could possibly receive in my
life. My only hope now is to get re-

covered quickly and return to the

field soon/'

Arthur, on the 15th August, 2nd Class

SuJ)-Lieutenant Yukio Kawamoto was
on the bridge of the Nisshin on duty,

under a galling fire from the enemy's

shipis and forts; when a cannon ball

swept him from his post into the sea

together with three Staff-officers, Lieut;-

Commanders Uyeda, Matsumura, and

Yokoyama, who were all ^standing by
his side on that perilous place. He
was subsequently decorated with the

5th Rank of the Order of the Golden

Kite, and when his funeral service was
performed in his native village of Toyo-

mizu, in Tamana-gun, Kumamoto Pre-

The late 2nd Glass^ ^

Sub-Iieutenaiit Kawamoto. ^

In the nayal engagement off Port

The late Sub-Lieutenant Kawamoto.

fecture, it was celebrated with great

pomp in the jpresence of the Governor

of the Province and other high per"-

sonages.

Mr. Kawi^mdto was 24 years old

when he died, kis' father being the

popular and public-spirited headman
of tjie village . of Toyoinizu. He also

had "the inestimable privilege of being
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brotight up by .a careful rnother, who
did much to train her six children in

the principles of patriotism andloyalty,

a training which was supplemented

after his mother's death by the wise

precepts and example of his grand-

mother, who encouraged him to brave

service at the commencement of the

present war. He early determined to

become a naval officer, and accordingly,

after passing through the Seiseiko

School at Kumamoto, entered the

Naval College at Etajima in 1900.

Graduating in December of last year

he was appointed as a midshipman,

first to the Matsushimay then to the

Iwate on which he saw much service

both at Port Arthur and at Vladivo-

stok, and finally to the Nisshin where

he met his death.

He was tall and big, strong of

body, quiet in his demeanour, grave in.

conversation, and honourable in action.

His conduct towards his family was
always exemplary. H6 was an expert

in fencing and Judo, fond of rowing,

fishing, and swimming, and a born

sailor. He neither smoked nor drank,

but could sing a good song and could

dance the wrestler's dance to perfection

(sumo-jinku and sumb-odori) . His

eldest brother Yoshiki is now a student

at the University Department of the

Peers' School ; the brother next below
him is studying at the School of the

To-a-d5-bun Kwai (League of the Fat
East) at Shanghai, whilst his youngest

brother, Yoshiyuki, is still at home
with his sisters Tsuru and Ume. He
was always a favourite of Count
Soyejima ; and when the news came
of his heroic death, .the, old gentleman
wept bitterly and composed a Chinese

elegy on his young friend.

Terrible Experience of a
Wounded Private.

An account of the storming of a
fort, presumably at Port Arthur, on
August 24 is given by first class private

Kumezo Tsutsui, who was wounded in

that engagement.
" On the morning of the 24th at

^YCf we charged the eriemy's fort. No
battle is so terrible as an assault on a
fort. As the machine-guns on the forts

all ground fired on us without inter-

mission, half of our men perished

before the object of our attack was
reached. But we were determined to

carry the fort at all costs, and after

severe fighting we finally succeeded in

capturing it We had barely occupied

it when the Russian forts on the right

and left and in our front fired their

machine-guns with increased energy.

Our soldiers fell one aft^r another, and
our force was shortly reduced to an

insignificant number. Moreover the

Russians attacked the battery in great

'

numbers, and we were at last compelled

to abandon the fort, which had been

occupied after such arduous efforts.

During the retreat I was wounded,
and fell beside the wire-entanglements,

being unable to continue my retreat.

I resigned myselfto my fate, and wrap-
ped a bandage rouiid my wound. I

could not, how^ever, lie at ease, for

fear that the Russians might discover

me. Happily a hole had been created

by the explosion of a shell in the

ground some 10 yards from where I

lay, so I crawled thither and concealed.

imyself in the hole, where there were
several Russian killed lying on top

of each other. Three or four hours

afterwards I felt exceedingly thirsty,

but my water bottle was empty. In

searching for water I discovered a
pool of blood beneath the dead Rus-

sians. No idea of the nature of the

liquid entered my brain; I at once

scooped up the blood with my hands
and drank it. My thirst being thus

quenched, hunger next tortured me. I

could not reconcile myself to cannibal-

ism, nor could I eat stones* and earth.
' The pangs of hunger affected me ex-

ceedingly, but I was also suffering



^

Russian Soldiers throwing Stones from a Position on the To-shan.
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other tortures. The ]3ain ofthe wound
was insupportable, and the fear of

being discovered by the Russians was
great, I was not afraid of being

killed whilst fighting, but to be but-

chered'in cold blood by the Russians

was another thing. I then determined

if possible to preserve my life, reach

our camp, and participate in further

fighting. In order to get to our camp,

I had to wait for my wounds to heal

to some degree, and thus I lay in ,my

place of concealment for three days.

searched my pockets and then suddenly

dealt my head, which had been wound-

ed in the previous engagement, a heavy

blow. I wanted to cry out with pain,

but overcame -.myself by desperately

clenching my teeth.! He then »trtick

me 'on the breast with the butt-pnd of

his rifle. There was a bayonet wound
under the fifth rib on my breast, the

bleeding of which had been stopped by

the coagulated blood. The blow caused

the wound to bleed anew and the pain

was beyond all description. But as I

In Extreme Thirst.

Towards the evening, of the fourth

day, the Voices of Russians were heard

close at hand. I trembled with fear,

remorse and sadness, and prayed that

the Russians would pass on. My
prayers, however, were in vain. They

stabbed and butchered many of our

wounded, lying in the neighbourhood,

and finally approadhed me. I feigned

death and lay with my face upturned

and eyes closed- One of the Russians

seemed to be standing beside me, gazing

into my face. Thinking me dead, he

remained inmovable, the Russian took
me for dead, and after kicking me
twice or thrice, left. He had robbed
me of my purse, patent medicine, etc.

*' On the fifth day it rained, and
the hollow became so full of water
that I could no longer remain in it.

So I left my hiding place and crept

into a tall millet field, where I^passed
the most wretched days of my exist-

ence, t
;

" The wounds, far from healing, in-

creased in painfi-tlness. I was alterna-
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tively bathed in rain ^nd swe^t. My the fall . of I^iao-yaiig/ .Duwg the

head was partly buried in the mud, fighting the officer^ in question ;seryed

and the worms crawled over my face, as a group Jeader, ^nd^ ynth the as-

No words can adequaltely describe the sitatice of a- small body ,of .^apper^,-was

sufferings of those two days, towards detailed ^to degtory'the eneiny,^s;,.wire

the end of which I became almost .entanglements, which mission I^yas ac-

un'conscious. In this state I heard the .'compUshed at 5 a.m. on Augusts 31st,

SUB.-LlEUTENANT ICHIKAWA DASHING FORWARD UPON AN ENTRENCHMENT AT ShOU-SHAN-PU.

voice of Japanese, and opening my
eyes saw the commander of our bat-

falion. He promised to send assistance

and went away. ^ Shortly afterwards

my comrade Yasujiro Kawada, came

to my rescue and took me into the

First Field Hospital, I had had no
food for six days.'*

Sub.-Lieuteuant Ichikawa.

General Oku, Commander of the

Second Army, issued a notification

under date of the 13th September in

appreciation of the exemplary conduct

of Sub.-Lieutenant Kigenji Ichikawa

in connection with the occupation of

the heights south of Hsin-li-tun, the

capture of which greatly conduced to

Subsequently he and . his men were

again ordered to . charge through the

breach thus created. Owing, however,
to the continual explosion of subter-

ranean mines and the enemy's stubborn

resistance, it was . impossible for our

men to advance, and they were com-

pelled to remain where they stood,

amid the hail of fii^e. Seven hours

elapsed w^ithout any prospect of the

situation being improved; during which

time our officer encouraged his men.
About noon the following day, namely,

the 1st September, the enemy showed
signs of wavering before our bombard-

ment, and this opportunity was at

once seized by the Sub.-Lieutenant

and his men, who dashing forward,

scaled a steep slope and charged the
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enfemy's fort. Fierce Hand-to-hand

-fighting ensued, as the. result of whicTi

the little band succeeded in occupying

the south of the above-mentioned

heights and covering the advance of

the main body, which finally dislodged

the enemy from the entire position.

A Desperate Fight by First Class

Private Yasawa.
First Class Private Jozaburo Ya-

sawa, who is a native of Fuse-niura,

Nita-gori, Izumo province, is at present

undergoing treatment at the military

hospital at Hiroshima. The private

gives the following account of his

miraculous escape from death :

of one of his eyes, .which, caused his

face to swell up.;. lii additiQji a great

quantity of blood flowed from, the

.wounds, so that he cot^ld scarcely dis-

tinguish anything. He then became

desperate , and with fixed bayonet

rushed forward. The next moment he

was stabbed in his side, a ^subsequent

examination showing that the assail-

ant's weapon had broken in two,

leaving some three inches of the blade

within his body. In spite of his serious

wounds, he sprang upon one of the

Russians, who clubbed him with his

rifle. In addition, he was tripped up

by another Russian, and fell to the

ground. During the confusion that

ensued he managed to pick himself up

A Fierce Hand-to-hand Fight.

While returning from a recon-

naissance in the neighbourhood of Ta-

pin-ling about 3 a.m. on July 24, his

party of four was attacked by a body

of the enemy's troops. He was wound-

ed in the head and the neighbourhood

and soon after reached the head-

quarters of his battalion, where the

broken blade in his side was extracted.

During this operation he became un-

conscious and on recovering his senses

he found himself at a temporary dress-
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ing station. A few minutes later the

station was attacked by a small Rus-

sian force, Lieutenant Fut^kami who
was lying near him being bayoneted.

Fortunately he escaped unhurt, having

managed to put out the light. The

Russians were, however, repulsed by
our troops and he again managed to

escape.

idea that it was then just the time

for him as a military man to die for

his country and accofdingly to have

fully prepared himself beforehand for

his end. This fight took place oti the

27th of June, and in the preceding

night he said to Captain Miyoshi.
** We must beat the Russians

soundly, and we can not know when

*#«;^«'«?^

View of Chin-nam-pho, the Landing-place of our First Army.

The gallant soldier had his uniform

pierced by eight bullets and his cap

by one, while his rifle was broken into

three pieces arid his bayonet in two,
testifying to the severity of the fight.

All these articles he has been allowed

to keep as a memento of his adventure.

How Major Oba died.

, Major Keiichi Oba who fell gal-

lantly during the engagement of Feng-
shui-ling seems to have entertained the

we shall die but let us be always
prepared."

With these words, he took a bath
with the captain, left directions for the

disposal of his personal effects, and
with a smile asked the captain to take
his new summer overcoat as a souvenir,

in case of his death. He then poured
out a bottle of perfume over his hefeid,

though he had never been known to
use it when at home. Washing the
body and perfuming the head is an old

Japanese custom practised by ancient
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generals who went to battle determined
to die and did not wish to expose
an unseemly corpse to th©. , enenjy.
The same idea we find current even
among^the ordinary Japanese soldiers,

who will put on new undershirts be-
fore going to the field. The Major then
took wine with Captain Miyoshi and
had a merry conversation. The next
morning while directing his companies
he saw one of them a little behind the
rest. He w£Ls calling on it to advance
when a bullet pierced through the left

side
. of his head causing instanta-

neous death.

A letter from his adjudant officer

Saito to one of his friends in Tokyo
teljs abqut the Major's career in the

campaign in the following words

:

The Major was in extremely perilous

positions six times altogether and the

last time his life was lost. The first

was during the assult on Kintienchang.

Amidst a thick shower of shot and shell

his companies advanced. The Major
used a stick instead of his sword, saying

it was enough to beat the Russians

with. As we drew nearer to the enemy,

the fusillade became more and more

severe so that the Major's stick was
shot to pieces. We asked him to stand

back, but, without listening to us, he

went on forward, escaping allhurt.

The second critical position was when

he rode on horseback under the fire of

a number of the enemy's shells. Several

times he was enveloped in thick smoke

to our great alarm, but each time

he came out safe. The number of

sheik which burst close to us at the

time was counted at 65. His third

danger was experienced in the attack

on Chiao-cha-pao-tzu. Having gone
to survey the enemy's position, he was
discovered and fired at by the enemy's

sharpshooters. Fortunately, all the

shots missed their mark and his escape

was almost miraculous. The fourth time
w^as when he was adva:ncing toward
South Wa-fang-tien after having clear-

ed out the Russians at Chao-cha-pao-

tzu. A furious discharge of shot and
shell could not obstruct his advance.

The fifth time he stood in serious

danger near San-cheng-fang. The 27th

of June is the memorable day for our

regiment.

After occupying Hsia-pien-ling, we
pushed on toward Feng-shui-ling where

the enemy had put up very strong,

defence works, ^taking advantage of

the steepness of the natural position.

The balls flew like rain but the Major
stood calmly in front viewing the

enemy's condition and giving necessary

orders. .

He told me then that, if he fell, his

cap and boots were to be removed so

as not attract the attention of his

men. In another instant, while I was
seeing to some ammunition, he fell pro-

strate on the ground, struck through

his left temple .
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Prince £arl Anton Von Hohen-

.

zoUem.
'(

iRINCE Karl Anton Hohen-

zoUern of Qermany and
suite arrived at Shimba-
shi shortly before noon on
the 25th September from

Yokohama by special train, and were
received by H.I.H. Prince Yamashina,
General , Vis-

count Sakuma,

Baron Komu-
ra, Minister ol

Foreign Af-

after wtich a Itmcheon was given in

his honour.

His Majesty- the Emperor, accom-

panied by General Baron Okazawa,

Chief Aide-de-Camp to His , Majesty,

and other attendants, visited on the

morning of • the 27th Prince Karl

Anton von Hohenzol-

lern of Germany at the

Shiba Detached Palace,

when the Em-
peror was
pleased to

present the
Prince with

the Grand

The Rokkakudo Temple at Kyoto.

fairs,' Viscount ' Aoki, > Baron Senge,

Governor of Tokyo-fu, and many other

^

personages. Escorted by a guard of

honour, His Highness at once drove

to the Shiba Detached Palace, which

has been placed at his disposal during

his sojourn in the capital. . ,

Shortly before noon the following

day. His Highness ' accompanied by

Mr, Yukichi Ito, and escorted by a

guard of honour, left his Palace in a

State carriage provided by the Im-

perial Household Department, and pro-

ceeded to the Imperial Palace, where

he was received in audience by Their

Majesties the Emperor and Empress,

Order of Merit and the Grand Cordon
of the Chrysanthemum. After con-

versing -mth-i His/Highness for some
time, His Majesty returned to the Im-
perial Palace shortly after 11 o'clock.

On the same day Major Bronsart

von Sch'ellendorfiF, a member of the

Prince's suite, w^as also decorated with
the Third Class Order o_f Merit, while

on three other members belonging to

the party was conferred -the" Seventh
Class Order of the Paulownia.

His Highness made a donation of

2,000 yen to the funds of the Japan
Red Cross Society the same day, and
his Aide-de-Camp also contributed 100
_yei2 to the same.
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•
, i Dq^jiBg his r$ojojitn iii th^ capital,

the German P^nce- visited several iti-

terest;irtg places apd niade-a short,

trip to Nikko in Tochigi province,^,

the place famotiS-.£bi:,.the splendid mau-
soleums of the Toktigayva Shoguns.

The Prince and suite also attended

dinners given iH their honour by
distinguished persons. •."..<-

Pr;ince Karl Anton von Hqhenzollem
and suite, accompanied-by our recep-

tion committe, leftShimbashi forKyoto
by the, 6 .p.m.. train on the evening of

the ilth October, At the station^ His

Highness had a splendid send ofi from

a large number of dignitaries, amongst
whom were H.IiH. Prince Yamashina,

Marquis Ito, Marquis Yamagata, the

Ministers of State, the Foreign Mini-

sters at Tokyo, the high officials of

the Imperial Household

Department , the naval

and - military officers and

many, others, Japanese

^

and foreign. His High-

ness w^as clad in the uni-

form of the,German army

and wore the Grand Order ,

of Merit conferred by our

Imperial Court, and
several other decorations.

Our cothmahd have resulted in thfe.

present satisfactoty, developinent.
'

' i

- :

** Nevertheless, the high task beforfej

Us requires further prolonged: effort,

and it is Our desire' that ,^11 sh6uld«

continue, their devoted: ex^rtion^. with

increased energy and uhtiring persever-

ance, so as to attain Our final object."

Count Eatsura on the Situation.

SUMMARY OF HIS ADDRESS TO
. , PREFECTURAL GOVERNORS.

The Premier began by expressing^

his warm appreciation of the industry

and devotion with which the Gover-

nors were discharging their arduous

duties. He was glad to have the pre-

sent opportunity of seeing them and

of submitting to them his views on

Imperial Message to

the Nation.

On the morning of the ,

10th October at. 11.30

His Imperial Majesty the.

Emperor was graciously

pleased to summon Count

Katsura to His, presence

and gave him a message

to the people, of which

the following isan official ;

translation:—
. /'.The loyalty and gallantry which

Our Army and Navy have constantly

displayed since the outbreak of the

present war and the united efforts

which Our officials and Our people at

large have put forth in obedience to

Viscount Yoshikawa,

Minister of Home Affairs.

tlie situation. ' Then referring to the

conference of Governors convened im-

mediately after the outbreak of hos-

tilities in February last, when His

Excellen<;y, • then holding alsp the post

of Home Minister, had
,
indicated ,to
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the general otttline of administrative nature, the Premier told the Governors

policy- to be pursued during the war, that they would receive suitable in-^

the Premier was deeply gratified to structiotts from the respective Ministers

notice that the instructions given thetti of State. '

On that occasion had been satisfactorilv __

had just begun and Russian warships Anuy.

happened to be menacing the coasts According to the ^/ppoij's war cor-

of Hokkg.ido, spreading terror and ex- fespbndent, after the execution of the

citement. During the space of eight Russian spy, Vassili Liaboff, at Ye^tai

mont'hs ^ince then, our krms had been 6n September 30th, which incident

favoured with a series of almost un- was reported thie other day, one of

broken successes on lafid and sea. At the Japanese - staff officers on the field

tlie same time, the condition of our Sent a itaessagfe to the Russian Army,

economy and finance remained entirely as follows:—^ *

satisfactory. This was no doubt pri- » *' Vassili Liaboff, 33 years old, a

marily due to the illustrious virtues of private in the Chenbalsky 287th Regi-

His ^Majesty the Emperor and to the ment, disguised as a Chinese farmer,

loyalty aiid bravery of our army and' wks 'ca|ttured by our army on Septem-

navy, but the Premier was convinced ber 28th. He confessed to the fact

that a large share of credit was rightly that he had volunteered his services

due to the enthusiastic and unanimous and had been despatched to within

support which the people, under the our picket line in order to alscertain

wise direction of the Governors, had the movements and dispositions of

given to the war. The noble speaker our army. After trial by court-martial,

begged the Governors to bear in mind he was sentenced^ to death, and was
that the end of the war was still far executed on tlie 30th,

distant. The enemy,' in spite of re- '* In communicating this incident to

peated reverses, seemed as yet untired your army, we cannot but express

of war, but on the contrary w^as re- the wish that your atmy may possess

ported to be sending reinforcements many soldiers as worthy and hono-
after reinforcements to Manchuria, and rable as was -^ this LiabofF. Prior to

otherwise doing all in his power to the execution, when asked if he wanted
keep up the struggle. The Premier did to say anything, he replied that he
not think it necessary to state that had nothing to say, as he was djring

the situation demanded unflinching for the Tsar, his^ country and his re^

and unanimous resolution on the part ligion. He was then told that his

of our people to fight tO the last at parents and his wife would be inform-

whatever cost. As to the ultimate ed of his unflinching loyalty to his

issue, he never felt the slightest doubt country and of his heroic death, and
that Japan woutd be. able to come put was asked if he had anything more to
victorious. All that was needed in communicate to them. He again re-

order to achieve the end in view was plied to the contrary, and added that
for ug to be resolved to maintain the he was not able sufficiently to express

fight, however long it might prove to l?is gratitude to u^. At the same time
take. , In Order to maintain a prolong-! he could not refrain from weeping,
cd fight, it was necessary to practice Asking our permission, he crossed

ecOiiomy and nourish our resources, himself, knelt down, and prayed in

On this and other subjects of a special silence. All present were deeply afifected
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Our sympathy for. the ideal soldier, in quest of Mrs. Diana Apcar who wishes

whom were embodied such loyal and us to publish the following article:—

grand thoughts, was inexpressible." The- beginning of the twentieth
—

:

•
, . : .

'^

1 century is witnessing the dawn of a

Russian Prisoners disembarking.

The Russian Prisoners of War
in Japen.

THEIR NUMBER OYER 3,000.

On" the 22nd Oct., the number of

the Russian prisoners of war kept at

various asyhims in Japan was 93

officers, and 2,841 men, totalling 2,234.

Since then, however, 766 prisoners

from the Sha-ho have arrived in Japan,

so that the total amounts to more

than 3,000.

The ^sylujns exist at , present at

Matsuysima, Himeji, Marugame, and

Fukuphiyama, and others wiU shortly

be established at Nagoya and Shizu-

oka.

A Woman's View about the
War.

W^ are very gjad ,to accept the re-

new era in the world's history. Hi-

therto Europe has held unopposed

sway over the destinies of the peoples

of Asia: dividing, commandeering, ap-

propriaiing, deciding; at once the self-

appointed feudal lord, judgfe and arbit-

rator for the nations of the older con-

tinent. Now a small but compact

Asiatic Power, clean, sound and strong

in every nerve, sinew and fibre, has

struck a blow in self-defence, and struck

it successfully. We may well ask, "Is

it a turn of the tide?" Is it a sweep

of that inexorable, unalterable law of

Nature accbrding to which it has been

decreed from time immemorial that

one order of things must pass awsi.y

g,jid give place to another?
^

Such a conclusion could certainly

be drawn from a fatalistic point of

view. From a practical point of view
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itTfrotrld simply be infefrfed t¥at Japa^n* vwitJi''H/p'o6r IPreasutjri and "worst:of

bad: learned her ksSon; she' had seen; a^ly^ ln.habi£ed-rby"'£L raise* of Asiatic

th^fate of the other countries of 'Asia; pigmies: why should notRussia stateis-*

she^'saw the ;^reat northern pow.e© men, whose policy-^^was a system of

advancing with the sure and heavy territorial expansion, make of her a

Our Famous Chrysanthemums.

striide of an elephant; sh^ felt her own
life in jeopardy, aiid the' genius of

patriotism that is in her people took

the defensive spontaneously. '

A series of brilliant'victories on the

one side and a series ofunqualified de-

feats on the other, must have awa-

kened in her opponent, however loth

she may be to acknowledge it, as full

a measure of astonishment ' as was
that of the contempt with which Great

Russia regarded Little Japan previous

to the outbreak of hostilities.

In the opinion of Russian states-

men. Great Russia could " afford to

tteat Little Japan cavalieirlyi A^mall
island Empire -of slender ' r^souirce^,

shtlttk-cock for the Russian bat ? How
could she dare to set herself' up against

Gteat Russia -with her vast territory,

her treble population, her big, burst-

ing treasure bags, and above kll,'-her

superiority of race! If little- Tom
Thumb" chose to make > reiterated de-

mands of redress from -the Gianfe,

the-Giattt might just make a pretence

of hearings whilst inwardly chuckling

in anticipation of the day when 'little

Thumb should be swallowed -up in a

mouthful. "- ^

There is an illusion^in reality,.and
a reality in illusion. .The mere fact of

being an Asiatic* people has directed a
vast amouhH: oi- confempF'" to\t^ards
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Japan. The world, or at least the

white portion of it, has gone' on, for-

getfiil: of the fact that, with a few ex-

ceptions', the world's teachers' have
been Asiatics. In the words of Jbhii

Stuart Mill, **The man who.left on the

memory of those who w^itriessed. his

life and conversation such ah impres-

sion of Ws.tnoral griandeur thdt eigh^

teen subsequent centuries" (nineteen

centuries now) "have done homage to

him a;s the Almighty in person,"—that

man, be it remembered, was an Asiatici

The story has* been related of the

late Lord Beacdnsfield that: once, o^
being . twitted about his nationality,

he replied, *'I am very, proud of being

a Jew, I since the half . of Europe wor-

ships a Jew, and the other -half a

.It .was but a fbiw ye^s;ago at the

raising of the si^^r-, ofbPeking^ ithat

Asiatic soldiers accGillpHshed:the most
and won the reputaition'of b'eiing .the

most humanev
; Tb^^ ^kj^^ an<J: ;G«rJc--

has. have on several, j<5)cca&iofts vindi-

cated tliieir cljaini toilfbfeiitl^e f finest

soldier^; in the wofld -fox c^oajrage; and
enduratfce; btitr^ the; events : of the. pre-

sent war,- e'specially the . Woekirig of

5ort Arthur, the carrying of the heigjits

of Nan'shau:, the occupation of'Liao-

yang,;^he deadly nature* of the Jatid

attack on I?ort Arthur^ (how; deadly

may i be known afterw^ards) • have re-*-

vealed to the world ' that* to no, other

sailors and soldiers than the/sajlbrs

and soldiers of Japan; cduld" the *Hnes

of,Tennyson be more aptly applied:
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we see ^on the side of Russia vast

territory and population, larger re-

sources, a well-filled Treasury and the

counter-balatice—inferior organization,

corruption like a gangrene in Depart'

ments of the State: seething internal

troubles; rebellious subject races, re-

ligious intolerance, ignorance, bigotry,

superstition. On the side of Japan a
small territory, a population one third

thiat of her enemy, fewer resources, a
poor Treasury, and, to counter-balance

all, a marvellous absence ofcorruption

in all Departments of the State, no
Grand-Dukes or Lieutenant Grand-
Dukes, no internal divisions, no inter-

nal troubles—absolutely none: superior

topographical knowledge of the country
they are ^ghtijig in, vastly superior

organization, an army and a navy
wherein every man is ready to fling '

life away in the service of his country,

and the whole nation with its ruler

at its head, like one great unit, throb-

bing, thrilling, and quivering with
patriotism. Japan may be likened to

the bundle of faggots in the fable,

,

firmly tied together, one -Biggot of

larger dimensions in the centre,^^th€

sovereign round, whom the whole na-

tion clusters-^, and all, ruler and people,

tied together by adamantine bands of

patriotism.

A unique country and a unique

people-^the stranger after long years

of residence can still say it. A unique

people, who might well claim a fore-

most place in the rank of civilized na-

tions, if kindliness, orderliness, gentle

manners and the fine courtesy that

pervades all classes constitute civiliza-

tion. A unique people, whose babes

even know that the first duty of their

existence is to love their country; and

w^hose tramps and vagabonds even

are not without a throb of patriotistti.

"Love is strong as Death,*' wrote

the great Hebrew sage. The Japanese

fighting with the strength of Love are

winning their battles; and the words
of a higher Wisdom have decreed that,

"It is the Spirit which quickeneth; the

flesh profiteth nothing."
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The Creation of the Navy in Japan.

APAN, an island Empire,

has never ^ been without

a navy of some kind. In

prehistoric times, our an-

cient records tell us, the

first ancestors of our race, the divine

Izanagi and Izanami, sailed from island

to island in our archipelago to ex-

plore their newly found home and to

gain some idea of its configuration.

This could not have been done with-

out ships. The same may be said of

the expedition undertaken by our first

Emperor Jimmu, who sailed from his

capital of Takachiho in the province

of Hyuga to subdue a formidable rebel;

lion in the Middle Provinces of the

Emperor, penetrating, by way , of

Naniwa, the modern; Osaka, as far as

the province of Kawachi. Having

reached this point, he advanced to en-

counter the barbarians under Nagasu-

nehiko, their famous chieftain, and

being defeated formed a new plan for

taking his enemy by surprise by sailing

round the Kii promontory, landing

at Kumano; and making an unex-

pected rear attach upon them. The

result amply justified his. daring, the

enemy were defeated and disperged,

and Jimmu, in ,the sequel, transferred

his capital from Takachiho to Kashi-

wabara in the province, of.Yamato.

The next five centuries, present our

naval historians, with nothing worthy

of record. We again come across, a

Japanese fleet in the year:33. B.C. in

the 65th year of. the reign of our

Emperoi: Sujin, when the. King of

Mimana, one of the states,' into which

Korea was at that time divided, ap-

pealed to Jg.pan for .-help against the

neighbouring ^state/of Shiragi» r-The

Emperor Sujin. was ;only too willing

to avail himself of this opportunity of

ext( nd ng the influence of Japan to the
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Continent qf Asia, and despatched a the latter never had the slightest

force to. Mimana under a braver and difficulty in fitting out and despatch-

experienced general. Shiotaru Tsuhiko ing' punitive expeditions across the

The Flotilla commanded by our First Emperor Jimmu.

no Mikoto who founded a Japanese

to-wn in Korea, co-operated in the

defence of Mimana against Shiragi,

and did 'much to draw Japan and
Korea together. Two and a half cen-

turies later, in A.D. 200, the Empress

Jingo made an expedition against

Shiragi, the most flourishing of the

Korean states, and compelled Korea
to acknowledge the suzerainty- of

Japan, a suzerainty which was steadi-

ly recognized for several centuries after

this event. Jingo's Conquests obtained

for Japan the complete mastery of the

seas between Korea and this country
;

it was safe for vessels to ply to and
fro constantly between the tvtro coun-

tries, and though there were times,

even then when the Koreans kicked

against the fighting strength of Japan,

sea. But security ruins discipline and

esprit de corps : the Japanese fleet fell

into hegligence and weakness, and in

the year 760 A.D. was utterly des-

troyed by a fleet of Chinese ships in

the Korean seas. The Chinese fleet

was now numerically superior to our

own : we could no longer safely main-

tain our position in Korea, and the

recall of our troops for purposes of

home defence w^as the immediate means
whereby we lost the advantages gain-

ed by the intrepid Empress. This

defeat was repeated several times, the

people lost their interest in a dis-

astrous war, and it took some time

before they were w^illing to embark
on fresh maritime expeditions. The
year 1280 was an important year in

our naval annals. Japan found her-
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self at war with the great northern

nation of the Mongolians, an immense
Mongol fleet had already occupied the

islands of Iki and Tsushima, and a
Mongol descent upon the coasts of

Kyushu was imminent. Japan had at

the time_ no naval force worthy of the

naftie, our coastline w^as ravaged for

many long miles, and the landing oper-

ations, had already commenced when
a hurricane, such as visits these shores

from time to time, brought us timely

succour. The whole of the Mongol
Armada was wrecked by the fury of

the waves and winds, tens of thou-

sands of Mongol warriors perished in

the waters , and Japan saw herself

delivered from the danger of a foreign

invasion quite as miraculously as ever

Kngland was saved from the mighty
expedition sent out against her by
Philip of Spain.

The miraculous delivery (for it was
nothing^
less) made
a deep im-

pression on

the mind
pf the
n a t i o n

.

Maritime
enterprise

wag no
longer neg- ^

lected," and

Japan en-

tered upon

a period of

commerce,
con quest

and coloni-

z a t i o n

which last-

ed right

•down to

the establishment of the Tokugawa

Shogunate in the 16th century. The

celebrated expedition of Hideyoshi will

•prove how great was the spirit of

naval enterprise at this period.

A new policy however was in-

augurated, Japan, as is well known,

adopted the policy of the closed door,

the construction of large ships was
prohibited, and the country, in defiance

of the insular position which seemed

to mark her out for a more active life,

shut herself away from all intercourse

with the outside world. Still, as time

progressed, and as the knocking of

foreign nations at our gates became

louder, efforts were made to recover

the lost art of ship-building and to

provide vessels for the defence of our

shores. Thus, in the 9th year of

Tempo (A.D. 1888), the then Lord of

Mito, Tokugawa Nariaki, built a coast

defence vessel, called the Hidachi MarUy

which was 120 feet long by 38 in

width. The experiment was however

not successful, the construction of the

vessel was faulty, and the Shogunal

Government forbade its use, so that

A Japanese Warship weighing Anchor.

this first attempt at building a ship

on European lines proved to be an

utter failure. The Hidachi Mara was

however, like Watanabe Kwazan,

wliose life we have recounted elsewhere.
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a harbinger of the coming - spring.

The lord of Mito. \\ias not the only

man in Japan /who advocated the

building of strong vessels for defensive

purposes. , The idea was frequently

urged upon the attention of the Sho-

gunal Government^ but all in vain ; the

authorities ' at Yedo adhered obsti-

nately to the obscurantist policy v^rhich

forbade the construction of large ships.

This is the more strange, because it is

knovv^n that among the members of

the Shogunal Govei'mnent there were

some men of broader views and greater

enlightenment, who were nevertheless

uniformly unable to make . their

opinion outweigh the dictum of

that one among their colleagues

who -was responsible for the time

being for the defence of the maritime

frontiers. We may, for instance,

mention the case of Tsutsui Kii .

no Kami, Administrative Superin-

tendent in A.D. 1846, who replied

to a question put to him by the

struments and gear necessary for their

proper use. The Loi'd of Mito has

recently built a foreign-style ship as

an experi-.

naent. It

proved to

be very
clumsy, a;

-bad sailer,

easy to

capsize, un-

able to ride

over the

waves.
The crew

Warriors guarding the Coast of HakAta Against the Mongol Invaders.

Shogunal Premier in words somewhat found it difficult, even to row it.

to^this effect. His Lordship is of course very much
*' It is true," he said, " that wp disappointed^ but does not the experi-

may build ships quite as strong as the ment shew that building ships of
ships of foreign navies, but we have foreign style, for a country jike ours
no crews to man them, nor the in- which has* not the means of providing
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'4-s^~^' f ^m^-.'^f^

them Avith proper fittings such as

anchors, chains, ropes &c, is as foolisih

a ' proceeding, as giving- a horse , to-

a

b^gg^i* who has no, means of keeping

it. I can see no benefit in this scheme
of building foreign style ships."

The Administrative Superintendent

was the official responsible for coast-

defence, and so long as these officials

held the opinions expressed in 1846
by Tsutsui Kii no Kami, it was useless

to expect any great advance in the

naval, affairs of the country.

But the progress of events put all

further neglect of naval matters out

of the question, when in 1853 (6th year

pf Ka-ei) the American fleet arrived

at Uraga, and Shogunal Government

a-woke with a start from their dreams

of fancied .'^security. The

Lord of Satsuma, Shimazu

Seihin, was the first of the

territorial princes to organ-

ize a navy after the model

of a European state : large

foreign-style ships were con-

structed in Satsuma as early

as 1848, and the subJ^e^ts

of that principality "were"

encouraged to study seaman-

ship and naval manoeuvres.

In 1853, he addressed the

Central Gpvernment in the

following terms :—" In ac-

cordance with the orders is-

sued by the Shogunal Govern-

ment, I have devoted much

careful attention to the matter

of coast defense, that is, for

building batteries along the

coast strong enough to repel

all hostile ships of war. But

when a hostile ship has been

repulsed we cannot pursue

them, except with common

boats which are of little use

for '.that purpose, so that

there is nothing to prevent

an enemy from retiring for a short

distance, repairing his damages, and

returning again and again to the

^ttack. 1 beg you therefore to procure

foT me an, authorization to build ships

of war, , an enterprise which I w^ill

readily undertake myself, as being not

only advantageous for the country,

but absolutely necessary for the

maintenance of our prestige and power.

If we had a considerable number of

warships we could command our seas,

and secure our ways of communication

with the other parts of the Empire."

This petition, backed as it was
by many others of a similar tenor,

greatly moved the Shogunal Govren-

ment, which, after due deliberation,

issued the desired authorization for

the construction of warships in Sep-

tember of the year 1848.

]

$A1L0RS WORKING ON BoARD.

This authorization may be looked

upon as the real foundation stone of
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the modern navy of Japan. It was or eight of them must be delivered at

accompanied by a proclamation which the time appointed, the rest to follow

ran thus. '* It has hitherto been the as soon after that date as possiblei

practice of the Government to prohibit The crews of these ships should be nd

The Garden of the Lord of Satsuma in Kagoshima.

the construction of all large ships.

The prohibition is now withdrawn in

view of the changed circumstances of

the country. Any person desiring to

build large ships must first apply

for authorization to the Government,

stating in his application the style

and number of the vessels which it is

proposed to construct."

. Simultaneously with the above

proclamation, the Shogunal Govern-

ment pjaced orders with the members
'of tlie Dutch factory at Deshima for

the purchase of v\'ar-vessels and guns

in Europe. The letter containing the

order stated that the steamers and

men-of-war mentioned below must' be

delivered by the following year, but

that if it sHoiild be impossible to

deliver them all at once, at least seven

larger than was absolutely necessary.

Then followed the actual order, which

was for 1 steam-corvette, 1 sailing-

corvette, and 6 steamers, together

with experienced Dutch engineers and
ship-constructors ; two working models

of steamers, books on all branches of

militarv and naval science, navigation,

ship-building, metal-founding, gun-

powder-making, &c. , 10 guns, and

2000 muskets with bayonets. Any
new guns invented since the year 1842

might also be included.

This was the first order ever placed

abroad by the Japanese Government.

In November of the same year, 1848,

the Shogunal authorities decided to

commence ship-building in the country

itself; and in May of .1st year of

'Ansei (1854) there w^as launched at
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Ufkga a two-masted ship, copied from
an English vessel, 66 feet long and 30
ih 'beam, and called the Ho-o-marm
Ship-building was also commenced at
Etchujima in Yedo near the mouth of
the River Sumida. In the same year
the Satsuma Prince launched a vessel

called the Shohel-maru, 171 feet long,

with three masts, and carrying 18
guns. This vessel was built on Europ-
ean lines, but the ignorance and in-

experience of the workmen necessitated

much working on orginal designs in

her internal arrangements, so that

the results were not altogether satis-

factory. Chance however soon gave

the Japanese the opportunities of

minutely observing the interior of a
foreign ship ofwar. It was
the time of the Crimean
War, and British vessels

came to the Far East as

elsewhere with warlike

designs against Russia. A
British squadron made its

appearance, and asked for

permission to get pro vi-

sions and water in a Japa-

nese port on the ground

that it was engaged a-

gainst the Russians whom
Japan had so many and so

good reasons to dread.

Shortly after this a Russian

frigate, the Diana, arrived

at Osaka, and from thence

passed on to the harbour

of Shimoda in the province

of Izu. Whilst she was
lying in the harbour, that

part of the coast of Japan

was visited by an earth-

quake and tidal wave of

exceptional severity, and

the Diana was lifted high

on a wave and cast ashore.

Her crew succeeded in get-

ting lier afloat with con-

siderable diflaculty, but their efforts

were not crowned with final success

for the Diana foundfered at sea a few

hours after leaving Shimoda. Hci^

crew managed 'however to >escape,

and, making their way back to Japan
obtained leave from the Government
to construct for themselves a new ship

in which to return to their country.

They employed Japanese carpenter

s

and smiths to work under them, and
in this way constructed two schooners

in which in due time they sailed away,
having given their Japanese hosts an
excellent course in practical ship-build-

ing. The lessons were well learned,

and from the wreck of the Diana may
be dated the first really successful

essays at naval architecture in this

land.

A Kitchen on Board.

fp'

In the same year 1854 (1st yeair

of Ansei) Mr. Donker Curtius, Dutch
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Envoy to Japan presented to the Sho- officers with, the ships, so that th*
gun a. letter froni His Majesty the Japanese would be able to use the

King of. Holland, which contained ships from the moment of their arrivaU

A Japanese Ship in building.

some very ttsefnl advice about naval

prganization. The letter, in effect, told

the Shogun's Government that while

the war then raging in Europe pre-

vented His Majesty from purchasing

any ships of war for them, he would

undertake > the purchase of steamers

sufficient to preserve the dignity and

prestige of the country, though he

could not exactly state the terms upon
which they wpuld be delivered. It

would be necessary, he continued, for

the Japanese to study the nature and
uses of steam, and for this purpose he

would > send 'over some competent

Appended to the autograph letter

was a memorandum on naval organ-

ization of which we are .also able to

give the substance. The, neqessary

preparatory studies for the - successful

organization of a navy were geogra-

phy, physies, astronomy, surveying,

mechanics, ' navigation, ship-building

and gunnery. These could best be

taught in a college or similar in-

stitution, and should the Shoguna}
Government desire to establish such, ag
institution in Japan, the 'Dutch Govj-

etnment.would gladly supply the .neces-

sary instructors and experts. Ship-
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building yards..and dock yards would
also be necessary,,. and officers com-
petent to.. select, suitable sites and to
construct,.. -tHese institutions should
also be sent*

His Majesty then - went on to en-

large on the necessity and importance
of an effective navy. Holland, he said,

was a small country, but the posses-

sion of a large and well-e,quipped navy
•enabled her not only to maintain her

own independence but to control a large

colonial Empire. Japan is composed
of many islands, and its geographical

position is very similar to that of

Great Britain,—a- circumstance which
led His Majesty to conclude that Japan
might, if she had a mind become a
naval and commercial power of some
importance.

The year following, the King of

Holland sent out a ship which had
been built in the Netherlands some
four years previously, in 1850. She

steamer owned by the Japanese. She

was also the first to fly the ensign of

the Rising Sun, the design of which
originated in a proposal made by
Shimadzu Seihin, Prince of Satsuma,
for the adoption of a national flag.

The order authorizing the use of the

flag was issued on the 11th of July

1854,.and in the following year it was
hoisted on the Satsuma vessel , the

Shohei-marUj which flew it on a visit

to Shinagaw^a near Yedo, this being

the first time that the ensign was
ever seen in the vicinity of the Sho-

gun's capital.

In the same year, 1855, the Dutch
ofiicers instructed our crews in the

use of flags for signalling, &c., and in

the printed regulations embodying the

instruction they gave, we find the fol-

lowing items:

—

1. Every nation has its own flags

with distinctions for army,

navy, and mercantile marine,

.f.V":-*-"^,,','-- — '—'• , -. ^--E-"-'

View of Ajiro, Izu Province.

was a paddle-steamer of 150 horse-

power, carried 6 guns, and measut-ed

174 feet in length by 30 in width and

24 in depth, She was re-named the

Kwanko-maru, and was the first

and it is the custom among
nations to treat these flags

with respect.

2. Every warsHp must possess

and use a national war-ensign.
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Vessels not possessing one, or

flying, colours vrhich cannot be

recognized as belonging to their

nationality, will be treated as

pirates.

3. All ships must have the ordi-

nary flag of , the country as a

mleans of enabling others to

identify their nationality.

The Dntch officers also gave in-

struction, in signalling with flags, and
salutes. ')

Fukuoka clan :.: : 28
Saga clan ;.,;.:....; 48

Fukuyama clan 4
Kumamoto clan 5

Hagi clan 15

Tsu clan 12

Kakegawa clan 1 [

Navigation, seamanship, ship-buildr

ing, rigging, surveying and observa-

tions, artillery and gunnery, were the

subjects taught, both theoretically in

the class-rooms and practically on

Smiths working on Board.

The Shogunal Government had be-

fore this felt itself in a position to

take some steps towards the creation

bf a navy, and in the 2nd year of

Kaei (184.9), had established at Naga-
saki a Naval Institution ,to whiplj

students w^ere sent from the various

daimyates to receive instruction from
the Dutch Naval Officers. The students,

classified"By ^theiir ctans, were as- fol-

lows:— ^
i '

'*
'

Shogunal clans.....' 69 ^

" Satsuma clan 16

board the ships of the Government,
for which the jjrovince of Sanuki had
been selected to furnish seamen:

The work of this Institution had
so much propered that by the 3rd

,year qf ^nsei (1856) certain develop-

ments became both necessary and pos-

sible.
, A temporary arsenal was estab-

lisiied in thi vicinity of the hkrbour
bf Nagasaki, and a ship-l3Uilding

yatd ' estabiifehed Under the direction

bf the gfaduAtes of tha institution,

a cutter was b^tlt, which it took
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a little over a year to complete ' renamed ; the Kannn'Tnatu,

The late Count Katsia, who ser-^'|cC.. steamer of 100 horse-power,

our early Navy as Minister

of Marine, was one of the

graduates of this instituh

tion. He has in his Naval

History of Japan spoken

in very warm terms of the

work done by the D titch

instructors.

In the 4th year of Ansei

(1857) certain of the gradu-

ates, of the Nagasaki In-

stitution were promoted to

' be instructors of the newly-

estfiblished Naval School

at Tsukiji, and the Kwan-
ko-maru wa.s sent to Yedo

to serve as a training-ship.

Students from all the pro-

vinces were allowed to

^nter this establishment,

! the preliminary training,

.however, taking place at

Nagasaki where a sailing

vessel, the Kosho-niarul

was usedjfqr training pur;|

poses. In the same year

the Government bought

from Holland d. \var-'ship

a screwt

165 feet

Sailors making Merry on Board.
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was offered to the Shogun

by Great Britain in the

same year.

In. the firsts year of

in length and 24 in

12 guns.

The Cho-

JO - warn,
a vessel

of the
same type

as the
K a n r i n
Tvas pur-

chased in

1858, and
the Ban-

ryo-maru^.,

a splendid

vessel ot

132 feet

in length,

sto u 1 1 y
built and
well fitted,

Man-en (1860) the Kanriiir

martt was sent to the

United States to ratify th^

treaty ^ which had been

temjborarily concluded with

C^ommodore Perry. Thi|

was the first visit paid to

*a foreign port by a Japa-

nese m^ of war. It wa§
also the firs# time that

Japanese officers took com-

mand of a ship themselves

for ah over-sea journey. It

will be readily understood

that this voyage gave our

officers many opportunities

of observing the life and

political institutions of the

American Republic, and
d:hey came home full of fresh

-experiences. Soon after

their return they commen-
ced to settle and cultivate

the Ogasaw^ara Archi-

ipelago,', better known to

beam, carrying Europeans by the name of the Bonin

The late Count Katsu.

• JAILORS:JpRACTISING THEMSELVES ON BuGLE.
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Islands, where they found a few-

white and . half-caste settlers whose
descendants are still' to .be found^ on
the island and \v;ho thus form an
English-speaking depefndeney of. the

Japanese Empire.

In the first year of BunkyU ...\ ;

(A. D. 1861), a Commission for

Naval Administration was ap-

pointed) to meet a very dis-

tinctly felt want ; attd in the fol-

lowing year the cojEnmissioners

presented their report. They
said that the; creation of a

proper navy was
. most impor-

tant for the country, that the
,,

building and procuring of w^ar-,,

ships presented no .-great diffi-

culties, as it was jonly neces-

sary to observe certain rules of

procedure; but that the proper

training of officers ,and men in

the science of naval warfare,

which involved a knowledge

of many other sciences and

arts, w^as indeed a most diffi-

cult task, and one that could

not be neglected, as upon the

proper training of the personnel

depended the welfare of the

navy. They recommended

therefore that the ranks and

gradations of officers be well

regulated so as to give them

proper incentives for advance-

ment, and that care be taken

select the right men for the

purposes of the service.
^

This report was adopted

and carried into effect for other

departments as well as for the

navy, and was followed in a

few weeks by a second report on

national defence, which recommended

that, for purposes of maritime defence,

the whole country should be divided

into six districts, to be knowil as the

eastern, north-eastern, northern, north-

western, and southern "waters"

respectively.

About the same . time two distin-

guished Japanese noblemen, Katsti

Awa and Kimura Settsu, presented a

petition to;^the^hogunal Government

praying that action be taken withregard

•to the following thirteen 6 articles:

Vice-Admtral Saito, Vice-Minister of the Navy.

1 . provision for the proper repairing of

ships, 2. theerection of dockyards, 3. the

appointment of a governor for the towii

and vicinity of Uraga, 4. the regulation

of ranks and \ he promotion of naval

officeirS, 5. l:he re-admission to the navy

of those who had formerly been naval
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officers but were now serving in other Hitherto, the Dutch influence had

departments of the Government, 6. the been all in all in the navy. A change

sakrifrs of naval officers, 7. the dis- was made in this respect when His

tingmVhirig badges, and uniforms, 8. Majesty entrusted the work of training

the .f>rocuring of woolen clothes for the officers and men, to England. A

the - bltie-jackets, '^ 9. regulations for

saluting foreign vessels, &c., 10. the

A Russian Mechanica;, Mine.

British naval mission was sent out iq

September or October of the third year

of KeiOj consisting

of the following offi-

cers, Commander
Tracy, Lieutenant

Wilson; Master
Grant, Chief- Engi-

neer Robson, Gunner

G. James, Boatswain

T. Brantori. Since

that time the Japa-

nese Navy has

constantly been
faithful to' British

ideals and it is to

Great Britain that

Jiapan fs indebted for

her naval ' expansion

of to-day, and her

position as a naval

Povver. What the

employment of Dutchmen asinstructors, final result of the war in which we
11. the appointment of young boys as are now engaged in is going to be it

cadets, 12. the establishment ofa small is impossible to predict with certainty,

standing squadron (or perhaps But nothing can rob us of the glories

"flotilla" would be more appropriate), which have been ours in the past,

and, 13. regulations for the appoint- We have had the glory of creating a

ment of officers as students in theNaval modern navy in the short space of

Institution. This petition by Katsu forty years. We have had the glory of

and Kimura did much to influence the having had more experience of raoderii

progress of our navy. It seemed to naval warfare than any other nation,

lay a finger pn the real needs, and, And up to the time of writing we had

when its main points had been attended the glory of having been uniformly

to, the navy began to make very rapid victorious. It is a solid ground for

progress. • •" confidence in the future.

\ .,A. ,.
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A Swallow before the Spring.

T a recent meeting of the

Asiatic Society of Japan
(a Society whose trans-

actions are a -. niine of

yalnable information for

English speaking studeyts of things

Japanese), Miss S. Ballard called the

attention of the members to the Life

and Work of Watanabe Noboru, or

Kwazan as he often called, one of the

earliest pioneers of Western thought
and civilization in Japan. Watanabe
was one of those daring spirits, known
as the Dutch scholars, who did such

good preparative w^ork in the early

days of the jiineteenth century. Like

the rest of his friends and allies, his

life was spent in comparative insigni-

fi^cance, and but little pf his work came

under the notice of his fellow-country-

men, yet he was truly digging at the

foundations of a new building, utterly

unconscious of the magnificent struct-

ure which was destined to be reared

upon those humble foundation. Had
he known how great would b^ the

results of his lalpours, his last hours

would not have- been as melancholy

as they were. As it is, we may apply

to him the words of Browning,

"It must oft fall out

That one whose labour perfects

any works,

Shall rise from it with eye so worn

that he

Of all men least can measure the

extent

Of what he has accomplished. He

alone,

Who, nothing tasked, is nothing

w^eary too,

May ckarly scan the little he effects

:

Bat we the bystanders, untouched

by toil.

Estimate each aright."

Like many Japanese in the middle ages,

Watanabe rejoiced in a number of

names. His family name (sef) w^as

Watanabe: his personal name (alalia),

given to him by his master the Lord of

Tawara, was Noboru. On occasions of

great importance he was addressed by
his imina, or official name, of Teisei.

In literature and art, his nom de plume

ig*^) "was Kwazan. He was born of

an honourable, though poor, Samurai
family, which originally came from
the province of Echigo, but which,

since the middle of the 17th century

had changed its name from Tashiro

to Watanabe, and settled itself in the

province of Mikawa in central Japan,

Watanabe Kwazan.

in the service of the family pf the

Miyake who bore the title of Tosa no

Kami (Lords of Tosa) though their

actural domain was the Barpny of

Tawara. Tawara is a small town on

the narrow peninsula which juts into

' the feea near' to Hamamatsu. It wa^
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a small clan, with very poor revenues, that her child would have the small-

and both daimyo and samurai were pox very slightly, that he would be-

obliged to live economically. come a very famous man^ and that

The Lake Hamana near Hamamatsu,

From the year 1686, when the

surname of Watanabe was adopted,

to the year 1792, the family remained

in the service of the head of the

Taw^^ra clan. In that year Watanabe

Jirobei, the father of our hero, became

the head of the family in succession to

his father, and in the following year

Watanabe Noboru was born (1793).

Not long after his birth, a priest,

whom his mother consulted, told her

The Coast of MikaWA

he would die under unfortunate cir-

cumstances. The predictions, which

were all destined to come trtie, began

to fulfil themselves Very soon. He had

the small-pox iii infancy and had it

very lightly, and the studious* quiet,

lad placed his foot on the lowest rung

of the ladder of fame, when at- eight

years of age (1802) he was appointed

page and companion to the Daim^ro's

oldest son, Kamekichi. The young
lord however
••died in 1806, and

the second son,

M o t o kichi,
taking his place

Koboru continu-

ed to serve under

him, and when
shortly after-

watds the old

Lord died, Nobo-

ru*s father was
appointed- the

guardian of the

young lord Moto-
kichij Noboru
himself being ap-

.pointed tutor.

This was in

1809, when
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Noboru himself was about 16 years
trf age, :'! «

The regulations of the Tokugawa
Shoguns made it imperative upon all

the feudal daimyos-to keep -their fami-

lies in Yedo under the surveillance of
the Central Government. It was in

Yedo therefore that young Watanabe
made his first essays at service. The
Tawara clan was poor, the family of

the Miyake had no large revenues

with which to support their retainers

in comfort and ease: the father Wata-
nabe w^as a devoted Chinese scholar

with a soul above the sordid consi-

derations of money and gain, and his

son took after hinv The Watanabe
household was consequently wretchedly

poor, and ofttimes reduced to sore

something whereby he can make some
money, and* 'there was no money in

Chinese literature. Why should h% not

add the art of painting to. philosophy

and literature,, and thi;s put him self in

a position to keep his family from

positive distress? Watanabe took the

advice. He now (1815) began fhe

study of paint-

ing side by side

withliterature,

and as he was
a man of abi-

lity ftnd dili-

gence with
probably a
natural gift

for painting

sufficient to

Watanabe KwAZAN giving his Pupil Drawing Lessons.

straits by hunger and cold. A friend

of the family, Takahashi by name,

(possibly the Takahashi whom von

Siebold mentions, in^ the account of his

journey to Yedo, as one of the promi-

nent Dutch scholars of the day), now

gave young Noboru a piece of' good

aidvice. Chinese classics, he said, were

all very well in their Way. but a man

rilust have some sort of sl brod studiam,

attract the attention of Takahashi, he

shortly found hhnself in a position to

make money by the sale of his pictures,

and sought after by many students of

art.

During the whole of this period,

Noboru, better known henceforth ty

his literary* and artistic name of Kwa-

zan, treated himself with the utmost

rigour as may be seen by the following
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list of rules which he drew^ up for guid-

ing his own conduct and behaviour.

1. Never to hold intercourse or

converse with others, except f'**

some legitimate reason.

7. To be moderate in all things.

8. To be economical with my
time.

9. To avoid conversation on trir

Vial matters.

The. CaSti-e of Himeti.

2. To uevote all my energies to

obtaining the end that I have

in view; and to neglect every-

thing that is not strictly with-

in my legitimate sphere.

A few years later, he drew up a

list of rules which shews very clearly

how strict he was with himself even

in the minutiae of daily life.

1. To improve my character by

self-culture, to keep my house

well, and then to devote my
spare energies to the well-be-

ing of my clan and country.

To be diligent in the discharge

of my filial duty.

To work hard at my Chinese

sttidies.

To be diligent in painting.

To read nothing except the

old Chinese classics.

To select good friend and in-

structors.

10.

11.

12.

2.

3.

4?.

5.

To be circumspect and cau-

tious.

To be very careful in writing

to form every character pro-

perly.
^

To relieve the poverty of my
family with the proceeds of

my art.

In the third year of Bunsei (1821)

Kwazan's father died, and Kwazan
became not only head of his own
family, but also in time Karo or Prince

Minister of the Tawara clan, a pro-

motion which not only increased his

sphere of influence, but also removed
him for part of his time at least from

Yedo.

This period of his life was marked
by several incidents of interest. The
Tawara clan was much disturbed

about the question of the succession

to the Daimyate. The then Lord, Yasu-

aki, had no children. Kwazari was
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anxious that Yasuaki's young brother

Tomonobu should be adopted as heir,

for thus the succession would be kept
strictly within the family. The other

principal retainers, however, inclined

to the adoption of a young nobleman
from some wealthy house, to retrieve

the shattered fortunes of the Tawara
clan. Kwazan's advice was not taken,

a successor wais chosen from tlie

wealthy family of Himeji, and Kwa-
zan was. so mtich distressed at this

disappointment that for a while he

lost control over himself and took to

drinking and pleasure.

But it was not for long. In 1S29,

we find Kwazan in personal attendance

the rejected Tomonobu as his heir

and allowing him to marry his own
daughter.

In the third year of Tempo (1832)

he became one of the ministers of the

clan (toshiyori), and for some time

exerted himself diligently to promote

its welfare. He vigorously defended

his clansmen against the complaints

lodged against them by the powerful

clan of Kii, closely connected w^ith the

Tokugawas, on account of some wreck-

ing which the Tawara people had
done in ignorance of the law.* He
earned the praise of the Shogun's Gov-

ernment by his vigorous and eifective

measures of famine-relief during the

Watanabe Kwazan being examined at the Municipal Court.

on Yasunao, the new Lord, compiling

a history of the Tawara clan, and

gaining a strong personal iufluencc

over the man whom he had done his

best to keep out of the position of

Lord of the clan. The strength of that

personal influence may be gauged by

the fact that he persuaded Yasunao to

allow the inheritance to revert to the

Miyake family by adopting the son of

calamity which devastated the whole

of the country in the Tempo age.

Tawara was free from the worst of

of the scourge, thanks to his able ad-

ministration. He merited the best

thanks of his fellow-provincials by
founding for their benefit a public

library to Avhich he contributed all

his own books, bought at the cost of

much toil and privation. So absolute-
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ly free was he from all thoughts of

self" in the discharge of his office

that when later, in the hour of his'

trouble, the police made a domiciliary

Ph. F, von Siebold.

search of his house, the principal

things they found were pawn-tickets.

His tenure of office had impoverished

himself,*

But the principal interest attach-

ing to Kwazan in the present day
lies in his advocacy of principles which

necessarily led to the reforms of Mciji,

The German von Siebold has given the

world a most interesting account of a

visit which he, as an employe, of the

Dutch Government, paid to Tokyo in

the year 1826, when Kwazan "W^as

about 33 years of age, and of thfe

many interesting visits which he re-

ceived from inquisitive Japanese scho-

lars of all sorts. Kwazan must have

been at Yedo at the time, for he was

busy compiling the history of the

Tavirara clan, and the Daimyo Yasu-'

nao about this time appointed him

one of his personal attendants- (soba

.yo nin)^ We have it on the

'authority of a Japanese bio-

graphy that from his 32nd
or 33rd year, Kwazan be-

came interested in the study

of geography and history,

and there is a story told

of how the sight of a large

wall-map which he saw in

the house of one of hi^

friends so interested him that

he remained for hours in deep

thought before it. It is hard

to disconnect Kwazan's in-

terest in geography and his-

tory from this visit of the

Dutch Mission of which von
j

Siebold was a member. The
Dutch do not seem to have

had any far reaching shemes

for the mental and intellec-'

tural regeneration of Japan/
but they managed to sow a
good deal of very valuable

seed from time to time.

From this time Kwazan de-

voted himself to the acquisi-

tion of Dutch, the only,

European language at that time ac-

cessible to the Japanese. He not only

studied, but he wrote books of geo-i

graphy, history and the civilization of

western countries. One practically use-

ful scheme is attributed to him* Pic-'

tonal sheets containiiig the flags of all

nr.tlons were distributed all along the

maritime, districts so.that people might

at once recognize' the nationality of

any foreign visitors to their shores>

Kneckings at the gate of Japan were
already beginning to. be ominously

frequent.

, "In order .to promote new studies,

which he deefned to be most essential

for the welfare of his country he form-

ed a society called the Shosbikwai
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•which eomprised many of the leading

'spirits of the age, Takano ChoVei,

Koseki Sange, HatanakaGehryo. This

vsociety toolceverjr tneansin its'pow^r

'for the promotion of Western studies,

'arid the rare visits of ' foreigners to

Yedo gave the members' opportunities

•of gaining information which we may
be sure they aSked tO' tlie full. Such a
'Visit occurred in the ninth year of

Tempo (1838), when a' Dutchman of

the name of'ltobitanJ (we give the

Japanese transliteration,'not being able

to identify the' 'name accurately) spent

.some time in Yedo, probably on a

similar errand to that -Which brought

von Siebold. The results of the many
'interviews which Kwazan had with

'this man were embodi<^d in a book
• entitled Ketsazetsa 'Motido in which

wished to return to. their native land.

Thesecastaways were fishermen, blown

out to ,sea, who had succeeded in

making the coast of British Columbia

where they werp rescued. Tjhey were

kept for some time on the 1 American

continent, and were then sent (though

this does not seem to be, quite clearly

established) to- EnglantJ.. where they

were educated by some^pious-and chari-

vtable persons^ We next hear ofthem in

Canton at the house of a missionary,

from whence they were sent to Japan

on board the Morrison. It was hoped

that they would thus get a , hearing

in Japan for Protestant Christianity.

Watanabe KWazan thinking on the situation of the World.

be discussed the whole question of the

advisability of keeping all foreign

nations at arm's length. About the

.same time, or even a little earlier,

Yjedo was shocked and startled by the

arrival of an American ship, the Morri-

^son, which came to demand permission

to land some Japanese castaways who

The Yedo Government, acting possibly

on the advice of the Dutchman men-

tioned above, refused to allow them

to land, but sent them to Nagasaki,

as the proper place for the question

to be mooted. At Nagasaki they were

^also refused, and sailed away, much

to the distress of their Japanese pas-
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sengers who saw themselves thus

doomed to perpetural exile. History

does not say what ultimately' became

of them.

Kwazan entirely

disagreed with the

policy of the Shogun's ^^
Government, and pub- ^'^"'^^' '

lished his opinions in

a Look entitled Shinki-

:m

A View of Nagasaki,

ton (on making a proper us^ of one^s

opportunities). In this book, which

must be considered as connected in

thought with the former book to

which we have already referred, he

dwells on the conditions of European
countries, on the invasion of Asia by
Europe, on the necessity of protecting

Japan against the aggressive Westerner,

and oh Japan's inhabiliLy to cope

yjnth foreign foes without thorough

reforms which could only be made
possible by extensive and deep-reaching

investigation,

The book proved to be the begin-

ning of Kwazan's downfall. Informa-

tion was laid against before the Sh(>-

gun's Government, (it is interesting to

know that li Kamon, .who was after-

wards to evolve ^ line of policy very

similar to Kwazan's, was
at that tinie a meinber of

the Shogun's Government.

Von Siebold mentions

him), and Kwazan was
arrested and put into

prison. His house was
thoroughly searched, but

nothing of an incriminat-

ing nature was found,

except the pawn-tickets

afore-mentioned. Kwa-
zan *s one concern was
that his mother should

not suffer, and at last

after an imprisonment ol

two years he was re-

leased and sent to live

in retirement in Tawara,
where it w^as hoped he

w^ould be out of harm's
way.

It is strikingly charac-

teristic of the man that

from the moment' of his

release he gave up all his

European studies. . and
confined himself to . the

Chinese classics which

had been his guides

through life. This was not done

through fear, but he knew; that a

further prosecution of these studies

could only bring , trouble upon his

mother and famify, and this he was
determined to avoid by all means in

his power.

It was however necessary for him
to live, and equally necessary to have

people with whom to associate. At'

the suggestion of one of his pupils he

therefore opened classes for drawing
and painting, and as he was an artist

of some repute as well as a conspicuous

man, he soon gathered around him
a fairly numerous band of disciple^.
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But the enemies who had procured

his downfall in Yedo were by no means
pacified, for there were many to whom
even to be able to read a foreign book
was an unpardonable crime, and for

a second lime he was arrested.

Kwazan now felt, with that jies-

simism to which the Eastern mind
is so prone, that the usefulness of his

life was gone. For himself, he could

not go back on his expressed opinions,

for they had been adopted after no in-

considerable thought, and with much
delibera tion . But the expression of

these thoughts could only involve his

mother, and his feudal lord, made all

arrangements for the future of those

he loved, and, passing into the next

room, disembowelled himself. Suicide

is often a coward's refuge. It was not

so for Kwazan. His whole life had

shown
^
that for himself he had no fear.

He died for others, to save his family

and clan from having to bear any

Watanabe Kwazan arrested by a Shogunal Autkoritv.

family, his clan, and his feudal lord in responsibility for views and sentiments

trouble with the powerful Shoguns. which they did not share.

Kwazan was not long in making up Presently the spring came, but the

h.s mind what to do. Quietly he bade early swallow had passed away,

farewell by letter to his wife, his
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Manners and Customs of the Japanese People,

from the Earliest Time to the Time oi

the Tokugawa Government-
(Cdntiaued.)/ '

8. The Age of the Muromachi

Shogunate (A.D. 1319—1557.)

N the course of time the

Shogunal Government at

Kamakura, which seemed

to have taken such deep

roots in the soij of the

national sentiment, was overthrown,

the supreme Power was again restored

to the Imperial House, and all Japan

brought once more under the rule of

the Imperial power. It was however

a burden greater than the court nobles

tion in public affairs had re^idered them

unfit for governing, and they soon

reduced the public business to a state

-of ^haos^ Ashikaga Takauji, a lineal

descendant of the Genji, knew how to

turn this chaos to his owu advantage

rfor, by favours judiciously bestowed

on the samurai of the various pro-

vinces, he acquired great popularity,

and set many minds on thinking of a

revival of the rule of the military

clans. Many unavoidable collisions

took place between the courtiers of

the palace and the military samurai

of the clans, and in the end there was

Shogun Muromachi taking RefreshM&nts.

and officials at Kyoto could bear to a schism in the Imperial bouse, two

undertake the responsibilities of Gov- rival lines, the North and South,

crnment ; for long disuse of participa- making their appearance to dispute
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with each other tlie possession of the residence (Flower Palace), and <iftl^
^throne. rfamous^Kinkakuji Temple; laid hcaVy
"'-: Ashikaga Takaty'i attached hiniself burdens of taxation on the-shouldcA
'to the Emperor of the Northern Dynas- of the people.- His successd/s were all

A-

TllK iMKRluR oK THK IvlNKAKUJI, KYOTO.

ty, and in 1336 was appointed Com-

mander-in-Chief or Shogun, with his

seat of Government at Muromachi in

Kyoto and with all powers, civil and

military, in his hands. Takauji's,

grandson, Yoshimitsu, saw the reunion

of the Imperial house after fifty seven

years of schism and separation, and

in A.D. 1392 the Emperor Go-komatsu

of the Northern Dynasty was acknow-

ledged throughout the country as sole

Emperor, the actual power still re-

maining, however, in the hands of the

military clans.

Yoshimitsu was a man exceedingly

.arrogant and luxurious. When he

visited the great monastery at Hicizan

his procession rivalled that of the

Emperor in mngnifience, and tlie erec-

tion of the ' costly Hana no gosho

men of pleasure and luxury, who paid

no attention to the duties of their

high office, and his grandson Yoshi-

masa pushed his extravagance to such

a pitch that in addition ;to extraordi-

nary imposts he was obliged to borrow
money from China to enable him to

meet the demands of his love of

pleasure and ostentatious buildings.

Takauji's first intention had been

to re-establish his Shogunate at Kama-
kura where he might hope to continue

the glories of Yoritomo's time ; but it

was impossible for him to leave Kyoto
himself, so he established his Govern-

ment at Muromachi, and sent his son

Motouji to Kamakura with the title

of. Covctnor-general of; the East.

Motouji understood the iairt of making
himself popular with his StibjectS in
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the East and was called the Shogun Kyoto was obliged to bear the brunt

of Kamakura in contradistinction to of civil strife for more than eleven

his father the Kyoto Shogun. years. Then the combatants grew
The Muromachi Shoguns found it tired of ceaseless feuds, and retiring,

impossible to resist the enervating in- each to his own territory, shut them-

A View of Street in Kyoto in the Age of Muromachi Shogunate.

fluences of Kyoto life, and as they

plunged more and more deeply into

the vortex of luxury, the real power
fell more and more into the hands of

their deputies at Kamakura, and in

process of time we find a rivalry for the

Imperial favours between the Shogunal
agents from Muromachi and the vice-

Shogunal agents firom Kyoto, Quar-
rels w^ere frequent between their

adherents, a large part of Kyoto was
destroj'cd in various conilagrations

caused by feuds and brawls, and

selves up in their castles and refused

all intercourse with the Shogunal
Government which thus found itself

incapable of enforcing its will any-

where except in the home province of

Yamashiro.

All real power fell into the hands
of those who had the control of the

army. Thus Hoj5 Soun first came to
eminence in the Eastern provinces, and
his son Ujiyasu after subjugating the
whole of these provinces established

himself at Odawara in the province
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of Salami. After him came Oda Nobu- conspicuous in Yoshimitsu. The

naga, who raised an army in the Shogunate became hereditary like the

neighbourhood af Kyoto for the pro- Crown, and the three houses of Shiba,

tection of the Imperial House, and Hosokawa and Hatakeyama stood

succeeded in overthrowing the Ashi- permanently by its side to help in

kaga Shoguns and getting their power bearing the cares of state. These

into his own hands. families went by the name, of Kwaji-

Everything was in the greatest ryo, a title which was almost equi-

conftision throughout this period, and yalent to that of Shikken under the

yet the forms of- organization Tetonaiiied Kamakura Gpvernment, and the Sho-

untouched. The Shogunal Government guns themselves were known as Kubo
administered the country in the name or Muromachidono. There were ad-

of the Emperor, whose representative ministrative officers known as Hyojo-

and protector the Shogun claimed to shu and Hikitsukeshu, and govern-

be, and every province had its own mental departments for finance, law,

Shugo or Governor appointed by the and military affairs. The Kwanryb at

Shogun. The distinctions between Kamakura was the most powerful

citizens and senmia (plehs) were of all the provincial governors ap-

strictly observed. pointed by the Shdgun ; Motouji, th^

The Imperial House remained, son of Takauji, was the first to be

though the disturbances of the age appointed to the office, which hence-

tended to push it into the background forth became hereditary in Motouji's

of obscurity, poverty and insignifi- family. In process of time the Kama-

cance, and exalt the Shogun at the kura governors became so powerful

expense of the Emperor. The court- that they were practically independent

nobles received but scant courtesy of the Muromachi Shoguns.

from the military ruler, and were The Muromachi Shoguns were mout

often deprived of estates and income powerful under Yoshimitsu, the third

by the Shogun,

Takauji, the

first of the Ashi-

kaga, did indeed

try to model his

court on the

simple but prac-

tical regulations

of the old Kama-
kt^ra Regency,

but his brother

and successor

Tadayoshi laid

more stress on '•

the formalities

observed at the

Imperial Court

and based his

etiquette on

them. These rules had a tendency to

make the Shoguns proud and haughty,

a state of mind which was especially

TiiK Trmplk of DaitoNomiya, at Kamakura.

of the line, the power falling after his

time into the hands of prominent

retainers. It had been the policy of
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TalcattjirWlio wished to \vin the hearts the eldest legitimate son succeed tb

of his people, to reward comparativfely the property and titles bf "his fatheh
' ,.!'.;,> .: ifo^ t'etainer were adopt-

^^^ds^^ ^ ' '
'
ed to sticceed, the Sho-

> gun's peritiission had first

' to be obtained; and the

daughter of a liobTeAiai

' nfalrried to a court offi-

'

cial, -was Ipso facto" ih'

'
' dapable of julierititig.

a n y t h i n e fr bm ' h fe r

pdretits.

' ' ' It was still unlawful'

' for a samutai to sell his

:t?v^^gg3^-^.^^^Zv;^-N:^^•^''^^ [/

The

small services with hand-

some gifts, and thus the local

Oovemors were often far

pcher than the Shogunal

Government w^hich Takauji's

policy had perforce impove-

rished. Yoshimitsu (1368-

1394) forbade priests to

carry arms, and by this

means restrained the lawless-

ness w^hich had so disgraced

the order in former years, but there

were still pow^erful temple-organi;za-

tions, such as those of the Kofakuji
and Hongyy^ji; sectarian/ feuds Were
common, and both these temples ,wjei*e

burned to the ground during the dis-

turbances. /

As to private customs, the custom
became generally prevalent of having

Temple of Hongwanji burned by 'THE>f -\

pRiEsi$, OF lloKKE Sect. .., - f

\:;

landed estate ; but restrictions upon

,

commerce were gradually Toeing relax-

ed, and the peijipd for recovering' debts

by tegar'procedure was extended from
ten to twenty years. Specially heavy
taxes were levied, on the profitable

businesses of the saift^ merchant a.nd

jiawnbrokcr ; but indeed all trades

and professions were tiaxed',^ f6r' t^e'
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MTiromachi Government \Vas. luxurious
and' extravagant, and its purse needed
constant refilling. Articles of daily

use became very dear under the- pres-

sure of taxation, and the poverty of
the poorer classes increased from year
to year.

National calamities worked havoc
amongst the people, and especially

the famine followed by the plague in

1461. It is estimated that 80,000
died in Kyoto alone during the months
of January and February and that the

ordinary average of deaths was from

60 to 90 per diem. One could not

stand on the Shijo bridge, and look up
the Kamo river without being filled

with horror at the sight of the ghastly

corpses which strewed its upper

reaches.

continued his extravagance as usual*

He was surrounded by degenerate

samurai who followed his mode of life^

lived far beyond their means, and sunk

themselves deeper and deeper into debt.,

These men then, seeing no other hope

of meeting their obligations took to

the profession of the highwayman,

and, Government ofiicials though they

were, went about robbing and plun-

dering. When the general indebtedness

and consequent lawlessness became

very great, a special act ofgrace [toku-

sei)y not un ike the tabular novas of

the early Roman Republic, enabled

them to repudiate their debts, and

start again with clean balance-sheets
;

but the tradesmen were the losers by
these so-called acts of clemency, and

we' can readily understand that such

^'u^E Temple of Ginkakuji at Kyoto, established by Shuuu.\ VoauiMAaA.

But tihe mispries of the time made measures were not calculated to in-

no impressipn on Yoshimitsu who crease the contentment of the people^,
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who had in addition to all this gross remained as before save that in some

misgovernment to bear the miseries of districts tea-cultivation showed a

the Civil War between the Dynasties tendency to increase owing to the de-

of the North and South, and a series mands, of the fastidious Kyoto Court,

pf great and appalling natural cata- and that in 1521 cotton seeds were in-

ptrophes.

Robbers and highwaymen were to

be found in every town and along

¥svcry road : some of the poorer samu-

f#i of the maritime provinces became

pirates and infested the China Seas ;

bfinds of banditti gathered in the

mpuntains and plundered the soldiers

0V\ their campaigns wth even-handed

A Pirate Ship fighting with Chinese Merchant Vessels.

indifference, feeling that they had but

little to gain or lose from either of

the compeiitors for a throne which
sce^ied to have lost all dignity and
respect ; and in the very streets of the

capital cut-throats, known as tsu/7-

' giri^ plundered and murdered with
impunity.

It was but natural that agri-

culture should decline. The period is

marked by no great advances in the

art, The implements used were still

the simple implements that had been

used in previous ages, and everything

troduced from the western provinces

and cotton-growing successfully estg^-

blished at Miura in the province of
Musashi.

Neither could commerce prosper
under a system of heavy taxation and
"acts of grace." Every provincial gov-
ernor further had a market of his

own, wln'ch had the monopoly 'of all

the trade in the province, and which
yielded liim a substantial revenue in

return for its exclusive privileges.

Money was imported from China,
though an attem.pt was made in 1334
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to make both paper money and coin Yoshimitsu (1368-1394). The Ouchi,

in the country, and the coin chiefly daimyos of the province of Suwo
imported was the eiraku-sen of the regulated the trade with China, whilst

that with Korea was in the hands
of the So family of Tsushima.

^ Industry and the fine arts, how-
ever, made great progress, thanks to

the luxury and ostentation of the

Shogun and his prominent samurai.

It was an age of fine art products of

all kinds, of porcelain and lacquer, of

painting, sculpture, and architecture.

Seto, Karatsu, Bizen, and Shino pro-

duced porcelains, and the " Higashi-

yama Age" lacquered wares, with clo-

sionne work and red and black enamel

Min dynasty of

China. Yoshimasa
received four con-

signments of
Chinese coins
during his reign.

An attempt was
made in 1532 to

introduce a badly-

coined iron piece

called a bita-seiiy

to be circulated

along with the Chinese coins, but the

A Bronze Coin
INTKOnUCED
FROM China.

iron coin had to be withdrawn. Hoj5 were much sought for. Goto Yuj5 was
Ujiyasu absolutely prohibited its -use famous forjiis delicately carved sword-

in his dominions i.e. throughout handles, and handed down his art to

the north and east, and the '

piece was never in use except

in the immediate vicinity of

the capital. (Hence its name
Kyo-sen^ Kj'oto sen). Oval

gold coins (Koban) were in ^
UvSe in several provinces.

There was a considerable

A Smith making a Sword,

trade with Korea and China which his descendants. Okazaki M^-samune

was very profitable, and large ex- achieved a lasting fame as a maker of

ports of swords, fans, screens, and swords in the reign of Godaigo (1319-

lacquered ware were made under 1338), and the glory of the Masamune
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blade was rivalled by the saddled' for many generations the artistic prin*'

made by Otsubo D5^en and the ciples of its founders,

breastplates of Myochin Nobuiye. The There were, in this age, many

influence of the Zen sect revolutionized persons who practiced the arts of

The Lion Mask Dance.

the art of painting. It was the practice

of that sett, then at the height of its

prosperity, to send promising priests

to China for purposes of study, and

these men brought back with them

froin that country, a new style of

painting which was quite different

from what had hitherto been in

vogue in Japan. These pictures imi-

tated in Japan, produced the school of

the so-called Hokuso or northern

style, with their simple black and

white and their landscapes of moun-
tains and villages instead of the

delicate suggestions and hints of the

true Japanese art. The priest Josetsu,

Mincho, Shubun, Sesshu, Oguri Sotan,

Soga Dasoku, Kano Masanobu the

father, Motonobu the son, were

the most famous painters of the new-

style, and the Kano school perpetuated

healing, w^omen-doctors, children's doc-

tors, specialists for small-pox and
midwifery, acupuncturists and dentists.

There were also many artists of

various kinds, professional writers and

calligraphists, painters on silk and
gold lacqtier, tea makers and poets.

The dancers and musicians were as

before dancers of sarugaku and den-

gakuy manzai, shirahyoshi, kusemai

goze (blind dancing girls), players

on biwa and other musical instru-

ments. Tradesmen often engaged

interpreters to perform their business

with foreigners.

Education, which had sunk very

low in the previous period, entirely

disappeared. One school only kept its

doors open during this forlorn age,

the celebrated Ashikaga school in the

province of Shimotsuke, which, iesta-







A Girl of the Gcnroku Age playing at Battle-door and Shuttle-cock.
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blished we cannot exactly say when;,
was restored by Ashikaga Mptottji

when Governor of Kamakura, in 1345.,

Some 90 years later it. received more
benefactions from Uyesugi Norizane,,

another Governor of Kamakura, who
endowed it with land and money, and
an excellent library. When the civil

troubles came upon the land it was
able to keep open, and being the only

institution of learning in the country

attracted a large number of students.

The school continued its activity

throughout the period of the Toku-

gawa rule and was reconstructed by
Yoshimune, the eighth

Shogun of that line. Its

most famous scholar at

the time of its revival

by Motouji was a Zen

priest of the name of

Kwaigen, and the whole

education which mainly

consisted of literature

and ethics, was in the

hands of these priests.

The Zen clergy also con-

trived to keep at Kyoto
traditions of learning,

though not schools, and

their five religious

houses in that city were

all seats of learning. We
may mention Gido of

the Nanzenji as one of

the most conspicuous of

these learned - priests,

who studied Confucia-

nism as well as the

doctrines of contempla-

tive Buddhism.

In default of schools,

a, man who wished to

learn how to read and

write went to a temple

and took lessons from the priest

who often was obliged to open classes

for elementary instruction. Such

'temple-schools were called tera koya

from the room {koya) of the temple

{.tera) in which the instruction was
given.

As to religion, no new sect pf

Buddhism came into existence, and

the most flourishing of existing sects

were the Zen, , Hokke,. and Nembutsu,

which had come into existence during

the Kamakura age. The Zen had its

influence mainly among the nobles of

Kyoto and Kamakura, both of which

cities were of equal importance in the

eyes of the authorities of the sect. If

Kyoto had ^vq large Zen temples,

a similar number > was immediately

erected at Kamakura : when Kyoto

The Temple of Nanzenji, Kyoto.

increased its number Kamakura again

followed suit. The sect known as Shin-

shu was especially popular through-

out the northern provinces, the Nichi-

ren or Hokke believers made up for
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their impopularity by their zealous

propagaxidism, and made fervid efforts

io obtain converts everywhere but

especially at Kamakura and Kyoto,

The doctrines of the Nembutsu were

directly opposed' to those of the

llichiren, and the two sects were

constantly in collision. Much scandal

was caused by the frequent squabbles.

and bickerings' of the Buddhist priests

ainoflgst each other, but there can be

lio doubt that the stoicism of tTie Zen

and the exalted hopes of future bliss

through the^ mercy of Amida did much
to enable men to .tolerate the miseries.

of that unhappy age.

Shinto consists of a vague rever-

ence for the gods, and originally

possessed no means of propagating

itself amongst others ; but efforts were

made to give Shinto a definite form
and shape, and to Unite the two
national religions into one. In the

reign of GotsUchimikado (1465-1500)
Urabe Kanetomo, a priest of the

Shinto temple at Yoshida, astonished

the world by proclaiming the doctrine

that Buddhism was based upon ShintO'

more than a century* At the end of

that period, a priestess, Keikoin, of

the Owari province, sought and obtainr

ed permission to collect contributions

for the repair of the Temple, and by
her efforts both the Naigu and the

Gegu were reconstructed.

It will, be readily understood that

superstition was rife in that age of

darkness. Poeple believed that the

spirits of the departed could take

possession of the bodies of badgers

and foxes, and through their means

do untold harm to human beings: in

bright apparitions of celestial light, in

The famous Buddhist Priest NichireIn praying himself.

of which it* was only a partial de-

velopment. In another age, possibly,

Yoshida's .doctrines might have taken
root ; but the Muromachi age was one
in which religion was much neglected,

and even the Great Shrine of Ise was
allowed to go without repairs for

teng^ with long noses flying through
the air. Serpents were worshipped as
gods. Avaricious priests and priestess-

es made much profit from ignorant
worshippers by the sale of charms,
amulets, and mystic prayers ; and
sazugozen witches played ventriloquist
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toT.tr ." ".''^ ^''' '^^^ ofothers, the execution of unreasonableto be the answers of gads and buddhas vengeance, the perpetration of acts 6fto the prayers of enquirets. . injustice, and the asking of rewards
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Travellers on the Tokaido in the Age of the &Iuromachi Shogunate.

Bushidc, which had been encourag-

ed to a certain extent in the Kama-
ttira Age, received its fullest completion

in the age of the Muromachi Shoguns,

so that we have in this period of our

national history a striking contrast

between the lowest depths of effemi-

nacy and luxury on the one hand and
the greatest heights of military virtue

on the other. When Hosokawa Yori-

moto was administering the Govern-

ment as Regent for the Shogun Yoshi-

mitsu he issued five articles of instruc-

tion for the guidance of his generals

and other officers, in which he forbade

flattery of superiors, the doing of

which had not been merited, or of
salaries beyond one's worth. He also
introduced into the Shogunal Court
a band of court jesters—six boys in

curious dresses whose duty it was to
sing, joke, play tricks, and be punish-
ed,—so that they might serve as an
object lesson and warning to the
samurai of the follies of vice and the
beauties of virtue. These boys had full

liberty to pillory with their ridicule any
officer of the Government whom they
found guilty of flattery or injustice. '

In the writings ofShibaYoshimasa,
the Kwanryo, we find the following'

words ;

—
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" Soldiers should always behave

themselves with the recollection that

their conduct concerns not only them-

A Warrior practising Archery.

selves but their descendants* They
should never make themselves liable

to the disgrace in perpetuum which

comes from an undue fear of losing

their short and fleeting lives. Equally

must they remember that to throw
away one's life unnecessarily, when
tliere is no occasion for it, is to court

the world's contempt, What is' re*

quired of a soldier is to lay down his

life for Emperor or Shogun when duty

calls."

We find that the warriors

of this age bore these principles

constantly in mind, that their

conduct was as a rule honour-

able and upright, that they

were guarded iu speech and

action, considering them to be

the means of revealing their

hearts to others, that when
alone they were w^atchful over

their movements and acts, and

circumspect in company. It

was to them of the utmost

moment not to be thought

careless of themselves or dis-

respectful towards others. The
battle-field was of course the

place of honour for warriors

of this type and it was a point

of honour with every true bushi

to volunteer to go themselves

into every action attended with

danger and difliculty, and to

leave the easier fights for

others.

Most of the warriors

studied the Buddhist, doctrine .

of the Zen sect which taught

them to look upon the world

as a fire which must soon bum
out, and upon life as a flash

of lightning. The loss of life

was nothing to them, to leave

a good name behind them was
everything. If they deemed

that the prolongation of life

would involve them in dis-

honour, they had no fear of

taking their own lives, generally by
disembowelling themselves ; and their

last thought was often given to the

composition of a short poem which
should be a- memorial of them after

death and testify to the composure
with which they faced the last agony.

The wives of these warriors were
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equally disciples of the way of the
busbi, and equally Concerned .in the
honotirable fame of their hiisbands.

When the warrior went to the front,

his wife undertook all the cares of the

household, when the news came of his

death in battle she would cut off her
hair in token of perpetual widow-hood
or die by her own hand.

The age was one?:^ of wars and
battles, and though there was a clear-

ly marked class-distinction between
soldiers and peasants, many of the

latter were drawn into service on the

field by the orders of their feudal lords.

'

Court nobles and court-officials, whose
estates had been ruined by the civil

disasters, more especially during the

pieriod of the schism between the

dynasties of the North and South,

frequently took to the honourable

Shijo Takastike and Ghigussi Tadaakij

been seen to etigage in hand td hand
combat on the field of battle, and
even the Imperial Princes, during the

years of their exiles and hardship,

raised arniies and led them into battle.

Thus by the stress of the civil wars
even the idle and effeminate nobles of

the Kyoto Court were transformed

into hardy and determined warriors.

When the fall of the Hqjo family

brought about the ruin of Kamakura,
the samurai from all provinces began

to gather around Kyoto which had

now become the seat of administration

as well as the city of Imperial residence.

People of all classes, lay and clerical,

frequented the city, some to protest

against the arbitrary conduct of the

fallen administration which had ille-

gally robbed them of their estates, and

Warriors in the Muromachi Age making merry.

profession of arms as a means of

mending their broken fortunes. In no

previous age had high nobles such as

Kitabatake Chikafusa and his son.

others to ask from the new one some

recompense for their services and loyal

service in the past. The city was
thus filled with clamour and confusion-
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The downfall of the H5jo was follow-

ed by the struggle between the dynas-

ties of the North and South, and wjien

the North gained the upper hand Ta-

kauji established his administrative

centre at Mnromachi in Kyoto.

rious and ostentatious manners of the

soldiers, who loved to parade their

rich clothes and su^lptuDus entertain-"

ments, formed a striting contrast.

Feasts were of daily occurrence, the

conclusion of a battle was an occasion

Traveling in Kago,

It was very difficult to preserve

even the semblance of order. The sol'

diers who flocked to the capital were

proud and haughty, and foil of inso-

lent contempt for nobles, officers, and

citizens alike: street combats were of

constant occurrence, the Palace and

the mansions of the nobility were fre-

quently set on fire, and the families of

the aristocracy reduced to such a state

of misery that many noble ladies saved

themselves by seeking death in the

waters of the Oi and KatstiraJ* whilst

others sought a refoge from the mise-

ries of an ungrateful world in the

solitary fastnesses of the mountains,

in the huts of kindhearted farmers and

peasants. With this misery, the luxu-

for festivities in which Shirabjroshi,

DengakUj and Sarugaku formed an im-

portant item, gambling was common,
and the consequences of lost bets w^re

often feuds and murder.

The cessation of the war between

the two dynasties brought peace and
prosperity to the capital* Yoshimitsu,

'

the Shogun, was not only a lover of

magnificence and display, \but also an
ardent believer in the doctrines of the

Zen sect, and both these tendencies

found velit in the erection of the famous
Sokokuji. The temple was burnt short-

ly afterwards but Yoshimitsu found

the means of satisfying his desire for

religious display by the erection of a
seven-storied pagoda, some 350 feet
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in height, the money for which was
raised partly by means of voluntary

contributions, but mainly by forced

'"benevolences" of money, wood, and
stones, from the neighbouring pro-

vinces. He restored, after the model

of the celebrated shrine of Tsurugaoka

near Kamakura, the Temple of Hachi-

man in the Rokujo district of Kyoto,

Hachiman being the tutelary deity of

the Ashikaga family. He then erected,

as a pleasure-seat for himself, the

"Golden Palace" of the Kinkakuji at

Kitayama , with a deer-park, well

stocked with deer and stags. The

Hanano-gosho, or Flower Palace, was
a new erection of his ow^n, w^ith a

garden well-stocked with flowers which

blossomed constantly at all seasons.

Yoshimitsu was succeeded by Yoshi-

masa, a nobleman of equal extrava-

gance, but perpetually in low \Yater

and hampered by debt. The riots of

Onin (A.D. 1468) caused a conflagra-

tion which destroyed the Palace, the

Temples, and the Shrines of the city,

and Kyoto, once so prosperoiis and

frequented, became little more tban a

heap of stones.

Kamakura was entirely destroyed

when the Hojo fell. The Hojo man-

sion was burned, as were all the re-

sidences along the seaside and the

banks of the Inase. When Prince Nari-

naga was appointed Commander-in-

Chief of the Eastern Provinces (A.D.

1334), with Ashikaga Tadayoshi as

his chief executive officer (shitsuji) the

city recovered for a while, but only to

be ruined afresh during the hostilities

between the dynasties of the North

and South. The city again became

the capital of the East in 1349, when
Ashikaga Motouji was appointed Gov-

ernor-General (Kwanrjro) of the East

by his father Takauji. Ninety years

later, in 1439, his descendant Mochi-

uji committed suicide during a w^ar

keep

The
There was nothing now

the soldiers in the forsaken city.

Imperial Palace

was patched

up, but only

with great
difficulty, and

when it was
finished, it

could not be

compared with

the magnificent

erections of the

Heian age.

Y o s himasa, :

however, did

not allow his ambitious schemes to

be frustrated. He built another Temple

known as the Ginkakuji, a beautiful

erection, but far inferior to its pre-

decessor the Kinkakyji.

A FOOT-WARMER'OF THE AgR OF THE MUROMACHI ShOGUNATE..

against his master the Shogun Yoshi-^

mori, and there was an interregnum

of ten years during which tCamakura

was left vtithout a Governor. The

vacancy was filled m 1449 by Shigei
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ittji, also one of the Ashikaga, but Shi- mirer 'of Yoshimitsu, spent imich ftime

geuji also got into difficulties with the and money in architecture, repiairing

ShogHinstte of Kyoto, and the Shpgtin's ^nd beautifying all the temples' in his

troops attsLcked and burned' Kamakura idomihions and building' over 100 ne-vir

^tirijng the Kwanryo's dbsence in the ones. He was a statinchi supporter of

the
,
Shogunatej oflfenag

,to the falling Shoguh an

asylum within his Own
territories, and receiving

into his protection riiany

exiled nobles and court-

iers. Yamaguchi thus

became like a miniature

Kyoto, and the gaieties

and frivolities of the Im-

perial residence were all

revived ' here under the

protecting segis of the

Ouchi baron, but the

people were not pleased

to see their lord thus

waste his time and
energy, and the wealth

which their labour pro-

cured him. A rebellion

of peasants and others

broke out, Yoshitaka was
slain, and the daimyate

snatched from his house

by the more vigorous

Mori,' who had hitherto

been the retainers of the

Ouchi house. It cannot

be said that the disper-

sion of the effeminate court nobles of

Kyoto was good for tjie country at

The Temple of Boryo in Odawara.

north. Ashikaga Masatomo removed

his residence to Horikoshi in Idzu in

1461, and the Hoj5 who again came large. They introduced their luxurious

into pow^er made Odawara the seat of

their Government. Odawara was a

far better centre of commerce than

either of the mercantile districts (Shijo

and Gojo) of Kyoto.
In the West, the most powerful

ways wherever they went and but

few of the clans were able to with-

stand the temptation of imitating

their allurements. Amongst those that

remained uncorrupted and vigorous we
may mention the Shimazu, Otomo,

daimyos were the Ouchi of ?nwo, with and Ryiizoji in KyiisW, and the Hoso-
their seat at Yamaguchi and territories kawa and Chosokabe in Shikoku,
extending over six provinces of which During the preceding period, giiard-

Suwo and Nagato were the most im- houses had been established at inter-

portant. The clan was a rich one, for vals ' along the principal high roads,

it did a great^trade with China under ostensibly for the protection of travel-

the Mings. Ouchi Yoshitaka, an adr lers but really for the purpose of
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levying lucrative tolls on the commerce
of the country. The Shogunate had
closed these houses in A* B, 1346, but

a little xnore than a century later, in

1467, .when, as a consequence of the

Onin disturbances, the Barons were

confined to their castles, the roads

neglected and the bridges broken do-wn,

cpmmunications became so difficult

that the guardhouses had to be re-

established. The guardhouses served

for police purposes, the regulations in

some of the daimyates being very

strict. For instance, in the Ouchi

territories no one was allow^ed to w^alk

the streets after dark, travellers whose
circumstances sometimes obliged them

to break this regulation had immedia-

tely to report themselves to the nearest

guardhouse, and pilgrims were forbid-

den to remain for more than one night

in a place.

Sometimes shrines and temples

erected guardhouses vsrithin their own
parishes, and took money from travel-

lers. Thus the Kofuku-ji at Nara

levied tolls on the shipping at the port

of Hy5go, the priests at Hieizan did

the same at Otsu, passengers who
passed through the guardhouses at

Iwabuchi or Yumoto were taxed for

the benefit of the Hachiman Temple

at Kamakura, while the money collect-

ed at Hakone, Shinagawa, and Kana-

gawa went to support another Kama-

kura Temple, the Enkakuji.

Sakai in Izumi was the most

flourishing port in the vicinity of

Kyoto, and was thronged with ships

and traders. In the west, Hakata in

Chikuzen, and Hirado in Hizen were

the centres of the over-sea trade, and

crowded with Chinese as well as with

Japanese vessels.

The palaces of the Kyoto nobles

remained much as they had done in

the Heian age, but the residences of

the samurai showed a great increase

of splendour and costliness. Yoshi-

mitsu was only a samurai, but his

'palace at Muromachi with its shindeti.

Tainojra/TsuridonOy See, to say iloth-

ing of its magnificent garden^, wa"s

,such as a prince might well have envied.

The. style of this samurai architectu^re

was much influenced by the ^prevalent

2en doctrines of Buddhism. The en-

trance porch {genkwan) was brought

to perfection, the so-called SAonitizuAun

system taking the place of the Shinden-

dzukuri. There were guardrooms at

the door for the w^atch to live in, and

the rooms received military-sounding

names, such as the hall of the bows.

A Girl of the Muromachi Age.

the lance-hall, &c., &c. The Zen in-

fluence might be seen in the Buddhist

pictures which decorated the walls.
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and in the mats which were now used

to cover the whole floor of the various

rooms. Rooms for the tea-ceremony,

and platforms for the sarUgaku dance,

were to be.found in-eviery considerable

mansion*

The nobles still travelled in oxcarts

as in former ages, but the palanqidn

known as norimono was much in

vogue, as was also the kago a palan>-

quin constructed of basket-work, which

is ascribed to the Shogun Yoshimasa),

FujrvA Hotel at Miyanoshita, Hakone.

Illumination was generally effected

with vegetable
.^
oil ; candles were in

common use, however, and torches

were burned on ceremonial occasions.

Foot-warmers and hand- warmers

{kotatsu) were used in cold weather,

and mosquito nets were an innovation

which can scarcely be called a luxury.

Gardening was much in vogue.

The Zen priests, S5seki (honoured by

the name of Musokokushi) and Soami,

introduced new fashions of landscape

gardening suitablfe to the 'ideas and

fancies of the tea ceremonial. The

most famous gardens of the period

are those attached, ta the Kinkfeikuji

and Ginkakuji, the latter of which

was laid out by Soami.

and which came into universal use in

later ages.^ Samurai generally rode on

horseback ; the Shogun ^ thethree K"wan-

ryOy and a few privileged high officials

of the Shpgunal government had the

right of idsing .the Vfea^o. Other per-

sons could' oiily use it by special per-

mission. Court nobles, however, took

to riding on horse-back in imitation

of the military classes. Along . the

roads, and \n the t)Ost-towns, there-

were always to be found ia^^o bearers!

for the convenience of travellers. „ These

vehicles' ) were of Course much, inferior;

to the splendid' kago t^e^i. by^ thje:

Shogun and higti [officials. v,".h .. . j . i

The court-nobles' did their, hair in^

a' ^tyje known ^s qba^ej% wage^ audi
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physicians shaved

their heads like

Buddhist priests.

A beard was sup-

posed to be the

characteristic sign

of a brave soldier,

so much so that

in the age of the

Hojo every samu-

rai in the Eastern

provinces made it

his object to grow
a thick bushy

beard. The scar

of a sword-wound
on the face was a

decoration much
coveted, and such

scars were honour-

able kown as "Uji-

yasu scars " in

honour of Hojo

Ujiyasti who, in a

battle fought at

Konodai-, in Shi-

mosa, (1563,) kill-

ed more than thirty

men with his own
A Cup-board of the Muromachi Age-

Omuro. a famous Place for Cherry Blossoms in Kyoto.

sword and re-

ceived seven

wofunds, in face

and body.

The custom

of blackening

the teeth w^hich

had hitherto

been confined

to the nobles

at Kyoto was
introduced a-

mong the samu-

rai of Kama-
kura by the

H o j 5 and
others. It wds»

not adopted by
the lower clas-

ses, but becan'i't'

one • of' the'
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distinguished marks of a gentleman*

Soldiers who after a battle bfought in

heads -with blackened teeth received

special honour f6r the importance of

the enemy whom they had slain, and

there were not wanting men who with

A Woman going to vistt a Patriarchal Temple

FOR THE sake OF HER NeW-BORN ChILD.

a little ohaguro blackened the teeth

of low-class soldiers whose bodies

they found on the field of battle.

The children of samurai wore their

touch the shoulders. Women w;oi:c

their hair flowing long and loose. ''•
i

The dreds of the nobles remained

tnuch as in former ages: only it b^
came more and more luxurious from

year to ye^r. The luxurious ways 6f

\
jthe Shogun's court affected

\ all classes from the Sh5gun

\

jdownwards, and even the

I

samurai had an elaborate

I
toilet known as the Bassa-

\ ra style.

Sumptuary laws, re-

gulating the dress of the

samurai, and prohibiting

the wearing of silk by
merchants, &c., were made
in 1367, but these lav/s

soon fell into abeyance.

The suo (an article of dress)

came into fashion amongst

samurai in this age. It

w^as not unlike the shita-

tare, but made of linen or

hemp, and very much less

costly. The sbitatare was
still worn by samurai on

ceremonial occasions, the

Kamishimo, a modification

of the suo^ was introduced

about A.D. 1467, as the

everyday dress of the

w^arrior. A samurai^s wife

or sister might be known
by an uchikake (like the

kaidori of later ages) worn
over her clothes on cere-

monial occasions. Her

girdle was tied round her

waist, either on the right

or the left, and the ends

were left to hang down as

far as the knee.

The court nobles ate no

flesh of animals, and only very few

kinds of birds. The samurai in the pro-

vinces took only tw^o meals a day, but

cookery made much progress in the

reign of Yoshimitsu (1368-1394). Twohair lose. Part of it was tied with a
string, and the rest cut so ag to just families (Shijo.and Okusa) turned out
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On New Year's Day, the Shogun
made his appearance in the audience-

m,.,v

Imperial Tombs in the Age of the Muromachi Shogunate,

many famous cook? whose receipts
and methods were handed down for
generations as
family secrets,

f
.The old

custom, which
required a wife

to live with
her parents
anid to receive

visits from her

husband, disr

appeared dur-

ing this age.

The marriage

ceremony came
to be performed

in the bride-

groom's house,

and the bride

went to live

with her
husband.

The prin-

cipal annual

ceremonies of the Shogun's court were hall where he received the congratula-

as follows;— tions of high officials both of his own
Government and from

the provinces, to each

one of whom he gave

presents of clothes and
sake^ After the recep-

tion, the Kwanryo
(or regents) and the

famous **cookery"
family of the Okusa
gave a banquet for

the Shogun. On the

following day, there

was a review on horse-

back attended by the

Shogun with his prin-

cipal officers and offi-

cials, after which the

Shogun visited the

Kwanryo, On the 3rd

of January, the Sh5-

gun w^as entertained

at a banquet given by

A Mosquito-net used in the Age of the Muromachi Shogunate. the houses ofKyogoku
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and Rokkaku in alternation. On each

of these mornings it was a practice to

drink three cups of sakS in commemo-
ration of the joyons anniversaryi and

the New Year's festivities were con-

tinued for several days more, Govern-

ment officials being requhred to attend

the Sh5gun's mansion for congratula-

tory functions of all kinds.

^ February was the month for grind-

ing swords, and polisliing mirrors

:

and the 3rd of March was the day on

family presented the Sh5gun with' fro-

zen Ttlochi which must have been not

unlike ice-cream, and on the 7th 6f the

same month, he went to- the Kyogoku
mansion to see the Giori festival. On
the 7th of July the feJstival of the

tanabsLtaweis celebrated in the evening,

having been preceeded by a solemn

presentation of flowers and blossotns

to the Emperor. The full mobn of

August (IStJi) was celebrated by a

special banquet, Septembei: brought

The Gion T^ple in Kyoto.

which the*, cock-fighting season was
supposed to begin. The 8th of April

was observed as the Nativity of the

Buddha Sakyamuni,. and on this day
the Shogunf^isited the mansion of the

Toki to witness the Saragaku dance.

On the 5th of May was the ceremony
of tango at -which shobu-sake and
skobu-yii were taken, the former being
sdke with leaves of- the sweet-flag

floating in it,, the latter, a hot bath
with the same* . On June Ist/the Okusa

with it the chrysanthemum festivities
\

fwhich, culminated in a banquet on the
9th, of that month. On the 15th there

was another " Full Moon Celebration "

knowii as Nochi no Tsuki (the Second
Full Moon). October saw the red
-leaves of the maple, in November the
first snow fell; both of these gave oc-

casion for rejoicings. In December the
officials were expected to call on the
Shogun with thanks for the kindness
received during 'the closing year, and'-
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tilt Shogun in his turn

sent ^.present of horses

to the Emperor with
the same object. In the

houses, the month was
celebrated with a general

cleaning and scouring.

The people's Calendar

w^as a little different:— \

On New Year's day
the gates w^ere decorated •

wth evergreen pines and ;

bamboos, and with ropes

of rjce-straw from w^hich

w^ere suspended leaves of

shida (ferns) and yuzuri-
\

ha. At day-break, a pail

of water was drawn from

the well, and the whole
household partook of the

^^aka znizu, or young
water. Mochi (rice-paste)

and toso (spiced sake)

were ceremonially taken,

each morning for first

three days of the month,

and on the fifteenth, a

i 1

Gton Festival tn Kyoto.

The Inari Shrtne at Fushimi,

repast of rice-gruel served as

a corrective to the joys of

fire-eVackers. Comic dancers

{matizai) and acrobats visited

every house during the festive

season, and the young people,

then as now, played battle-

dore and shuttle-cock in the

streets.

In the. month of February

visits w^ere paid to the fox-

shrine of Inari at Fushimi,

while on the 15th every

Temple celebrated with solem-

nity the anniversary of Budr

dha's death. On the 3rd of

March they drank peach-blos-

som sake and mochi with

jothogi leaves {kusa-mocbi)

j

and on April 8th they rejoiced

over the Birth of Buddha.

The IQamo Festival gave the
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citizens a good opportunity of decorat- was appointedrjchiefinstructor, to his

ing their houses. On the 5th of May retainers by Takatiji, and the appoint-!

the people also took the sbobu sake : u ' '

and sbobu jru, and on the 9th the

^stival of Imamiya, Frozen mochi
was taken on the 1st of June by all

A Tea Ceremony in the Muromachi Age.

that could afford it, and on thi 7th all

Kyoto, rail riot over the Giori festivi-

ties. The star-festival of the tanabata

was held on the night of the 7th of

July, and on the fifteenth the feast of

departed souls . was celebrated with

much sblemnitj' and with fires burning

on the mountain side. The ^ 9th of

September was the great chrysan-

themum feastj and as the year drew
to a close the streets were gay with

the booths and stalls of sellers of

bamboos, evergreens, and presents for

the New Year.

Archery was in high repute as a
military art. Ogasawara Nagataka

ment became a hereditary one. There
were two kinds of the art, archery on
horseback and on foot. The "three

requisites for horse-back archery, '

'

were the yabusame^ kasagake, and
inuomono, whilst for the pedestrian

archer, the O mato, or large target,

the kusajisbi and the marumonoasobi
were required. We have already in a
previous section explained these terms.

Horse-riding was favoured by the

samurai^ and horse races and equestrian

competitions were firequent, Otsubo
Dogen, near the commencement of this

age, was noted both as a rider and as

a saddle-maker. Fencing was a favour-
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ite pastime with the men-at-artns,

who exercised themselves with wooden
sw ords of various kinds. Samurai
w o wished to make a name for them-

selves as fencers went round the coun-

try from fencing school to another,

trying conclusions with every expert

they met -with, and sometimes, like

true knight-errants, trying their swords

against the robbers wlio infested the

mountains in which they slept. These,

journeyings were ' known as musha'

shugy^j the samnraVs Wanderjahre.

Wrestling, jum ping, running, indeed,

any form ol atheletic sport, stood in

noyu ceremonies prevailed among' the

Kyoto samaraiy who learned the prac-.

tice from the effeminate court -nobles;!

the best tea came from Tpgano, but

Ninnaji, Daigo, Uji and Hamuro were'

all famous tea-growing districi;s. Yoshi-

masa was very fond of this ceremony

and was the first to establish a special

tea-room in his Silver Palace at Hi-

gasihiylama. The tea ceremony is said

to have , been invfCntcd by Shuko, a

priest of the Shomyo temple at Nara,

who became Yoshimasa's teacher-

Shoo and Rikyu were likewise famous

tea-cerempnialists. The popularity of

The VofyoAu Panc&

high favour. The samurai were fond the tea-ceremony gave an inpetus to

of hunting, hawking was the favourite the porcelain industry, and Japanese

pastime of the court nobles. The cba- cups of special makes, such as the
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toshxrojraki, gradually took the place

of the Chinese cups which had at first

been in use.

Another ceremony, that of incense

burning, which had already been prac-

tised in the Heian Age, w^as popular

still, Shuko and his disciple Shino

Dokan being its inost famous teachers.

Dokan^s disciple Shino Shoshin improv-

ed the incense ceremony and raised it

to an independent art.

The art of floral arrangement {ike^

bana) became prominent in this period

as an art distinct from that of the

gardener. It owed much to the effoii;s

of Senkeibo, a priest ofthe Rokkakudo
at Kyoto.

Football and poetry were favourite

pastimes, but, .were confined to the

higher classes only. The families of

the Asukai and Namba were early

distinguished for proficiency in foot-

ball, while Fujiwara Teika was the

mQst distinguished poet at the begin-

ning of the Kamakura Age. He made
many rules for poetical composition

which thus became very much stereo-

typed in spirit and form; but a new
kind of composition, renka or com-

bined verses, came in soon after his

time.

Dengaku and Sarag&ku were both

popular dances at the beginning of the

era, but by the end of it, the former

had almost disappeared. A sarugaku

stage was erected in the Seiryo Im-

perial Palace, about 1399, Noted per-

formers of their day were Yuisaki

Kiyotsugu and his son Motokiyo,

w^ho were in high favour wth Shot-

gun Yoshimitsu. These two actors

composed several dances and plays,

known as Yokyoku and Utai, and were

the ancestors of the Kwanze family

with whom the traditions of the Yo-

kyoku became hereditary. There were

three other families possessing these

traditions, the Konparu, Hoshoy and

Kongo, whilst a fourth, that of the

Kita, was added in the age of Hide-

yoshi. Other popular danqes were the

Kowaka mai and Kase mai, the for-

mer of which was in great demand in

the reign of Yosl^imasa. Blind minst-

rels^ who wandered through the coun-

try, singing the exploi£s of the great

Taira family, were welcomed every-

w^here, and sometimes even obtained

admission to the court. They generally

sung to the accompaniment of the

hiwa.

{To be continued*)
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Education in Japan.

curtain drawn over the

past shuts out from our

, view the educational

methods and institutions

of the ancient times in

There were in the course of those

years many men
^
who held in their

hands a very large amount of power
and dignity, yet we do not read of

their ever having covejtcd the supreme

Japan. It is affirmed by some scholars power of the Throne. Imperial Princes

that there w^ere letters and forms of and others led armies to subdue the

writing in the country previous to tliQ robber bands that lurked among the

introduction of

Chinese charac-

ters ; others a-

gain insist that

theye existed
nothing of the

kind. It is im-

possible to decide

the question on

the slender data

before us, but if

we assume the

latter yiew^ to

be correct, and

that there was
in ancient Japan
neither indige-

nous writing nor

books of any

kind, it will not

follow that there

was an utter

lack ofeducation

and culture. One

thousand years

at least must

have elapsed be-

tween theiacces-

, sion of Jimmu
Tenn5 and the introduction of Con- days taugh,t our anqcstors to reverence

fucianism. During the whole of those the gods, to offer the proper sacrifices,

long centitrics the country seems to to study and admire the exploits of

have enjoyed an orderly government, the ancestors, to follow the examples

and all classes of society seem to have of the wise and good. Thrilling stories

been contented, loyal, and patriotic, were recited from mouth to mouth of

Instance^.are not wanting which show loyalty, piety, and bravery, and the

a high sense of honour and duty, doughty deeds of antiquity served, as

Mr. Kubota, Wintster of Education,

mountains and

on the marches

of the Empire

;

and an Empfess,

reigning in her

own right, ^ per-

sonally conduct-

ed an expedition

across the seas

to invade a
foreign land, re-

ceiving the loyal

fidelity and sup-

port of all her

subjects and
soldiers. It is

inconceivable
that these things

should have
taken place if

hr.d not

a solid

of educa-

tion to support

the framework
of the Japanese

Empire. The
education of

those ancient

there

been
basis
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in Homeric Greece, to foster the mar- ** New Learning." He became the in-

tial spirit of the nation. The yearsroU- structor of Imperial Princes and others.

)

'

and it was

^ through his

success in

A Sov OF THF. Emperor OJin receiving a Lesson from Wani,

A Korean learned Man.
/

ed on and every year brought its

changes, but fidelity to master and
lord, and filial duty to one's parent

remained in the blood of our

people as one of its charac-

teristic virtues.

Korea was invaded in A. D.

284, and from that year for a

long time to come, each of the

three kingdoms into which the

peninsula was divided, sent

yearly embassies to the Court
of Japan with homage and
tribute. It is to the intercourse

which thus sprang up between
the two countries that we owe
the beginnings of systematic

education in Japan, such as we
then conceived it to be. One
of Korean envoys, Wani, a
well-read scholar and deeply

versed in the wisdom of China,

presented the reigning Emperor
Ojin with copies of the Chinese

classics, and was induced to

remain .in the country as a
teacher of what was then the

this line that

other Koreans

were invited)

to Japan r to

occupy posts

which after-

wards became

hereditary in

their ^ families^

The Koreans

were followed

by teachers
from China,

w^ho were well

received and

kindly treated.

Mr. Yamakawa, President op the
: 'FrKYO' Imperial tlNrvfeRsiTv.
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arid remained, as their predecessors

bad done, as naturalized subjects of
the Empire. Chinese writing now be-

came so prevalent throughout the
country that in A. D. 403 the Emperor
Richu was enabled to appoint officers

in every province to keep the records

of the local governments.

year an embassy from China visited

this country, and . the ambassador,
Peishiliching, on his return home tbok
with him eight Japanese students to

be educated.

In 645 A. D„ at the Coronation
of the Emperor Kotoku, the Doctorate

of Letters was conferred upon two

The Chinese Emperor giving Audience to the Japanese Envoy,

The Confucian teachings introduced

by these men, systematized and

strengthened the ancient religioiis prin-

ciples of the Japanese, loyalty^ filial

piety, justice, &c.^ The teachers further

brought tvith them altnanacs, medi-

cines, music, arts, and many other

highly beneficial things.

In A. D. 607, Japanese education

took a step forward. In tliat year

the Emperer Suiko sent an embassy

for the first time to China, to make

a treaty of comity. In th^ following

scholars, Sobin and Genri, who were

appointed advisers to the Sovereign,

and inaugurated reforms aiming at

the abolition of the feudal institutions

which were already then gaining

ground throughout the Empire, by
dividing the whole country into pro-

vinces, which were all placed under

the control of eight administrative

departments. A few years later, in

A. D. 664, in the reign of the Emperor
Tenchi, a central University, with a
number of local educational instxtu-
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tions was established for the sons of blished at Kyoto, the Imperial re-

nobies and high officials. Four hundred sidence-town^ with courses in history;,;!

I-<^i

The Entrance Gate of the Tokyo IaIperial Uioversity.
;,t--., ^ .

years had now passed since Chinese

letters had first come into the country.

Chinese learnia^jj was now firmty

established : it had taken root arid

flourished, and a number of cijninent

native scholars, such as Awada Mahito,

Kibi Mabi, and the princes Toncri and

Kadono, were standing witnesses of

the Japanese power ofiassimiiation.

The reign of the

Emperor Mommu (A,

D. 701) witnessed great

improvements both in

legislative and edu-

cational matters. A
University was csta-

classics, law, and mathematics, any of

which the students were at liberty to

follow. Each provincewas provided

with its own provincial college, with

courses si'milar'^ to those given at the

University, and all these institutions

were amply endowed for all purposes

of education and the maintenance of

students, by grants of land. Not
more than 400
'students were

admitted to the

University and
not more than

/i ;,'^JjL
KUKAI, THE FAMOUS PRtEST.
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^0 to tlie Provincial Colleges. The
students w^ere lads between the years

of 13 and 16 at the time of admission,

and must have given some promise of

abilities and talents. Each institution

was provided with a library for the

tise of its students, examinations were

held at stated intervals with a view

to testing the progress made by the

young men, and special encourage-

plied the models of civic and social

life. Buddhism, which was in high

favour amongst the upper classes,

gave a great impetus to letters. The

printiples of that religion <;ould not

be properly studied without ia knowr

ledge of the Chinese in which its sacred

books were written, and large numbers

of priests, as well as .officials, went

over to study the faith in China. A
silver- age^ of

literary pro-

sperity ensued,

which produced

many famous

scholars, of

-vs^hom we may
mention Kibi

M a b i , S u g a-

wara Michi-

zane, Miyoshi

ments were held

out for profi-

ciency and dili-

gence. A certain

number of
hopeful students

w^ere sent a-

broad every
year for further

study, and suc-

cess in the

college course

brought with it

appointment to official positions. It

may not be out of place to mention

that every effi^rt was made to follow

as closely as possible the educational

arrangements instituted in China by

the Sung dynasty. Chinese historical

studies were encouraged in every way,

Chinese books became the classics of

the Japanese schools, and China sjip-

The PuPfLs OF A Primary School in Kyoto at Flat.

Kiyoyuki, many famous priests, such as

Gyoki and Kukai ; many poets, as Ono
T5fu, Ki Tsurayuki, and Okochi Masa-
mi ; many artists, as Kasei and Kongo,
and many ladies, such as Murasaki
Shikibu , Sei Shonagon, Akazome-
yemon, and Izumi Shikibu. Aia^

anecdote related of one of these

worthies^ Siigawara Miehi^ane, will-
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serve to shew that the education was mathematics and penmanship, .with

not of a kind consciously calculated special stress laid on the first two,

to destroy the practical efficiency of formed the subject matter for mental

the student for the needs of the state, training. In morals, besides the con-

We give the incident in the words of fucian and Buddhist ethics, were in-

Her Majesty the ^npress of Japan. culcated the old national virtues of

bravery and

boldness ; but

the emollient

influence of

the ethics in-

troduced from

China was al-

ready showing
itself, and has

survived in the

polite locu-

tions "which

play so con-

spicuous a

part in our

language, " I

am troubling

you too
much," '* you
do me too
much honour,"
" I am covered

! with confu-

. sion," &c., &c.

These and
He heard the taunt, that such a similar polite and sometimes, in modern

studious lad, use, almost meaningless phrases, may
Who never from his book his eye all be traced to this age. They seem to

A GniL PLAYING THE Xoto,

o.

could lift,

But sat and studied through the

live long day.

Must be perforce unskilful in the

arts . -
-

Of war : and straightway from

his desk uprose.

Seized his long bow^, fitted his

shaft, and drew.

indicate a tendency to mistrust reason

and intellect as the sole arbiters of

right and wrong, and to appeal

instead to the natural - sense, and to

tact, as th^ controlling principles of

life and speech. Thus the iron mind

became lead, the active spirits became

passive, the bold and adventurous

nature of ancient Japan, was changed

The arrow in the middle gold pro- to the passive and gentle disposition

claimed

That brain and hand alike were

trained to serve.

Mental, moral, and physical training

formed the education of those days.

History, compositiOii» letters, . law.

of the middle ages. The poems of the

period breathe a spirit of gentleness,

sometimes even of effeminacy, and even

the warriors became as tender hearted

as women.
Physical training was by means of
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foot-baH, hawking, riding, and archery,

and the first two being the 1 favourite,

pastimes of the nobility. Fine arts

flourished, poetry, music, and painting

accorded well with the spirit of the

age. Chinese poetry was the special

privilege of the learned, Japanese

poetry was composed by all classes ;

the lan^age of every day life was
still the language of literature, and
no special instructor was-neieded for the

art of versification. Thus our poetry

became simply a refined means of ex-

changing thoughts and sentiments,

especially between persons of opposite

sexes, and the custom arose of allowing

no occasion of joy or sorrow to pass

by without a poem. The poetry was
frequently accompanied by music, and

nearly all our musical instruments,

many even of our greatest warriors

A?^ere accomplished musicians.

Art-schools were established by the

Government, and famous painters en-

gaged for purposes of teaching the pic-

torial art. But the * silver-age * of

Japanese learning was now on the

decline, and both literature and art

went downhill at a great pace. The

reasons w^ere not j^ far to seek. The

favourite ^ subjects of mediaeval art

were religious and Buddhistic, and

the Government which did everything

in its power to propagate Buddhism

amongst its people, supported religi-

ous and sacred art with great liberal-

ity. But the time came when the

coffers of the Government stood

empty, and neither priests nor stu-

dents were able to step sinto the

f.

The Tomb o Yoritomo in Kamakura.

gho, shichiriki, ^hakuhacbi, biwa, drum

and gong, date from this period. The

koto and flute have a more remote

origin. The general popularity of

music is attested by the fact that

breach - and support the art as it

deserved to be supported. To make
matters worse, the troubles of -Masa-

kado and Sumitomo told heavily upon

the Government treasury. The Fuji-
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wara, in whose hands was vested all

political power, thanks to the policy

which during a long
period of years made
that family the sole pro-

vider of Imperial Con-
sorts, filled up all im-
portant positions in the

state w ith relations,

creatures, or friends, and

felt to have become the solacfe of the

priesthood.

Two great military

; clans next struggled, with
varying fortunes and alter-

nations of success, for the

i

supreme power. Yoritomo
ended the strife by estab-

lishing at Kamaikura in

1184 a strong military ^

Government which vtras

The Medical College in Tokyo.

kept, all outsiders, no matter what
their talents or virtues might be, at

a respectful distance. The door of

ambition w^as thus closed to the

promising students of the institutes

of learning, and the disappointment

of the few led the rest to abandon all

thought of reaching to eminence by
the road of ^^ study and diligence.

Then came the commotions known as

Hogen and Heiji, in the sequel of

which the Fujiwara, who had long

ceased to care for anything but plea-

sure and gaiety, were driven from

their place of honour by the skilfully

wielded swords of the military clans.

The change was not propitious to the

cause of education. The rising genera-

tion saw its hopes in the honourable

profession of arms, and literature "was

controlled by the Hojo Family as

Regents for the powerless Shoguhs*

The Hojo were good rulers, and did

much for the unification and better-

ment, of the country, but for education

they 'did nothing. The schools con-

tinued, but in name only. The liter-

ary glory of former ages still remained

like a dying fire, which here and there

burst into fitful fiame in the persoii

of some eminent scholars attached tp

the Shogun*s Government rather ihan

to the Imperig,l Court. We refer to

men such as Nakabara Chikayoshi,

the lawyer, Oye Hiromoto, the man
of letters, Miyoshi ' Yasunobu, the

mathematician.

The latter part of the Hojo period

ending with the rise of Hideyoshi

(from 1331 to 1586) may be, termed
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the dark age in the history of our
education. With the exception of one
short period of disturbed peace, civil

strife and commotion raged almost
unceasingly throughout the country :

the Imperial Capital was more than
once the scene of battle, and the
much valued libraries were ruthlessly

destroyed. The priests in the quiet

seclusion of their temples were the
only class that found leisure and in-

clination for study>>and learning gra^
dually became the monopoly of the
priesthood to whom all matters re-

quiring learning or research came to

be referred. It is in the ranks of the

clergy that we must now look for

men of light and learning. We shall

find them in Kokan, the voluminous

ei, who lectured on Confucianism

in the presence of the Emperor G6-

daigo; in Daichin> the poor scholar*

who wandered from town to town
tiiroughout the country in search of

the learning which he was too poor
to buy in books. Some of these

scholars were diplomats, and were
employed by Hideyoshi to conduct

negotiations with Korean ambasr
sadors during his invasion pf that

conntry. Many famous works came
from their pens—the Hogen Heiji

Monogatari, Genpei Seisuiki, Taibeiki,

Tsurezuregusa^ and Hoki are instances

that occur at once to the student of

Japanese. We must give the priestr

hood full credit for the preservation

of learning during the Dark , Age ot

the country.

As may readily be understood, such
learning as there was in those turbu-

lent days was exceedingly simple. If

'I ,

'

The Priest Gen-m lecturing in the Presence op the 3Emi'eror GodAigq.

writer, who was said to have master- a man wished to learn, he went to ^
cd both Confucianism and Buddhism, temple where, they took pupils apd

and who compiled more than 30 learned wbat they taught him,—writr

Tolumes -.in explication of the latter ing and ethics. If he wished mor^

form of religious; teaching ; in Gen- advanced studies, he was taught how
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to compose Chinese poems. ^Simple

manuals of practical daily ethics, and

treatises on the art of letter writing

were his only text-books. Ifhe were a

beginner he received a book w^hich

served for the double purpose of a

copy book and a moral reader. Pen-

manship was the most important of

the lessons 'taught at the terakoya or

temple schools. Besides these there

w^ere two larger schools', both under

"cfeical management, the one at Ashi-

ary cares. Still things were slowly

ripening for a revival. Men of learn>*

ing came forward to plead the cause

of letters, men like Fujiwara Seika,

Shoda the Priest, Date Masamune,

and Naoye Kanetsugu. More th^ii

all, the movement towards literature

was powerfully stimulated by the

gr^at Toktigawa lyeyasu.

When that great statesman, in

1598, brought the feudal barons into

subjection to himself his first thought

The Tokyo Higher

kaga, and the other at Kanazawa,
famous for its library. '

On the fall of the Ashikaga Sho-

gunate in 1573, Oda Nobunaga dream-

ed of a Revival of letters and karfiitig,

but his tenure of power was too brief,

and his times too full of convulsions

to allow of his accomplishing, any-

thing. His successor Hideyoshi had
the same hopes, but he also was
unable to realize his desires^ as his

life -was wholly occupied with milit-

was how to maintain peace and
order, and he seems to have conceived

the opinion that one of the great

causes of the general confusion was
to be found in the ignorance of the

people. No measure, therefore, seemed

to him better fitted for the destruc-

tion of the fevdlutionary spirit and
the promotion of loyalty and faith-

fulness, than to encourage learning

and to strive to implant moral prin-

ciples into the people:
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For this purpose, he made all

possible efforts to encourage general
education. He invited the great
scholars of his time to lecture in his

presence, established a school at
Fushimi and a library at Yedo, into
which he collected all kinds of books
that had chanced to survive the de-

structive fires of the war-time. More-
over, he instructed the priests of the

principal temples at Kyoto to compile
records of the various baronies, built

printing offices and type foundries,

established schools and engaged dis-;

tinguished scholar^, and the people,

tired with the sight of bloody conflicts,

and apprehensive of the uncertainty

of their occupations, gladly turned to-

wards the more peaceful work of

learning. No wonder that the Toku-

gawa Shogunate inaugurated a period

of 250 years of unparallelled prosperity

and peace, gained by continuing the

wise policy of its founder.

Brilliantly flourishing as had been

the literary eras of Nara and Heian,

Normal Schooi-

and published books foir the conveni-

ence of the public. He also issued ^

orders for the education of nobles and

courtiers, extolled learning as the

first and most important acquirement

for the Empetor, and promoted higher

officials and courtiers according to

the degree of their learning. The

feudal barons now began to vie with

one another in following his example,

and set out to encourage education

in their respectiV8^''tefrif6rie^. ' They

yet it should be borne in mind that

education was confined to the small

circles of officers, courtiers, and ladies

of the court> while it spread all over

the country during the Tokugawa
Shogunate. Great scholars sprang

from various classes, from the court,

the warriors,, the merchants, and even

the peasantry.

Hidetada and lyemitsu, respective-

ly son and gra'rid-son of lyeyasu, en-

gaged sCholkfs'as their adv^'sers and
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drew up ceremonial regta^ations re-

specting Imperial coronations, visi ts,

Kaibara Ekikitn, a famous learned Man
ESPECIALLY ACTIVE FOR WOMAN'S EDUCATION.

and court functions, festivals, diplo-

raatic procedure aud law. Tsunayoshi
the Sth Shoguu (1681) an earnest

advocate of education, operied the

famous Shohei Schoor at Yecio and

himself gave lectures to the students.

The succeeding Shoguns all adopted

the same line of policy and eagerly

impressed upon the people the import-

aince of education. The consequence

was that tHe literary history of the

Tokugawa age was ' brightened by

great scholars such as Nakai Riken,

Ito Zinsai, Yamazaki Ansai, Kaibara

Ekiken, Ogiu Sorai, Arai Hakuseki,

Muro Kyuso, Amemori Tenzan, Mina-

ga-wsi Giyen, Shibano Ritsuzan, Bito^

Nishu, Koga Seiri, Rai Sanyo, Sato

Issai, Asaka Konsai ; some of whom
were engaged by the Government

while others opened 'schools of their

own so that all contributed liberal-

ly toward the advancement of learn-

ing. The subjects of study in the

Government schools were history,

^
Jajtanese and Chinese literiature, mathe-

matics, law and politics. For phy-

A Laboratory in the Higher NoitMAx, School.



Major-General Teshinia, the Artillery Commander of the Port Arthur

Investing Army.

Majur-General Idichi, the Chief Staff Officer of the Port Arthur

Investing Army.
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decree. The Department of Education

was established to look after educa.-

tional work in general. The Imperial

Rescript which was issued to encourage

The Terakeyo^ AN Old School for the Elemkntary Education,

sical culture , archery, horseman-

ship, spear-exercise, fencing, Judo,
wrestling, and swimming, were

taught in separate departments.

All expenses w^ere borne by the

Government and no tuition fees

were required. Through the en-

couragement of the Shoguns, litera-

ture and arts made great pro-

gress, and various systems of

philosophy were produced. Some
scholars founded a definite system

of literature, characteristic of our

own nationality. Sometimes in-

quiries were made into western

civilization by those who studied

Dutch for such purposes.

In 1867, the Tokugawa gov-

ernment came to an end and the

Imperial government was restored.

Many of the changes and impro'

vements that were introduced into

the various branches of the ad-

ministration were also extended to

the work of education. Regulations

relating to universities, middle

schools, and elementary schools

tvere promulgated by ImDerial
Mr. Kinoshita, President of the Kyoto

iMPERTAt University.
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learning is full of significance *and runs modelled. It is designed hendfeforth

in substance as follows: "The acquire- that education shall be so diffused

ment of knowledge is essential to ^ that there may not be a village with

successful life. All knowledge, from an ignorant familj", nor a family with

that necessary for daily life to that an ignorant member. Persons who

A Class-room in the Higher. Normal School.

higher knowledge which is necessary

to prepare officials, farmers, merchants,

artisans, physicians, &c., for their

respective vocations, is acquired by

learning. A long time has elapsed

since schools were first established.

But for farmers, artisans, and mer-

chants, and also for women, learning

has frequently been regarded as super-

ffuous owing to the misapprehension of

the meaning of education. Even among
the higher classes, much time has been

spent in the useless occupations of

writing poetry and composing maxims,

which might have been better spent in

learning what would be for individual

benefit or for ihat of State. Now, an

educational system ^as hefin est^blishr

ed and the. schedules' of study re-

have hitherto applied themselves to

study have almbst always looked to

the government' for their support.

This is an erroneous notion proceeding

from long abuse, and every person

should henceforth endeavour to acquire

knowledge by|^is own exertions."

The code of education which wa.s

first promulgated in 1872 has been

since that time revised again and

again, and is now in full f(5rce. It

places all kinds of schools under the

superintendence of the Minister of

Education who is to prescribe subjects

of study and Hx. the standard to be

attained in respective schools. / By
an- Imperial ordinance, the people

are placed under obligation to

caijse all their children to attend
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School until they have completed the

ordinary elementary school course.

Regulations " have also been issued

Efigarding pensions for retired -teachers"

and for the families of teachers

deceased. In 1890, the fundamental

object of national education was
summed up and elucidated in a Speech

by His Majesty, copies of which were
printed and distributed among all the

schools throughout the country. The
Imperial Speech reads thus :

** We consider that Our Imperial

Ancestors laid the foundation of the

country far and broad, and planted

virtues deep and full. That Our sub-

jects, one and all, have united in pro-

moting the glory of the nation by

love your brothers and sisters,

maintain peace between husband and

wife, be faithful t6 ^ friends,, behave

yourselves with humility and frugality,

love your fellow-men liberally, develop

your intellect and form your charactei*

by study, secure knowledge and train

yourselves in pursuits
; promote the

public good and extend your worldly

experience ; always respect the Con-

stitution and abide by the law ; be

ready to sacrifice yourselves on any
national emergency. Thus should Our

subjects serve the Imperial dynasty

which is as unbounded as the firma-

ment above, Such is the work Our
loyal subjects should perform and such

is the way to exhibit the virtues of

'''
:-' :. ... ^-i£*le;

'

" -..

> --i-**)^,*

•^^-j- - ^"..J

School Boys seorting. ;

being ju^t; loyal, and filial is the true: Our Imperial Ancestors. This ;was

essence of. Our. State, apd.in this lies; the. instruction .giv^n by. Qi^r Ancestors

^

the .source of all Our education. -, You. to their descendants and subjects,- and

QursMbj^cts,befiliarto it.hbldsrtr.ue; in the.present tinie as-
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well. This Wc desire to follow with number of normal schools is 57, of

the utmost care whether in the country students 19,194. The number of sup-

er out of it, in cooperation with Our plementary schools for technical in-^

subjects." struction is 630 and of students

A Study-room for Metallurgy in the Higher Normal School,

Thegreat expansion of our national

resources after the close of the Japan-

China war of 1894-95 and the sub-

sequent condition of afiairs, have

caused the necessity of education to

be felt more keenly by all classes of

people, and especially in the line of

technical education. Consequently, the

number of technical schools has been

rapidly increased and institutes • for

training technical teachers, elepaentary

agricultural schools, and apprentice

schools have been established.

At present, the number of elemen-

tary schools is 27,154,' with an atten-

dance of 5,135,487 ' children. The
percentage of children of school age

receiving instruction is 91.75. The

3 1 , 13 . The number of technical

schools of Class B and apprentice

schools 99 with 6,509 students. The
number of middle schools 258 with

95,027 students. The number of higher

schools for girls 80, of students 21,523^

The number of Government higher

normal schools 3, of students 1,091,

The number of industrial schools and
technical schools of class - A, 130, of

students 20,333. The number of im-

perial universities 2, of students 4,046.

The number of public and private

colleges 50, of students 16,960. The
number of government teachers train'-

ing institutes 8, of students 319. Of
blind and dumb schools, there are 1

government and 18 public and private
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institutes. The numl.cr of libraries is

67 ; and tl^at of private and public

miscellaneous schools is 1,657.

Thus, it will be plainly seen that

in Japan education is regarded as one
of the most important factors in

national independence and the increase

©f universal prosperity. All classes

(receive it and no one is left ignorant,

I

except in extreme cases of physical

I

debility or mental deformity. The
people and the government unite in.

' striving for the one uniform object

laid down Clear /And compact in the

Imperial Speech of 1890. The vast
masses of children are made to know

;
what they have to do and what they

, have to live for, so that on a

Arthur proceeds from this same spirit.

It does not require any philo-

sophical observations to note that

the difference in the strength of the

Japanese and Russian atniies, does not

lie so much in numbers and constitu-

tion, as in the education that the

fighting men have had. Almost mira-

culous it is that this war, the magni-

tude of which is now shaking the Far

East through its length and breadth,

has not in the least affected the

educational work now going on at

home. All the pupils ' and students-

attend their respective schools quietly

and undisturbed, but with more dili-

gence than ever, while the Educational
Department is far from curtailing its

The Engineering College in Tokyo.

'national emergency like the present

when Japan expecffs every one of her

isons to perform his .-duty, no .^ one

; stands idle but each quickly responds

to his country's call. Each bloody

i
corpse scattered on the plains

^
of

\.
Manchuria had this soul in it and each

1 hissi^^S shot fired now around Port

expenses in spite of the general reduc-

tion ma'de in all the other Depart-

ments of administration.

In short, Japan wants to stand

wpon the firm rock of education and
upon this she is, in the present as ini

the past, building continuously with,

daily increasing energy and labour.
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A MOTHER'S ADVICE.

(Translated feom the Japanese of Madame Shimoda Utako.)

Q

Ycung Masatsura from the battle fled

By Minaio's fair stream^ leaving his sircj

The loyal MasashigCj 'midst the slain

Of that sad day^ and to his mothen sped.

Bearing his gloomy tidings and the words

Thai Masashige ^oke before the fray
As his last testament io those he loved.

And then the lad^ his heart a-break with woe—
Woe that makes selfish many a noble mind,

Undisciplined by life—retired, and sought

I^Iis chamber's solitude, and drew his dirk,

And would have slain himself; but ere the blade

Had more than touched the skin, his mother

burst,

Fhjbll of foreboding fears, into the room.

And stayed his hand, and spoke with winged

' words.

Which I-—a mere translator—render thusi

"Oh fie, Masatsura, what foolisli thing

Is this you do? Think vou your noble sire

Desired your early death, wlien, ere the

tight,

He bade you hasten home and tell his fate ?

No, that was not his wish : he hoped,

melhinks,

To see you lead the Kusunoki clan

To shed its life-blood in the sacred cause

Of Crown and Throne, and even, if need be,

Its last blood-drop,—or else by deeds to

gain

Honour and a. good name; for though we

now
Lie prostrate and besmirched, as when a

cloud

Bedims the bright face of the silver raoon,

That hangs o'er Yoshino's smooth-flowing

stream,

Yet, as that moon will surely shew its

face

Undimmed and bright, emerging from the

cloud,

So surely will our house renew its strength,

And wipe away the stain of sad defeat.

'Twas this your father bade you. Would
you now,

Forgetful of your charge, defeat his hopes

By self inflicted wounds, and fruitless die ?

Die, if you must, in battle for the ri^iit

;

But let not private grief betray your hand

To senseless suicide. The day will come
When death befits you ; till it come

preserve

Your health and strength to strike

the needful blow,

And die a hero's death at duty's

call.

A. LI.
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War* Record.

The Siege of Port-Arthur.

I
HE -investment of Port-

Arthur is still being com-

tintied and the Rus-

sians are bravely defend-

ing^ it to the last ; but

'their holding df the place seems to

be more and more helpless against our

almost continuous and

"methodical attacks which

"have, strictly speaking, been

going on since the middle

of August. For a long

time, Mre were not allowed

to publish any news from

our own sources concerning

the investment of Port-

Arthur ; but the Imperial

Headquarters was pleased

to publish on the 8th

October a report which

mentions all the opera-

tions from May 26 to

July 31, that is to say, the

"preliminary movements be-

fore the siege, properly so

called ; and afterwards the-

subsequent operations have

also been publicly reported.

It is needless for us to say

that our investing army

has had indescribable dif-

ficulties in attacking a

stronghold as powerful as

Port Arther, a fortress which

maybe termed the strongest

in the world. Its reduction

has been to us a matter of

prime importance ; for if

the Baltic fleet were able to get into

the Port, and more especially if it

laad been able (a danger now hap-

pily averted) to secure the co-opora-

tion of the squadron within tjie Port,

it might be, or have been, a serious

matter for us. The brave resistance

offered by General Stoessel and his-

devoted army cannot be praised too

highly ; but he is engaged in an al-

most hopeless task in trying to de-

fend the fortress until the^ coming

of the Baltic Fleet. Though the fate

of Port Arthur is not yet decided.

General Stoessel.

we are pleased to publish the fufl

text of the following official state-

ment which shows how Japanese and

Russians are actively engaging one;

against another.
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Daily operations of our investing

army since the battle of

Nanshan.

May 26.—The Imperial Forces suc-

ceeded in taking the enemy's position

^ A VIEW OF T^IU-SHU-TUN.

at Nanshan, after a severe fight lasting

all day. The enemy fled toward Port
Arthur.

Maj' 27.—A detachment under

Major-General Nakamura advanced
and occupied Nan-kuan-ling. The main
strength of the army -w^as quartered

in the villages near Nan-shan and pre-

parations for an advance were made.
At about 10 a.m. the enemy in the

neighbourhood of San-shih-li-pu sta-

tion burned that depot and lied to-

ward Port Arthur.

V May 28,"r-'A detachment belonging

to the Nafcamura force advanced and
occupied Liu-shu-tun, ^, The forts and
some Russian buildings at the place

had been destroyed by the Russians as

was also a portion of the pier. At tl\e

same placewe captured 4 guns, together

with a quantity of ammunition for the

same, and 5 covered and 41 open freight

wagons for railroad use.

,
' :rMay 29.—All

sections of the
* army advanced
and reached the

line of . heights

^bout tw"© and
a half miles ^west

of San-shih-li-

.
pii. . - ?

May 30.—The
army further ad-

% vanced and oc-

cupied the line

, extending from

An-tza-shan to

Tai-tzu - shan.
The enemy con-

fronting us wap
occupying- the

, , Shuang-tai-kou

—

.. An-tzu-ling line.

, -The situation at

Dalny and Liu-

shu-tun reported

up to this time

was as follows :

—

1.—At Dalny
there were, storehouses, barracks, eto^

in perfect condition, to the number of

over 100. Both the Telegraph Office

and the Railway Station were un-

damaged.

About 300 open and some 120
covered freight wagons, 50 lighters,

2,000 tons, of coal and 20,000 sleepers

were taken as spoils. All the smaller

railway bridges in the neighbourhood
were found destroyed.

The dock and piers were safe, but
the large pier had been destroyed and
a portion of it was found submerged
in the sea. Near the entrance to the

dock a number or small steamers had
been sunk. . ,

'
.' ,^ ^ ^

.
,
2. At ^ Liu-shur;tun. the supports qf
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the pier were destroyed, which, how-
ever, can be repaired with timber found

there, and thetcrane belonging to the

pier w^as burned down.
3. The railway between Chin-chou

and Liu-shu-tun sustained no damage.

June 1.—The enemy in the direction

of Port Arthur still occupied the

vicinity of Shuang-tai-kou and Fen-

shui-ling. His scouts continued to ap-

proach our front and occasionally fired

at our outposts. The distance be-

tw^een the outposts of the opposing

forces was no more than 1,000 metres.

Frequently the enemy's troops, dis-

guised in Chinese clothes, approached

our lines and suddenly producing arms,

fired at our outposts.

On the whole, it appears that the

enemy at Port Arthur was endeavour-

ing to co-operate with the Russian

w^orks at the north-ea-stem foot of a
hill (178 metres high) east of Shih-

shan-kou.

June 13.—A strong reconnoitring

force of the enemy attacked ourposition

this day, and after exchanging fire

with us retreated at dusk.

June 14.—Two of the enemy's gun-

boats and one battleship appeared off

0-shih-chiao, and after firing for about
40 minutes on our position withdrew
to the west.

On the same day reconnaisances

made by us showed that the enemy
had constructed some defensive works
on An-tzu-ling and the heights south

of the latter, but none were observed

on the heights west of Huang-ni-chuan

and Ta-shan-tun (upper and lower).

It was also ascertained from the ap-

pearance of the enemy's dead that his

A View of Dalny.

forces. in the north, whose movements forces in the vicinity of Cha-kou and

indicated a southxtard advance. -
' Chu-chuan-tzu-kou respectively consist-

Tyne 6.—The enemy 'commenced to ed of the 5th and the 28th Rifle regi-

<ioiistrtict'a gt^sut numKerdf defensive men'ts/; .

'/:'
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,
v, Jqne 18»-^A,i, 4.50 p. n?. three of the

enemy's vessels and eight destroyers

appeared in the vicinity of Hsiao-ping-

.tao- and,fired a shot at^the left wing

Major-General Yamanaka,

©f our position. Our squadron im-

mediately engaged the enemy, and after

exchanging fire for about half an hour

the enemy's vessels -withdrew to Port

Arthur.

The works in the neighbourhood

of Shuang-tai-kou w^ere greatly in-

creased. Some search lights w^ere also

put up, enabling the enemy to obserV;e

our positions as well as the neighbour-
ing sea.

. : Occupation 'BY OUR. FoiicE of
"Wai-tou-sha^ and-Shung- :; '

'-':

I . , 'I TING-SHAN. _; :] -j;^,. ':j

June 26 —The left wing of our right

<:olumil advanced to\Vard the heights

west and south ofPan-taoand o^qupied

them, after repiilsing the enemy . theire.

The left colunin having, b^entdivided

. into tliree .fdrces, the ' right

wing advanced toward the

heights east - of lyuan-ni-

«hiab and gained, posses-

, i sion of them without much
resistance. The centre ad-

: T vanced toward, the heights

(3.68 metres) . south of

Luan-ni-chiao and those

jiorth of Huang-ni^chuart-

. ^-shang'tun and, - after

defeating a force of the

enemy, delivered an attack

at about 1 p.m. on the

enemy occupying the former

heights (one infantry bat-

talion -with, a number ;of

machine and other guns).

The enemy made an ob-

stinate resistance, but his

position was completely

captured by us at about

5 p.m. The left wing ad-

vanced toward Shuang-

ting-shan and occupied it,

after dispersing a number
of the enemy's troops there

Thus the first line of the

army extended from An-tzu-

shan (position of the right

wing) to Shuang-ting-shan,

through the heights about one kilometre

west of Pan-tao and those east and
south ofLuan-ni-chiao. The occupation
of the heights (368 metres), here-

after called the Kenzan, Wai-ton-shan
and Hsiao-ping-tao, not only rendered

the protection of Dalny more secure

for us, but, by reversing the situa-

tion of the hostile parties, gave us

greater facilities for observing the
position and rear of the enemy. The
principal spoils in these. engagements
were two 6-centimetre quickfirers and
about 200 shells,

. )

June 30.—At Shuang-tairkou .ther^
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was no change in the enemy*s position.

In the direction of An-tzu-ling, the

enemy's defensive -worlds extended from
the southern projection of these heights

to the vicinity of the summit of a hill

about 3 kilometres toward the south-

east, and in the direction of Lao-tso-

shan there were similar works exten-

ding over the heights north and south

of Wang-chia-tien.

The enemy's assault in the
DIRECTION OF PaN-TAO AND

HUANG-NI-CHUAN-TA-

SHANG-TUN.

RIGHT COLUMN,

July 3.—The enemy's condition was
unchanged in the direction of the right

wing of the right column, while in the

direction of the left wing his scouts

made frequent appearances and shpwed
signs of activity.

CENTRAL BODY OF THE LEFT

COLUMN.

From 1 to 2 in the afternoon about

eight guns of the enemy appeared south

of Wang-chia-tien, while his infaijtry,

at least two companies strong, at-

tacked our position in the direction of

Kenzan and exchanged fire with the

majority of our infantry holding the

place.

About 4.80 p.m. the enemy's force

confronting a portion of our troops

mentioned above, having been rein-

forced, took the offensive, but was re-

pulsed by the joint co-operation of

'our infantry, artillery and machine gun

corps in the first line.

At 5.20 p.m. four guns of the enemy

took up a position in the neighbour-

hood of the heights west of Ta-shih-

tung and shelled the first line of the

central body. All the enemy's force

y^Vi^i^ 3

Sentinels on Kenzan at Port Arthur.

RIGHT WING OF THE LEFT COLUMN.
faeing the whole of our line gradually

retired towards Ta-pai-shan about 7

In this direction only the scouts of p.m., leaving behind only the artillery

pnemv were to be seen. whibh "still fetaftied its Jiosition. Atthe enemy were to be seen.
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Our Provision Place at Port Arthur.

J k:

'Majok-General M. NakamurA.

8.30 p.m. about a battalion

of the enemy's troops ad-

vanced, with band playing,

from the direction of Ta-

pai-shan , but retreated

,

being surprised by the war
cries raised by our troops

of the first line, who, leav-

ing small portions behind

for the protection of both
flanks of their position

,

counter-attacked the
enemy.

The enemy's force as-

saulting the central body
consisted of some two bat-

talions of infantry, about

12 guns and two or three

machine ones, and spent

the night in the line ex-

tending from the range of

elevations east of Ta-pai-

shan to the heights north-

east of Wang-chia-tien.

LEFT WING OF THE LEFT
^:'--- COLUMN. .;

:
I 1

." Our dutposts ofl ' the
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ratige of heiglits north of Lao-tso-shan
noticed at 5.30 a.m. signs of the
enemy 's advance, and at 6 abou t

two sections of the enemy's troops
appeared on a 195-ttietre eminence and
another septipn on the elevation near
the 127-metre- heights. Fire was then
exchanged between the two opposing
forces.

tso-shan and openel|, fire. ,,^i 6^45 a,t

le^st four guns of the epemj appe^ed
in the yal|ey nortji of L,ao-tso-shan a^^
poured a galling fire onotar left ying.

Qur artillery opened fire, and finally

succcetjed .i[n-'Sil^i:djig. th^m. During

the night the enemy firmly retained

the positions held by him diiring the

day.

A Japanese Troop marching through rain.

' During the interval fi-om 1 to 2 in

the afternoon the enemy's troops were

gradually reinforced, so that our outr

posts returned to the main position,

At 3.50 p.m. , about two sections of

the Russians began to advance in

close order down the valley norths of

Lao^tsp-shan. - They -^were, ^ however,

heavily, fired on by our battery in the

neighbourhood of the 3l2rmetre eleva-r

tion andretjred in confusion,. At 6.30

p,m, a; battalion of the, hostile force

4eploy§^;Qn the heights south bf Laor

- MGHT COLUMN.

July 4.—At 5 a.m. a- company of

Russian infantry appeared on the

heights about 1,000' 'metres' north 'of

Cha-kou and fired on our recontlciitring

forces at Wji-cha-ying-tzu and further

north, which r^twrfoed thd -fire; kV9
some ;two, companies of :Riis6ian hif

faptr^ -.advancing ,from rCfaarkqu-tttnl,

occupied an ;: emiu^ti'te . : about .. .2,000

metres south -of: the latter and opendd

fir^ oti the left-pfeoui'poaitioii.v At the

saiCL^ Itiine .atiot3:iet:co;&ifany .on the
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leieigbik -^ liortli " of ' CHk-kbu-itm also

'fired heavily on ouf positiori on the

heights west of Pan-tab,, our troops

implying. A severe rifle duel ensued.

At 9.40 a.m. the artillery belonging to

the tight wng of our left coluinn

the ridges; ' At the s^itte- time. tout-

guns of the eneifly opened fii'e upofi bur

artillery, which, hoWeVet, tntjviiig t(5 a

sheltered position, devoted itself to the

fcombardttient of the enemy's infanrtt^sft

Th^ situation wa^ unehatiged' wheft

Our Soldiers skirmishing on the 20o-merte Eminence at Port Arthur.

shelled the enemy's troops on the

elevation south of Cha-kou, but the

latter took shelter behind the ridge

and did not advance. Night fell on
these conditions. A ^mall body of the

enemy^s troops attacked our positions

west of Pan-tao from the direction of

Mu-cheng-yi and Nan-kou, but was at

once repulsed.

KIGHT WING qV THE LEFT COLUMN.

At 7 a.m . a company of the enemy's

troops appeared on the heights east

of Nan-cha-kou and another on those

about 1,500 metres south-east of the

latter, and commenced to throw up
entrenchments. Thereupon a battalion

(less one battety) of our'artillery poured

a heavy- fire on theses troops, who im^

mediately sheltered tbemselves behind

night fell. The enemy in front during

the day was not more than a battalion

strong at most, while his artillery at

An-tzu-ling consisted at least of four

new-pattern quick-firing guns and six

old pattern ones.

CENTRAL BODY OF THE LEFT COLUMN.

From 1 to 2. p.m. a company or

two of the Russians twice attempted

to charge Kenzan, but were repulsed

each time.

At 6 a.m. a battalion of the enemy's

forces assumed the offensive against

Kenzan and the left of our position,

namely, the heights about 3,000 metres

south-east of Kenzan. Their ad-

vance was, however, checked by the

rapid fire of our infantry and artillery.

Meanwhile someeightguns of theenemy
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in the yalley west of Wang-chi^-ti^n tjie sputher» side of An-tzw-ling reached
opened fire oq our troops. By 7 a.n;.

the enemy in this direction was in-

creased to about three battalions and,
deploying at a distance of from 800 to

1,000 metres in front of our defence
line, exchanged fire with the men of
our first line. The Russian artillery

heavily bombarded Kenzan and our
artillery from the position held by
them during the previous day. At 7,30
about two companies of the Russian
infantry came forward from the direc-

GjOOO- metres, and the accuracy of their

fire and the careful setti^ig of their time,,

ftises plaqed our artillery in a difficult

position and even our skirmishers ipouldr

barely retain their positions on the

heights, - Moreover, the enemy's fo.rce^

in front of our centre increased to about
ten battalions of infantry, and the

enemy's warships appearing in the

offing fired at our left wing. Our situa-

tion was critical. At 6 p.m., therefore,

the reserve infantry was advanced to
tion of Ta-shih-tung, and our reserves the neighbourhoood of Chung-chia-tun
were therefore ordered to advance on and placed under the commander of
the western part of Chu-
chuan-tzu-kou at 8 a.m.

Prior to 11 a.m. the

enemy repeatedly attempted

to advance, but in vain,

owing to the fierce rifle fire

from our troops. At noon
the enemy's force in our

firont reached about seven

battalions and a half, and
in addition another regi-

ment was in the west of

Kenzan.

At 1.20 p.m. the two
batteries of our artillery

which had been stationed at

the eastern foot of Ken-

zan, changed their posi-

tions to the heights 1.500

metres south-west of

western Chu-chuan-tzu-kou

in order to avoid the fire

of the enemy's infantry.

At 3.50 p.m. the enemy's

artillery again opened a

severe fire on Kenzan,

and his infantry made

strenuous efibrts to advr

ance, but the strong resis-

tance of our troops defend-

ing the mountain rendered the enenmy's

efforts fruitless. The effective range of

Colonel Hoshtno,

Chief of the Staff of the ist Division,

the left column. Again, three batteries

of the heavy guns w^hich had just ar-

thefire of the enemy's artillery placed in rived at the scene of battle, were ad-
'

the south-west of Wang-chiao-tien, on vancedtotheneighboiirhood ofPan-tao

the heights east of Mao-tou-ku, and at and two batteries to the east ofHuang- '
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;|i-chuan-ta-shang7$uri, where they took

u'p positions to assf^ our centre; Again'

pur heavy naval gtips afeb participated

IP the fight, taki^ig up 'their positions

Bear the mouth of the Nan-sha-ho.

During the night the eiiemy remain-^ _

edonthe groui^^ and the firing con-! troops, the enemy's infantry, how-

on the northern side of Lao-tso-shan

openied* fire, Jind the. artillery and rifle

coilfli^it becaine very 'fiercie, At 5 p.m."

a Russian -yv-arship appeared in the*

neighbouring ,. sea and fired on >ur

positions, greatly embarrassing our

A Piquet on the 200-MErRE Eminence at Port Arthur.

tinned all night. At 11 p.m. the enemy's ever, made no attempt to descend from

troops (number unknown) attacked the hills and to adv^ance. '; The enemy's

Kenzan, but ^yere repulsed, force consisted of three battalions-

LEFT WING OF THE LEFT COLUMN.

At about 6 a.m. our guns opened

fire on the enemy^s artillery positions

in the valley north of Jvao-tso-shan.

The enemy was silenced, after replying

twice or thrice. His infantry, however,

deployed on- the ridge of heights on the

north of Lao-tso-shan and fired severely

on our first line of battle.

At 11.30 a.ni. about a battalion

of the enemy's infanti-y proceeded from
the west towards Lao-tso-shan, where-

upon we ' reinforced the.- first line of

battle with our j^eserves. ; ; About 2 p.m.

the enemy'^ force was greatly increased

and the fighting became remarkably

severe, At>5 p.m. the eneray*s artillery

THE RIGHT COLUMN.

July 5.—At 2.30 a.m."- the^enemy's

infantry began to advance from his

positions on the previous day, and ap-

proached to a point 50 metres in front

of our 'positi*5ns on the ' heights.West
of Pan-tao, but were repuls&d by' our

troops. At daybreat the enemiy again

attempted to-attack our positions^ but
' could not effect his purpose. At 8 aim.

the enemy's fire relaxed and at 9 a.m;'

he bega:il' gradually to retreat. For a
f time his troops occasionally appeared
. atPien-shihtpen-tzu and on the heights
' north-east of Kou-kou, but after 1

p.m. 'th^y- totally disappeatrCdv -
. " •
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THE LEFT COLUMN.

Nothing worthy of mention occur-

red on the right wing side.

CENTRAL BODY OF THE LEFT COLUMN.

At 2.30 a.m. a body of the enemy's

infantry attacked the fore front and
flanks of our two companies of infantry-

defending Kenzan. Our troops en-

gaged the enemy in a hand-to-hand

conflict and succeeded in repulsing him*

At 6.30 a.m. the enemy began to

retreat, and at 10 a.m. a portion of

his troops stopped at the heights of

Ta-pai-shan and began to construct

defensive works, while the main portion

of his force retired westwards.

At 11.30 a.m. a section of a com-

pany of our infantry proceeded to

recover the old position of our pickets

At 10.40 a.m. the enemy's artillery

on the heights south of Wang-chia-tien

opened fire on our first line of battle,

especially on Kenzan. The firing

lasted for one hour, but afterwards the

enemy fired at our positions in a de-

sultory manner.

LEFT WING OF THE LEFT COLUMN.

From early morning the main body
of the enemy near Lao-tso-shan seemed

to have retired, his scouts only be*

ing visible on the heights of the above
place, but h6 w^as observed to be con-

structing entrenchments on the high-

lands east of Ta-pai-shan. At 11 a.m.

five or six of the enemy^s warships ap-

peared off Lung-wang-tung and oc-

casionally fired on our positions at

Shuang-ting-shan and Huang-ni-chuan-

ta-shang-tun until 6 p.m.

A Brigade Staff quartehIng tn a Chinese Hous^

on the outpost line, when subjected to Under these circumstances ourarmy

the enemy's cross-fire... The commander maintained its old positions ; that is to,
•

of section was wounded, and our say* the right wing of our right column,

troops returnedwithout attaining their held the line from near An-tzu-shan t^

^1^-^^ Jthe heights on the south of Wang-chia^.
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tiwi; It^ left wing occtipied the Jine

froi^ near tl^e- spilth; of the southern

highlanid§ Qf W^Pg-chia-tieri Ito. the

jt?^igJibon.rhooclo.f;Pap-tao. Our centte

h^4 t.lie. li.n?. irQra the .heiglits, an. tb.e

south-east of i;an^taQ;to:a point. alpQVijt

2,000 metres south-east ofLan-ni-chiao.

The right -wing of our left column oc-

(Cupied the line from the highlands

j
about 3,000 metres south of Lan-ni-

ichiao via Kenzan and Huang-ni-

jchu^n-ta-shang-tun as far as Shuang-

iting-shaUi The en^tny was posted

'along a line from near Shuang-tai-kou

via the highlands on the north-east of

Wei-ping-kou and those On the east of

An-tzti-ling and Mao-tao^kai to Td,-

pai-shan.

The movements of the enemy during

l^he above three days were not of A

merely reconnoitring or menacing pur-

pose. It appeared that his plan was

to recover Kenzan, which had

been taken by us and which was es*

Jsential to strengthen his line of defences,,

.and further he hoped to inflict damaged

|o^ Otir various works at palny so aS

:t6 prolong the life of Port Arthur.

[The experiences gained by our army

'as to the efficiency of the enemy's

artillery, his manner of using it, his

disposition for attack, arid his methdd^

of carrying out night attacks, will be

of great service to us in the future.

The eheiny's casualties were iiot

accuratelyknown, but reports indicated

that thb enemy lost 300 or 400. The

enemy's strengh consisted of 13 or 14

iDattalions of in-fknfry and 24 guns, of

•which -eight seemed to hiave- been the

newest -pattern of quick-firers.

j^ly 7.—The- enemy, in the direc^-

tibn of An-tzu-ling was incessantly con-

structing defence works. During the

night a detachment of the enemy at-

tacked ohr outptists, but was repulsed.

j^ly .8.::_The enemy's artillery at

Ari-tz'u-iing' opened fire on the right

wing of -otir left^ column. ' '

« - July 10—Our army stationed on

the heights east of ' Lan-niTchiao 12 of

the guns taken at Nan-shan and six

heavy naval guns at a point some

1,50P metres westward 0f (West Chu?-

chti£^n-tzu^kou. ;;
*

1 )

July 12.—At about 3 a.m. a com-

pany of the enemy with machine guns

appeared on the left side of our position

and attempted to attack us, but was

Major-General Kamio;

irepiilsed. ^ During the day the enemy

from- time to time shelled our position.

July 17.—About one company of

the enemy's infantry - appeared at a

point 400 metres trom the centre of

our left column, but was repulsed. Sub-

sequently the enemy approached us,

flying the Red Cross flag, seeking per-
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mission to bury his" diead, which was operations as pre-arranged, but frotn

granted by us. early morning our movements ^^ere

July 18.—The enemy's artillery impeded by heavy fog. At 7.30 a.m.

bombarded the left -wing of our right the attack began. The enemy replied

column and the right -wing of our left with a heavy artillery firewhich became

column. very severe at about noon, -especially

A Japanese Infantry Regiment proceeding to the Front.

July 22.—Our army decided to at-

tack the enemy along the whole line

and orders were issued to our various

forces to that eflfect. During the night

about one company of the enemy's

infantry fired upon our outposts near

Huang-ni-chuan-ta-shia-tun but was
driven off.

July 23.—A force of our army was
dispatched to selected positions at the

centre of our fright and left columns.

Fighting at Shuang-tai-kou and

An-tzu-ling.

July 26.—O.ur.^ . army^ . commenced

from the enemy's guns on his right

wing. Owing to the nature of the

ground our artillery was unable to exert
its full force, and though our infantry

began to advance at about noon, they

encountered stubborn resistance. They,

however, succeeded- in occupying at

dusk the regions near Ying-ching-

XzvL, Pien-shih-peng-tzu and Ta-pai-

shan, passing the night there in battle

formation.

July 27.—From 6 a.m. our army
resumed the attack. Our artillery first

opened fire a^nd the main body of our
right column and ^ centre advanced
.towards the heights about 2.000 metres
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-on the north of Chou-kou. The enemy
withheld his fire, allowed our infantry

to approach, and then poured a deadly

fire on them, and as the steepness of

the ground rendered it exceedingly dif-

ficult to climb, our repeated attacl^s

were unsuccessful. At 3 p.m. our in-

fantry, under cover of our artillery fire,

finally succeeded after great difficulty

in capturing a part oithe heights, but

on account of the enemy's desperate re-

sistanceand the heavy fire poured on
our fianks from neighbouring positions,

the whole of the heights could not be

captured "before /sunset. The fighting

had;been very ., severe. Our left column
attacked the 195-metre hill eastward

of Ta-pai-shan, but owing to the nature

of the ground and the stubborn re-

left wing, being also responsible for

the impediment of our movements. At
5 p.m. we again resumed a forward

movement, but were unsuccessful.

Thereupon it was decided that a night

attack should be delivered and at 1 a.m.

on the 28th our army attacked the

enemy from three sides, with the result

that the enemy's position was finally

captured at 5 a.m, the following day.

July 28.—The attack was resumed

from dawn, and the enemy in the various

directions, having now almost ex-

hausted his powers of resistance, com-

menced to retreat from 9 a.m. so that

by noon our troops were in possessio^n

of all his positions. Our troops pursued

the enemy and at 4 p.m. succeeded in

occupying the line from Chang-ling-tzii

FK'
"''

Sapping Work at Port Arthur.

sistance of the enemy as above men- to Ying-ko-shih as originally planned.

tioned the advance of our troops was The main force of the enemy seemed-

greatli impeded ; several of the enemy's to have retreated within the principal

warships, which appeared near Lung- line of defence at Port Arthur,

wanff-tan^ and heavily bombarded our The enemy's positions m the neigh-
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Colonel Ushijima.

bourhood of Shuang-tai-kou, An-tzti-

ling, and Ta-pai-shan had the advan-
tage of exceedingly steep approaches and
were fortified by semi-permanent defence

works constructed after two months'
labour. The Russians \vho 'defended

the position consisted of nearly the

whole garrison of Port Arthur, with
about ^60 guns, of which at kast four
wete heavy ones, \

According to various fepOfts, the

enemy *s casualties during "the engage-

ment on the 26th, 27th and 28th were
at least 1,000. We captured two
heavy guns, three quick*firing guns
three machine guns and otha: spoils.

July 29.—The army remained on the

captured line. It adjusted the organi-

zation of tfbops, made good its supplies

of ammunition, and reconnoitred the
enemy in front.

July 30.—Before daybreak the atmy,
taking advantage of the darkness, ap-

proached the enemy's position and
commenced an attack at dawn. The
right column advanced through the

district west of the Port Arthur road
and the central column marched oh
Kan-ta-shan, while the left column,
proceeding from a point south 6f

Wang-chia-tun, attacked the enemy
most resolutely. Thtis at 11 a.m. our

Our Heavy Naval Guns at Port Arthur.
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fprce§- carried a line extending trom the
Iji^ights south of Tu-cheng-tzu to those
east of Ta-kn-shan, causing, the enemy
^P retire to the fortress at Port Arthur.
Siuce, then the R^tssian? fired on us*

merely from the guns i4xounted;in the
forts.

,
.. „.,>' , ..:,,.. • ,'-

„

.....The enemy: left more than 100 dead
oil the. field.

defensive works on a line extending
from the neighbourhood of Kan-ta-shan
(about 3,000 metres north-west of
Shui-shi-ying) to the heights about
1,000 metres northwest ofPa-li-chuang,
via the vicinity of an eminence about
500 metres northeast of Shui-shi-ying.
The enemy was still in possession of
Ta-ku-shan and Hsiao-ku-shan,

Division Staff Officers under Shelter at Port Arthur.

At this Stage the army at once pro-

ceeded to invest the fortress. Our posi-

tions were then from about 5 to 2V2

miles from the town of Port Arthur.

July 31.—The enemy with his heavy

guns shelled our positions nearly the

whole day.

August 1 and 2.—The enemy fired

on our siege zone with large calibre

and other guns, and his powerful forces

occasionally attacked us, but were in-

variably repulsed.

August 6.—From 4.30 p.m. the ene-

my was engaged in setting Shui-shi-ying

on fire. For the past few days his

troops- had been actively constructing

TA-KU-SHAN TAKEN.

August 7.—As six or eight Russian
guns placed at Ta-ku-shan greatly im-

peded our preparations for attack, the

army decided to first drive off this

enemy. Ta-ku-shan was therefore JDom-

barded by a section of the siege artillery

from 4 p.m. and was subsequently at-

tacked by our left wing.

The left wing started its movements
about 7.30 p.m., and, in spite of the

diflScult topographical conditions and
a heavy storm of wind and rain since

sunset succeeded, after a charge, in oc-

cupying the greater portion of the

enemy's positions at midnight.
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August 8.—Up to this tnornirig the tacked Ta-ktt-shan aiidHsiao-ku-shan,a

enemy has stubbornly held the remain- heavy fire being at the same timepoured

ii2g portion of his positions. At the both on our front and rear from various

same time several Russian warships batteries, as well as from the Russian

warships appearing off -the coast

near Yen-chang.^ Our men were'

placed in a difficult situation; but

stubbornly held out till evening,

w^hen the enemy w^as completely*

repulsed. His bombardment, how-
ever, still continued. During th^

above engagement our troops were

at a time greatly harassed by the;

continuous fire of the enemy^s

war-vessels on our flank and rear]

but subsequently we were fully

protected by our naval guns

operating against this enemy, as

well as by the Combined Fleet, i

BOMBARDMENT OF PORT ARTHUR
j

AND SHIPS. !

The results of the bombard-
' ment of Port Arthur by our naval

guns were effective beyond expec-

tation. For instance, fire broke

out in the town at about 10 a.m.

on the 7th, and the flames were
not got under control until 1 p.m.^

while this-day at about 9.40 a.m.}

our projectiles struck the Eetvisani

% causing great confusion on board

; V ; ! .the vessel, A steamer (about
approached Yen-chang and enfiladed 2,000 tons) was also struck and sunk,
our flank, in consequence ofwhich our The enemy concentrated the fire from
advance was temporarily checked. In his batteries., and war&hip9^*6n --our

the afternoon the bombardment was naval guns, but -to no effect. • '

resumed by siege artillery and at the August 10.—At about 2 a.m. the
same time we fired on the enemy ^s war- enemy fired at us-profuselyfor about one
vessels, which shortly after fled into- hour, with his' guns, machine guns and
the harbour. Subsequently,

: towards, rifles, from various forts south of Tung-'-
the evening, our infantry made ano- chi-kuan-shan, but it was not known
ther charge and at last, succeeded in for what reason the firing ^was carried
driving off the enemy from,, the sum-: out. ;::v,4v)

mits. Ta-ku-shan thus fell into our

hands.at 1.30 p.m. (8th) and Hsiao-ku- imperial solicitude for sa,fety .,i

shan at 4.30 a,m. the following, day;

.

of non-combata^nts. .,_ ,v

The enemy was furiously shelling our Augustll.—In obedience to His Ma-
positions from various forts. r ;; . jesty'« commaud^ Marshal, Yamagata,'

August 9.—At 1.30 p.m. five or six:. Chief of the Genera^l Staff Ofiice, dis-^

companies of the enemy's infantry, at- patched the following message to the^

Colonel Ought, killed at Port Arthur.
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CoiTimander-in-Chief of ourManchurian
Armies :

—

'* His Majesty the Emperor, out of

pure benevolence and goodness, sin-

cerely desires that the non-combatants
at Port Arthur, may be kept free from
the disastrous effects of fire and sword
as much as possible. In pursuance of

this Imperial wish, you are ordered

to escort to Dalny "and hand over to

the Commander of that port such

women, children, priests, diplomats of

neutral countries and foreign military

attaches at Port Arthur, as may desire

to take refuge therefrom. Those non-

combatants at the stronghold who do

not belong to the above category, in

so far as so doing may not jeopardize

our strategical interests, may similai>

ly be dealt with.

August 12.~From about 10 a.m.

Russians stationed in the vicinity of

Wu-chia-fang set fire to that place this

afternoon and then retired to Tungr

chi-kuan-shan. The enemy's bombard-
ment remained the same as it was on

the previous day.

14th.—Our right column com-

menced operations during the night

and attacked the enemy in its front,

and succeeded in occupying the line

extending from Kan-ta-shan to the

heights west of Sui-chia-tun via the

highland north of Siao-tung-kou and

Sui-chia-tun. But we were unable to

maintain the above line owing to the

enemy*s stubborn resistance on the

heights south-west of Nien-pan-kou

and those east of Siao-tung-kou which

were strongly fortified. Our artillery

heavily bombarded the enemy until

night set in.

^ : ^^i^^^^t^y^ .

Our troops making a Defence on Man-tou-shan. .

our force bombarded with'naVal giins
'• August IS.-Havingadva^ided qiiitt'

three of the enemy^s battleships in the
' close to the enemy the previous night.

. :v . rt -, ' '' our rierht column bombarded the eue-
westerti ^harbour. "i^^ |'5"^ % . . l '^ 1 1 ^

August 13.—About one hundred -' my this mormrtg. and at about 11 a.m.
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occupied . tlie. ' "heigihts sduth-; of .\Nien.-

pan-kou and north-east of Siao-tung-:

kou. i - i
.''

Major-Generat. Tomoyasu,

August 16.—At 8 a.m. MajorYama-
oka was dispatched to a Russian posi-

tion as our parlementaire, and handed

to the Russians a note counselling their

surrender, while the Imperial wishes

were communicated to them at the

same time, demanding a reply thereto

by 10 a.m. the following morning.

August 17.—The enemy's parlemen-

taire arrived at one of our positions, and
in reply to our communication refused

either to deliver the non-combatants

or to surrender.

GENERAL* ATTACK. "" '

'

'"''

August 19.—Early in the morning
o^ arttiy opened a general bombard-
ment. The right column occupying

the 174-rtietre eminence attacked the.

north of Shih-pan-chiao and succeeded

in. taking the ^0a,ter . Jportion of th^'

enemy's position by 2.30 p.m. The ene-

iny •c^ci;ed a sttibhTornf resistance and,

twice cha;rged our lines, but

, was repulsed each time. ?

-.. .Gortop^^rating with each;

,. 6ther,.th.e Central, and the Left

Column^, advanced forward and:

. passed r the ^ night ,on the linfe

.extending from . Wu-chianrfang

:to the. western j&Jot of Siao-ku-

, .shan.'/via the Heights nprth of

.
".[1 Wu-chi9--fatig;_ and the ^ijcigh-,

', bpurhood of Wang-chia-tqiag. .

.;;^ AugMSt 20.—From €arly i^n

,' the morning our army resumed,

-•the bowibaa*dmei;^j and - the

Right, i Column tool^ .the . 147-

^-;m^^re;^ eminence* ^t 12.30 p.m.,

and then attacked the enemyj
r.in the direction of I-tzu-shan.

In front of the Pan-lung-

shan Fort and of the North
Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-sh£tn

there were wire-entanglements

charged with electricity, and
beyond this w^as an endless

field of ordinary wire-entangle-

ments. The Right and Central

Columns endeavoured to des-

troy these obstacles.

The bombardment by our siege and
naval guns during the previous day
was very effective, and the Pan-Iung-

shan Fort, the North Fort of Tung-
chi-kuan-shan, and a new fort between

them were almost destroyed.

August 21.—Despite the stubborn

resistance offered by the enemy, the

Right Column occupied the line extend-

ing from the 1,200-metre eminence in

the south-east of Ta-ping-kou to the

heights north of La-tu-kou.

Before daybreak the Central

Column charged the East Fort of

Pan-lung-shan, but failed to occupy

it, owing to the fierce fire from thq^

enemy's machine guns and to the in-,

completeness of the destruction of the,

wire-entanglements.
;

»
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,During the night, the enemy repeat-
edly attacked the two forts in 9Ur oc-

cupation, but -NA^as repulsed eaqn time
August 23.—After dax-kness the

Central and Left
,
Columns, co-operat-

ing, attacked the heights north-west of

Wang-tai and the North Fort of Tung-
chi-kuan-shan, and ' a portion of the
Left Column, the same night, reached
the heights north-west of Wang-tai,
and was subjected in every direction

; ^ The -Left 'Column destroyed ' the
wire-entanglements, and under cover
of the .darkness of the early> morning,
charged, the North Fort of Tung-chi-
kuan-shian amid a haiVof shots,, and
occupied an intermediate fort about
200 metres- south-east 'of tha^ fert.

But the flank and the reai'^^of oui-

troops were , severely £red on ,by 'thfe

neighbouring forts, and having sus-

tained heavy losses were compelled to

abandon the fort

at about 9 a.m. 'tm^^^^r^:rFmr'

August 22.—At
9 a.m. the Central

Column penetrated

into the East Fort

o f Pan-lung-shan

,

and by noon two-

thirds of the fort

were captured.
But the enemy
made a stand at

the keep and ofi^ered

a stubborn resis-

tance. Moreover
our troops were

fired on from the

flank by the West
Fort of the same

hill, and suffered

,

heavy losses.

At this juncture,

the Central Column
dispatched two
companies of in-

fantry from its re-

serve, in order to

reinforce the first

line of battle.

These two com-

panies at once
grasped the situa-

tion, and finding it

necessary to carry

the West Fort,

rushed forward in

the face of a severe fii'e. After terrible to a fierce fire fi-om the enemy's

fighting, they captured the fort. The machine-guns. Our troops sustained

Hast Fort was carried immediately heavy losses and retired to the dedff

afterwards. angle at the foot of the hill. ' "

A Piquet by Night.
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IMPEKIAL MESSAGk TO THE ARMY.
'' August 24.—The Central Column

again attacked the ,lO0-metre height,

north-west of Wang-tai, while the Left

Column attacked the Wang-^tai fort

and the Jlorth Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-

shan, but they failed to attain their

object.

mation of the success which you have

so nearly achieved."

August 25.—Baron Nogi, the Com-
mander of the army, forwarded a reply

to the Imperial message as follovirs:

—

" In the opening battle of the

attack on the main positions of Port

Arthur, we have been able to carry

^X:.!, -.

The Transporting of pRovisroNS on Chinese Carriages.

; This day H.M. the Generalissimo

^ent the following message to the

^rmy :

—

- ** We learn that since the opening
* of the attack on the main position of

' the fortress of Port Arthur you have
been pressing hard day and night on
iihe /desperate defenders of that strong-

"^ hold, and that having captured two
forts, you are still pressing forward.

„"We are deeply concerned at the great

hardships endured by you in -^ the

hottest season of the yearl "We^ sin-

cerely rely upon the bravery and dis-

cipline ^f your officers and men. ., We;

enjoin upon you, officers and meur, tq

conduct your ftnishing move in such.a^

way as to/secure a complete eonsum-.

only two forts of the enemy's fortress.

With regard to this humble, work.

Your Majesty has been pleased to

grant us a gracious message, by
which we are deeply impressed. Your

humble subjects, including myself and

oth-rs, will endeavV'ur with increased

energy to fulfill your August wishes."

i-'f:
. August 27.^From 2^ to 4 a.m. the

eneniy's troops availing themselves of

a thunderstorm, attacked the whole

front of our army, and at the same

time the enemy's artillery poured a

severe fire on our positions, , The

enemy, however, was repulsed every-

wrhere. ^ -,

..T August 28.—The enemy *s troops

were assiduously engaged in the con-
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struction of defensive works on Wang- saulted the Western Fort of the Pan-

tai and neighbouring heights. They lung-shan. Our troops allowed the

also mounted heavy guns and field enemy to approach near the fort and

pieces there in order to fire on the two then opened a severe fire on him.

forts occupied by our army. The enemy fled, leaving numerous killed

This-day H.H, the Ci;own Prince and wounded on the field. Our

granted the following message to the casualties were extremely slight.

army. August 31.—The day passed quietly

'* I greatly,, appreciate., the., valiant., •. along the whole front. The^enemy's

operations of the officers and soldiers troops were still constructing defensive

of your army, who have succeeded works on Wang-tai and the heights to

in taking a portion of the enemy's

stronghold , by attacking it with

untiring stubbornness through con-

secutive days and nights."

the north-west.

September 2.—The field artillery ot

the Right Column and the naval guns

poured a heavy fire for demonstrative

The reply of Baron Nogi was as purposes on the town of Port Arthur,

follows :

—

especially the barracks. The enemy
*' In the opening battle of the at- replied by shelling our two forts at

tack on the main positions of Port Pan-lung-shang, as he had done during

Arthur, we have been able to carry the preceding days.

only a portion

of the enemy's

fortress. With
regard to this

humble work,

Your Highness

has been pleas-

ed to grant us

the gracious
message, by
which we are

deeply impress-

ed. We, includ-

ing myself and

others, will

endeavour
iwitli increased

vigour to suc-

cessfully dis-

charge our mili-

jtary duties.

Ajgust 29.—

.

After this date

ithe enemy's big

guns occasio-

aially bombard-,

ed the two ^; .:;i^i

^rts in our oc-J:^- -rfv-.^ ;
'^\:^

J^upation. At ll.^p.tn. on the 29th,

'bver

Colonel MiHara, killed at Port Arthur-

. ;. Septembers.—The ehemy fired spme

100> of t*h7 enemy's iroops as- -200 shells at our forts at ^Pan-lung-
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shan, desttDying:a greater portion of The two forts afc/Pmi*lung'^s^^.r were
our works.

'
-

also heavily bombarded this-day, re-
September 4.-The enemy's bom- suiting in the demolition of a greater

bardment was not so heavy as in the part of the defensive works,
preceding days. .-, September 8.-The enemy directed a

September 6. - /

^-^At midnight .

some 40 Russian

troops assault-

ed the front of

the right wing
of the Right

Column, but
were driven
back by oitr

men.

In the direc-

tion of the
Central Column
about 60 of the

enemy's troo[)s

Genpral Kuropatkin inspecting a Fort at Port Arthur.

desultory fire

at our two
forts at Tan-

lung-shan and
also concentrat-

ed the fire from

I'.is heav^' guns

on our sapping

operations in

various direc-

tions. In addi-

tion he made
repeated sorties,

tuidcr cover of

darkness, and

attempted to

obstruct these

works, ^vhieli

were, however,

in spite of these

attempts, push-

also delivered a midnight attack on ed forward without any serious

our engineering corps, and though the damage being sustained. ^

enemy was ifinally repulsed, our works SeptemberQ.—Since the morning the

werein consequence completely checked, "enemy has persistently bombarded us.
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The ttinn^lled passage, leading to the of the fort and the passages towards

the ^Tting-chi-kuan-shan Fort and -the

North ' Fort of Tung-chi'-kuan-shan

about 300 or 400 metres.

September 11.—The sapping^ opera-

tions in various directions had progres-

sed more and more satisfactorily, those

leading to the forts south of Shui-shx-

ying having approached to within

abotit 70 metres in front of the enemy's

fort. i

The enemy obstructed our works

by the fire of his heavy artillery, as in

preceding days.

Sj^ptember 12.—At 10 a.m. and
again at 2 p.m. aljout 30 Russians

attacked our engineering corps operat-

ing against the North Fort of Tung-

chi-kuan-shan, but were driven off with

heavy loss.

According to the reports from the

places of observation at various forts,

as well as the balloon corps, it ap-

peared that the enemy at the Tung-
chi-kuan-shan Fort was cutting a

Kuropatkin Fort, north of Lung-yen, tunnelled passage towards the East
had already reached 50 metres in front Fort of Pan-lung-shan.

Lteut.-Colonel Izu.

Wv f
'':;fsfxi.;^~^v_,.^,-^rr:^/:

"":':T': '=-^'r-i^:;;^^vyr-^^-

Our Soldiers firing Macuine-Guns on Man-tou-shan.
.. .'*. a
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September 13.—About 3 a.m. some
70 Russians attacked the right Wing
of the Right Column in the neigh-

bourhood of Ta-ping-kou, but were at
once repulsed.

September 15.—About 3 a.m. a
small body of the enemy's troops charg-

ed our engineering corps in the chan-

nels leading to the Kuropatkin Fort,

the forts south of Shui-shi-j-ing, and

sortie against the head of our channel
to the forts south of Shui-shi-ying and
threw two explosives, the enemy re-

tiring immediately.

September 19.—At about 1 p.m. the

army opeupd fire with siege and naval
guns. From about 6 p.m. our gun fire

Svas directed against a fort north of

Lung-yen (Kuropatkin Fort), the forts

south of Shui-shi-ying, a highland

The Bombardmekt of the New Town of Port Arthur.

a fort south-east of the Erh-lung-shan

Fort, butwas immediately driven back.

September 16.—About 2.30 a.m.

about 100 Russians attacked our chan-

nel north of Lung-yen, but were forced

to retire, after a hand-to-hand fight

lasting more than ten- minutes. About

3 a.m. some 40 Russians made another

chargCi but were routed by our shell

fire.

September 18.—At about 3 a.m. a

force- of 20 or 30 Russians . made, a

south-east of a 174rmetre eminence,

and a 203-metre eminence.

KUROPATKIN FORT TAKEN.

September 20.—Since last night the

army has been continuously engaged

with the enemy and at dawn took

possession of Kuropatkin Fort. Be-

tween 9.45 a.m. and 11.45 a.m., the

army also occupied the group of four

forts in the south of Shui-shi-ying.

At 6.30 p,m- the army took pos-
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session of two 'forts on'tHe highland

south-east of a 174-metre eminence and

inflicted.heavy losses on. the retreating

enemy. ;

' -^

LtEUT.-Colonel TeradA.

Our troops attacked the fort on

203-metre eminence from three sides,

.namely, i east, west and. north." At
about 8 p.m. one company G>f our

troops reached the north-westerff cor-

ner of the eminence, where our force

constructed a base, with the object of

occupying the whole of the eminence.

September 21.—^Having been rein-

forced by several hundred troops, the

enemy on the 203-metre eminence of-

fered a stubborn resistance, but our

troops still maintained their position

at the north-western corner and con-

tinuously. ; 'attacked- the enemy, the

figbtin^, being of tlie fiercest descrip-

tion. :... -• ?

"

- ^^ ' '

'
. September 22.—Our troops occupy-

ing the .north;western

corrier-.of the 208-nietre

' etninence fought des-

perately day! and night,

throwing explosives with

the object of driving the

enemy out of the fort.

Having found it impos-

sible to maintain their

position for a long time,

they discontinued opera-

tions at about 6 p.m. and

returned to their former

position.

September 25.—From
about 8.30 p.m. ' the

enemy in the forts in the

iieighbourhood of Erh-

lung-shan concentrated

his gun fire upon our

tunnelled passages to the

fort east ofErh-lung-shati.

At the same time about

thirty Russians, under

cover of the rifle fire

from about 100 of their

comrades, made a sortie

and encountered our

troops in hand-to-hanli

fighting, lasting some 30

minutes. The enemy then

,

.retired, leaving 20 killed

on the spot.

September 27.—At 12.30 a.m. the

enemy suddenly opened a galling fire on

our passage to the fort north-east of

Exh-lung-Shan, but ceased firing at 1.30

a.m., when about 20 Russians made a

sortie and tjirew some explosives into

the passage, the enemy retiring im-

mediately. After a lapse of nearly 20

minutes the enemy made another sortie,

and after fitting for over one hour

retired.

Septembet 28.'—From 10 a.m. till 5

p.m. our naval guns fired on the Ru$-
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sian warships in the harbour, and it

was distinctly witnessed that the war-

ships were struck seven or eight t^mes,

the crews extinguishing the . fire by

means of pumps.

September 30,—This day the bom-

bardment of the enemy's warships was
continued by our naval guns, five or

six shells apparently hitting the bat-

tleships Peresviet and Pobieda. The

previous night the battleship Sevasto-

pol changed her anchorage to the

eastern harbour.

October 2.—The result of this day*s

bombardment by our large calibre and

naval guns was very satisfactory, one

pf the shells having undoubtedly struck

the left side of the turret of the enemy *s

'flagship Peresviet, about 2.30 p.m.

Several othre shells were also efiective.

About the same time, namely, 12.30

a.m. on the 3rd, a battalion oft the

Russians assaulted the right of our

siege line, but retired after an hour's

exchange of fire.

October 4.—Fire was poured by our

large calibre and naval guns on the

enemy's warships, of which the Pol-

tavBy and Povieda^ and Peresviet were

struck several times.

At 9 p.m. a body o± our troops,

with the object of demolishing the

enemy's 47-mm. quick-firing guns on an

elevation south of Yen-chang, surprised

the enemy and completely accomplished

its object. After having dismantled a

quick-firer and a machine gun there;

our men retired to their former position

at the foot of Ta-ku-shan. This stepv

was taken, because these guns, by their

N i

v$

S-w*;_ -—J.

The Rtivitan off Port Arthur.

From 7.30 p.m. to about 4 the next

morniilgi the enemy advanced on our

trench leading to Tung-chi-kuan-shan,

from every
'

side. The fighting was

fiercest at about 12.30 a.m. on the 3rd,

but our men finally succeeded in drivr

irig back the enemy at all points.

bombardment, had proved no small

menace to the passage at our rear.

During the same night the enemy

repeatedly attacked our trench leading

to Erh-lung-shan.

October 5.—One of the projectiles

fired by our large calibre guns, which
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bombarded the enemy's warships, hit

the Poltava, while the fire of our naval

guns told on the large buildings at

Lao-hu-wei peninsula, three of which

were totally destroyed.

October 6.—Two of the shots from

seen to be landing by means of sever-

al Chinese boats, and so were also the

crew of the Retvisan on the morning of

the 7th. It was also noticed at about

noon that the Poltava was towed into

theEast Harbour. The majority of the

A Provision Place at Port Arthur.

our large calibre guns struck the Pol-

tava and Retvlzan. Another hit a store

in Lao-hu-wei (Old Tiger's Tail) penin-

• stila and set it on fire.

October 7.—During the bombard-

ment which we maintained on the Rus-

sian warships with guns of large calibre

from the 1st to 7th October, according

to a moderate estimate, the battleship

Pohieda was struck by one shell, the

battleship Retvisan by four, the bat-

tleship Peresviet by four and the bat-

itkahip^Po/tfitva' by five shells. In addi-

tion, thesfe vessels were also hit by seve-

ral shells from our naval guns. The
>re&ult wa;s that- the Poltava, Peresviet

and Retvisan appeared to ha:ve lost their

power 6f naodon. " (5n the morning of

the 6th the 6r6w of' the Poltava -were

other warships have also shifted their

anchorage into the East Harbour. Up
to date three Russian hospital ships

have taken refuge in the western har-

bour. The same night one of the ene-

my's electric lights at Erh-lung-shan

was destroyed by our gun fire.

October 9.—During an artillery duel

a,bout 4 p.m., some two companies of

the enemy descended the 203-metre emi-

nence, and were advancing upon Erh-

lung-shan, when they were discov«-ed

by our garrison at' Hai-shu-shan, who
at once opened ^re on them. The
enenly then withrew to his former

' position. During this engagemeni, the

•enemy tembved seven machine guns
ft^om the direction of I-tzu-shan to the

direction of Erh-lung-shan.
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During the night the enemy appear-
ed to have apprehended our attack
and from about 8 p.m. opened a ran-

dom rifle and gun fire from various
positions.

October 10.—At about 9 p.m. some
60 Russiansmade several sorties against
the East and West Forts of Pan-lung-
shan, explosives being thrown into our
positions ; but the enemy was repulsed

each time.

The enemy was throwing numerous
explosives every night into our trenches

directed against Tung-chi-kuan-shan
fort with the object of obstructing our
work.

October 11.—At about
3.30 p.m., nine of the ,_

enemy's destroyers appeared
twice off Yen-chang, and
after exchanging fire

. with
our destroyers and batteries

on land, retired into the har-

bour. Their appearance, was
presumed to have i < been

prompted by the desire to

bbs:rve our disposition on
land.

The right wing of , the

Central Army this-day picked

off 14 of the enemy's soldiers

in the neighbourhood of the

railway bridge south of Lung-

yen. We also captured, on

the same day over 30 earth-

work implements, over 2p
overcoats, a number of rifles,

etc., in a crevice east of Erh-

lung-shan.

At 7 p.m. three companies

of infantry from the left wing

of the Right Column attacked

the enemy near the railway

bridge south of Lung-yen;

The place was occupied at

8.30 p.m., without any serious losses

on our side. Our troops then con-

structed a foremost position at a point

200 metres farther to the front.

Octoter 12.—During the day, our

guns of large calibrebombarded the ene-

my's warships, on which nine shots told.

One of these shots caused a fire lasting

14 minutes on board a certain warship.
During the night the enemy in "the

direction of the Left Column threw
over 50 bombs into our trenches. But
the damage was slight. During the

daytime, the enemy erected a helio-

trope in order to survey our move-
ments. But this we destroyed.

The same day in the Central Column
several of our men were wounded by
dum-dum bullets fired by the enemy.

October 13.—Three shots fired from
our large-calibre guns hit the Peresviet,

Colonel Niiyama, - *.

One of the shots caused a fire lasting

13 minutes. The battleship is presumed

to have already lost her fighting capa-
city.

As the result of the complete cutting
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off of the enemy's water source at the entrenchments on the sides of Erh-

Lting-yen, the riverbed, hitherto dry, lurig-shan, and occupied them after a

was covered with water 30 centimetres short but fierce fight. The enemy's loss

^eep. was not exactly known, but the dead

bodies left by him

on the field alone

were not under lOOl

Our spoils consist-

ed of a field gun, a

small calibre gun,

two machine guns,

some rifles and a

quantity of am-

munition.

October 17.—At

12.30 a.m., some

"about 50 of the ene-

my issued from the

south of the 203-

metre height and

attacked our troops

in the trenches

directed to the

above height. They
retired after throw-

ing explosives into

the 'trenches and
exchanging fierce

rifle fire with our

troops. About the

same time, the

enemy's forces of

unknown strength

attacked us in the

direction of Hachi-

maki-yama and
Erh-lung-shan , but

they were all beaten

back by our men.

> ' Between 10 and
12 p.m., insigni-

ficant forces ofthe enemy twice attacked

our troops in the trenches directed to
the 203-metre height, but they were
also repulsed.

Our troops on the Hachimaki-yama
w^ere attacked several times by forty

or fifty Russians, but drove them back
every time. The gorge of the above

People receiving Wounded at the Shinbasut Station.

October 14.—Thirteen shots from

our large calibre guns hit the Siing-shu-

shan Fort. Other forts and the ene-

my's warships were also struck.

October 16.—Between 4.25 and 5

p.m.; the Central Column, skilfully tak-

ing advantage of our gun fire, rushed
into the fort at Hachimaki-yama (a

teight south-east of Erh-luhg-shan) and mentioned hdght was still occupied by
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the enemy, who was erecting defence

works there.

October 18.—A Russian soldier who
surrendered to the Army made the fol-

lowing statement :

—

" Port Arthur being in imminent

danger, our superior officers compelled

the inhabitants, Chinese or otherwise,

to work day and night, allowing hardly

time for rest. Complaints and bewail-

ings are consequently heard in every

direction. We combatants suffer from

privation, and for several months have

not received any pay. We are put to

excessive work. I have, therefore,

decided to surrender."

It was also stated by the prisoners

that, owing to the increasingly heavy

damage caused by our bombardment,

Stoessel had organized a body of 400

determined volunteers out of his troops,

and, by promise of decorations and

money rewards, was trying to make

them attempt sorties in various

directions with the object of

destroying our guns.

October 19.—The trenches

directed to Erh-lung-shan and the

North Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-shan

having advanced quite close to

the enemy's position, we were

subject to assiduous obstruction

from the enemy day and night.

Our work was however, making

steady progress.

October 21.—The enemy's ob- ' '

struction gradually increased, but

our work was steadily progfess-

ing.

October 22.—Our work in the

trenches directed to Erh-lung-shan

and Tung-chi-kuan-shan continued

to receive the enemy's obstruction.

Since the previous day we have

bombarded with large calibre guns

the enemy's warships and arsenal.

October 23.—We picked off and

killed nine of the enemy moving in

the vicinity of Sung-shu-kou.

. The enemy in the vicinity of Erh-

lung-shan has lately constructed wood-
en guns, by means of which he dis-

charged explosives against our troops

working in the trenches.

The trenches directed to the North

Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-shan have ap-

proached within 50 metres of the fort.

Our troops suffered very much from

the enemy's obstruction, and their

work was consequently making little

progress.

October 24.—As the result of our

bombardment, a fire occurred in the

city of Port Arthur at 2 a.m. and was
only subdued at 5 a.m.

The Central Column's trenches di-

rected to Erh-lung-shan have approach-

ed within about 50 metres of the

enemy's fort, and although .great ob-

struction was received from the enemy,

the work was making good progress.

It appeared that the enemy had of

late been pushing a tunnelled passage

towards us from the North Fort of

The Nicolas Gate at Port Arthur.

Tung-chi-kuan-shan. At about 9 p.m.

he caused an explosion at the head of
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our tunnelled passage, but we sus-

tained no casualties.

This night the enemy shot at lis

two heads of fish torpedoes from Erh-

lung-shan.

_Lieut.-General Foot

October 25.—At 2 p.m. our naval

guns fired and sank a two-funnelled and

three-masted ship of over 1,300 tons

to' the right of Pai-yu-shan,

October 26.—From 8.30 a.m. our

siege guns of large calibre and naval

guns opened fire mainly on the Sung-

shu-shan Fort, Erh-lung-shan Fort,

Tung-chi-kuan-shanFort, and the North

Fort, on the same hill, the forts being

struck no less -than 250 times. "

The naval guns also poured an ac-

curate fire on to the Sung-shii-shan

and Erh-lung-shau Forts.' As the result

of the bonibardmefit a bteacli was

made in the breastworks of the Erh-

lung-shan Fort, the coverings of which

was also destroyed to some extent.

The covering at the gorge of the irung-

shu-shan Fort was also demolished

at two places. Moreover

a 15-cm. Russian gun was
dismantled and another

sustained severe damage,

and a gun on the North

Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-shari

was put out of action.

From 2 p .m. other

batteries of our siege guns

fired on the skirmishers'

trenches on the glacis front

of the Sung-shu-shan and
Erh-lung-shan Forts, and

the trenches in the south

of Hachimaki-yama, and
inflicted on the enemy
severe losses. At 5 p.m. a
portion ol the right wing
charged the trenches on
Sung-shu-shan and a por-

tion of the centre the

trenches on Erh-lung-shan

and in the south of Hachi-

maki-yama, and occupied

them without sustaining

any serious losses. "

No sooner had these

trenches been occupied

than the enemy concentrat-

ed the fire from the bat-

teries- not only of the neighbouring

forts, but of the 'heights west of

Ta-yang-kou, of the Man-tou-shan,

Golden Hill, Pai-yu-shan, Lao-lung-tu,

and other forts, on the attacking

force. The enemy's shots ming"'ed and

crashed with those from our batteries,

and the Fcene was for a time teirible

beyond description. But the enemy's

shells inflicted no material loss our*

army. The enemy exploded a large

mine laid on the^ glacis of the Erh- .^

lung-shaii Fort, but the result was '

harmless to our troops.

'With the object of obstructing thd
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enemy's repairing works, our force

during the night bombarded the Erh-
lung-shan Fort, Tung-chi-kuan-shan
Fort, the northern fort of the same,
and Sung-shu-shan Fort, with our
siege and naval guns. The enemy's
ships and arsenal were also bombarded.

The enemy at Sung-shu-shan and
Erh-lung-shan, under cover of rifle and
gun fire, attacked us several times
during the night, but was everywhere
repulsed,

October 27.—The firing from our
guns of large calibre was carried out
continuously, while our naval guns
opened fire on Sung-shu-shan, I-tzu-

shan, Antzu-shan, Pai-yu-shan, Erh-

lung-shan, the shipbuilding yard and
warships in the harbour.

To mention some of the principal

dn mages on two light guns, and
destroyed one of the gun in the eastern
front of the sam.* fort. Nor was this

all. Several of our shells hit the

south-eastern corner of the above fort,

with the result that the coverings

were destroyed, as were also two
machine guns in the vicinity.

At the Sung-shu-shan Fort, a gun
mounted at a projecting corner was
dismantled ; a 12-cm. Canet gun facing

the middle of our left wing was
damaged, as were also the covered
positions and coverings.

The same night our engineering

corps working against the northern

fort of Tung-chi-kuan-shan succeeHedi

in destroying a portipn outside the^

projecting corner of the fort. .

The enemy obstructed the progress'

\
ffm.

'

^ ^-i- ^'.,;^'',:.
,'

;y:;' ^.,;:j.JS.:-%|^

Japanese and RussiiVN.GAyALRv fighting hand to hand.,

effects of our bombardment on the

day it demolished,, one of , the gun-

carriages at Tung-chi-kuan-shfln ; de-

stroyed the infantry banquette extend-

-

ing from the east end to the centre in
;

the northern front, of Erh-lung-shan

Fort ; shattered^ the coverings ; inflicted

of our engineering work by means of
bombardment (especially during the
nigtft), explosives, sorties, etc, and AV
the same time Endeavoured to rfepah'"

those portions of the forts damaged
by our gun fire, » v

^ ^'

- October 28.—The -feoftibat^dihehi'^
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Our Entrenching Work nkar the Sha-ho

was continued with large calibre and covered 12-c.m. Canet gtin and another

other siege guns, the result being so at the gorge were sftruek by our

satisfactory that the effective shots projectiles. ,,

from the large calibre artillery alone At I tzu-shan the carriage of a

numbered 285 in all. Several shots 12-c.m. Canet gun was capsized^ while

also hit An-tzu-shan, I-tzu-shan, the another gun carriage was considerably

deviated from

its proper posi-

tion. The cover-

ings of the fort

on the 203-metre

elevation w^ere

destroyed at
two places, to-

gether w^ith

some portions of

wire entangle-

ment and en-

trenchments of

skirmishers'.

It appeared

that not a few

injuries w^ere iur

fiicted on the

guns and build-

ings at the
fort on a 203-metre eminence, Pai-yin- northern fort at Si-tai-yang-kou.

Shan and Pai-yu-shan. Fire started at the old town of

. The Naval guns fired principally Port Arthur and a second fire, lasting
on Si-tai-yang-kou, I-tzu-shan, An-tzu-. -three hours, occurred at a manufactory
i^han, the Russian warships in the at the base of Golden Hill.

Astern harbour, and the western; y: During the night, the arsenal at
town of Port Arthur. ,; Port Arthur was bombarded as usual.

Of the effects produced by our fire,' and we also fired for the purpose of
the following are worthy of special covering our sapping operation,
mention :—

^
. October 29.—This day we resumed

The mfantry banquette and several firing and increased the number 6f
Ijuildmgs within the Ehr-lung-shaUji' shots from each gun.
Fort (where the enemy placed sand Before daybreak an enemy's force of
bags in a section

^
of the banquette about 100 in number came out to dt-

which had been destroyed the preced- tack us at the head of our channel
ing day) were destroyed, and consider- advancing on the Erh-Iung-shan Fort;
able damage was also done to the butwe repulsed them with heavy losses!
gorge of the fort. > At the same time, an equal force of.

At the northern fort of Tung-chi- Russians delivered a fierce attack on
kuan-shan an ammunition magazine' our tunnelled channel to Sung-shu-shan
was exploded, and at the Tung-chi- Fort. Our troops defended the ground .

kuan-shan Fort a field gun mounted., in-a most de&pcrate inanrief, but were
on the western side of the gorge was obliged to give up part Gf it. At 2 p.m.,
blown off, wMle at Sung-shu-shan a however, our forces; in cd-operation
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with a body oi artillery, recaptured

the lost position by a single attack.

Ourchannel advancing on Erh lung-

shan Fort reached the latter's outer

embankments the previous night, a
portion of -which was duly exploded
and destroyed by our force.

The casemates at the outer embank-
ments in the eastern comer of theNorth
Fort of Tung-chi-kuan-shan were again
twice exploded the previous night and
a big breach made in it, killing a dozen
of the Russians who were staying there.

i :i Our firing was becoming more
and more effective and the number of
effective shells fired from the guns of

;
large calibre reached 350 this day. In

addition, immense damage has been
inflicted on the forts . at Lao-Iiih-tzu,

I-tzu-shan and Pai-yin-shan and the

intermediate
forts between

these places.

The naval

guns were used

for firing on Si-

ta-yang-kou, 1-

tzu-shan, An-

tzu-shan, Pai-

yu-shan and
Sun-shu-shan.
The shells from

these guns blew

tip the magazine

at Si-yang-kou.

These guns
were also used

for firing on the

five mine-re-
moving boats

moored along'

the southern"

side of the west

harbour, and

have inflicted

heavy damage

on three of

them and caused fire to break out

on boalrd of them.

The rest ofthe siege-guns also bom-

barded fi-om 1 p.m. the entrenchments
attached to the forts between the Chi-
nese wall and the fortresses.

GENERAL ATTACK.

October 30.—Early on the morning
of this day the army commenced the

bombardment with siege guns, of large

as well as small calibre, and also with
naval guns. From 1 p.m. a general

forward movement w^as made in all

directions.

The Right Column and a portion

of the Central Column advanced
against Sung-lung-shan and the north
fort of Tung-chi-kwan-shan, and suc-

ceeded by sunset in occupying the top
of their outer embankment, at the same
time destroying a number of side defence

apparatuses in the outer trenches.

Major-General Osero.

Another portion of the Central Col-

umn at 1.07 p.m. carried the P. Fort

situated between Pan-lung-shan Fort
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and the North Fort of Tung-chi-shan.

In spite of the enemy's fire, our troops

succeeded in occupying the fort by two
o'clock, when they at once began to

throw up works. At night, however,

they were attacked by the enemy several

the fort north-west of Tuhg-chbkiian-

shan, occupied on the 30th has became

firmly established.

The aggressive operations directed

agahist other forts and batteries were

progressing steadily.

Our ship blocking Port Arthur,

times, and at about, 10.30 p.m. they
had to withdraw from thjcre. But
Major-Gcneral Ichinohe,- personally

commanding his troops in the trenches,

succeeded in recapturing the fort at
11 p.m#

The Left Column advanced against
the North Fort of Tung-chi'kuan-shan'

and two forts in the neighbourhood.
At 1.05 p.m. the Column captured by
assault one of the enemy*'s forts to the

tiorth-west of Tung-chi'-kuan

October 31.—At 5 p.m. the Left

Column charged" the North' Fort of
Tung-chi-kuan-shan, while' & portion"
of its troops had already reached the

eastern top .slope, . where defensive

were being constructed.

The retention of the P. Fort and

October 31.—^This day our guns of

large calibre and naval guns fired on
the harbour and dockyards. Several

shots told on the gunboat Giljrak, and
two steamers were sunk. A fire of large

magnitude occured in the neighbourT

hood of the wharf, and the flames
spread rapidly.

On the night of the 31st at 8.30.

the enemy attacked the extreme right

of the army, but was repulsed at mid^
night. -

,

November 1,—Our guns of largQ

calibre fired at and sank two steapaers

(about 3,500 tons displacement each)
on this dayand a steamer (about 3.000
tons) ^n the 8nd.. .

On the 1st two Russian soldiery

surrendered themselves to our army at
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a point south of Shui-shi-ying. 1 his-

day sounds of explosion were heard

t"vvice in the vicinity of Yuen-pao-fang
(the northern extremity of the town of

Port Arthur), once 11 a.m. and again
at 11.10 a.m. It was presumed that
the explosions were due to the blow-
ing up of the powder magazine.

At the P. Fort (hereafter called

the Ichinohe Fort), our army captured

three field guns, two machine guns,

three fish torpedoes and many other

spoils. Russian dead left at the fort

number about forty.

November 3.—This day at noon we
opened a heavy fire with the naval gtms
on the east harbour, the dockyard, and
other places, with the result that a
big conflagration broke out in the

neighbourhood of the east

harbour at 12.15 p.m. The fire

lasted till 4 a.m. the following

day.

On the same day the firing

from our guns of large' calibre

caused heavy damages to H.

Fort on the heights about ?00

metres north-east of Wang-tai.

The enemy's field guns mount-

ed on the gorge of the Tung-

chi-kuan-shan Fort were also

hit by our shells and greatly

damaged.

November 6.—Our guns of

large calibre and the naval

sruns fired on the enemv's am-

munition store at the northern

end of the town of Port Arthur

and set the store on fire. At

2.30 p.m. the same day, the

powder magazine at the Old

Fort of Shung-shu-shan explod-

ed, hd'ving^been struck by our
^

shells.

: November 19.—During the

afternoon the fire ,frofn ouV /

naval guns caused the explo- ^

^iori of a powder niagazihe

;near the enemy's arsenal. ;!.-*> v

( Oar.i, vv'orks .for attacking

the enemy's forts were progressing in:

accordance with pre-arranged plans. |

November 21.—On the night the

enemy made a sortie on our attacking,

troops in front of the North Fort on

Tung- chi-kwan -shan, but was itti;'

mediately repulsed.

November 22.—This day at about

12.30 p.m., a conflagration occurred

near the arsenal of that fort, caused

by the bombardment of our naval

guns. The fire was observed to be

spreading even as late as 9.30. p.m.

The conflagration that was started

in the neighbourhood of the Russian

Arsenal by our naval gun-fire on the

22nd at 12.30 p.m. burned until 2 a.m.-

on the 23rd. It was presumed that-

the fire had spread' to the coal store.-

Major-Genfral Fukunaoa.

November 26.—The operations for

the attack on the .forts 6n Sung-^,hii)
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shang and east of the hill having been

nearly completed, an assault was made
on the afternoon of the 26th, but

owing to the enemy's stubborn resis-

tance, no result had been obtained,

and fighting was stilLgoing on.

The attack on the Sung-shu-shan

Fort and the other forts to the east of

it, has thus far resulted in the firm oc-

cupation of the outer pai-apets and

their neighbourhood. Time was not

yet ripe for our troops to force their

way into those forts. They were still

engaged in destroying the casemates

and other side defence works.

toward the south-west of the 203-

metre em'nence delivered an attack iix

force, which was pressed forward to

a point about 80 metres below the

summit, and at 7 p.m., dashing" for-

ward towards the summit, in conjunc-

tion w^ith the reinforcing troops, final-

ly succeeded in occup^'ing it. Closely

following this assault, the detachment

which had proceeded toward the

north-eastern portion of the hill also

carried out a scries of successful as-

saults. Thus the whole position ot

the 203-metre eminence completely fell

into our possession at 8 p.m.

The Pallada,

The force attacking the 203-metre

height has by several assaults succeed-

ed in capturing and holding the

enemy's trenches near the top of the

height. The troops were engaged in

completing the occupation of the whole

fort.

November 30.—The investing army

commenced cannonading at dawn on

November 30th, and up till 4 p.m.

had effected several assaults, which

were, however, not crowned vnth

success owing to the obstinate resis-

tance of the enemy, Abput 5 ,p.m.

the detachment which had advanced

On the eastern side of thjs height;

the enemy's dead were lying in heaps,

but th2 number of his killed was not

ascertained.

December 2.—In the direction of

the left wing of our army, the parle-.

mentaires from the opposing forces

arranged on the 2nd for a partial

armistice, from 10 a.m. to 4? p.m. on

that day, in order to recover the killed

and wounded on both sides.

BOMBARDMENT OF THE RUSSIAN

PORT ARTHUR ' SQUADRON,

December 3.—Our naval" guns bom-
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barded the enemy's warships, and as

a result it was observed that the

Pobieda was struck six times, a battle-

ship of the Retvizan type eight times,

and other vessels 16 times.

December S.—The bombardment by

The siege work directed against

the forts east of Sung-shu-shan was
progressing day and night. Our army

on the 4th captured two 36-mm. quick-

firers in the casemate of the counter-

scarp of Erh-lung-shan.

^^>fc>^ ...",V<.;

OuB Infantry Soldiers skirmishing.

the 5 same guns w;as resumed on the

5th, observations showing that seven

shots told on the Pobieda^ and eleven

each on the Poltava and Retvizan,

At a little past three in the . afternoon

one 'of our shells struck a powder

magazine south of iPai-yu-shan. which

exploded and columns ,of smoke were

seen to rise. This was soon followed

by a fire, which after the lapse of

two hours had not been extinguished.

Later on the same day our heavy

guns again opened fire on the enemy's

warships. Two shots struck the battle-

ship Peresviet, and an o ther war-

ship. A battleship of the Poltava type

emitted a great volume of smoke for

one hoiir.

' December 6.-^According^ to a report

received at 1.30 p.m. on the 6th, our

heavy guns recommenced the bombard-
•ment of the enemy's warships at 10.45

a.m. By noon, four shots had struck

the battleship Retvizan and one shot

the Peresviet. The bombardment was
still proceeding when the above report

was despatched.

enemy's ships disabled.

The reports, dated December 6,

received from the Commander of the

Naval Landing Party at iPort Arthur,

were as follows :

—

L .

I visited the 203-metre height to-
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day and made an observation of the

harbour, I found that the Poltava, has
been sunk and is resting on the bottom
and the Retvizan has a considerable

list to the port side. These two ships,

I am convinced, are no longer capable

of fighting or steaming. These results

were discovered only this morning,

and are believed to have been caused

by yesterday's bombardment.

' II.

Since the 2nd inst. we have been

making observations from a height

near Shui-shi-ying and continually firing

ipvery day upon the enemy's fleet lying

on the south side of Pai-yu-shan. From
this height we can only see the tops

of the masts or funnels of the

Pohieda, Retvizan or Pallada,

•We are, however, able to leain

when our shots are effective. As
to the other ships we can

witness masses of smoke rising

when our shells strike them and

explode, but as these vessels are

screened by the hills it is im-

possible to know the name of

the ship that is struck.

Up to to-day the Pobieda

(?) had received 34, the Retvizan

32 and the Poltava 11 shots in

all. In addition, we observed,

from the explosion and smoke,

that 50 shots also told on the

other ships.

Yesterday seven shells struck

the Pobieda^ 11 the Retvizan or

Pallada, and 11 the Poltava,

Futhcrniore, at about 3.30 p.m.

a loud explosion occurred on

the south side of -Pai-yu-shan,

caused by one of our shells.

; . I?URTHER SUCCESSES.

" The enemy's forces at Akasaka-

yama, being unable to stand the plting-

ing fire of our troops occup3ang the

203-metre eminence, evacuated their

position on the 6th inst. and our

forces occupied the w^hole of the hill at

1 p.m.
" We also succeeded in dislodging the

enemy's forces from the height north

of Sz-erh-kou and from the height north

of San-li-chia, occupying the former at

2 p.m. and the latter at 3 p.m.

**In consequence of the bombard-

xnent continually carried on for several

days past, the Poltava has been caused

to list on her starboard side, being

submerged up to her upper deck, and

the Retvizan to list on her port side.

Captain Murakami,

Commander of the Chiyodtu

to be
"A report from the army in-

yesting Port. Arthur, received, at the while the Bayan appears

imperial Headquarters on December aground.

7 savs '— • .
, .. - A^P^t 4,p.m. on the 6th inst.th?
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enemy's parlementaire arrived at our her red hull showing on the western

lines and proposed that hostilities side.

should be suspended for about five

hours in order to collect the killed and

wounded of both sides. This proposal

was consented toby our Army.*'

The following report from the

Commander of the Army investing

Port Arthur was issued on the 8th

December :—

Articles for a Russian Soldier.

BOMBARDMENT OF THE RUSSIAN
WARSHIPS.

The gist of a report, dated the 7th
December, from the Commander of the

Naval Landing Party was published

at the Imperial Military Headquarters
as follows :

—

/

" According to observations made
from the 203-metre height, the Russian

battleship Poltava is submerged and
aground, as was reported the previous

day. The Retvizan seems to be also

aground, having sunk without a list,

and is flooded with water as high as

her stern deck. As a result of to-day's

bombardment,. it was noticed that the

Pobieda is seriously damaged and has
a heavy list to the starboard side,

" The bombardment yesterday of

the enemy's^ warships with guns of

l5irge calibre was very effective, and
many shots were observed to hit the

Pallada, Peresviet arid Pobieda. F'ire

also broke out on board the Peresvieij

while the Pobieda has 'a heavy list to

starboard/*

A report from the Commander of

the Naval Landing Party undet date
of December 8, 2 p.m., is as follows :—

" The following report has been re-

ceived from the observatory, of our
batteries :

—

*' The Peresviet (first-class battle-

ship) has her central funnel greatly
damaged, and the greater portion of
her stern submerged in water. The
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Paltata. (fir^t-3class battleship) is sunk have lost both her fighthig^ power and

up to the lin^ of her' upper deck. The seaworthiness. As the Giljr^k (gvin-

Retvizah (first-class taitleship) is boat) was seen to be lying near the

Hstitlg to starboard, the water nearly shore 'to the' iiorth^ of the Peresviet,

rcacfhing her upper deck. The Pobieda we fired on her, stnlc-iiig her eleven

(first class battleship) is also sunk, tinies, and she is now cotisidered to be

with her upper deck under water. The thoroughly disabled.

cbndition of the Pallada (first-class The number of shots which struck

cruiser), which is lying between the theBayan to-day was 22. Fire broke

RetVizan axid. the Amur (mine-laying out on board her at 11.30 a.m. and

V^efssiel), is not certain; but it appears was still burning at 4.15 p.m. Thus

that her bow is listing a little down- she is also considered to have sus-

ward, though the exact extent of her. tained great damage. The Sebastopol,

damage cannot be ascertained. On Amur and the transport were sub-

the upper deck of the Baj^an (armoured sequently bombarded, but the results
j

cruiser) fire has broken out and is still are not known. The hits above refer

i

burning. The Sevastopol (first-class" only to the large shells, no record be-

battleship) appears to be moored ing kept of the smaller guns*
j

alongside the big crane in the East As the result of firing with ouri

Harbour, only the top of her masts naval guns on December 8 on the ene-

being visible and her hull entirely my's vessels, six shots struck the Ba-

hidden behind a hill. To-day we are yan, while the Amur was hit 14 times,
|

firing mainly on the Pallada,

Bayan and Sevastopol with our

naval and military gtins."

The following report from

the Naval Staff of the Army

investing Port Arthur, dated

December 8, 2.30 p.m., was

published by the Imperial Head-

quarters :

—

_
.

'* The sinking of the battle-

ship Peresviet at 12.30 p.m. is

considered to be certain. She is

now in nearly the same condi-

tion as the battleship Poltava,

The cruiser Pallada has com-

menced to list to portside, and

we are still sending a heavy fire

on her.

FURTHER BOMBARDMENT OF THE

enemy's warships.

The number of shots which

hit the Pallada on the 8th

December was 8, in consequence
'

^ . , ,. ,

.

of which a 'conflagration took place which caused her stern to smk slight-

on board the vessel, while at the ly. The' store houses and other build-

same time heir hull listed to the port- ings at the south-eastern foot of Pai-

^de and her stern ' is now slightly yui-shan and in the vicinity of the

stmk
• She is consequently deemed to Arsenal were struck by

ViCE-ADMIRAL RODjESTWENSKY,

Commander-in-Chief of the I^altic Squadron,

36 shells,
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which inflicted great damage on the

buildings.

DESTRUCTION OF THE RUSSIAN

, SQUADRON.

During the botnbardment of the

part. The Gilyak :is lying quite near

the shore at the southern foot of Pai-.

yu-shan and has listed about 25(?)

degrees. It is presumed that she is

destroyed and has settled down on to

the bottom of the harbour. At day^

break the Sevastopol issu-

ed from the harbour and

anchored at its moutb,

presumably in order to

get; out of the range of

our guns. (Dec. 9.)

THE 203-METRE EMI-

NENCE.

Since the repulse of

the enemy's last counter-

attack on the 203-metre

height, it was generally

expected that his forts at

north and south Ta-yang-

kou, I-tzu-shan and An-

tzu-shan would direct a
heavy fire against the

above hill, and prepara-

tions for this contingency

were made accordingly

by our army. Nothing

of the kind however, oc-

curred, only a desultory

and ineffective fire being

delivered by the north

and south Ta-yang-kou

forts. It w^ould thus seem

enemy^s sqtia.dron on December 9th, that the enemy has run short of am-
the Pobicda was struck five times and munition. The defences of the latter

the Bayan seven. The latter was set forts being equally as strong as the

on fire, and has a list of 25 degrees others, it will be out of the question

to the portside. She is now sinking, to carry them by storm, so that pro-

At flood tide the water rises to the per arrangements for their attack will

base of the turret on the upper decks of have to be elaborated after the com-
the Retv'isan and Poltava. The Palla- plete destruction of the enemy's w^ar-

da has heavily listed to the 'larboard ships.

and the Pobieda to the starboard, and Russian destroyers.

their hulls beneath the waterline are It is believed that there are still

exposed. At flood tide a portion of eight or nine Russian torpedo-boat

their upper decks is submerged. As to destroyers remaining intact at Port

the Peresvlctj she is covered at high Arthur. According to the observations

water to the stern-walk in the aftpart made from . the 203-metre eminence,

and to the torpedo-tube in the fore- none of these destroyers can be seen.

The GiiRMAN Pkinck, Kail Anton and Prince Kan-in

VISITING our' Piquet- Lines near the Sha-ho.
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^i;id it is Surmised that these boats,

together with some of the transports

and gun-boats, have taken shelter at

the foot of the Lao-tieh-shan forts, out-,

side the harbour, in order to escape th^

bombardment of our guns. (Dec. 9.)

DESTRUCTION OF THE ENEMY's
SQUADRON.

On the 11th December our large

calibre guns again bombarded the in-

t^or of Port Arthur, and inflicted

severe damage on the battleship Pol-

tava, the transport Amur, and the

wireless telegraph station below the

Golden Hill. , An arms store was also

bombarded and set on fire.

According to the Naval Staff, as

the result of the bombardment of the

BOMBARDMENT BY THE NAVAL

BATTERIES.

On the 13 th December the naval

guns principally bombarded the engine

works and fish torpedo depot at Lao-

hu-wei and the ships and boats in the

neighbourhood. The fish torpedo de-

pot was set on fire, and burned for an

hour- Three vessels for miscellaneous

purposes were destroyed and a vessel

was set on fire and sunk. The bom-

bardment also inflicted severe damage
on the enemy's buildings. An indirect

fire was also opened on the Sevastopol,

hut as the observation was defective,

owing to the bad weather, the attack

was suspended.

Russian Kossacks running away.

enemy's sq^iii^^dron for the last few

days, fo«r battleships, two cruisers,

one gun-boat, and a torpedo depot

ship (a, total of eight vessels) .
have

been totally destroyed and need no

more be fired at.

Situation on tlie Sha-bo and
near Mukden.

OCCUPATION Off WAI-TOU-SICAN.

On the 27th October a portion of

the Right Army attacked the enemy
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at Wai-tou-shan, who offered a stub- ment towards a" certain village lying,

bom resistance. Our army occupied in its front. The village was taken,

the tnountain at 4 p.m. The enemy by surprise by our force. The buildiiigs

,

who defended the position consisted of frdm,which the enemy had offered re-;

two battalions of the ISth Regiment; sistance were set on fire, as; it was

oif Infantry. In this battle we captur- from this, village that the enemy "had:

ed two machine guns, ^ frequently made night attacks on our

outposts, the

place being
situated midvc-ay

between the out^

posts of the two'

hostile forees. "
'

On the after-^

noon of October

30th, more than

a regiment of the

enemy^s infantry,

about a division

(three regiments)

of cavalry and

some two bat-

• teries of artillery,

in front of the

left detachment

of the Left Army,

pressed forward

Afterwards, the enemy fiercely bom- from Li-ta-jen-tun, Han-san-tai and

barded Wai-tou-shan occupied by our- further west. Our detachment en-

force. The fire continued till 10 a.m. countered this force and finally sue-

on the 28th, and ceased in the after- ceeded in repulsing it. While sustain-

noon. ing but slight losses itself, the detach-

A large force of the enemy who ment inflicted serious damage on the

had been concentrated in the neighs enemy's cavalry, who were thrown into

bourhood of Kan-ta-jin-shan and the confusion, 50 or 60 of their horses being

scouts in occupation of the fringes of killed. The enemy left behind 14 killed,

the heights of Pien-nin-luh-pao totally On the night of October 30 a body

disappeared. In other directions the of infantry from the Left Army oc-

engagement was limited to an inter- cupied and destroyed by fire a village

mittent exchange of gun-fire. (the name of which was unknown)
On the night of the 28th October about 500 metres north-west of Chang-

a small detachment of the enemy made Hang-pao.

a counter-attack upon Wai-tbu-shan, ' On the 8th November at about 10

but was immediately repulsed. p.m., a body of the enemy's, forces.

On the 28th at about 11 p.m. a consisting of from one to. two coin-:

Russian force pf unknown strength panics of infantry, delivered iah attack

attacked the heights of San-tao-kang- on one of our outposts, but was re-'

tzu, but was immediately ^repulsed. pulsed. With"^ the. excieption of] this '

\ . On the 29th at 3 a.m. the Central attack, quietUess prevailed in every

Army desj)atched an infantry detach-' direction.
'^''

'

'

Our Machine Gun Corps.
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\, '^1.12-3.0 ,on- the night of the 11th
'November the erierny. made an. attack
^on theqharter of tTie army's left„,:wing

in front of Wu-chen^tai, " but ; was
repulsed by our troops. The enemy's
^force j '.'tionsisting of 200 ,. infantry and
3Q0 cavalry/ that .appeared in the

direction,: of Sho-zai-inon, was also

repulsed by our garrison. The enemy
retreated towards Ma-chan-tzu, his

ca^Jt^itie^'.-J^ein^ over 60, whilst ours
w^re ri^: mor(?,'th^[j^ or 7.

.' On- the ' l5th'?^6vember at 1.40
a.m. \a detachpaent of the enemy,
consisting of infanty and cavalry, at-

tacked our position at Hing-lung-tun,

but was repulsed by our troops there.

On the same day at about
noon the enemy's force, con-

sisting of two or three thous-

and infantry and cavalry with

8: guns, fired on our positions

at Tsih-tai-tzu and Ma-ma-
chiai. The firing, however,

caused no damage to us. Ex-

cept this incident,
,
quietness

prevailed in every direction, nor

was there any change in the

general situation.

At daybreak of the 18th

November, a detachment of the

enemy attacked otjr forces near

, Hing-lnng-tuh, but was re-

pulsed. Prom the morning of

the same day, the enemy

stationed, near Sha - ho -pao

, searched our position with fire ^

i from mortars and field guns,

but we"' sustained no damage.

I. As a detachm nt of the enemy's

infantry ' was ' gathered near

• Sliiaa-yang-tzu dur artillery

, opened fire and routed the '-;

, enemy, who then fled into the

villa^gcs.'; -Huang-la-she-tzu and

voth^f. ViUages to the south,- -"^

-'each on ihe right batik ofthe'Htin-hd,

.have Seen set on fire V^ the enemy

, antl reduced to ashes. .

:., ,::^bdut tioou on the 19th November

the enemy's infantry' were .«]een
^
to be

constructing some w-Orks east of Litj-

chiang-tun, and 'to the rear of th?se

troops wasiatiother infantry force. Qur
artillery thereupon opetied fire and dis-

persed .thfe "enemy.* The situatipn in

other directions rejnained unchanged.

On the' 21st November, at halfpast

6 in the morning, a detachment of

our forces which had advanced in the

direction of Wei-tzu-yu attacked the

enemy bivouacking at Wei-tzu-yu and

occupied his position. Later, a

superior force of the enemy gradually

closed in upori the left flank and rear

of our detachment, but the latter

being reinforced succeeded at 9.30 a.m.

Major-General Kusunose.

in-repufsihg the enemy, who retreated

towards Tsien-ho-ling. The strength

of the eneijiy was some 600 infantry

:And- 300 cavalry, 'with four guns, •

--'
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In this eagagfement the enemy left

behind 30 killed and the number of

Russian prisoners taken was 6. The

spoils captured were 30 rifles, 40

entrenching tools, large quantities of

ammunition and other articles.

Our casualties were Sub-Lieutenant

Inouye wounded and 28 non-com-

the same time the enemy's artillery

bombarded the vicinity of the railway

bridge on the Sha-ho, firing 20 or 30

shells, but no damage was inflicted

on our side.

Prom the night of the 25th to

the morning of the 26th the enemy's

infantry detachments attacked our

The Kokura JBrtdge on the Ta-tzu-ho constructed by our Engineer Battalion.

missioned officers and men killed and

wounded.

At midnight on the 22nd Novem-
ber, five or six hundred Russian

infantry attacked Hing-lung-tun, Our

pickets who were stationed there

succeeded in returning to the main

force after a sustained engagement.

The village was completely destroyed

by the enemy's bombardment.
At daybreak on the 23rd the

enemy frequently attempted to surprise

us from the Sha-ho railway bridge,

Pao-tsy-yen and various districts north

of the latter, but was repulsed every

where.

From about 1 a.m. on the 23rd a
body of Russian infantry made several

attacks on our piquet line north of

Lah-muh-tun, but was repulsed each

time, finally retreating northward. At

forces in the neighbourhood of Hsing-

Tung-tun, Fang-shin and Hsiao-tan-

kao, but were all repulsed.

On the 26th about 2 p.m., the

enemy's artillery occupying the east

of Tao-shan furiously bombarded the

vicinity of Ma-kuang-tzu, and Ku-
chia-tztt, but we sustained no damage.

On the right bank of the Hun-ho
a detachment of the enemy's cavalry

attacked Ma-ma-chien on the 25th

but was repulsed by our garrison

there. On the 24th the enemy set fire

to the. village of Shang-tsai-men, more
than half of which was thus destroyed.

On the evening of the 27th Novem-
ber, the enemy fired in a desultory

manner on our position at San-tao-

kang-tzu, and from about 6..30 p.m.

his infantry delivered a night attack

p

which bur troops succeeded in ^epul-
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sing at about 8.30 p.m. During this On November 29th at 2 p.m. a
time the Russian heavy artillery body of the enemy's infantry and

neighbourhood of cavalry advanced towards the heightsstationed in the

We^chia-lou-t2u were firing in the
direction of San-tao-kang-tzu and
Chien-chia-wo-tzu but failed to inflict

any damage on us.

The enemy's mortars and field

guns on the western side of the
railway persistently bombarded the

direction of KuTchia--[ zu from sunset

on the 27th, and subsequently at

east of San-chia-tzu.. Our troopss, how-
ever, succeeded in repulsing the enemy
at about 7 p.m.

At 4t p.m. a body of the enemy's

cavalry and artillery attacked Chuan-

chia-lou-tzu, but subsequently w^as re-

pulsed by our rifle fire. On the same
day, a small detachment of our troops

inflicted some losses on a force of the
about 7 p.m. a body of the enemy's enemy's infantry and cavalry which
infantry occupied a small village, made an appearance in -the north of

north-west of Nan-kang-tzu, and pour- Chan-chia-Hng.

ed a rifle fire on the neighbourhood A Soul despatch dated the 30th
of a small hill north of Ku-chia-tzu. November stated that, according to a
The fire, however, ceased at 8.30 p.m. report from Hsien-chang, the Russian

From 10.30 to 11.30 the same night troops in the neighbourhood of Hwai-
the enemy's infantry stationed on the jen, Pien-shih-ha-ta and Lu-tao-chioa^

right bank of the Sha-ho, on the tzu have all retired northwards and!

western side of

the railway, and
in the west of

Lin-shing-pao
fired at random
at our positions.

Except the above

and occasional

conflicts between

scouts, the situa-

tion was un-

changed.

At midnight

of November
30th, a body of

the enemy's in-

fantry attacked

our positions at

Ma-kuen-shan,
but was repulsed

by our outpost

under a non-com-

missioned pfficer.

Our scouts despatched in the direc- that the enemy's force in the direction

tion of Liu-chiangrtun unexpectedly of Hing-king and Ku-cheng has been

encountered a force of the enemy. Our reduced to 1,000 infantry and cavalry,

troops however, drove ofif the enemy, with two guns,

and were able to carry out their pre-

arranged task.

LlEUT.-Coi.ONEL NiNOMTVA, WHO TOOK THE COMMAND OF THE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE KOKURA BRIDGE ON THE TA-IZU-HO.

A detachment of our army on

November 25th attacked and drove
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off tfeeilfeTrtj.fboifi Ills positions atChu-

&n-chia-lou-tsz. Subsequently^^ Ijowt

ever, a strong qolumn- of the ejxetaj\$

for^ee yiras observed ^ striving friim the

General Ltnewitsch.

rear, and consequently our force oc-

cupied the positions near Ma-chia-

cheng.

On the morning of the 29th Novem-
ber, a body of the enemy's troops with

artiHery put in ' dn appearance in the

direction of San-chia-tzu-wan and Liu-

ho and its strength gradually increased

until in the afternoon it reached three

or four" battalions of infantry and
eight guns. Our detachment therefore

avoided fighting and returned to the

inainvposltions. ->

' ^ • On the 1st December at- 10 p.m.

a body of the enemy's infantry at-

tacked our position at Ma-chuan-tzu

^haii, but was at once repulsed.

:
...' On' the morning of ;the 2rid Novem'-

I ,
•

r,: ' ::. ber, the enemy's iii-

'

v : ; i. -i 1 : ; : ; fantry ;and cavalry

approached. Hua^ngr

:> -
: ^^ ;ti ;and the neigh-

bourhood of Peir

tai tzul ; They were;

t however,, -completely

^ driven off by our

forces. .
' '

' At 2 a.m. on the

,3rd T^ovember, our

f infantiy," forced the
: 'enemy at Ku-chia-

i tzxi to retire north

. and occupied the

village which ha:d

, j been strongly held

by the enemy's in-

fantry with machine

guiisi During the

engagement 12 of

our; troops w^ere

wo.unded, the
enem.y's casualties

being not less than
30..

"T^jward , the
evening of the same
day the Russian ar-^

tillet-y fired on Wai-
tou'-shan, and during
the°^ same night two

or three companies -of the enemy's
infantry also attacked that hill,: but
were repulsed.

At about 2 a.m^^on the 6th De-

cember the Russians at Ta-wUTchaa-ying

attacked our outposts- at Pao-tzu-yenl

The " latter were compelled to tempo-
rarily abandon their positions, but on
being subsequently reinforced - finally

succeeded in recovering them. '
<

; ,;.;

Two attacks on our positions east

of Fang-shan and Hoh-linrtun w:erc

delivered by 4h^ enemy, one at 2 a.m,
and the other at about 4 a.m. on the
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A little past 2 >.m., on the XQt%
a body of the, 'cncniy's infantry a,t-

-tackcd Pei-tai-tzu; but 'before daw'n it

was. completedly, driven back to. the
north/

:

';...-
J

- r During the afternoon of the^ san^
-day, the enemy's battery' in the west
of W^n-part-shan opened fire on Yao-
tun and Tang-chia-pao-tzu, and that

in the western foot of Ta-shan bom-
barded the east of Pn-chang-wo. We,
however, sustained no loss.

A force of the enemy's cavalry at-

tacked Ma-ma-l<ai on the right bank
of the Hunho, and was driven off to

the west. The enemy sustained several

casualties, but there were no losses on

our side.

Naval Fighting.

THE RUSSIAN DESTROYER
ROTSTORGPNY.

The Russian destroyer Rotstoropny

'7th, but our army sucjcleeided in re-

pulsing these attacks before the morn-
ing of the 7th December, V.'

'.-. :ON THE SHAHO. ;

On ,the liight of the 8th DecembeSr

a 'body of the enemy's infantry at-

:.tacked our, outposts at Siao-tun-koU,

but was repulsed.

On the 9th at 3 a.m. the enemy,

whose force was unknown, approach-

ed our outposts in the neighbourhood

of the Shaho, but was also repulsed.

Subsequently, at a little past 5 a.m.,

the enemy again attacked our outposts

in the north-east of the railway bridge.

This force of the enemy gradually in-

creased until it was about a battalion

strong, and a portion of our outposts

was enveloped on the west and north-

east. Simultaneously, the enem.y in the

direction of Han-chia-po and Su-fang^

tai severely bombarded La-mu-tun.

The '>' enemy's forces, however, all re-

treated at daj'-

break. They
seem to
have sustained

severe losses,

as testified to

by the nume-

rous bodies left

on the field.

-Our losses were

-two men slight-

-ly wounded.
IN THE DIREC-

TION OF HSIEN-

^ CHANG.
'

" Our detach-

ment which
• was despatched

to 'Sung-shu-

kou on -the '
' " ,

mbrning of the 8th December encoun- which had escaped from Port Arthur

tered en route 30 or 40 Russian 'feritered the port of Chefoo on the

ctnralry' and drove them off, killing -IGth November at 7 a.m;. A Very

more than 10 of the enem^: v.The "heavy tlizzard had visited this district

troops reached Shwang-tai-t2U 'in the since the previous day, and snow was

'afternoon -They sustained no loss.

'

falling so heavily that nothing could

Our foremost Piquet-line near the Shaho. ,,
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be seen at sea. After the landing of the

crew of the Russian destroyer a violent

explosion was heard on board the ves-

sel and clouds of white smoke were also

observed. It was ascertained that the

vessel had been- blown up by the Rus-

sian themselves- Her hull wa&submerg-

ed the funnel showing one foot and the

to the Captain, the Rotstoropny had

left Port Arthur on the 15th Novem-

ber at 11.30 p.m. and, though pursued

by Japanese warships, had succeeded

in reaching Chefoo safely, owing main-

ly to the heavy snowstormi. It Is

si*pposed that the destroyer's object

•in arriving at Chefoo was for the

The Battle Ship, Shikishima-

inasts five feet above water. When
the vessel first arrived on the 16lh

November, Captain Chen of the Chinese

cruiser Hai-yung, then at anchor at

Chefoo, proceeded to the destroyer and

after a short coversation with the

Russian officers on board the vessel,

withdrew- Subsequently an officer

from the U.S. cruiser New Orleans,

also at anchor there, paid a visit to

the Rotstoropny, but the Russians

refiased all information to the Ameri-

can officer, only stating that the

destroyer had come from Port Arthur.

The Captain of the Russian destroyer

; proceeded on shore and entered the

: Rnssian Consulate there. According

purpose of coniveying some important

message from General Stoessel to St.

Petersburg, and it is also believed

that the Rotstoropny was the only

Russian vessel that left Port Arthur

on the same day. It is further stated

that she was to disarm in order to

stay at Chefoo until the termination

of hostilities- Apparently the Russians

subsequently changed their mind, with

the above-mentioned result.

The Chefoo- Taotai lodged the

following demands with the Russian

Consul cpncerning the Russian des-

troyer Rotstoropny

:

—
" ' 1.—That the arms and ammuni-

tion taken by the crew of the Rots-
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torapny when they landed, shall be
handed over to the Chinese authorities.

^"2.—That all the officers and
men from the said destroyer shall be
detained on board the Chinese cruiser

Maityung;

:

'* " 3.—That the arms and ammuni-
tion referred to in clause I shall also
be placed in charge" of the Haiyung,

.

** * 4.—That the Russian officer and
men, on embarking on the Haiyung^
shall take the customary oath.'

All the above provisions have
been accepted by the Russian Consul,
and were to have been carried out
during the night of the 17th.

The Rotstoropny, which was
blown up within the anchorage for

merchantmen, has so far been left

alone, only a small number of sentinels

detailed firom the Haiyung patrolling

the neighbourhood on board a steel

lighter. A red light is also displayed

on one of the masts of the sunken
vessel.

THE SEIZURE OF A GERMAN STEAMER.

Our squadron, on the 19th No-
vember, at 3 a.m. discovered in the

neighbourhood of Yuantao a steamship

steaming towards Port Arthur. The
-warship Tatsata went in pursuit and
overhauled her at Sa.m.and found that

she was the German steamer Veteran,

\ carrying on board winter clothes,

blankets, medicine, and a large

quantity of salt meat. Originally she

was the British steamer Thales, Her
Captain declared that she was pro-

' ceeding to Niuchwang, but as it was
judged^ from the nature of her cargo,,

the route pursued^ and other things,

that she was attempting to run the

blockade, she was seized and sent to

Skseba to be examined there.
f

LOSS OP THE **SAIYEN."

The detachments led by the cruiser

Saiyen (2,264 tons displacement), ap-

prdaching the enemy's fortress at Port

Arthur on November 30, was assisting

our land forces and enforcing the

blockade of the harbour, when sudden-
ly the Saiyea struck one of the enemy's
mechanical mines and was enveloped

in clouds of black smoke. Thereupon
the gun-boat AAa^f,- which was then

bombarding the land, suspended firing

and hastened towards th& Saiyen. The

Commander Miyaji^ Commakder of the
Akashi,

latter, however, had sunk immediately,

and the Akagi, therefore, anchored in

the neighbourhood and, togetlier with
other gun-boats and steam-launches,

endeavoured to rescue the crew of the
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ill-fated cruiser. These vessels finally

$ticceeded in rescuring 15 officers and
quasi-officers, including tlie officer

second in command of the Safyeti, as

Well as 175 petty officers and men.

Captain Koretaka Tajima and others,

38 in all, are believed to have perisid.

TORPEDO, ATTACKS ON THE
;, ,

SEVASTOPOL.

"

On the '12th December at 12.30

a.m. a torpedo-boat flotilla, command-
ed by Commander Naoshi Kasama,
attacked the battleship Sevastopol at

On the 13th Deeember' atr2^;30 a.m^

another torpedo-boat: flo^tilla, com-

manded by Lieut.-Commarider. Araka?

wa, assaulted the enemy's battleship

and discharged several torpedoes, in

spite of "the enemy's gun-fire, but the

result was not certain. During this

attack a torpeo-boat was struck on

the funnel by 3,/ shot, and another

boat also received " a shot in her

engine room. The two boat§ being

disabled were towed home. Np casual^

ties occurred in any boat.

At 6 a.m. another torpedo-boat

rs -4

The Saiyen.

anchor outside the harbour of Ppi;t;

Arthur, the result being unknown.

Subsequently two other torpedo-boats,

commanded by Lieut.-Commander Ta-

liietaro :Masato, -approached in face of

a galling fire within striking distance

of-the battleship and dischargred seve-

ral torpedoes at her. The latter were

observed 'to explode arid the conse-

quent vibration of the air was felt,

but the next morning the battleship.

was stilf in her position. Our flotillas

sustained no loss.

,,flqtilla, commanded t by . Lieuti-jQo^i-

mander Shigetake Seki, efi*ected an as-

sault, but owing to the glare of the,

searchlights and the enemy's fire, our!

men failed to discover, the battleship,

and the attack ended in failure. At"

the ' same time two other .torpedo-

boats, commanded by j^ieut. Rokuzo
Adachi/ approached the enemy's .bat-

tleship and dischafged thtir torpedoes,

.

An explosion and the, rising of a
coluhiu of water were observe^,' but

the result was not clear. During this
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ceived a shot. In otie of the boats,

three men -were w^ounded.

FURTHER TORPEDO ATTACKS ON

THE "SEVASTOPOL."

On the 14th December at 3.30 a.m.

two of our torpedo-boat flotillas, com-

joianded respectively by Lieut.-Com-

mander Micbisuke Otaki and Lieut.

Matsutaro • Miyamoto, attacked the

operation, both of our boats were flotilla lost sight of each other. At

subjected i:o a severe fire and each re- about 4 a.m. the boat commanded by

Lieutenant Takemasa Nakamuda tor-

pedoed a transport and observed an

explosion, and that comjiianded by

Lieutenant Miyattiotb discharged a

torpedo at the SevastopoL The two

boats then steamed back, but failed

to discover the boat commanded by

Lieut. Takejiro Nagata. The latter

has not yet returned, and her fate is

the subject of much anxiety. In the

morning, our watch tower

and picket boat reported

that the bows of the v9era-

stopol w^ere about three feet

lower than before.

[Lieutenant Nagata was
on board the Edo Maru as

attache to her commander
on the occasion of the block-

ing expedition on May 3^

and steamed into the mouth
of the harbour. On the

death of Lieutenant Taka-

yanagi, Commander of the

steamer, he assumed com-

mand, and blew the vessel

up and sank her.]

The following telegram

from Rear-Admiral Yamada,
dated December 15, 10.35

a.m., was published by the

Imperial Military Headquar-
ters :

—

"From 11.30 p.m. on the

14th to 3 a.m. to-day, six

torpedo-boats attacked the

Sevastopol, the gun-boat

Otvazny-y and transports,

Sevastopol and the militarytransports, without intermission. Particulars are

The Otaki flotilla was prevented from not yet to hand. According to a
attaining its object owing to a severe report received from our watch tower
snowstorm, but the Miyamoto flotilla, this morning at 9, the bows of the

taking advantage of the concentration Sevastopol had sunk more deeply than
of the enemy's searchlights on the yesterday, and the water had reached
Otaki flotilla, succeeded in reaching above the torpedo tubes in the fore-

its destination, in spite of the heavy part of the vessel."

snowfall. While searching for the ene- It is stated that the Russian bat-

my's ships, the torpedo-boats in the tleship Sevastopol is protected with

'Captain Ishibashi, Commander Op the Takasago.
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torpedo netting in everjr direction, in- enant-General Samejima, at the head
stead of merely in front of the central of the reserves, rushed into the case-
part of the hull, as in .ordinary cases, mate at the counterscarp, and this

An Illumination for celebrating our Victory over the Port Arthur Squadron,

-Moreover, she lias a triangular boom
attached to her bows.

The Latest War News.

OCCUPATION OF NORTH FORT OF TUNG-

CHI-KUAN-SHAN,

At 2.15 p.m. on the 18th Decem-

ber, a portion of the Army effectively

blew up the parapet of the North Fort

of Tung-chi-kuan-shan and at once

charged the fort. A severe hand-gre-

nade engagement was fought, in which

the enemy offered a stubborn resist-

ance, aggressive operations being at

one time checked by his machine-guns.

Subsequently at about? p.m. Lieut-

had the effect of raising the spirits of

our troops. These reserves were then

placed in the" fighting line, and the

final assault was made, with the result

that the above-mentioned fort wa:s com-

pletely occupied at 11.50 p.m.

Immediately after the occupation

of the fort, defensive works were at

once constructed, the occupation being

made secure by the following morning.

The enemy, while retreating, ex-

ploded four subterranean mines laid

in the neighbourhood of the gorges.

The enemy left behind ^ve 9-cm,

field and two machine guns, a large

quantity of ammunition, and 40 or 50

dead*
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War Time Anacdotes-

The Gallant End of an Aged
Officer.

Major KiNOSHiTA Katsutake, the

6th Rank, the 5th Order,

the 5th Golden Kite.

Commander, the 1st Infantry

Battalion,—Regiment.

Born May 3rd, Koka
2nd year.

(2505th year).

Shizoku, No. 19 Washio St.,

Shijnokawaraj SkimokyohUj

Kyoto*

This is a copy of the card Major
Kinoshita usually used and well in-

dicates some eccentric turn of his

mind. From the date thereon, we see

that he was 60 years old when he

fought and died ai;i honorable death

on the fields of Liao-tung.

He w^as a native of Kumamoto
and wds a fbncing 'ex,pe:qt, haying early-

perfected .hiniself in all the branches, of

the art. ,In 1871; he. w^s ^Captain
in the Tokyo Dii^i^ipn and; ^uccesstvely

displayed : his ;^ martial :valoi;ii::,in .the

campaigns.of Saga. . Eormosa, and the

South-West. But his -promotion was
not. so,rapid a? that of ^pthers arid he

retired from actual service in. 18.8Q. Ber-

ing! by nature fearless, bold:and sbme-

what brusque^ he did not care for tri-

flesi which very often brought hiim into

some trouble with his,superiors, though

a very gallant officer on, the • battle-

field.' In 1895, he again entered the

kr^my and. for, his meritorious deeds in

the occupation of the Pescadores, was
: promoted to be Major and decorated

with the Golden Kite. After that he

led a quiet private life at Kyoto.,. On

.the outbreak of the present war, he

made an application to go to the

front and his entreaty was so earnest

that he was finally permitted to jcj»in

the army again, in spite of his dis-

qualification in age. Though his rough

conduct once more made unfavorable

impressions on his superiors, yetMajor-

General Takenouchi saw something

very valuable in him and took him jto

the front. In the battles which were

fought there the old Major exhibiied

his usual skill and bravery to the

great admiration of many. One day,

Major-General Takenouchi's regimejnt

captured the second fort of the eneitny

after a severe struggle and th^ee

counter-attacks from the enemy. The
last attack was the most furious and

deadly. Shell and shot rained o^er

the Japanese in the fort just occupied

while a resolute band of Russians

forced their way from the back.

. Amidst ithe.confusion, :tiie old: :Major

sat on a log and gave his orders as

coolly as if nothing were happen-

ing.' * The' heavy fire from the enemy's

forts fell thicker and fastier.
^

' Major-

General Takenouchi' called the Major

to take up his position in a safer

place, but the latter's reply was "_W^
will finish them sooii." While* thus

ordering^ his men, he received a shot

through his brain arid fell prostrate

en the ground. " He was soon takeri

inside the fort and on examination it

was found that two 'more bullets werfe

lodged in the breast* and leg/ Proni

these bounds, it appears, he had sat

Bowri, 'arid had been giving orders as

if he were not hurt ^a bit.
' '' '

A Patriotic Lance-corporal.

It was the 31st July that Lance-

corporal Sasakawa died struck by a
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shot at San-chiich-shan near Chai-mu- Japanese Government frr>tn the coutt
Cheng. He took part in the fierce of St. Petersburg in the matter ^f
engagements of Hsin-yen and other Liao-tung, and next the full text 6f
places, distinguishing himself in brave the Imperial rescript of the 10th May
actions, but fortunately not receiving of the 28th year -of Meiji tvhieh was*
even a slight wound. During the proclaimed on the return t>f^thG TJao^'
attack of a height east of San-chiich- tung Peninsula to China,
shan, he cried out *' I am Lance- Sergeant Kawahara was so greatly
corporal Matsutaro Sasakawa of the touched that he could not refrain from
Imperial Army and twenty six years
old ; my life is nothing to me, but I

am delighted to take

revenge on the foe." So
saying he gallantly ad-

vanced and shortly after

fell, shot in the left

breast. Squad com-

mander Sergeant Kawa-
hara ran to him and
said: *'Your woun^ is

not severe, so you must
take courage." But, in

reality, it was his death

wound. At that mo-
ment, the thundering of

cannons and the hissing

of shots mingling with

the w^ar cries, the fight

was at its height. The
Sergeant intended to

examine the wound of

the corporal lying on the

ground, when he found

some written papers

stained by blood. The

sergeant took them up

and read as follows :

" On the 23rd April

of the 28th year ol

Meiji, a date which -is

deeply impressed on our

nation, the Slavs mali-

ciously interfered in our business

undet the pretext of friendly • advice

and deprived us of the Liao-tung

Peninsula which we had obtained from

China as a legitimate compensation.

We Japanese can never forget it."

tears. The patriotic corporal is a
native of Osaka. His parents are still

lyANCE-CORPOltAL SASAKAWA, READING AN IMPERIAL RESCRIPT.

living at Toyokawamura, Mishima-

gori, Osaka, with two sons and a

dalighter. The paper above mentioned

has been sent afterward to his father'

as a memorial. The father sniiled at

sight of this memorial,- when he re^-

Appended to this was a long article ceived it. and the corporal's eldest

containing the advice gbren to the brot&ef and sistef greatly sympathised
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fcjKr ,the honourable death of their master renowned for Chinese learing,

brother, while the youngest brother and afterward received physical train-

who was going to serve the colours, ing from Mr. Kano Jigoro, a famous

loudly cried out. that he will surely expert in Judo, After having complet-

take revenge on the Russians for his ed his preparatory study, he was sent

dear brother, to the United States where he entered

the military school at An-

napolis and stayed there

some years. After his re-

turn home, he was a p-

pointed Sub.-Lieutenant

and took part in the

Japan-China War. When
his father received the

news of his beloved son's

death, he composed the

following poem in Japa-
nese.

You must serve the

country at cost of

life,

t'was my only ad-

vice to my son,

Now he has w^ell ob-

served my ^dvice.^

When the body of the

Commander arrived at

the Baron's house. Her
Majesty the !^mpress
herself wrote two poems
and sent them to Baron
Takasaki, his father, one
ofthem runs as follows:

—

We deeply regret the
death of your son,

though he died for

the country,
but pity . more the
heart of his
parent.

^^y:

The late Commander Takasaki and his beloved Son.

The Late Coinmander Takasaki

Motohiko.

Commander Takasaki is the eldest

son of 'fiairori Takasaki,' a Tamcms poet*

in Japan. He died at a certain place

in Port Arthur, when' he ,was attack-

ii^g ;a fojrt of (the enenay with heavy

naval guns. , . He was the first of,

the officers . belonging to the -Naval

Heavy Artillery Corps to fall. Having
since he was 7 years old determined

to enter the Navy, he was educated

under the care of Saito Jitsuei, a!

The Exemplary Conduct of a

Private,
'^ ' On' the 5th July, the first class

private Hashimoto Kiyokichi under

Sergeant" ^ Hirakawa '< w^as on scout

duty on a hill close to thq enemy, in

order to protect the defensive work at

a position on our piquet line in Ta-
tjen-t^u. Some fifty troopers of the

eneray suddenly advanced to the post,

which privatte Hashimoto instantly

reported by signal to the company
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his own company. The commander
then highly praised the exemplary
conduct of Hashimoto and immediate-
ly reported the fact to his superior.

working in the rear, so that the com-
pany was able to make full prepara-
tion to check the enemy's advance

;

but Hashimoto wishing to observe
the enemy*s force, concealed himself be-

hind a rock together with his chief. He
perceived about 150 Cossacks advanc- ^^® ^^^e Major MiyosM;
ing at some distance from the rear of This distinguished officer, who fell

the first small force. It seemed that in the battle of Liaoyang was the
this enemy's force attempted to envelop second son of Takeshita Seiichi, a samu-
an Infantry section which was engag- rai of the Hagi clan in the province
ing in defensive work. Thereupon he of Choshu. He married the daugh-
and the sergeant wanted to return to ter of Lieut.-General Miyoshi and
their own company, when the latter was adopted into his family, and be-
was. struck by a shot

and instantly died

saying to the private:

"Hashimoto, do your
best, Teikoku Banzai"
The private not
daring to leave the

corpse of his com-

panion in the hands

of the enemy, carried

it on his back together

with his w^eapon, and

came down the hill.

When he reached the

base of the height,

two Russians ap-

peared. Having no

time to fire upon

them, he pushed one

of them down the

precipice, while he

was combatting a-

gainst the other. A
furious struggle took

place and they both

fell down the preci-

pice. Our private

struck one more good

blow and disabled his

antagonist. He then

returned to the spot

where he had left the

dead body of his ser-

geant, and concealed it

under trees to prtventthe enemy seeing came the father oftwo girls atjd a boy

ii. After doing so he came back to

Private Hashimoto carrying his wounded Chief.

In 1903 ^when the Rti^si^' Generat
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Kuropatkin visited Japan he was ap-

poitited one of the:reception committee,

and received a 3rd Class Order from

the Russian Government for services

rendered to the General and his suite.

Before going to the front he insured

The lATE Major MiYosHt.

tis life for 1500 yen and set his affairs

in order. He was fond of riding and

shooting, and was so expert in the

latter amusement that he invariably

carried off a prize' at every shooting

contest. He was ^n affectionate hus-

band and father giving up much of

his leisure to his children.- His eldest

daughter aand son are at present being

educated in Kiyoto under the care of

their grandmother. The following let-

ter is from his eldest girl aged 11 writ-

ten to the father while at the front.
" Dear father:

" I bi^ every /day ;an * extra* of

the newspaper boy as I am anxious

to see if you' are still safe. I think you

must have been in the battles of

Feng-kwan-ching and others, arid I

feel sure you fought bravely. I am
hoping for your safe return when you

will tell me many stories of the vvar.

I think of you day and night, and if

you should fall, I hope not before you

have done some brave 'deed. "

The Eomantic Story of a
Warrant Officer.

In the latter days of August

part of our army then in-^a
avesting Port Arthur m^de

night attack on the enemy,

posted on a certain line which

was surrounded by a Chinese

wall. The walls were too

strong to yield to the rush

of our soldiers, and so Ishiguro

a warrant officer at last made
a gap in them by throwing

explosives at them. A fierce

hand to hand fight ensued, in

which Ishiguro received several

severe wounds from bayonets

and swords. Dawn v^'-as ap-

proaching and both parties

retired leaving several dead oii

the field. . Amongst the corpses

were six of our men still alive

though badly wounded and
eight Russians in similar plight,

but not wil»i such severe wounds. A
Wounded Japanese signalled to a Rus-

sian to approach him, and made signs

to the man to bring him a little

vs^'ater from a podl near by formed by

rain, 'fhe man complied but was
struck by a stray shot and fell ; another

alas shared the same fate, thus making
the number of Japanese and Russians

equal. 1?he Russians then by means

of their rifles and overcoats erected/ a.

terit and proceeded to carry Ishigiiroi

whom they evidently, from his smart
uniform, took to be an officer of railk

^to the bhelter of the tent. Soon; ^ffcei-.

two Japanese who had been concealed^

behind a- rock, now appeared and as=

they passed the t6nt Ishiguro craWled
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6ut and begged them if they got back

to i their company safely, to report his

case to the officer in command. At
mghtfall Ishigiiro and the rest of the

wounded men started out under cover

of darkness to make their way back

to the army, but coming to the gap
in 'fhe wiall Ishiguro was owing to

his wounds not able to get through,

w:hiist waiting there a wounded Rus-

sian came up and kindly helped him

through, assisting him till they arrived

at a station of the Sanitarv detach-

raent. Here both the Japanese and

Russian had their' wounds attended

tt>, and after a short;time were obliged

to separate, the Russian being made a

whom he soon recognised as his brave

helper in distress- He approached him,

and asked him if he remembered him,

and the Russian was delighted to

meet his quondam foe, Ishiguro as-?

sured him the Japanese treated their

prisoners kindly and he need not fear,

and that he, Ishiguro, would report his

kindness to the officer in charge.

From that time they were good <:om*

rades and brothers-in'-arms till the

Russian was sent to Maruyama and

Ishigurp to a military hospital. '^

Maps hidden in the Sand.

Lance Corporal Asaka JiidayU, ac-

companied by two* privates, Yagi and
x^

,:•::; V^ , / ^ :'J. ,

X

'

' A Private hiding Maps in the SaniJ.

nrisoner of war ajid Ishigurp sopn Tani, was scouting arou;i4 M^ihoashan

after was sept home to recover. As op Ai^gust.9t.h',;wheji he apd his, party

the hospital ship arrived in ^ Japan ^er^ suddenly .attacked, by a- body of

Ishiguro saw on board a prispner Russians who , opened fixe on ^them
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from behind in ambush. Asaka*s horse

took fright and bolted, throwing its

rider with considerable violence to the

ground, arid the two privates had

great difficulty in escaping • to give

warning to their troop. Taiii riding

as fast as he could on a wounded

horse, while Yagi Kmped sorrowfully

through the millet. They succeeded iii

giving the alarm, but/ retutning: soon

afterwards with help to the place

w^here Asaka had been throw^n, found

to their sorrow he had disappeared.

He had evidently been taken prisoner.

Asaka had been entrusted with

some strategical maps of great value,

and it was feared that he might not

have had an opportunity of destroying

them before they fell into the enemy's

hands. Captain Takasu therefore in-

stituted a most careful search; but all

in vain. No traces of the maps could

be found, and it was evident to all

that the maps had been taken by the

Russians.

Some ten days later a scouting

party of officers belonging to the same
regiment was passing over the same
ground when one of them observed a
piece of paper sticking out of the

ground. He stooped to pick it up,

drew it 'out of the sand in which it

had been buried, and lo! there were

the strategical mapS, which Asaka had
carried'^ dirty, torn, and bloodstained,

but safe from the Russians. It appears

that with his last breath Asaka had
contrived to bury the maps in the sand.

The maps have been preserved as

a regimental treasure for future gene-

rations to, remember the bravery of

one of their brothers in arms. His

young widow deserves much sympathy,
but yet she must be proud of her

patriotic husband.

' A Clever Escape. -
Here is a story of the ready wit of

one of oiir Japanese soldiers which de*

serves to be ptit on^rAord. ' Gokan

Torizo, a first class private, well

known amongst his comrades for his

bold and adventurous spirit, was sent#

on the 2nd of August last, from Ta-
chentzu to Chai-ma-choti to niake conr

liection with the Japanese lines. It

was evening, and he i?vas passing

through a wood, when suddenly a
gun was fired quite close to himy d
bullet whizzed by his head, and before

he could turn routid to repay the com*

pliment, he was seized from behind*

captured, and pinioned, His enemies

Were three to one, so that resistance

Was hopeless, and- he was led with

his arms tied firmly behind his' back
into the depths of the wood where he

was bound to the trunk of a tree.

His captors, two Russians and a
Chinaman in Russian pay, now pro-

ceeded to obtain- from him all the in-

formation about the Japanese forces

that they could extract from him.

Oral communication was however im-
possible, for the Japanese could speak
none but his own language, of which

-his enemies were entirely, ignorant.

They wereobliged therefore to unloose

Torizo's hands so as to enable him to

write, for the writing in both langu-

ages is the same, and Japanese and
Chinaman can interchange thoughts,

with one another by writing even
when, they cannot do so by speaking.

The first thing they wanted to

know was the number of men the

Japanese had in that vicinity. To this

question Torizo replied that there were
400 men at Tachentzu, and 10 more
to keep open the lines of communica-
tions. The numbers were much exag-
gerated and Torizo hoped by this false

statement to alarm his captors, but
his words had quite a contrary effect.

His captors seemed relieved to find

that the Japanese forces were so small,

and Torizo saw that his falsehood had-

not improved his chances of escape
after all.^'^ * /•'^^: ^'

.

h '

He riovi? s^W that come what might
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he must find some means of letting

his commander know of the proximity
of a Russian force strong enough to
face with equanimity the presence of a
Japanese body of400 men strongs and,
whilst writing the answers to the
questions put to him contrived by
well-feigned agitation to break the tip

of his pencil. This necessitated a knife

to sharpen it with, and again he con-

trived to break the tip off the blade,

and, returning the knife to its ow^ner

wth apologies, managed by adroitly

wiping his nose to conceal the broken
blade-tip in his mouth.

Then night came on, and presently

Torizo's captors fell asleep over the

fire. When he thought they were safely

asleep, he gave a cough, and at once

without eliciting a sound. Then he
knew that they were steeping soundly,
and taking the blade-tip from under his

tongue he worked at the ropes which
bound him, until at last all his bonds
had been cut through and he stood
free. His enemies were still sleeping

soundly and Torizo felt inclined to

club' them as they lay there snoring*

But he w^isely concluded that pru-

dence was better than valour, so

leaving his captors to their dreams
he stole quietly away and reachedl

his camp in time to warn his com-
mander of the proximity of the Rus-

sian outposts.

" The Imperial Message is safe
!

"

On the 17th of October the Kawa-

The Imperial Message is safe!

his captors.a^voke wijth a vicious start., mura Regiment ,was^ the ff"P]ent of

So he waited a little longer, and. pre- a gracious Message froni His Majesty^

sehtly he coughed; once, twice, thrice- commending them for their valour and
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brave exploits.,,: The. Regiment was that the ttnails had arrived and the

highly delighted^as may be supposed, mail-carrier was surrounded by all the

and three copies' of the Message were soldiers Who were eager to get their

at once made for distribution to the hews from home. '* Any for me?"
different battalions. The task of and ''Give me quick" was heard on

carrying round the Imperial Message all sides, the confusion was great,

was entrusted to 1st class cavalry and in a few minutes, the ground was
private Moriwaki Saichi, vvho at once covered with torn envelope? and pieces

started off, full of his honourable of paper. In the next hour, some wer^

errand, and carrying the copies of the sepn reading letters with happy smiles.

Message along with some other letters others rather- seriously giving their

in his left hand. ' '

attention.to the home news. But all

The copies' intended for the Corn- thoroughly enjoying ' the pleasure of

manders of the 1st and 2nd Battfj-lions the moment, one could hardly realize

were safely delivered, and Moriwaki tliat^ these ' were the brave soldiers

was making his way to the. 3rd who vvould at the sound of a trumpet

Battalion when the enemy's infantry rise and face the enen^y statipned only

opened fare on him and he was shot two miles ahead,

through the palm of the left hand. Then it was announced that they

The pain was so intense that he fell could send letters home. The next

off his horse, and had to be lifted up morning, the pflScers were busily exam-

and carried to the Ambulance Hospital, ining the letters written by th^i/men

but nothing that the su.rgeons could in order to,; prevent . any disclosure of

do would induce him to loose' his hold military secrets, more than that, to

on the prqcious documents which he help their soldiers fey correcting brpjcen

declined to deliver to any one but the sentences and mispellQd -words. But'tjo

regimental commander from whom he break the monotony of the occasipi)(,

had received them. " I arri very sorry
'

some officers ^mused themselves by

to have been wounded, Sir," he said reading aloud ^ome of the nameg of

to'the Colonel, when at last he was the; women addressed and went ^n
brought to him, "but at least I think\ only to find them, those of mothers,

you will find that the Imperial Message A young officer now called out, *' Here's

is safe," and opening his wounded hand hair in the letter ; let me read it, may
he showed the other papers ,torn be to the sweet heart, eh!" /

and bloodstained, while the Imperial '*Read aloud, let us listen/' ' .7

Message remained spotless and unin- "My dear Fa.ther,
\

jured. His comrades declare that the I trust all of you are w^ell 4rid in

preserviation of the precibps decumejit fine spirits^ and beg to congratuia.te

was nothing short of miraculous, and you on it. On a certain day / last

the story will remain for a Ion . time month, we ' were sent to att9,ck the

to come one of the favourite yams of enemy upon the left flank, with the

ihe camp fire side. object of rescuing a portion of the
—^ Kuroki army from its painful jjosition.

mi. -etI-- p -15 1 J. rti- ^^ succeeded in putting the enemy in
:^he ^air .of a Beloved Charger, ji^^^^^^ ^^^ pursued them further until

'-^ the cavalry regimentwhich had been we occupied Kao-kuan-chai. Then we
in hot pursuit of the Russiatis drew back began to attack the enemy at Kao-
a little and was stationary at a cer- tai-ling, as you would read in the
t^n point for about a week. One day newspaper. One company was tri facfe

yhile in this position, it wasannounced them in front' „whi1e the itifantrv, to
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assist the -work and the company I

belong to were to appear at the left

back of the enemy. The enemy, con-

sisting of cavalry and artillery, posted

four field guns on the two hills near

their main position concentrated their

fire upon our front company who now
found it difficult to advance nearer. I

was ordered as a scout on one of the

animal that served me so faithfially has

died before I should perform some
great exploit. The hair enclosed is that

of my dear horse, which I beg you to

bury somewhere in my native village

and erect a tomb for him with this

inscription. "Tomb of * Kotd/ a

charger of the N Cavalry Regiment,**

If I have the good fortune to re-

An Officer censuring the Letter of a Private.

hills. I proceeded with my comrade

Kubota. but on "tlie way a shell burst

which passing through Kubota struck

my horse. So, J took the poor Kubo-

ta 's horse and left l^ine ,to be treated

by the surgeon. , I' ffelt very sad t6

part with my favdritfe which had been

Sharing my fate so long. I went near

the hill, performing my duty, and caine

back- to find my.wounded horse, dead:.

Jt^is ever sa'sad 'to think that,.,tl^

turn alive, 1 will build a shrine for

him and express my thanks for his

loyalty ,

:

I am --•
'

'^

Your loving son,"

"'" '

OSAWA A13UKE:"
.

r.": .
- '

i.
-

When the letter was read, all the

pflicers and men around .were touched,

ai;d for ,some -minutes a scene of per-

fect -Silence, and solemnity ensued. ^^

T^'"-i. .. ':;hI
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General News.

'G'^^ '0 -•(T'^^"^^^

AN IMPERIAL WORD.

(The following short poem, recently composed by His Majesty

the Emperor, seems of great importance as illustrating

the spirits which animates our nation).

The foe that strikes thee, for thy country's sake

Strike him with all thy might; but, as thou strik'st,

' Forget not still to love him.

A. LI. Tr.

The Imperial Diet.

The Opening Ceremony.

The Twenty-First ^pssion of tJie

Imperial Diet was formally opened by'
His Imperial Majesty in person on the

30th November last*

Long before the appointed hour for

the departure of the Imperial proces-

sion, the w^hole route between tlie

Palace and the Diet was lined on both
sides by dense, crowds of spectators,

eager to catcli a glimpses" of their re-

vereii iSnipfe^or's countenance. When
His .Majesty's carriage came in sight

shortly after 10.30, they sali;tfd-him
with enthusiastic shouts of Banzai.
In attendance on His' Majesty in the
same Carriage was Prince Iwakura,
assistant Lord Chamberlain, Follow-
ing His Majesty in seaprate carriages

were their Imperial Highnesses Prince
Fushimi and Prince Yamashina, Vis-

count Tanaka, Minister of the Im-
perial Household, and a number of
other high court officials.

Inside the gate of the House of
Peers, His Imperial Majesty was wel-
comed by the Presidents, Vice-Prnesidents

and the official staffs, of both Houses
of the Diet. Led by Prince Tokugawa,
President of the House of Peers, His
Majesty proceeded to the Iiliperial

Drawing Room, where he was received
by *His Imperial Highness the Crown
iPri^lce and other Princes of the Blood.
His Majesty then gave audience to
the Ministers of State and the Presi-
dents of both Houses of the Diet,

After a short rest in the Drawing
Room, His Majesty, followefd by a
brilliant tr^in of Princes and courtiers,
'went down to the Hall of the Upper
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Hous^, where he was greeted with the speech, Prince Tokugawa, President
profound reverence by the assembled of th^ House of Peers, ascended the
members- of both Houses and the steps and, reverently atpproaching the
officials, foreign diplomats and other Imperial Throne, received the scroll

privileged spectators in the galleries, from His Majesty's hands. On his re-

As soon as His Majesty was seated suming his place at the head of the
on the -throne, Count Katsura, Pre-
mier, presented to His Majesty a
scroll containing the Imperial Speech.
His Majesty then standing read the
speech, of which the following is a
translation :

—

' * We hereby open the Imperial
Diet and address each and all members
of the Houses of Peers and of Re-
presentatives.

'* We announce with high satisfac-

tion that Our relations with the Treaty

Peers, His Majesty left the Hall as h6

had come. This concluded the cere-

mony.
After another short rest in the

Drawing Room, His Imperial Majesty
drove back to the Palace, between the

rows of the same enthusiastic crowds.
It was about tw^enty minutes to twelve

when His Majesty arrived at the

Palace.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Immediately on the conclusion of

Powers are steadily growing in cordia- the opening ceremony, the House sat to

lity and good understanding. discuss the Reply to the Throne.
'* We have ordered the Ministers of At the last session of the Diet the

State to formulate a programme for President brought his own draft of the

meeting the extraordinary expenditure Reply and submitted it to a committee,

urgently required

under the present

circumstances and to

lay the same before

vou, together with the

Budget for the 38th
Fiscal Year ' of Meiji

and various projects oi'

law^s.
** Our expeditiona-

ry forces have been

victorious in every

engagement, and with
increased bravery and
vigour they are efifect-

ing steady progress in

the situation.

'* Placing full con-

fidence in the loyalty

and devotion of Our
subjects, We expect

that the ultimate ob-

ject of the War will be

attained. We trust ,

that you will endea- :

vour, in compliance

with Our will, to dis-

charge in harmonious " >^V;

cooperation the duty

.

;^'

incumberit upon you." ^ :

The speech, we scarcely need say,

was listened to by all present, in re-

spectful silence. On the conclusion ot

Marquis Kuroda, Vice-President of the House of Pefrs.

but on the present occasion, Mr* Ma--

tsuda, the President, on the opening

of proceedings, nominated, at the re-

quest of the House, a committee of
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nine, \^ith Mr. 'Gen-ichiro"'Ftfkuchi as
Chairman, to draw tip the Reply, and
the House then adjourned.

Raron Sone, Minister of Finance.

At 12.20 p.m. the House re-assem-
f)led, and Mr. Fukuchi announced that
a draft of the Reply had been handed
to the President. The latter read it

as follows :

—

i

" With dutiful respect, Your Im-
perial Majesty's humble servants begto
express their profound gratitude to
Y^ur'Mglw4if'^^,ior the graciqws speech
which Ydur^Iajesty deigned tp honour
them ,wi,tfe on the pccasion ofthe open-
ing ceremony of the Twenty-First Ses-
sion of the Imperial Diet. Abroad the
Imperial expeditionary forces are in
high spirits, winning victory after vic-

tory and thereby steadily advancing
the^MiJitari^'sftuation

; '-^hire at>-home
the people are full of ardour and
energy. Such a satisfactory state of
things would . hstve^^r^beeaj inipossible,

T^ere- it5 not' for^ tfee '.yiustrious virtue
oliYdur Imperial Mjij'^sty. The end is,

howeVery still ^r off; and the situation

demands increasing outlays for the pro-

secution of various arduous tasks at

home and abroad. It is now^ incum-

bent on the nation

to be united as one
man, arid with pre-

severance iand con-

sistency to strain its

energies for the 'at-

tainment of the com-
mon object. It is the

intention of Your
Majesty's humble
servants to dis-

cbarge their legisla-

tive duties with*^ all

possible assidiiity,

so ' that they may
not be undeserving
of Your Majesty's
tionfidence *o«'* the

one hand ' and the

people^fe trust on
the -other. Your
Majesty's ' humble
siervantv Masahisa
Matsuda^^ President

of the House of Re-

presentatives, ,l3egs

to present this to

the Throne in' awe
and humility." '

The ' Reply was
adopted with acclamation, and the

'*
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Mr. Oisht, a DisTiNGuisHrNG Member.

OF THE KeNSETHONTO PaRTY*

House adjourned at 12.30 p.ta*

HOUSE OF PEERS.
The House sat at 9.30 a.m.

on last December 1. Prince Toku^
gawa, President, declared the

meeting open, and announced
that as he had, as usual, com-
piled the reply to the Speech from
the Throne, he would, if there

were no objection, read the

same. No objection being rais-

ed, the President read the reply

twice, and it was unanimously
passed. The reply may be trans-

lated as follows :

—

" In deep humility, lyesatb

Tokugawa, President of the

House of Peers, submits this to

Your August and Enlightened

Majesty. Your Imperial Majes-

ty's humble servants ^ in the'

House of Peers feel profoundly

grateiul for the gracious Speech

which Your Majesty favoured*

them with on the occasion of the

opening of the Twenty-First Ses-

ison ot the Imperial Diet. They

are furthejr. grateful to YotXr Majes*
ty for the steady i~rogress which the
country is making in ciyihzation

and prosperity, for the niainten^nce
of friendly relations with the treaty
Powers, and for the enhancement .of

the country's military prestige by
the imfailing victories won by the

Imperial. For these blessings, the
countrj^ is indebted to Your Majes-
ty's illustrious virtues. The w^ar is

on a gigantic scale and its end is

still far off. Your Majesty's humble
servants, in obedience to Your Ma-
jesty's command and in vieve of the

urgent requirements of the situa-

tion, will make it their constant
aim to furhter the development of

the great Imperial policy by a faith-

ful discharge of their legislative

duties."

Japan and the Peace Conference,
The following statement ^was

issued the last December 11th :

—

" The invitation of the President

Mr. Kara, a DisTiNr^uisHmc Mfmber op
THE Seivukwai Party.
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of the UtiLte4 States tq the Second
Peace Conference having been received

in Tokyo on December 1, the Japanese
Government have at once given reply
to the effect that, being fully alive

The Volunteer Fleet

Steamers.

THE BUILIMNG OF YESSEI^ IN JAPAN.

With regard to the construction of
to the urgent need for more exact Volunteer Fleet steamers, it is strqngly
definitions and uniform practices th^n urged that the vessels should be built

now exist in .respect of some of the in thi^ country. At a recent nieeting

questions to be

submitted to the

proposed Con-
ference, and find-

ing in the fact

that they are en-

gaged in war no
sufficient reason

why they should

not take part in

the work of the

Conference, then

accept the invi-

tation, with the

reservation that

the Conference

of the committee
a resolution was
passed to the

effect that all the

steamers could

be constructefl

at home at an
estimated cost of

about 2,000,000
yen each, this

estimate bein;^

based on a
steamer of 6,000
tons or above,
valued at
1,200,000 or
1,300,000 yen.
It is also esti-

will not assume to take any action mated that one year would suiBce
affcctingany way the present conflict." for the construction of a steamer.

flORSES FOR REQtJISlTIO^,

.'i
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